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Abstract
Non-canonical word order, in particular, its rhetorical purposes, is one of several
problematic issues in the field of translation. The translator should be aware of this
and relay the intended rhetorical purpose in his rendering. Failure to do so will result
in an inaccurate translation.
This study investigates non-canonical word order, its types and rhetorical purposes in
Arabic, particularly in the Qur'anic text, from both traditional and functional points of
view. It also investigates the treatment of non-canonical word order in English from
traditional and functional points of view. I adopt Halliday's systemic functional model
as a theoretical framework within which the study is conducted to analyze the 22
Qur'anic examples as well as to test and analyze, in terms of non-canonical word
order, selected English translations. In order, to adequately apply Halliday's model to
Arabic examples of non-SVO word order, it has been slightly modified.
The analysis in this thesis is also carried out to investigate a number of hypotheses.
These concern the following issues: (1) the translatability of the Holy Qur'ân, (2) the
emotiveness of the Qur'anic text compared with its English translations, (3) the
wordiness of the English translations compared to the original Qur'anic text, (4) the
applicability of Halliday's systemic model to languages like Arabic, which exhibit
non-SVO word order, (5) the use of this systemic model as a tool for analyzing and
examining translations of the Holy Qur'an, (6) the similarities between A1-Jurjani's
views in his theory of çtJ An-Nazhm and the views of the modem functionalists,
particularly Halliday, and (7) the success of the selected translators in conveying the
rhetorical force of non-canonical word order to their renderings.
For this purpose, five different translations of each Qur'anic example have been
selected for consideration; namely, Trans "D", The Koran, byN. J. Dawood (1990),
Trans "A", The Holy Qur 'an: English translation of the Meanings and Commentary by
A. Y. Au (1992), Trans "H", Interpretation of the Meanings of the Noble Qur'an in
the English Language, by M. T. HilâlI and M. M. Khân (1993), Trans "P", The
Meaning of the Glorious Qur'an, by M. M. Pickthall (1994), and Trans "R", The
Koran, by J. M. Rodwell (1994).
An indicative questionnaire has been also conducted to support the main theme of the
study. The five translations of the 22 Qur'anic examples have been assessed by ten
English native speakers. A statistical analysis has been produced on the basis of the
questionnaire results.
The results of this study show that (1) the Holy Qur'ãn is untranslatable, (2) the
Arabic Qur' anic text expresses more emotive meaning than its English translations,
(3) English as a target language is more wordy than Arabic as a source language, (4)
Halliday's model can be applied to Arabic sentences of non-SVO word order, (5)
Halliday's model can be used as a tool to understand and analyze the translated texts,
(6) there are some similarities between Al-Jurjani's views and the modern
functionalists regarding certain notions, such as meaning, form, function and context,
and (7) some translations do not convey the same impact as the source text in terms of
non-canonical word order. S
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.0
Layout of the chapter
This chapter is divided into eight sections. Section One presents a statement of the
main purposes and the objective of the thesis. Section Two describes the events that
led me to embark on this topic. Section Three explains the significance of this
research. Section Four lists the main hypotheses to be tested in this research; these
may be considered the real motivations for this study. Section Five describes the
theoretical framework within which this study is conducted. Section Six discusses the
methodology that I have followed in investigating and analysing the problem under
consideration in this thesis. Section Seven identifies those who should benefit from
this study. Finally, Section Eight provides a brief overview of the contents of each
chapter.
1.1
Statement of purpose
This thesis has two purposes. First, it aims to provide a theoretical model of analysis
which will enable the linguist-here the translator- to explain and analyse a given text.
This model is functionally oriented and depends mainly on Halliday's functional
approach. Understanding the text of a source language, and particularly its rhetorical
purposes, that is its secondary meanings, and transferring them fully to the target
language is not an easy task. Therefore, my study will be limited to a specific topic
which may be described in modern linguistic terms as non-canonical word order or as
it is called in the Arabic tradition	 Transferring these rhetorical
purposes from the source language into a target language entails certain syntactic and
semantic problems. This leads to the second purpose, of this study which is to
investigate and analyse some translations of the Qur'anic text in terms of non-
canonical word order from a functional point of view, concentrating on Halliday1s
functional model. In brief, the purposes of this thesis are to study the use of non-
canonical word order in Arabic, its types and rhetorical purposes and also to study the
translation of some Qur'anic texts which exhibit non-canonical word order.
1.2
Events leading up to this study
There are certain events that led me to approach this topic. Firstly, the following
incident encouraged me to analyse the subject of non-canonical word order in Arabic
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in general and in the Holy Qur'an in particular from a translator's point of view. In
1991, I was giving lectures in translation in the Languages and Translation
Department at the Islamic University of Muhammad bin Saud in Riyadh. As part of
the course I asked my students to translate some Arabic texts. Among these we came
across a text quoted from Al-JurjânI's Dalâ'il AlIciâz. It includes the following two
sentences:
j
I was surprised when all the students agreed that there is no difference between the
two Arabic sentences and that therefore their translation would be the same. My
surprise was doubled when some students informed me that even professional
translators whose help they had asked emphasised the same reply, i.e. there is only one
translation of both sentences, simply because they are the same.
This incident encouraged me to study the word order of sentences and their basic and
secondary meanings/rhetorical purposes, as well as the methods used by various
translators of the meanings of the Holy Qur'ân to deal with this issue, particularly
when it is used to indicate a rhetorical purpose. Moreover, I found that the Holy
Qur'ân is full of the use of non-canonical word order; therefore, I decided to
concentrate on the Qur'anic text.
Secondly, I discovered during my work as a tutor of translation, that the word order of
sentences is one of the issues in the field of translation which needs to be studied and
given more consideration, particularly when it is used to indicate a rhetorical purpose.
Thirdly, from my reading of the translations of the meaning of the Holy Qur'án, I have
noticed that some translators of the Holy Qur'ân tend to concentrate on lexical
accuracy rather than on conveying the communicative value of the source text. This, I
believe, is due to the fact that "Muslim, as well as some non-Muslim translators of the
Holy Qur'an fear lest they should go astray in their translations of the meanIngs of the
Holy Qur'ân which they accept as the very word of Allah" (Al-Malik, 1995: p. 3).
My purpose in this thesis, then, is to study non-canonical word order from both Arabic
and English points of view. It is also to investigate how the translators of the five
translations under consideration deal with this subject especially when word order is
used to indicate a rhetorical purpose. I aim in this work to suggest from my own point
2
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of view as a translator the best way/s to treat the rhetorical purpose/secondary
meaning of non-canonical word order within the sentence.
1.3
Significance of this research
The main thrust of this thesis and the most significant aspect of this topic is its
relevance to the modern linguistic approach known as "functionalism', and
specifically Halliday's systemic-functional model. Linking the traditional treatment of
non-canonical word order in Arabic with the modern treatment of the western
linguists is unprecedented. This also holds true with regard to the application of
Halliday's model of functional grammar to the translation of the Holy Qur'ân.
The significance of this thesis stems also from the fact that it is novel in using an
analysis of the rhetorical purposes of non-canonical word order as a tool to examine
and analyse a given translations.
Last but not least, this work is significant in providing a comparative analysis and
study of the linguistic presentation of non-canonical word order of the various moods
of the clauses following Halliday's systemic-functional model.
It is hoped that this study will arrive at a number of significant generalisations and
provide a unified account of a wide range of material in terms of non-canonical word
order and related phenomena in Arabic as well as in English using Hallidayan
functional grammar as the model for the analysis.
1.4
Hypotheses to be investigated
For simplicity, the hypotheses will be classified under three sub-titles. The hypotheses
in all three sections will be given numbers in ascending order.
1.4.1
The translation of the Hol y Qur'ãn
1- The Holy Qur'ân is untranslatable. As a matter of fact, this hypothesis is not novel;
rather it is intended to demonstrate the widespread convention that the Qur'ãn is
untranslatable. This widespread convention has not been supported by authentic
academic studies. That is in essence, no one has studied solely the translations of the
Holy Qur'ân to support this hypothesis. So far, no one has presented a detailed and
comprehensive coverage of this aspect of this subject. However, no translation of the
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meanings of the Holy Qur'ân aspires to provide a substitute for the divine book; rather
they endeavour to transfer as far as possible the message of Allah to other people of
different languages through the process of translation. This issue, i.e. the
untranslatability of the Holy Qur'ân, will be the central theme that links the whole
thesis altogether.
2- The selected Arab translators are better than the non-Arabic native translators, in
conveying the meanings of the Holy Qur'an in their renderings. This is because they
can better understand the Arabic text than non-Arabic native speakers. However, the
latter are better with regard to the style of their renderings in comparison with that of
the renderings of native Arabic translators.
3- It is rare, if not impossible, to transfer the same meaning and form of the source
text to the target text. This is mainly due to differences between the semantic,
syntactic, and word order features of languages.
4- The Arabic Qur'anic text expresses more emotive meaning than an English version.
"The 'emotive meaning' of an expression refers to its emotional effect on the listener"
(Crystal, 1992: p. 121). In other words, the Arabic text is more affective than English
as a target text (TT).
5- Transferring the meaning and the form of a source text that exhibits a preposed or
postposed prepositional phrase or adverb, into English, is more easy than transferring
other preposed or postposed elements. This is because both Arabic and English are
flexible in allowing preposing and postposing of prepositional phrases. English,
however, is not so flexible as Arabic in allowing preposing and postposing of other
sentence elements.
6- An accurate translation is one in which the meaning of the source language comes
through naturally and clearly. In other words, transferring the meaning (and the same
effect) of the original (with disregard to the form) results in a more accurate
translation than transferring the form at the expense of the meaning. An attempt to
transfer both the meaning and the form of the original to the target language is
therefore likely to affect the accuracy of the translation.
7- In translation, transferring the basic/general meaning of the source text is easier
than transferring its secondary meaning/rhetorical purpose.
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8- In analysing a clause, whether as a source text or as a target text, theory and
practice are not necessarily identical. What is true in theory is not necessarily true in
practice. This means that the theoretical analysis of a given translation, sometimes,
differs from the practical analysis. This is not because the theory is not fully adequate,
but practically, because some of the people who have been questioned, do not fully
understand the theoretical analysis.
9- The selected English native translators use archaic language more than non-English
native translators.
1.4.2
Halliday's model
10- Halliday's systemic functional grammatical model has been demonstrated largely
on English (e.g. Halliday, 1985) which has an SVO word order. However, the model
is also applicable to languages, like Arabic, which exhibit non-subject-verb-object
(SVO) word order. In a language such as Arabic, which can be regarded as having
basic VSO word order, the unmarked theme does not precede the verb as Halliday
suggests in his model for English, but rather follows it. In Arabic sentences of VSO
word order where the verb precedes the subject, it is treated as rhematic (in
accordance with the traditional Arab grammarians). Since the verb with its
complement/s constitutes the predicate in verbal sentences, the complement/s (if
present) is/are also considered a part of the rheme.
11- Halliday's model can be used as a tool for analysing and examining a specific
translation to judge if it conveys the communicative value of the original or not.
12- One modification was made to Halliday's model, in order to make it applicable to
Arabic sentences of VSO word order; the subject was considered as an unmarked
theme and the rest of the sentence, including the verb, will be considered as rheme.
Thus, in a verbal sentence with VSO word order, the subject will be treated as
unmarked theme. In a nominal sentence with SP word order, the subject will be
treated as unmarked theme while the predicate will be treated as unmarked rheme.
This means that any preposed constituent which is moved from its unmarked position
within a VSO or SP word order sentences will be regarded as a marked theme. Thus,
the preposed subject or object in SVO, OVS, VOS, and SOV sentences will be
considered as representatives of marked theme (for more details see Chapter 7.1).
13- Haliday's model is applicable to the Arabic nominal sentence.
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1.4.3
Arabic word order
14- The VSO word order is the underlying and unmarked order in Arabic, and other
possible orders (except of course SP order) are only derived from this basic order, and
thus they are considered to be marked orders. This argument supports the Kufan
grammarians who consider sentences of SVO word order (sentences with a preverbal
noun) verbal sentences with a preposedfacillsubject. It should be mentioned however
that the Basran grammarians reject this claim and argue that sentences of SVO word
order in Arabic are nominal sentences. Thus there are two basic structures in Arabic,
SVOandVSO.
15- Arabic is not a free word order language, but it does exhibit a relatively flexible
word order.
16- There are some similarities between Al-JurjânI's views in his theory ofid An-
Nazhm and the views of the modern functionalists, particularly Halliday.
17- Any difference in form results in a corresponding difference in meaning. This
tallies with Al-JurjânI's main argument in his theory oftd An-Nazjim.
1.5
Theoretical framework
The theoretical framework within which this study is conducted is the one provided by
functional grammar, particularly Halliday's (1978 & 1985) systemic functional model.
In this model Halliday identifies two systems, within an overall systemic framework
by means of which discourse is organised: the system of information and the system
of thematization. Each exists for a specific purpose and has its own function. The
Traditional Arab's model has been also used throughout the study. As for the analysis
of translations, discussed in Chapter 7, Halliday's model, with slightly modification as
necessary, has been adopted (for more details, cf Chapter 2 and Chapter 7 Sections 1
&2).
1.6
Methodology of study
This study is divided into two major parts. The first is a theoretical study which
outlines the major models (traditional and modern) of the treatment of word order in
the literature. The second is an applied study. As for the latter, in order to limit the
scope of the study to a manageable corpus, I have confined myself to five English
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translations of the meanings of the Holy Qur'ân with different categories of
translations to be discussed in Chapter 6 (for more details, the reader is referred to
Chapter 7). In order to apply the Hallidayan model to Arabic verbal clauses, some
modifications had to be made to the model, as indicated in number 12 Section 1.4.2.
above (cf also Chapter 7 Section 1). By carrying out a comparative study of the
various models adopted in analysing non-canonical word order in both Arabic and
English, I hope to be able to test the theoretical hypotheses mentioned above such as,
for example numbers 7, 15 and 16. The technique being used in this study, can be
summarised as follows:
1- The source text that will be analysed is, in its essence, a selection of verses taken
from the Holy Qur'ân.
2- The selection of the verses is based on the type and the rhetorical purpose that the
given verse exhibits.
3- The type and the rhetorical purpose of the verses are determined according to the
traditional Arab linguists (TALs' classification).
4- The type and rhetorical purpose of any given example (verse) will be indicated and
the verse itself will be parsed according to the traditional Arabic analysis prior to
analysing its translations.
5- The target texts that will be analysed are five translations of the given Qur'anic
verses. These renderings are extracted from five English translations of the meanings
of the Holy Qur'ân, namely:
a) Trans "D", The Koran, byN. J. Dawood (1990).
b) Trans "A", The Holy Qur 'an: English translation of the Meanings and Commentary
byA. Y.Ali(1992).
c) Trans "H", Interpretation of the Meanings of the Noble Qur'an in the English
Language, by M. T. HilâlI and M. M. Khân (1993).
d) Trans "P", The Meaning of the Glorious Qur'an, by M. M. Picicthall (1994).
e) Trans "R", The Koran, by J. M. Rodwell (1994).
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These translations have not been selected randomly. Rather, the choice was made on
the basis of the following criteria: first, the translators are from different cultures and
backgrounds. Some of them are Arabic native speakers (Dawood and Hilâli), others
are English native speakers (Pickthall and Rodwell); and the final translation is neither
an Arabic nor English native speaker (Au). Second, these translations are popular and
commonly used. Third, these translations are commonly consulted by the students of
the Translation and Languages Department of the Islamic University of Imam
Muhammad bin Saud in Riyadh. This university is the sponsor of the author of this
study. Accordingly, it is important, for them, to investigate these particular
translations.
5- The analysis of translations is of two types: general and specific. The general
analysis will discuss the other linguistic issues of relevance to translation. The specific
analysis, on the other hand, will be limited to an examination of the translators'
treatment of non-canonical word order.
6- The approach used in analysing texts (the Arabic and more extensively the English
translation) is the Hallidayan model outlined in Chapter 2 (cf 2.2. & 2.4.). When it
comes to some 'inherent differences' between the two languages in terms of theme and
rheme, new and old information, and focus, these will be highlighted.
7- To support the practical aspect of the analysis, an indicative questionnaire survey
was conducted using ten native English speakers. It is worth mentioning here that I
tried to expand this number to include at least thirty native English speakers.
Therefore, I distributed forty copies of the questionnaire to native English speakers
knowing Arabic in the United Kingdom and Saudi Arabia. Four of them sent their
apologies stressing that they either did not understand the questionnaire or did not
have enough time to respond to such a long questionnaire. Only fourteen out of the
forty replied. Four of these replies, however, were excluded because of carelessness in
filling them. The results of the ten respondents was tabulated. In this respect, I draw
attention to the fact that this study is not simply based on the results obtained from the
questioned respondents. The questionnaire results are solely to be considered
indicative and supportive of both the theoretical and practical analyses
8- By studying the analysis of the Qur'anic verses and their translations, as well as the
tabulated results of the ten respondents, the hypotheses set forth at the beginning of
this chapter (cf 1.4) are either corroborated, disproved or modified. Conclusions and
recommendations will be drawn accordingly (cf Chapter 8).
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1.7
Practical benefits of the study
Two types of academic researchers should benefit from this study: namely, text
linguists/analysts and interpreters/translators. For text linguists, thematic structure, of
which word order is one of the principle feature that pervades all levels of language,
the syntactic, the semantic and the phonological. Its significance stems from the fact
that it contributes to two major aspects of any text: its cohesion and coherence (cf
Halliday, 1 976a). Text linguists, in general, may also benefit from the comparative
study which is essential in this work.
For translators, like myself, the benefit of this study is incontestable. Studying the
structure, particularly the word order, of any language from a functional point of view
helps translator to understand the non-linguistic, cultural level which is realised by the
three traditional linguistic levels. Comprehending correctly the thematic structure and
the information structure assists the translator in overcoming most of the translation
problems he encounters during the process of translation. Translation entails a study
of the lexicon, grammatical structure, communicative situation, and cultural context of
the SL text (cf Larson, 1984). The analysis of these components in order to determine
meaning is one of the ultimate objectives of this study. Translators should
comprehend these components prior to and during the process of translation.
1.8
Overview of the contents
This thesis consists of seven chapters in addition to this introductory chapter. For the
reader who wishes to have a rapid overview of the contents of each chapter, the
following outline is provided:
- Chapter 2 is devoted to modem treatments of word order in English. It includes
some notions outlined by the main linguistic figures of the Prague school, in particular
Mathesius and Firbas. It also covers some other linguistic notions related to word
order, such as functional sentence perspective (FSP) and communicative dynamism
(CD). It finally includes a detailed account of the Hallidayan systemic thematic model.
- Chapter 3 is devoted to the traditional studies conducted on non-canonical word
order in Arabic and reviews the literature on the subject. The scholars who have
studied Arabic word order from a traditional point of view, are classified into three
groups; namely, grammarians, rhetoricians and exegetes.
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- Chapter 4 discusses the rules governing Arabic non-canonical word order. It also
discusses the types and rhetorical purposes of non-canonical word order in Arabic.
- Chapter 5 consists of a comparative study, between Arabic and English, regarding
certain linguistic notions, such as form, meaning, and information structure. It also
discusses Al-JurjânI's treatment of WO from a functional point of view.
- Chapter 6 is devoted to certain issues concerning translation strategies. It discusses a
number of key notions in translation theory such as: 'literal translation', 'free
translation' and equivalence. It also points out the attributes that the translator and
translation should have. This chapter discusses the history and the types of the
translation of the meaning of the Holy Qur'an, and studies some issues related to the
five Qur'anic translations under consideration.
- Chapter 7 constitutes the focus of this study. Here the five translations under
consideration are analysed in terms of their success or failure in giving the correct
purpose/s of the non-canonical word order exhibited in the given verse. The analysis
of the given translations will be of two types: general and specific. In the first type, the
given translation will be discussed concentrating on the equivalence of terms used and
the style of each translation. In the second type, the focus will be directed to the
translator's success or failure in conveying the rhetorical purpose of the Arabic
example. An analysis as well as parsing of the Arabic verse will be also given under
each example. Finally, the questionnaire results will be presented.
- Chapter 8 reviews the relevance of the proposed hypotheses in the light of both the
theoretical and the applied portions of this study. This chapter outlines additional
findings of the research, and suggests further areas of study for future research in the
light of the results obtained.
- Finally, the last part of this thesis is devoted to the appendices. These consist of two
sections. Appendix 1 is the questionnaire which has been used in the analysis and
which has been answered by ten native English speakers. Appendix 2 is a presentation
of the results received from the ten respondents in table form.
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English Word Order: Functional Model
General Discussion
20.
Layout
This chapter discusses word order in English from a functional point of view. Section
One constitutes a general introduction to the functional model discussed in this
chapter. Section Two gives a more detailed but brief description of Halliday's
functional model. Section Three discusses the notion of functional sentence
perspective (FSP) concentrating on Mathesius' model. Section Four is devoted to
Halliday's treatment of information structure (information focus and the notions new
and given) and thematic structure (theme and rheme). Section Five is a conclusion to
the present chapter.
2.1.
Introduction
This chapter will discuss some points which are closely related to the main theme of
this study. That is to say, since our study is related to the meaning and function of the
constituents in the sentence, it is essential to recognise the functionalists' point of view
regarding certain issues related to change in word order in the English sentence. In
this chapter I will adopt the functionalist point of view in general. Particular attention
will be paid to Halliday's systemic functional model (specially 1978 & 1985).
The discussion will be conducted with reference to the theoretical framework of
Functional Sentence Perspective (FSP). This approach which was first founded by the
Prague school (see Mathesius, 1942 and 1961, Danes 1974, and Firbas 1974 and
1992b), has been developed by Halliday (1974-1985), as part of his systemic theory
which follows in the European functional tradition. It is largely based on Firth's
(1890-1960)' system-structure theory, but most of the abstract principles are derived
from Hjelmslev and the theory owes many ideas to the Prague school (cf Halliday,
1985: p. xxvii).
Functionalism2 generally stands in opposition to formalism. This can be seen in
different aspects; formal theories view language as a formal system. The study of
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language, according to most formalists, is the study of features of the mindl brain; and
functional considerations are irrelevant to their investigation (Chomsky, 1976: p. 36).
This formal view is described by Leech (1980: pp. 17-18) as extreme formalism.
Chomsky confirms this when he says:
The theory of language is simply that part of human psychology
that is concerned with one particular 'mental organ', human
language (quoted in Leech 1980: p. 119).
Functional theories, on the other hand, view language as a social process. Therefore,
Firth (1950 & 1957: p. 181) as a functionalist proposes to "study language as part of
the social process". Halliday also follows Firth in his view:
A functional theory is not a theory about the mental processes
involved in the learning of the mother ton gue, it is a theory about
the social processes involved (Halliday, 1974a: p. 15).
Simon Dik confirms this fact saying:
In the formal paradigm a language is regarded as an abstract
object (e.g. a set of sentences)... In the functional paradigm, on the
other hand, a language is conceived of in the first place as an
instrument of social interaction between human beings, used with
the primary aim of establishing communicative relations between
speakers and addressees. (Dik, 1981: p. 1)
This view indicates that functional theories adopt a broader notion of language than
formal theories do. Functionalists reject the formal assumption that a language is an
autonomous system and believe that language should be studied with regard to its
social functions (cf Halliday, 1978).
Halliday views language as communication meaning-potential (i.e. what the speaker
can mean. cf Halliday 1971a: pp. 5 1-52, 1974b: p. 86, and 1975a: p. 124). He sees
language as a social means of expressing experience. Each native speaker has what is
called 'linguistic behaviour potential' (i.e. what the speaker can do, cf Halliday 1974b:
p. 86). This represents the extent of options from which the native speaker can choose
to 'do' things linguistically:
I see language as a meaning potential. It is a form of human
semiotic, in fact the main form of human semiotic, and as such I
want to characterise it in terms of the part it plays in the life of
social man (1974b: p. 98).
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It expresses the unity of the human race and it expresses the
diversity of human culture. Experience is a product of both, and
experience is encoded in language, but it is experience as processed
by the culture and by the sub-culture (1974a: p. 118).
Considering language in its social context ... we can describe it in
broad terms as a behaviour potential; and more specifically as a
meaning potential, where meaning is aform of behaving... (1971a:
p. 55).
Thus Halliday considers behaviour potential in relation to the context of culture and
society. This fact clarifies his interests in sociological aspects of language.
The main purpose of the functional model is to study linguistic units as
communicative forms used in context. The study of the relationship between linguistic
form and function is one of the characteristic aspects of the Prague school and
functionalists in general, who consider meaning to be the target of linguistic inquiry.
These linguists stress the relation between the form of a linguistic unit and its
function. Their assumption is that the relation between the surface form of linguistic
units and their communicative functions is an inherent part of the structure of
language (cf Mathesius 1936 and Trnka 1966). This is made clear by Halliday in the
following passage:
Form and function are no more opposed to one another than are
form and meaning. If we take these terms in the sense in which they
are usually used, a linguistic description is both formal and
functional (Halliday, 1964: p. 40).
What the sentence is about is, then, very significant to functionalists. This has led
them to give the priority of investigation to the communicative function of the
sentence; this is because a sentence does not only convey actual information but also
our attitude towards the outside world.
2.2.
Halliday's functional approach
It is well known that Halliday has been strongly influenced by Malinowski, Firth,
Hjelmslev, and Pike (cf Kress, 1976: p. viii). With these scholars, Halliday shares the
view that language is basically a tristratal system 3 composed of semantics (semantic
term	 Halliday's term "meaning potential"), grammar (grammatical system =
Halliday's term "lexico-grammar" which is used to represent choices of what the
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speaker can say, 1971a: p. 51), and phonology (for more exposition see Morley, 1985
and Alex de Joia, 1980: p. 86). Halliday's view has come to be known as systemic
theory. This considers language to be composed of a number of system networks.
Systemic theory is defined by Halliday as "a theory of meaning as choice, by which a
language, or any other semiotic system, is interpreted as networks of interlocking
options: 'either this, or that, or the other', 'either more like the one or more like the
other', and so on" (Halliday, 1985: p. xv). In other words, it accounts for what the
speaker of the language 'can do' linguistically, i.e. what he 'can mean', and how he can
represent the meaning through the lexico-grammar and the phonology.
Halliday essentially sees language as a system for realising meaning potential (the
semantic system). According to him, a language has three main areas of selection or
three maj or/macro-functions which contribute to the realisation of a clause in English4
(cf Halliday, 1974b: pp. 92-50. See also, Vasconcellos, 1985: p. 35). These are (1) the
ideational functionlcomponent, of which the experiential and logical are sub-functions
(Halliday, 1971b: p. 106, 1972: p. 99), (2) The interpersonal function, and (3) the
textual function (corresponding to discoursal in the 1967-68 model)5.
By ideational functionlcomponent, Halliday means the speaker's or writer's
embodiment in language of his experience of the phenomena of the real world,
including the inner world of his own consciousness: his reactions, cognitions and also
his linguistic acts of speaking and understanding, besides the expression of certain
logical relations such as those which are encoded in language in the form of
coordination, apposition, modification and the like. Simply, the ideational function
means using language to convey and interpret world experience. e.g. the choice
between transitive and intransitive verb constructions. This function is considered by
Halliday the major language function, because utterances which have no ideational
content, e.g. interjections like: 'tally hoo,' 'yippee,' 'ouch'.. .etc. have, functionally, more
in common with animal communication than with human language.
Halliday splits the ideational function into two sub functions, the experiential and
logical functions. The former function of language is used to communicate ideas. In
operating this function the speaker refers to people, actions, time, places, objects,
states.. .etc. Thus the experiential content of a sentence such as 'We painted a big
house last year,' can be illustrated as follows:
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Table 2-1
exper. content	 sentence
speakers	 we
+
action	 (past) paint
+
object	 house
+
state	 big
+
time	 last year
The logical function, on the other hand, joins and coordinates the ideas with each
other and shows how meanings in sentences relate to each other logically, i.e. on an
equal or subordinate basis. The following example illustrates this fact (example cited
in Eisenberg, 1983: p. 63):
2-1 Because it rained, the crow flew away.
By interpersonal functionlcomponent, Halliday, means how to use the language in
order to express the speaker's attitude to influence the attitudes and behaviour of the
hearer; e.g. the choice between demand or request. It involves those options which
provide a means for the expression of the linguistics roles that can be occupied by the
speaker in a communication situation. It expresses, (1) the speaker's role in the speech
situation (it establishes social relations), (2) his personal commitment, feelings and
attitudes and (3) his interaction with others (how to influence the hearer! reader and
'get things done'). The first of these interpersonal functions can be found, for example,
in greetings such as 'Good morning'; 'Hello'. Such expressions serve to open or close
social contact. The second interpersonal function of language serves to moderate the
main idea in the sentence, as seen in the following two examples (cited in Morley,
1985: p. 64):
2-2 Perhaps she never received the letter.
2-3 Unfortunately she never received the letter.
The third interpersonal function can manifest itself in a variety of ways. For example,
the choice between declarative and interrogative mood. i.e. whether the speaker is
commanding, questioning, informing, requesting, emphasising, etc.
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The textual functionlcomponent is concerned with the creation of text; i.e. using
language to "construct a text" (to present one's message in linear form and make it relevant
to the context. cf Halliday, 1974: P. 143); it expresses the structure of information and
comprises the resources that language contains for creating text and coherence within
itself and with the context of situation (cf Halliday, 1968, 1971, 1972: p. 99 and
1 976a: p. 27). In other words it is the function which gives coherence and cohesion to
a passage. Passivization is a good example which clarifies this function. Passive
sentences enable the speaker/writer to reverse the position of subject and object noun
phrases in corresponding active sentences6.
According to Halliday the ideational function is realised particularly in the transitivity
system of a language (transitivity = the grammar of processes-of actions, mental
processes, relations, etc. cf Halliday, 1974c: p. 50). The interpersonal function is
realised particularly in the mood system of a language (mood system stands for the
speech functions 7 such as exclamation, question, response; in other words the roles
adopted and those imposed on the hearer by the speaker. cf Halliday 1 970a: pp. 159-
60, 1974c: p. 50). The textual function is realised particularly in the thematic system
of a language (i.e. information system which gives the clause its significance as a
component of a text. Halliday, 1970b: p. 357).
The three macro-functions, mentioned above, which determine the nature of language
in general emphasise that for Halliday, and for Functionalists in general, including the
Prague school linguists (PSL), language is an instrument of communicative verbal
interaction (Halliday, 1970a: pp. 143, and 159-60. cf also Dik, 1985: p. 5)8 This leads
him to believe that the internal linguistic structure of language is determined by
external or 'extra linguistic' features (Halliday, 1971b: p. 104, 1974a: p. 21). This
appeal by Halliday, Dik and other functionalists (such as Praguians) to the study of
extra linguistic factors brings their approach (especially that of Dik) into the realm of
what is generally defined as pragmatics
Pragmatics is the all-encompassing framework within which
semantics and syntax must be studied... the priorities run from
pragmatics via semantics to syntax (Dik, 1985: p. 4).
Although Dik's views are reminiscent of Halliday's, they are not fully compatible. I
believe, however, that Halliday is rather dubious about what is normally called
pragmatics. Halliday's approach, as explained above, is fully integrated into a
functional framework. It is essential here, to make clear that the term function used by
Halliday, and before him by Malinowski and Firth, is not used in its strict logico-
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mathematical sense but in its etymological sense 9. For them, function is a relational
term and it necessarily involves a contact with reality, i.e. the context of situation. The
point to be made here is that language, according to the Praguians, cannot be analysed
in isolation; rather, it must be analysed in its communicative form with regard to the
context of situation.
2.3.
Functional sentence perspective(FSP):
Having discussed briefly some aspects of Halliday's functional model, we move now
to a crucial point in this chapter: the discussion of word order on the basis of what is
called Functional Sentence Perspective (FSP). This will be preceded by a discussion
of the general background to this approach.
The Czech scholars are the first to have mentioned, in their writings, what is called
'aktualni cleneni vetne' in Czech, or what is known in English as 'Functional sentence
Perspective' (FSP) (cf Benes 1986, Danes 1964, and Firbas 1964& 1974). Moreover,
three of them showed they had some awareness of the relevance of word order to the
theory of FSP. These scholars are: Ertl, Zubaty, and Travnicek. Mathesius (1941: p.
154) criticises Erti for not finding out the leading role of FSP and for his weak
analysis with regard to Czech word order:
The chapter on word order is one of the weakest parts of this
otherwise valuable book (i.e. Gebauer and Erti's Czech Grammar,
1914) , not alone for lack of lucidity in the expression but also
because the presentation of Czech word order is entirely
misleading (Mathesius, 1941: p. 154).
As for Zubaty, Mathesius points out that, in spite of Zubaty's interest in FSP, he did
not present any complete theory of word order.
Unlike the first two Czech scholars, Travnicek succeeds in establishing two basic
word order principles: the semantic and the rhythmical principles. It is now generally
agreed that it is FSP which at least partially determines the word order of utterances in
a language. It is considered a factor influencing the linearity of word order particularly
by distributing the degrees of CD over the elements of an utterance (cf Firbas, 1992b:
p. 118. For the definition of CD see Williams, M.P., 1987, pp. 67-68. See also Chapter 2
Section 3.3. below). In other words, it is FSP which organises the message(s) of an
utterance into a perspective for factual communicative purposes.
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During the last four decades, the notion of FSP has gone through several stages of
development and modification particularly by the Prague school linguists led by
Mathesius (cf Mathesius 1942& 1961, Danes 1974, Firbas 1959, 1964& 1974, and
Halliday 1974)'°. It was through Mathesius' work on what he called a characterology
that he arrived at his major contribution to linguistics which was the notion of FSP.
His first work in the field of Linguistics was 'o potenciainosti jevu j azykovych' 'On the
Potentiality of Linguistic Phenomena' (Mathesius, 1911).
Firbas (1974: p. 11) indicates that the favour goes to Mathesius for his initial attempts
to develop the notion of FSP in the years 1882-1945. It was, however, Firbas who
applied it to English in contrastive studies between English, Czech and sometimes
German (On this point see Firbas, 1959, cf also Vachek, 1966: p. 93). The term itself
is also due to Firbas, suggested by his teacher J. Vachek (1957: p. 94. see also 1992:
p. xii)".
Different definitions have been proposed for FSP. All of them, however, agree in
analysing the distribution of elements within the utterances (or texts) in terms of the
information they contain and the roles they play as functional units of discourse (cf
Halliday, 1967a: pp. 202-3, and Crystal, 1985: p. 147). FSP is mainly involved in the
way(s) in which the speaker/writer structures his messages (with both thematic
structure: theme and rheme, and information structure: old versus new information) to
achieve the intended purposes of communication.
Some functional linguists (e.g. Danes, 1974) propose that utterances/texts are to be
accounted for in terms of three levels, the grammatical level (including notions like
subject, predicator, object, and WH-element) , the semantic level (including notions
like actor, goal, agent, patient, and beneficiary), and the functional perspective level
(including notions like theme, rheme, given, old, and new) (cf also, Halliday, 1969: p.
249). For Halliday, these levels represent the three components of language
(ideational, interpersonal, and textual), and are said to run interdependently to
determine the overall structure of language (Halliday, 1969: p. 256, 1970a: pp. 164-5,
and 1974c: p. 48).
Most of the Praguians' analysis is devoted to the study of the third level: the
Functional Perspective level. This level represents the domain of what Prague school
linguists term Functional Sentence Perspective (FSP) or the text-organising principle.
According to FSP the organisation of utterances/texts must reflect two types of
factors: (a) it must reflect all linguistic factors (that are characteristic of texts in
18
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English) (cf Halliday and Hasan, 1976:2 1), and (b) it must reflect all extra-linguistic
factors (those affecting the linguistic choices that the speaker or writer makes, such as
the nature of the audience, the purpose of the communication, the speaker's desire to
emphasise or de-emphasise and so on) (op. cit.). This indicates that FSP makes it
possible for the surface structure to reflect the semantic content.
Thus, it seems that the three structures of messages, the semantic (assignment of
roles), the syntactic (including word order), and the phonological (prosodic features
particularly intonation)' 2
 are affected by FSP. In other words, it is FSP that organises
the message(s) of an utterance into a perspective for factual communicative purposes.
Consequently, it affects the overall structure of language. I believe that this fact can be
generalised as universal (cf Mathesius' 3 , 1939: p. 234; see also Novak, 1974).
2.3.1.
Mathesius' treatment of non-canonical WO
It is true that Mathesius was interested in studying language in general. However, he
was specifically interested in discussing issues related to word order, sentence
intonation, and modal expressions. Besides the principle of FSP, Mathesius
(1961 [1975]: pp. 152-159) states three other principles determining the order of words
in a sentence. These are: the grammatical principle, the principle of rhythm and the
principle of emphasis (see below). The discussion of these principles was based on a
simple comparison between three languages: Czech, German and English. Here is a
brief discussion of these principles:
2.3.1.1.
The grammatical principle
The grammatical principle plays a great part in an English sentence. It means that the
position of any element in a sentence is specified by its grammatical function (i.e. by
its being the subject, predicate, object, adjective, etc.). Mathesius demonstrates that in
Czech the grammatical function of a word is indicated by its form, whereas in English
it is not. Thus in a construction such as 'slameny klobouk' [straw hat] it does not
greatly matter what position the adjective 'slameny' [straw adj] occupies, because the
attributive function of the word 'slameny' is assigned by its adjectival form. Though,
in Czech, the canonical position of the adjective is before its governing noun as is
seen above, it may occur after the noun. In this case, however, it indicates emphasis as
in 'On nosi kiobouk slameny' [He wears a hat-S. straw-adj.] (cf Mathesius, 1961: p.
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154). In English, on the other hand, the expression 'straw hat' does not accept such
rearrangement without causing change in the meaning of the whole construction. Thus
the expressions such as 'straw hat' or 'wooden table' mean a hat made of straw and a
table made of wood, respectively; whereas 'hat straw' means a kind of straw from
which hats are made, and 'table wood' means a type of wood from which tables are
usually made (cf Op. cit.). In the same way English distinguishes between the subject
and direct object. For instance in, 'John loves Mary,' the forms of the subject and the
object do not indicate that the former is the subject and the latter is the object (op. cit.:
pp. 154-55). If we replace the subject of the sentence 'John' with the object 'Mary' and
the object with the subject to get a sentence such as, 'Mary loves John,' the
grammatical function will be changed and 'Mary' will be the subject, while 'John' will
be the object of the sentence. This leads us to confirm the fact that in English it
usually suffices to change the word order for the sentence to convey a new meaning,
because by changing the word order we, in fact, change the grammatical function of
the word.
Another point to be made here, is that what is mentioned by Mathesius above can be
taken as true in most cases but not in all. My point is that there are some cases where
the change in word order does not affect the general meaning of the sentence.
Consider, for example, a sentence such as, 'He plays wonderfully' (example cited in
Swan, 1980: p. 12). If we make a change in word order of this sentence and put the
adverb at the beginning of the sentence as in, 'Wonderfully he plays,' the meaning of
the sentence will be not seriously affected by this operation, though 'wonderfully' does
become emphatic.
If we transfer these remarks to Arabic we will notice, as is noticed in Czech, that the
grammatical function of a word is mostly indicated by its form (cf Chapter 5 Section
3). This can be briefly seen in the following Arabic example:
2-4
ate + Muhammad-nom. + the-apple-accus.
v+S+O
Muhammad ate the apple.
In sentence 2-4	 Muhammad is the fá'il/subject of the sentence and
apple is the object. The general meaning of the sentence does not change if we change
the word order of the sentence as in examples (2-5, 6, and 7) below (the last one is
only acceptable in Arabic if it indicates contrastive focus):
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2-5- th.LiI JSI
Muhammad-nom. + ate + the-apple-accus.
s+v+o
2-6- :La_:A	 SI
ate + the-apple-accus. + Muhammad-nom.
v+o+s
2-7 t.t.a J.SI
the-apple-accus. + ate + Muhammad-nom.
o+v+s
The main reason for this is that the Arabic is an inflected language. Therefore it
depends on inflection more than on the position of the word. However, as will be
discussed later on, there are some rhetorical purposes (or functional meanings) for
such types of non-canonical word order.
2.3.1.2.
Rhythmical principle
The second principle is rhythm. Mathesius (1961: p. 155) distinguishes between light
and heavy elements. Light elements tend to come before heavy ones. Mathesius does
not explain in detail how to determine whether a particular element is light or heavy.
However, through his treatment on this subject, it seems that an element that has one
syllable or short syllables is lighter than one which has two syllables or long syllable;
an unstressed syllable is lighter than a stressed one; and a pronoun is lighter than a
noun. In general, Mathesius means by heavy and light elements stressed and
unstressed respectively. Consider, for instance, the following examples given by
Mathesius (op. cit.):
2-8 The weather will change;
	 (substantival subject)
2-9 He said;	 (pronominal subject)
2-10 Said father.	 (finite verb)
If the above three sentences are rearranged according to their rhythmic weight, the
order will be as the following:
2-1 1 He said;
2-12 Said father;
2-13 The weather will change.
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So according to Mathesius, the pronoun is lighter than the noun, and the finite verb
comes in between.
Similarly, on the basis of the principle of rhythm, Mathesius (op. cit.: p. 156)
discusses the two possible positions of the prepositional adverb, when the object is
expressed by a noun and when it is expressed by a pronoun. He contends that the
object denoted by a noun is rhythmically heavy so that if it is put before the
prepositional adverb it will take the adverb away from the verb. This effect, however
will not appear if the pronominal object, which is rhythmically lighter, comes between
the verb and the adverb. Therefore, if the object is expressed by a noun, its canonical
place will be post adverbial, as in 'He took off his hat'. On the other hand, if the object
is expressed by pronoun, its canonical place will be between the verb and the
prepositional adverb, as in 'He took it off.
2.3.1.3.
Emphatic principle
The principle of emphasis is the third factor determining non-canonical word order in
English. The canonical order of main elements of the sentence is Theme + Rheme.
Whereas the reverse, i.e. Rheme + Theme indicates emphasis (or emotiveness
according to Firbas) (On this point see Firbas, 1992b: pp. 120-2 1. cf also footnotes 22
and 23). So, the position of the emphatic element is at the beginning of the sentence.
Thus the normal order of the prepositional adverb is at the end of the sentence, as in
'He went off with a courageous look'. But if we want to put some emphasis on the
adverb, the emphatic order of the sentence will be as 'Off he went with a courageous
look' (cf op. cit.: pp. 159-60).
The fourth principle determining the order of words presented by Mathesius is FSP.
The main features of this principle will be discussed below.
2.3.2.
Some aspects of FSP
In relation to the study of non-canonical word order, functional linguists, including
Praguians and Halliday, differentiate between three aspects of FSP and relate them to
one another. These are (1) given (old or known) information vs. new information, (2)
theme vs. rheme, and (3) communicative dynamism (CD). The following is a general
account of these three notions in terms of FSP.
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2.3.2.1.
Theme-Rheme and Given-New:
Introduction
As is the case for most linguists, the initial and final positions in a sentence are of
special significance to the Praguians. This point is not novel, since it has been one of
the rhetoricians' interests to attach such special significance to the initial and final
positions of a sentence or utterance (this is also true with the traditional Arab
rhetoricians as will be seen in the coming chapters). According to the Praguians, an
utterance should comprise two basic parts known as 'theme' and 'rheme" 2 . The theme
indicates information already given or known from the preceding context while the
rheme indicates the new information conveyed by a speaker! writer. This explains the
general tendency for themes to be short (since they give information which is typically
already known), and for rhemes to be long (since they give the new and important
information).
These notions, i.e. 'theme' and 'rheme,' besides 'given' and 'new', have been widely
discussed in Mathesius' works since 1939. In the previous section we have mentioned
the three principles, proposed by Mathesius, determining change in word order. The
fourth principle as mentioned above is FSP. A brief account of Mathesius' discussion
of theme-rheme (T-R) and given-new (G-N) in the light of the fourth principle is
presented below. This, then, will be followed by another discussion of these notions as
proposed by Halliday.
2.3.2.2.
Mathesius' view of T-R and G-N:
The principle of FSP:
It is to the Prague School that we are indebted for the terms theme and rheme, in the
sense they are being used here (cf Lyons, 1977: p. 506). These two main parts of an
utterance, for Mathesius (1939), are the basic elements of the fourth principle
determining word order, which is FSP. They also constitute the basic concepts upon
which Mathesius' approach to word order is based. The theme (tema in Czech),
according to him, serves as the starting point of the utterance that is known in the
given situation and from which the speaker proceeds: "that which is known, or at least
evident, in the given situation and from which the speaker departs" (op. cit.: p. 234 cf
also, 1961: p. 156)'. Again Mathesius (1942& 1961) defines the theme of an
utterance as something "that is being spoken about in the sentence" or "what is being
commented upon". So, the theme according to Mathesius and to the functionalists in
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general is the expression used by the speaker/writer for what he proclaims as the topic
of his utterance. The rheme (jadro), on the other hand, refers to what the speaker
states about the theme. It contains the new information or as Mathesius says "the new
element of the utterance" (196l:p. 156)16.
2.3.2.3.
The position ofTand R
The Praguians assume that the initial position and the final position of an utterance are
usually associated with 'what the utterance is about,' i.e. the theme, and 'what is said
about it,' i.e. the rheme, respectively (cf Hatim and Mason, 1990: p. 213). Within the
utterance, the Praguians suggest that the normal or 'neutral' order of the two parts is
that the theme precedes the rheme. Consider the following example quoted in Hatim
and Mason, 1990: p. 210):
2-14
The latest peace plan for Lebanon,...has a slightly better chance of
success than the nine previous plans hopefully pressed upon that sad
country since the civil war began more than a decade ago. This is not
saying much. One of the signatories...
In 'This is not saying much,' this' would be theme, while 'not saying much' would be
rheme. (the copula 'is,' which for some would be considered as a part the rheme, is
labelled transition by others included Firbas, thus linking theme to rheme)' 7 (op. cit.:
p. 212). According to Mathesius, the usual position of the theme is at the beginning of
the sentence, whereas a later position is left to the rheme. He justifies this order saying
that "we proceed from what is already known to what is being made known"
(Mathesius, 1961: p. 156).
The point of view that theme precedes rheme coincides with the psychologists' point
of view which suggests that new information tends to follow old (given or known) in
the process of communication.
On the other hand, in his article On so-called functional sentence perspective,
Mathesius (1939: p. 235), points out that not all themes convey knownlgiven
information' 8 . It is true that most themes are drawn from environments that are known
or can be gathered from the preceding sentences 19 . Some sentences, however, may
exhibit an initial element which is not yet known (e.g. the beginning of stories, some
formal news broadcasts, etc.). To study this phenomenon, Mathesius investigates
sentences that occur at the beginning of stories where it is not expected that they
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convey known information. Through his investigation in his article, Mathesius
distinguish four types of introductory sentence. First, existential sentences which
include a general indication of time (Translation of some of the following examples
are quoted in Vasconcellos, 1985: appendix 11, pp. 2 16-224):
2-15 (C) I/By! jednoujeden kral.!!2 ° (Mathesius, 1939: p. 235 and 1961: p. 156)
2-16 (G) I! !/[there] was once upon a time one king!!
2-17 (E) I/I/Once upon a time there was a king/I
Second, sentences which express the existence of a person or thing:
2-18 (C) I! !/Vjedne zemi panoval kral, ktery...!! (op. cit. p. 236)
2-19 (G) I/I/in one country he-reigned king who...!!
2-20 (E) /1//In a country there ruled a king who...!!
2-21 (C) I!!! Vjednom meste bydlili rodicove a meli tn dcery!! (op. cit. p. 237)
2-22 (G) I!!! in one city lived parents!! !!and had-they three daughters!!
2-23 (E) !!!! In a city there lived a man & a womanl! !!they...!!
Third, sentences which have themes that are known to both the speaker and the
listener:
2-24 (C) !//! U Jirsu budou mit svatbu !!.
2-25 (G) I! !!at the-Jirsas' they-will have wedding!!
2-26 (E) !! /!At the Jirsas' there will be a wedding.!!
And finally, sentences in which the narrator starts to speak directly about the
protagonist of the story, as if he were previously known to the receiver (for detailed
explanation of these examples and others see Mathesius, 1939: pp. 234-242):
2-27 (C) I! !!Chuda selka sla do lesa na stiani.!!
2-28 (G) I! !! poor peasant-woman went to forest for litter/I
2-29 (E) !! !!A poor peasant woman went to the forest to look for litter.!!
Using the above examples, besides a number of others, Mathesius (op. cit. p. 240)
concludes, first, that it is not necessary for the theme to contain known information,
and its usual position is at the beginning of the sentence: "the normal thing is that the
beginning of the sentence falls to the theme while the final part falls to the rheme"
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(op. cit. p. 241). This order is called by Mathesius the objective order (op. cit. p. 241
and 1961: p. 156). And second, that the theme may occur in differentpositions
especially after the rheme. Sentences of this kind are considered by Mathesius to have
subjective order2 ' (1939: p. 241 and 1961: p. 156).
To demonstrate the difference between the objective and subjective order 22
 Mathesius
(1939: pp. 241-242) examines ten sentences among which are the following:
2-30 (C) Dalajsem za ni dvacet korun (objective order).
2-31 (G) I/Il gave I for it twenty crowns/I
2-32 (E) I paid twenty crowns for it (objective order).
2-33 (C) Dvacet korunjsem za ni dala (subjective order).
2-34 (G) I/Il twenty crowns I for it gave/I
2-35 (E) Twenty crowns is what I paid for it (subjective order).
With regard to the above cited examples, besides a number of other examples,
Mathesius points out that in the subjective order where the rheme is put first, the
speaker does not observe the natural sequence from the known to the unknown and
that such an order provides the rheme with special emphasis (op. cit. p. 241)23.
It is striking that all the sentences that are examined by Mathesius with respect to the
theme are independent indicative sentences (those that have a finite verb and which
are not replies to a preceding question). The other types of independent indicative
sentences, as well as interrogative, imperative, vocative, etc. are excluded24.
Mathesius also points out that word order and the use of the passive predication are
the main means that are used to meet the demands of objective and subjective order in
functional sentence perspective. These means, however, differ from language to
language (op. cit. p. 241). This point can be looked at from another angle: Mathesius
recognises the relation between the grammatical principle and the functional sentence
perspective principle. He believes that the principle of FSP often requires the subject
to follow the verb if the subject belongs to the rheme of the utterance. However, the
usual word order in English is subject + fmite verb + direct object. This can be seen in
the following example given by Mathesius (1961: p. 156). The Theme-Rheme
boundary is shown by /1:
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2-36 At home/I father helps me
Theme Rheme(S+V)
As is seen in the above example, 'At home' is the theme, 'father helps me' the rheme,
and 'father' which belongs to the rheme comes before the verb 'helps'. In such a case,
Mathesius argues, that the grammatical principle of word order fails to conform to the
principle of FSP. The English passive construction, however, resolves this problem, as
in:
2-37 At home I/I get the help of father
Theme Rheme (V + S)
or,
2-38 At home I/I am helped by father
Theme	 Rheme(V+S)
In this way, Mathesius says, the requirements of the grammatical principle are in
agreement with those of functional sentence perspective (cf Mathesius, 1961: pp.
156-158).
The influence of FSP on English word order can also be seen in a sentence that has a
finite verb with two types of objects, accusative and dative. The object of the dative
type, if not expressed prepositionally, is preferably put immediately after the verb and
before the object of the accusative type. This is true in an example such as 'He gave
me these books,' where the dative object has no preposition and hence it comes after
the verb and before the accusative object 'these books'. This order is in agreement with
FSP if the sentence is the answer to the question 'What did he give you?' On the other
hand, if the dative object is expressed by the preposition 'to', its position then is after
the accusative object. The previous sentence, for instance, accepts a question such as,
'To whom did he give these books?' But to comply with the requirements of FSP, the
order of the sentence must be reversed to be: 'He gave these books to me' (cf op.
cit.)25.
If we examine a sentence such as, 'I met Jack in Regent's Park' (S + V + 0 + Adv), we
will recognise that there is no other acceptable word order, even if we have two
questions, such as: 'Where did you meet Jack?' and 'Who did you meet?' In other
words, the answer of these two question is the same. This is because English prefers
not to separate the object from its verb by an adverbial element. However, the
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difference in functional sentence perspective can be indicated by different sentence
stress, as in (cf op. cit.):
2-39 I met Jack in Regent's Park,
in answer to the question
2-40 Where did you meet Jack?
And,
2-41 I met Jack in Regent's Park,
in answer to the question:
2-42 Who did you meet?
If we compare this with Arabic, we will notice that functional sentence perspective
can also determine the mutual position of the adverb and object of the sentence. Thus
in a sentence such as:
2-43 JLJI L
I met Muhammad in the street,
'Muhammad' is the object, 	 LJ	 in the street is the adverb,	 met is the verb,
and the suffixed pronoun	 which here means I is thefá'i//subject. This sentence is
the answer to the question	 Who did you meet? This then complies with
the demands of functional sentence perspective, because, as will be explained later,
Arabic fronts what is more important to the speaker andlor what is being inquired
about. It also serves as appropriate answer to a context question like:
2-44	 I
Where did you meet Muhammad?
because since the Arabic sentence is in its unmarked structure V + S + 0 + adv., the
old information, as is the case with English sentence, tends to precede the new
information (cf 5.6.1.1.). But if the sentence is in its marked structure, for example V
+ S + adv. + 0, as in 2-45 below which may be said as a reply to questions 2-46 and
2-47:
2-45 L.4 eJL I
I met Muhammad in the street,
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2-46	 tt
Who did you meet?
2-47
Who did you meet in the street?
In 2-45, the adverb in the street and the object LLa..4 Muhammad could be
an appropriate rrnly to 2-46 if they are considered new information. On the other hand
they can be considered an appropriate answer to 2-47 if the adverb is considered old
information (or topic as it is called by some Arab functionalists such as Al-Motawakil,
cf Chapter 5 Section 6.2) and Muhammad is new information. Thus, the adverb
in the street is fronted to agree with the requirements of functional sentence
perspective. Thus the mutual position of the adverb and the object in Arabic appears
to be determined by FSP. If we want to translate these two Arabic sentences to
English, the two English versions, as we have mentioned above, will have the same
word order (because English avoids separation between the verb and its object by an
adverbial element) and the difference in FSP can be only indicated by the difference in
stress, as in:
2-48 I met Muhammad in the street
as an answer to the question:
2-49 Who did you meet?
And,
2-50 I met Muhammad in the street
as an answer to the context question:
2-51 Where did you meet Muhammad?
Mathesius, however, demonstrates that English may sometimes display examples of
order such as fmite verb + adverbial + object. This can be shown in the following
example given byMathesius (1961: p. 158):
2-52 In returning he met on the plain of Caraci a scholar on a bay mule coming from
Bologna.
This sentence is constituted from the theme starting from the beginning of the
sentence until the word 'Caraci,' and the rheme is the rest of the sentence. This
sentence has the order finite verb 'he met' + adverbial 'on the plain of Caraci' (which
belongs to the theme of the sentence and is regarded as a given fact since it refers to
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the return journey) + object 'a scholar' (which constitutes a part of the rheme). Thus,
this order complies with functional sentence perspective. As is clearly known, in
English the adverb is usually placed at the beginning or at the end of the sentence. In
the above example, however, this rule seems to be impossible to apply since the initial
position is already occupied by another adjunct, 26
 and if it were put in the final
position, the adverb would be removed too far from the verb.
Mathesius, also, notices, though it is rare, that FSP accepts objects in initial position
before the subject and verb. This order is recognised where the object refers clearly to
an element mentioned in the preceding sentence (i.e. when the object is a linking
element). This kind of object is usually expressed by a personal pronoun which
eliminates the possibility of confusion with the subject or attribute since its form
indicates that this fronted element is an object not something else. For example,
consider the example below when example 2-52 is completed as follows (cf
Mathesius, 1961: pp. 158-59):
2-53 In returning he met on the plain of Caraci a scholar on a bay mule coming from
Bologna and him he questioned about Tuscany.
It is clear (even by the form) that the personal pronoun 'him' is the object of the
underlined sentence, and it is linked with an element in the preceding sentence (i.e. 'a
scholar' in this example), so it is fronted according to functional sentence perspective
principles.
From the above discussion presented by Mathesius, we can see how FSP works as a
factor determining the order of words within the sentence.
2.3.3.
Communicative dynamism
This third aspect of FSP has been introduced by Firbas (1964 [1966] ) as an attempt to
modif' Mathesius' approach to FSP. Firbas begins his study of FSP on the hypothesis
that 'linear modification' (position) gradually raises the degrees of CD in the direction
of beginning to end of the sentence, unless it is itself modified by other factors (such
as context or semantic factors) 27 (cf Firbas, 1992a: p. 172). It is better first to explain
what is meant by CD. The following quotation may help to understand how Firbas
defines CD (Firbas, 1992b: pp. 7-8; see also 1992a: p. 168, 1964: p. 270 and 1979: p.
30):
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In the act of communication some elements are more and others
less dynamic. This induces me to speak of communicative
dynamism (CD), a phenomenon constantly displayed by linguistic
elements in the act of communication... By a degree of
communicative dynamism I understand the relative extent to which
a linguistic element contributes towards the further development of
the communication (Firbas, 1992b: pp. 7-8) [my ellipsis].
A 'linguistic element' can become a carrier of CD as long as it conveys some meaning,
and hence information, in the development of the communication (see Firbas, 1992b:
p. 8). On the basis of this and according to the defmition, it can be understood that
each element of the message carries a certain degree of CD depending on the
communicative function designated to it by the speaker/writer. It is one of Firbas's
assumptions that new information carries a higher degree of CD since it pushes the
communication forward (1964: p. 270). Old information, on the other hand, carries a
lower degree of CD within the sentence within which it occurs (cf Firbas 1992a: p.
169). In other words the rheme which provides the most informative part of the
message (i.e. most dynamic), will carry the highest degree of CD within the sentence
within which it occurs. Accordingly, it will contribute to the very act of
communication. On the other hand, the theme, which provides the less informative
(i.e. less dynamic) part of the message, will carry the lowest degree of CD and
consequently will contribute least to the message (see Firbas 1964: pp. 270-72 and
1992b: pp. 7-9).
According to Firbas (1964/1966: p. 270), there are two factors which determine the
degrees of CD within a sentence or an utterance. One of them is syntactic, the other is
semantic. The syntactic factor is that of surface word order; as the tendency to
distribute or order linearly the degree of CD in the direction from left to right (or more
precisely from the beginning to the end of the sentence). This implicitly indicates that
the theme precedes the rheme. On the other hand, the semantic structure of the
utterance, Firbas says, operates mainly in that part of the utterance which conveys
only new information. The theme, then, as has been said earlier, being less
informative carries the lowest degree of CD, while the rheme, conveying the most
important information, carries the highest degree of CD (op. cit.: p. 272). Thus, the
order theme + rheme represents CD in its unmarked form.
Later on, Firbas (1969) elaborates the notion of CD by observing a rank in between
the lowest and highest degrees of CD (i.e. theme and rheme respectively). Firbas
(1969: p. 171), terms this rank as 'transition':
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The elements carrying the lowest degrees of CD constitute the
theme, those carrying the highest degrees, the rheme... in regard to
the amount of CD carried, transition ranks above theme on one
hand, and below rheme on the other.
This can be represented as follows:
Utterance
Lowest degree of CD
(theme)
e.g. Father
I	 I	 I
Transitional element(s)
reads
Highest degree of CD
(rheme)
I
28
a book
(example cited in Sgall et al. 1973: P. 50)
Figure 2-1
Thus, as is seen from the above figure, the theme comes first carrying the lowest
degree of CD (i.e. conveying the least information), followed by optional transitional
elements which are higher in their degrees from the theme. Transitional elements, in
their turn, are followed by the rheme carrying the highest degree(s) of CD (i.e.
conveying the highest (new) information).
Having discussed the three aspects of FSP (i.e. given vs. new information, theme vs.
rheme, and communicative dynamism) we approach the conclusion of this section.
From the above discussion, we conclude that FSP can be expressed by word order as
follows:
1- The producer (speaker! writer) chooses the content of what he wants to talk about.
2- The producer decides how his content is to be organised and how much he thinks
the receiver (hearer/reader) can comprehend. This step and the previous one take
place at the same time.
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3- The above two steps are applied in the light of the shared information between the
producer and the receiver (i.e. what the producer thinks his receiver already knows).
4- The producer arranges his message starting with the elements that convey the
oldlknown information (canying lower degrees of CD) proceeding to the ones that
convey the new/unknown information (carrying higher degrees of CD).
2.4.
Halliday's treatment
In his paper, "Prolegomena to a symposium on the interaction ofparameters affecting
word order," Enkvist (1976a: pp. 9-11) mentions seven different parameters affecting
word order. The two which most concern this study are; (1) the thematic ordering
(functional sentence perspective) determined by text strategy in terms of given and
new, and (2) focus motivated by propositional presuppositions; this is linked with
emphasis and special structures such as cleft. The former has been discussed briefly in
the light of Mathesius' treatment. What follows is a detailed account of these two
parameters, concentrating on Halliday's treatment. I will start first with information
structure, then I will discuss thematic structure in Halliday's mode!.
2.4.1.
Information structure
As far as information structure is concerned, the following notions are always
discussed in relation to each other: intonation, presupposition, focus and given versus
new.
2.4.1.1.
Intonation
Halliday's treatment of intonation in English is considered to be original. This field of
phonology is discussed theoretically in two papers by Halliday (1963a and b). These
papers were later revised by him in 1966 and 1967b. However, most of Halliday's
model of rhythmic patterning in English has been adapted from Abercrombie without
considerable modification (cf Butler, 1985: p. 140).
To describe English intonation, four basic units are recognised. These are, from
genera! to particular, tone group, foot, syllable and phoneme. Beginning from tone
group, each one of these units consists of one or more of the one below it. In this
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sense each tone group consists of one, or more, complete foot (rhythmic unit). Thus a
sentence such as 'This is the house that Jack built,' as Abercrombie (1964: p. 217)
claims, is a tone group which in turn consists of feet. The slanting lines shown in e.g.
2-54 below, indicate the boundaries of the unit of rhythm (or foot):
2-54 /This is the /house that /Jack /built
The foot which is described by Abercrombie (op. cit.) as a rhythmic unit, has two
structural elements traditionally termed 'ictus' and 'remiss'. Each ictus begins a new
foot. In that sequence, it is always present. According to Abercrombie (op. cit.) and
Halliday (1967b: p. 12), the unit below the foot is a syllable exhibiting the two
primary classes 'salient'29
 (stressed) and 'weak' (unstressed). The first syllable in the
foot is always salient. The salient syllable works in the ictus (as in each of the feet in
e.g. 2-54 above) and the weak syllable works in the remiss. As is pointed out above,
the ictus element is obligatory; the remiss element, however, is optional (for example,
the foot, 'Jack,' e.g. in 2-54, has no such element). The ictus may also be a silent stress
when the foot follows a pause or has initial position in the tone group (Halliday,
1967b: p. 12). In other words, if the ictus does not display the salient syllable, it may
display the silent stress. In all examples the tone group boundary is marked by II
(double slashes); if there is more than one foot, the foot boundaries are marked by /
(slash) the silent stress is always symbolised by the caret A, at the beginning of the
foot. These can be shown in the following example: 2- 55 (from Halliday, 1970c: p.
218):
2-55 II A it's / Arthur/I
2.4.1.1.1.
Tonic prominence
Thus each foot may consist of either one salient syllable alone or of one salient
syllable followed by one or more weak syllables (non-salient). Like the foot, the tone
group consists of two structural elements. These are 'tonic' and 'pretonic'. Like ictus in
the foot, the element tonic is obligatory in every tone group. The element pretonic, on
the other hand, is optional. If present, it consists of one or more feet preceding,
obligatorily, the tonic. Moreover, Halliday observes that a tone group contains a
pretonic if there is at least one salient syllable. The tonic is the most prominent part of
the tone group, and prominence of this kind in the tone group (that is one unit of
information) is called tonic prominence. The tonic always begins on a salient syllable
and often differs from other salient syllables in the tone group in being longer and
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possibly louder, and also carries the main burden of the pitch movement of the
intonation pattern used. This type of tonic is called a 'tonic syllable'. The following
example 2-56 cited in Halliday (1970c: p. 217) illustrates what has been said here (the
tonic syllable is underlined):
2-56 II Peter spends his /weekend at the /pnis club II
In the above example, 'Peter spends his weekend at the' is the pretonic, while 'tennis
club' is the tonic. The first syllable of'tennis' is the tonic syllable. If'tennis club' was
changed, for example, to 'sports club' the tonic syllable would be 'sports' (op. cit.):
2-57 II Peter spends his /weekend at the /sports club II
In discussing the structure of the tone group, Halliday (1970c: pp. 217-220)
distinguishes between two types of tone group, those with single tonic and those with
double tonic. The former are called simple tone groups and the latter are called
compound tone groups. The first type has been discussed above; however Halliday, to
illustrate it further, gives the following example (op. cit.: p. 217):
2-58 II Everybody /seems to have /gone away on / holiday II
Here the tonic begins on the first syllable of 'everybody' and extends from it right up
over the whole tone group. The above example has no pretonic. The same thing can
be applied to the following example, except it displays a pretonic (Halliday, op. cit.:
p.218):
2-59 //Jane may be / going on foday at the /end of the /month II
The tonic begins on the first syllable of 'holiday' and extends over the remainder of
the tone group. The pretonic in this example is the first two feet before the tonic.
The second type of tone group which is the compound tone group differs from the
first type in that the compound tone group has a double tonic. If the compound tone
group has a pretonic it must precede both tonics, as in the following example (op.
cit.):
2-60 //Arthur and / Jane may be /late with /all this /rain we're fhavingl/
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This tone group has a double tonic. The first one begins at 'late' and the other at 'rain'.
The first two feet 'Arthur and Jane may be,' are pretonic. Halliday contends that no
pretonic can come in between the two tonic segments of a compound tone group (cf
Butler, 1985: pp. 140-41). The only reason that Halliday disregards the possibility of
sentences having two separate tone groups is that the second tonic catmot have a
separate pretonic, as is clear from the above example30.
Halliday (1967b: p. 18) proposes three types of tone group systems which can be
subsumed under the single heading of'intonation'. These are termed tonality, tonicity
and tone. The first: tonality, deals with the numbers of tone groups distributed by the
speaker. Halliday considers the tone group presented by the speaker as one unit of
information: "one block in the message that the speaker is communicating; and so it
can be at any length" (Halliday, 1970c: p. 216). Therefore, in unmarked cases the tone
group (or information unit) can be coextensive with the clause as in 2-61 below. In
such circumstances the tonality is unmarked. Sometimes, however, the speaker may
choose more than one tone group in a clause (or more than one piece of information)
as in 2-62 or 2-63 below. In such cases the tonality is marked (examples are from
Halliday, 1967b: p. 19):
2-61//this of course de/pends on the /country where they live /I
2-62 I/this of course de/pends on the I/country where they live /I
2-63 //this of course de/pends on the /country where they I/live //
The second type of tone group system is 'tonicity': it deals with the position of the
tonic syllable and the location of the tonic and pretonic within the tone group. If the
position of the tone or tonic syllable is on the last lexical element in the tone group, as
in 2-64 and 2-65 below there will be an unmarked tonicity. Any other position for
tonic syllable or the tone, on any lexical word other than the last one, as in 2-66 will
constitute marked tonicity:(examples all are from Halliday, 1967b: p. 23)
2-64 II how /long do these / changes / take /1
2-65 I/they / grade them //
2-66 //it /
	
be that it's /Ijust the / geral / rule that II all the / G.C.E. / papers
have to be / marked out of/ two / hundred //
If the last element within the tonic group is not lexical, and displays the tonic (or tonic
syllable) as in 2-67, it will also constitute marked tonicity:
2-67 II what / happens if you're / not //
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Tonicity options realise choices in information focus within the clause. In unmarked
tonicity where the tonic is in the last lexical element in the tone group, there is no
need to assume any shared knowledge between the speaker and the hearer. This is in
contrast with marked tonicity where some shared knowledge is assumed. A sentence
such as 2-65, for example, is normally used only if the first part of the sentence
(theme) can be assumed as already Given, while the second part (rheme: contrastive
'them') is considered New information (see 2.4.2.1 .).
The third type of tone group system is tone. Simply, tone deals with the meaningfully
distinct pitch patterns found in the tone group. Halliday (1970c: p. 220) suggests that
English recognises five simple tones plus two compound tones which are formed by
combinations from the five simple tones. The simple tones are falling, high rising (or
falling rising), low rising, falling-rising and rising-falling. For Halliday these tones are
referred to by numbers: tone 1, tone 2, tone 3, tone 4, and tone 5 respectively. The
compound tones are falling plus low rising, and rising-falling plus low rising. These
are also referred to by numbers: tone 13 (this figure is read 'one three' not 'thirteen',
because it is a combination of tone 1 and tone 3) and tone 53 (this is also read 'five
three' for a similar reason).
Halliday also distinguishes between primary tones and secondary tones. The five (plus
two) tones just mentioned above are the primary tones. Any speech in English is
uttered in one or other of these primary tones. The secondary tones can be formed
through dividing the primary tones into a larger number of tones.
Primary tones are distinguished from one another by the pitch movement in the tonic
segment. To be more precise, it is the tonic syllable that determines whether the tone
group is tone 1, or another tone. Primary tones are indicated by putting a number at
the beginning of the tone group, after the double slash, as is shown in 2-68 as example
of simple tone and 2-69 as of compound tone (examples are cited in Halliday, 1970c:
p. 221):
2-68 //lwhere've / you! been /I
2-69 //13 Robert can /have it if! y don't / want it/I
The secondary tones, according to Halliday, are in fact of two types, tonic secondary
tones and pretonic secondary tones. The former is defined by Halliday(1970c: p.22 1)
as "the finer grades of pitch movement in the tonic segment". Halliday gives an
example of this, pointing out that within the primary tone 1 (falling) we can
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distinguish three secondary tones: a wide fall, medium fall and a narrow fall. The
pitch movement of the first one, i.e. wide fall, goes from high to low, the second one
from mid to low, and the third one from mid-low to low. The pretonic secondary
tones are defined as "the different pitch contours in the pretonic". For example,
Halliday distinguishes between two types of pretonics within tone 1. These are an
even' pretonic: the pitch contour may or may not have slight changes of direction; and
an 'uneven' pretonic: the pitch contour has many changes of direction (op. cit.).
2.4.1.1.2.
Intonation and meaning
Most languages, if not all, use intonation as a means of recognising meaning. If you
change the intonation of most sentences, you in fact change the meaning. I say 'most
sentences' because there are some idioms and fixed phrases (and a few of these are
complete sentences) which have their own inherent tone. Consider, for example, 'far
from it,' which is nearly always spoken on tone 5 (cf Halliday, 1970c: p. 226).
Halliday emphasises that tone may express what he calls 'speech function' (op. cit.: p.
227, cf also footnote 7), for instance in a grammatically declarative sentence, with SP
ordering of elements, a high-rising tone indicates question function, as in /I2' he
/could do II; 'it means could he?'.(op. cit. p. 228; cf also Butler 1985: p. 142).
Halliday contends that there is no clear line between the differences of'attitude', as
found in a pair like 2-70 and 2-7 1, and the differences in meaning as found in 2-72
and 2-73:
2-70 Illwhere are you / going II
2-71//2 where are you / going /-
2-72 1/2 would you like I tea I/lA or / coffee /I
2-73 //2 would you like I tea I/2' or / coffee II
The difference between 2-70 and 2-71 above is a difference of the speaker's attitude.
The first is a normal question, while the second is a question implying a request for a
permission to ask, 'where are you going, could I ask?'. Whereas in 2-72 and 2-73, the
intonation expresses a logical distinction between to types of'or' in the two sentences.
The first sentence means 'which would you like, tea or coffee?'; (choose), while the
second means 'would you like either?'.
Moreover, Halliday emphasises that most of the distinctions made by intonation are
intermediate between the following examples:
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2-74 //1" I / know John 7/, and
2-75 //4A I / know John II, or
2-76 7/1 where are you / going /-
2-77 //2 where are you / going II
The first sentence 2-74, is a simple statement while the second one 2-75, carries
contrast and an implied 'but. The meaning is I know John, but I don't know (say, for
example) his wife'. The position of the tonic in 2-77 changes the meaning of sentence
2-7 1, to mean 'please remind me or confirm, where are you going?'. So such examples
(from 2-70 to 2-77) mean that, for Halliday, we cannot draw a sharp line between the
differences of attitude and emotions on the one hand and those of meaning on the
other (cf op. cit.: p. 227, and Butler, 1985: pp. 141-42).
The tone selections which depend on the mood system have different meanings in
declarative, interrogative and imperative sentences. Tone expresses what Halliday
calls 'speech function'. Halliday recognises the meaning of the tones. A falling
contour, for example, means certainty and a rising contour means uncertainty.
Halliday says this is applicable in most languages (1970c: p. 227).
To illustrates how the tone changes the meaning, Halliday (1970c: p. 228) gives the
following examples with glosses:
2-78 /71" he / could do/I
2-79 I/2A he / could do/I
2-80 //3A he / could do/I
2-81 //4A he I could do/I
2-82 //5A he I could do/I
(simple statement)
('is that what you think? could he?')
('I think he could, but it's of no importance')
('but he won't', 'but it won't help you', etc.)
('so don't you imagine he couldn't!)
2.4.1.2.
Focus structure
Generally in the study of word order, there are two opposed notions which are widely
used by the linguists. These are focus and presupposition. The term focus discussed
here is used to distinguish between the information assumed by the speaker and his
listener, and that which is at the centre or focus of their communicative interest. In
this sense focus stands in opposition to presupposition (see Crystal, 1991: p. 139).
Thus, for instance, in the following sentence:
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2-83 John bought a mango at the market
'a mango' is the focus if it comes as the answer to a question such as:
2-84 What did John buy at the market?
In questions, the constituent that bears the question particle is the focus (cf Dik,
1981: P. 93).
Presupposition, on the other hand, is used by some linguists in its narrow sense to
contrast the information assumed (or 'presupposed') by the speaker, and that which is
at the centre of the speaker's communicative interest. In this sense it is opposed to
focus (cf Crystal, 1991: p. 276). The sentence, 'Where's the salt?' (quoted in Crystal,
1991: p. 276), for example, is said to presuppose that the salt is not in front of the
speaker, or the speaker expects that there is someone knows where the salt is, and so
on (op. cit.).
Focus and presupposition have been discussed by mentalists, and functionalists as
well as other linguists. Chomsky's account of this subject is, to a certain extent,
similar to Halliday's. For Chomsky (1969 [1971]), focus can be determined
phonologically by the surface structure through intonation. Presupposition, on the
other hand, can be determined through underlying question and through negative
opposition. For Chomsky, both the sentence and its underlying question share a
common presupposition. Moreover, Chomsky regards the relation between underlying
question and presupposition as a means of specifying the position of the focus in the
sentence. Thus in the following sentence:
2-85 John writes poetry.
the underlying question is
2-86 Is it John who writes poetry?
Both the sentence and its underlying question share the presupposition that someone
writes poetry. The focus in both sentences is John. In the light of the same
presupposition, it is possible to negate the above declarative sentence:
2-87 It isn't John who writes poetry.
For Halliday (1967a) each information unit has a focus. The information focus is
assigned in terms of 'given' and 'new' (cf Section 2.3.2.1. and cf also 2.4.1.3. &
2.4.1.4.):
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The system of information focus assigns to the information unit a
structure in terms of two functions 'given' and 'new' (Halliday,
1967a: p. 204).
The information focus, in fact, corresponds to the newest information being
conveyed. In other words, the newest point in the information unit is considered to be
the focus of the information unit and of the message as a whole. The realisation of
what information is 'newest' is left to the speaker's selection. The speaker's choice of
the newest information is realised as the focus: "Information focus reflects the
speaker's decision as to where the main burden of the message lies" (1967a: p. 204).
Halliday (1967a: p. 243) contends that in English the information focus is expressed
phonologically (i.e. by intonation) as the tonic nucleus/component in the information
unit which in its turn is expressed phonologically as a tone group. Halliday points out
that the speaker may select, to draw attention to, either a single element (it could be a
longer stretch of the unit or even the information unit itself as a whole)31 , or at most
two, for the information focus:
Within each information unit the speaker selects one, or at most
two, points of information focus; phonologically the information
unit is realised as a tone group and the information focus as the
tonic component (Halliday, 1967a: p. 243).
For Halliday (1967a: p. 11), the 'newness' of information usually, does not depend on
the preceding discourse 32 . Strictly speaking, though the speaker's decision of what is
'new' is slightly affected by what has been said before, the information focus for
Halliday, does not assign the function 'new' in terms of the external or textual content
of the preceding discourse, nor in terms of the shared speech situation: viz, the
context of situation. The 'newness' of the information, for him, is only determined by
what the speaker chooses to be regarded as new; and this may be contrastive or
contradictory:
1-
The constituent specIed as new is that which the speaker marks out
for interpretation as non-derivable information, either cumulative
to or contrastive with what has preceded (Halliday, 1967a: p. 211,
cf 1976b:p. 176).
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2-
/Given and new/ are options on the part of the speaker, not
determined by the textual or situational environment; what is new is
in the last resort what the speaker chooses to present as new, and
predictions from the discourse have only a high probability of being
fulfilled (Halliday, 1967a: p. 211).
As we have mentioned before, 'new' contrasts with 'given' information. Strictly
speaking, 'given,' for Halliday functions to determine the location of the 'new'. It links
the information unit to the rest of the discourse (c.f Halliday, 1970b: p. 354).
Moreover, 'given' is likely to be 'phoric', referring to something that already exists in
the verbal or non-verbal context (Halliday, 1985: p. 275). The 'given' element is
optional while the 'new' is obligatory, because it serves as a determiner of the
information unit, and without it there will be no separate information unit:
The information unit consists of an obligatory 'new' element- there
must be something new, otherwise there would be no information-
and an optional 'given' element... (Halliday, 1970a: p. 163; see also
1976a: p. 326 and 1985. p. 275).
Halliday distinguishes between two types of focus: marked and unmarked. When the
focus is unmarked, its usual place is at the end of the information unit (i.e. focus on
the final lexical item), and the focal components are built up culminatively across the
message. The rest (i.e. outside the information focus) or the non-focal component(s),
of the information unit cannot be treated by the speaker as presupposed (Halliday,
1976b: p. 179). But, when the focus is marked, it can appear at any position (other
than the final lexical item) in the information unit.
The non-focal component(s) in the marked focus is/are treated by the speaker as
presupposed (or given) (op. cit.). Halliday (op. cit.: p. 177) points out that this can be
recognised from the fact that an information unit including unmarked focus does not
imply a specific WH-question, whereas one including marked focus does. Consider
the following:
2-88 //John washed the car yesterday/I
This implies 'who washed the car yesterday?'
2-89 I/John washed the car yesterday/I
implies 'what did John do with the car yesterday?', and
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2-90 I/John washed the car yesterday/I
implies 'when did John wash the car?. Moreover such examples could not be
discourse initial, whereas
2-91 I/John washed the car yesterday/I
could correspond to a general question: 'what happened?' as well as specific one:
'what did John wash yesterday?' For this reason, Halliday stresses, that the initial
information unit in a discourse normally has unmarked information focus (cf op. cit.:
pp. 172-179; see also Butler, 1985: pp. 177-78)35.
It is important to note that examples 2-88, 2-89 and 2-90 above, have marked tonicity,
and the domains of focus are 'John', 'Washed' and 'Yesterday' respectively. They
contain new information. The rest (the non-focal), 'washed the car yesterday' in 2-88,
'John' and 'the car yesterday' in 2-89 and 'John washed the car' in 2-90 are delivered as
recoverable information.
In example 2-9 1, however, there is unmarked tonicity (since the tonic is on 'car') in
the last lexical item in the tone group. This, therefore, is the domain of the focus
which consists of new information. The information outside this domain (i.e.
'yesterday') could also be new (in the sense that the speaker is not expecting the hearer
to reconstruct from the preceding discourse the fact that 'John washed the car
yesterday or last week'), or it could be given (for further discussion in this subject, see
Butler, 1985: pp. 176-178 and Halliday 1976b: pp. 176-77).
Focus for Halliday is a semantically-determined entity. It is a means of expressing
emphasis:
Information focus is one kind of emphasis, whereby the speaker
marks out a part (which may be the whole) of a message block as
that which he wishes to be interpreted as informative (Halliday,
1967a: p. 202).
2.4.1.3.
Focus and word order
Word order is affected by the expression of focus in different ways. As has been
discussed elsewhere in this chapter, focus in English can be expressed phonologically
through intonation (or stress) or syntactically through cleft sentences. It also can be
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expressed through a combination of both. The following illustrative examples quoted
in Enkvist (1975: pp. 74-76) may help further to clarify this point:
1- Focus can be expressed by intonation (or stress):
2-92 Charlie gave Jane the apple.
2-93 Charlie gave Jane the apple.
2-94 Charlie gave Jane the apple.
2- It also can be expressed by cleft sentences:
2-95 It was Charlie who gave Jane the apple.
2-96 It was Jane who was given the apple by Charlie.
2-97 It was the apple that was given to Jane by Charlie.
2- Both devices, intonation and clefts, can give the focus:
2-98 It was Charlie who gave Jane the apple.
2.4.1.4.
Given and New in Halliday
Although Halliday adapts the Praguians' definition of the terms theme and rheme, and
consequently - to some extent - uses them similarly, his conception of the dichotomy
of givenlnew differs markedly from that of the Praguians. Halliday (1967a) argues that
the first two aspects of FSP, i.e. given-new and theme-rheme, must be explained by
reference to text. He contends that the given-new dichotomy belongs to information
structure (op. cit. cf 5.16.2). It is a discourse feature, while theme-rheme is not. It is
true that there is an association of theme-rheme with given-new (in the sense that both
are textual functions and convey known information). However, they are different
from each other: "The functions 'given' and new' are... not the same as those of 'theme'
and 'rheme'. The two are independently variable..." (1967a: p. 205, cited in Joia and
Stenton, 1980: p. 31, see also Halliday, 1970a: p. 163). The difference may be
summed up in the observation that, in dialogue, 'given' means 'here is a point of
contact with what you know' whereas 'theme' means 'here is the heading to what I am
saying' (Halliday, 1970a: p. 163).
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The following quotation taken from Halliday (1967a: p. 212) sums up what has been
discussed above:
Basically, the theme is what comes first in the clause; and while
this means that ... there is in the unmarked case (i.e. f the
information structure is unmarked) an association of the theme
with the given, the two are independent options. The difference can
perhaps be best summarised by the observation that, while 'given'
means 'what you were talking about' (or 'what I was talking about
before'), 'theme' means 'what I am talking about' (or 'what Jam
talking about now), and, as any student of rhetoric knows, the Iwo
do not necessarily coincide.
As a matter of fact, the notion 'given' in particular needs more explanation. Halliday
(1970b: p. 354) stresses that 'given' in English is shown by intonation. Its function in
textual organisation is to link the information unit to the rest of the discourse (op.
cit.). It might be glossed as 'offered as recoverable' information whether anaphorically
or situationally (Halliday, 1967a: p. 211; cf also, Fawcett, 1981: p. 172. ed. in
Halliday and Martin, 1981). Moreover, Halliday points out that in language there are
some elements which are inherently 'given' because they are not interpretable except
by reference to something mentioned before or something that is in the situation.
These are anaphoric elements and deistic elements (those are related to the meaning
of 'here-&-now' in the discourse, e.g. 'today') (Halliday, 1985: p. 277). Given is
opposed to new which might be glossed as 'offered as non-recoverable' information:
i.e. has not been mentioned before (Halliday, 1970b: p. 354, see also Fawcett, 1981:
p. 172). But this is not the only possibility. What is treated as non-recoverable, for
Halliday, may also be so because it is something unexpected whether mentioned
before or not. The meaning indicates: "attend to this; this is news" (Halliday, 1985: p.
277).
Fawcett (op. cit.) comments on Halliday's term 'recoverable', pointing out that to say
something is recoverable is different from saying that it has been mentioned before.
To explain this, Fawcett, gives the following example:
2-99 What are they blockading the high street for?
Supposing, in the above example, that the referent of 'they' is 'the authorities' and this
referent has not been mentioned before, it however, can be offered as recoverable
information. It may be recoverable from the context of situation, or from the
background or cultural knowledge stored in the long-term memory (Fawcett, op. cit.).
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It may also be recoverable simply because the speaker wants to present it as given for
rhetorical purposes. It indicates that: "this is not news" (Halliday, 1985: p. 277).
2.4.2.
Thematic structure:
2.4.2.1.
Theme and Rheme
Like the Praguians, Halliday is interested in studying the two main components of the
sentence (or the clause according to Halliday), the theme and the rheme. Halliday
makes use of the terms Theme-Rheme, but in a somewhat different sense from the
Praguians. He goes beyond the Praguians' definition of the theme as what is being
spoken about in the clause to concentrate on defining the theme as the sentence initial
element36 : "The theme of a clause is the element which, in English, is put in first
position" (Halliday, 1970a: p. 161). On another occasion Halliday also says:
"Basically, the theme is what comes first in the clause" (Halliday, 1967a: p. 212, cf
also 1985: p. 38). He views theme as "that FSP element that is realised by first
position, and has nothing to do with previous mentions" (Halliday, 1974: P. 53). Thus,
Halliday makes initial position in the clause a necessary condition of thematic status38.
What is put first is the Theme. This can be exemplified by the following:
2-100 John saw the play yesterday (Lyons, 1977: p. 507).
2-101 Yesterday John saw the play.
where 'John' is the theme in first example, 'yesterday' is the theme in the second
example. The speaker of the first example gives notice, as it were, that he is talking
about 'John,' whereas, in the second example the speaker makes yesterday's event the
topic of his utterance (cf Lyons, 1977: p. 507, cf also Halliday, 1970a: p. 161). This
indicates, again as mentioned earlier, that according to Halliday the theme is the point
of departure in the communication process. It is the "peg on which the message is
hung"(op. cit.). The following examples used by Halliday (1970a: p. 161) are for
illustration (the theme is the item outside the brackets, what is inside being the
rheme):
2-102 I (don't know)
2-103 yesterday (we discussed the financial arrangements)
2-104 his spirit (they could not kill)
2-105 suddenly (the rope gave way)
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2-106 people who live in glass houses (shouldn't throw stones).
From Halliday's definition, it appears that the theme is easy to recover since it occurs
in the initial position of clauses. This may apply to languages which exhibit noun-
initial (subject or object) basic order e.g. English, whereas languages which exhibit
verb-initial basic order, e.g. Arabic, do not fully accept this definition as will be
pointed out in the coming chapters.
For Halliday, the organisation of the message into theme and non-theme, or theme and
rheme is called thematization (see Kress, 1976: p. 179). Since the first element of the
clause is labelled theme, the rest, for Halliday, is labelled rheme. He contends that
"what the speaker puts first is the theme of the clause, the remainder being 'rheme'
(Halliday, 1970b: p. 356). The following two examples illustrate this point:
2-107
John's aunt	 left him this duckpress
Theme	 Rheme
2-108
John	 was left this duckpress by his aunt
Theme	 Rheme
(Halliday, 1976a: p. 325)
Figure 2-2
From Mathesius and Halliday's discussion of theme and rheme mentioned briefly
above, it might appear that the theme, which carries old information, comes first and
the rheme, which carries new information, comes in a later position in the utterance.
My point here is that this is not always the case. Moreover the functionalists'
definition of the theme should not be taken as the only possible definition. As we have
mentioned above, Mathesius defines the theme as that: "from which the speaker
departs," (1939) and as something "that is being spoken about in the sentence." In
similar way, Halliday defines it as follows:
1-
The theme is what is being talked about, the point of departure
for the message (Halliday: 1976b, quoted in Kress, 1976:180,
see also, Halliday, 1967a: p. 212).
2-
In principle, the theme is the point of departure-the takeoffpoint
of the clause(1970b: pp. 356-5 7).
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Now, let us consider the following example quoted in Siewierska (1984: p. 219):
2-109 Who hit Larry?
2-110 Suehithim.
According to functional linguists (Mathesius, 1939: p. 234 & 1942, and Halliday,
1967a: pp. 212 & 205, and 1970b: pp. 356-57), the definition of the theme as what is
being talked about and as the point of departure at the same time cannot be applied in
the above example. The first sentence talks about someone hitting 'Larry' and we are
asked who did that. 'Lany' in example 2-109 is the theme, since he is the one who is
being talked about. In this sense 'him' in example 2-110 is the theme of the sentence;
because this is in harmony with the first part of the definition (Halliday's definition):
'him' is the one who is being talked about. It is, however, discordant with the
dominant notion which stresses that theme always precedes rheme: "In the clause theme
always precedes rheme" (Halliday, 1967a: p. 205). According to the second part of the
definition, 'Sue' in example 2-110 is the theme since it is the point of departure. So,
there is some contradiction in the definition. To avoid this problem, my suggestion is
this: it is adequate to defme theme as only that which is being spoken about whether it
comes first or in a later position.
Moreover, although 'Sue' in example 2-110 is the new information, it precedes 'him'
the old information. This conflicts with the psychologists' point of view which
emphasises that the new information follows the old. To sum up, the point to be made
here is that what comes first is not always what is being talked about. Generally
speaking, what is being talked about and the point of departure need not necessarily
coincide. Also, what comes first may sometimes convey more important (or new)
information than what follows.
Having seen how the two structures, information structure (Given + New) thematic
structure (theme + rheme), work, at least from 1-lalliday's point of view, it is
appropriate to see how the two structures are interrelated. Halliday (1985: p. 278)
contends that although both Theme + Rheme and Given + New are assigned by
speaker, Theme + Rheme is speaker-oriented, while Given + New is listener-oriented.
Their interaction can be seen in the following example cited in Halliday (1985: pp.
279-80):
2-1 11 Are you coming back into circulation?
2-1 12 I didn't know I was out.
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Halliday's analysis in thematic and informational terms is as follows (the following
figure shows that for Halliday rheme may sometimes consist of given and new. It is not
always only new):
2-113
are	 you	 coming	 back	 into circulation
Theme	 I Rheme
New	 Given
Figure 2-3
From the above figure it is clear that speaker 1 chooses his 'theme' to be 'are you'
which means 'I want to know something about you; say yes or no'; 'into circulation' is
treated as 'given' (for Halliday what comes after the information focus is treated as given).
Contrastive 'back,' on the other hand, is treated as New. It is contrasted with the
situation 'but you've been away' plus 'are you coming', so I need an explanation.
2-114
I	 didn't know	 I was out
Theme Rheme
Theme	 Rheme
Given	 New
Figure 2-4
Speaker 2 defends himself with mild irony. So he chooses to start the discourse with
Theme 'I didn't know'. From the information point of view, contrastive 'out'
(contrasting with 'back') is New and extending back over the clause except the initial
'I'; It indicates 'in my opinion I wasn't out, so you are wrong.'
Something else is also to be mentioned here; that is as is shown in the figure above
that Theme is 'I' and the rest of the sentence is Rheme and, from the other side, the
sentence consisting of 'I didn't know' is Theme and the rest is Rheme. Such recursive
functional divisions exist in Arabic and are widely recognised by traditional Arab
grammarians (examples of this are discussed in Chapter 4 Section 2.1. & Chapter 7
Example 2).
Halliday differentiates between marked theme and unmarked theme (cf 1 976b: pp.
214-15 and 1985: pp. 44-45). The latter is the clause initial element which can be
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specified by reference to the system of mood, e.g. the unmarked theme is the subject
in a declarative sentence (clause according to Halliday), 39 as in e.g. 2-1 15 below, the
WH-element in a WH-interrogative, as in e.g. 2-116 below and the finite verbal
element in a polar interrogative, as in e.g. 2-1 17 below (Theme-Rheme boundary is
shown by 1/):
2-1 15 she II went to the baker's
2-116 how many miles I/to Babylon?
2-117 Is anybody//at home?
The theme of any declarative sentence which is something other than the subject, is
referred to as a marked theme. This means that marked theme may occur as adjunct,
as in e.g. 2-118 below or complement of the declarative sentence, as in e.g. 2-119
below (cf Halliday, 1985: p. 46, examples below are also given by him (op. cit. ) and
see also Kress, 1976: pp. 180-8 1):
2-118 on Saturday night//I lost my wife
2-119 a bag-pudding // the King did make
Halliday (1 976b) points out that the significance of the distinction between marked
and unmarked theme can also be seen from the fact that marked themes show a
tendency to appear as a separate information unit, whereas this is uncommon with
unmarked theme:
2-120 // these houses// my father sold //
In this sentence the first information unit 'these houses' consists of marked theme only
(Halliday, 1976b: p. 214. cf also Kress, 1976: p. 181).
2.4.2.2.
Theme and mood
Under this title Halliday (1985: pp. 44-49) discusses theme in different major clauses
(independent minor clauses such as 'John!' and 'good night!' are excluded). From the
mood point of view, an independent major clause in English is either indicative or
imperative. If indicative it is of three types: declarative, polar interrogative (yes/ no
type) or content interrogative (WH-type).
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2.4.2.2.1.
Theme in declarative clauses
Halliday points out that the unmarked theme in a declarative clause is one that is
conflated with the subject. All examples in the following figure are of this kind:
The duke	 has given my aunt that teapot
My aunt	 has been given that teapot by the duke
Theme	 Rheme
(taken from Halliday op. cit. p. 38)
Figure 2-5
If a theme is something other than the subject, in a declarative clause, Halliday (1985:
p. 45) refers to it as a marked theme. Thus in clauses such as 2-12 1 and 2-122, the
theme is unmarked, while it is marked in 2-123 and 2-124:
2-12 1 You are the one I blame.
2-122 That's what I meant.
2-123 You I blame.
2-124 That I meant.
'You' and 'that' in 2-121 and 2-122 are unmarked themes because they are the subjects
of the clauses, while in 2-123 and 2-124 they are marked theme because they are not
subjects, and so add a sense of contrast.
In exciamative clauses, which is a sub-category of declarative clauses, the
exclamatory WH-element functions as theme, as in the following examples given by
Halliday (op. cit.):
How cheerfully	 he seems to grin
What tremendously easy questions	 you ask
Theme	 Rheme
(taken from Halliday op. cit. p. 47)
Figure 2-6
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2.4.2.2.2.
Theme in interrogative clauses
Halliday contends that the basic meaning of a question is a request for an answer. The
speaker asks a question to indicate that he wants to be told something. "The natural
theme of a question, therefore, is 'what I want to know' "(Halliday, op. cit. p. 47). In
yes/no question (questioning about polarity), the element that functions as theme is the
finite verb (which is the element that embodies the expression of polarity: positive or
negative: is, isn't; do, don't; can, can't; etc.) extending over the subject as well. In this
polar interrogative the finite verb is placed first before the subject. Halliday points out
that the meaning is "I want you to tell me whether or not" (op. cit.). Examples given
by Halliday include the following (1985: p. 48):
Can	 you	 find me an acre of land?
Is	 anybody	 at home?
Should	 old acquaintance	 be forgot?
Theme (1) Theme (2)	 Rheme
Theme in yes! no interrogative (Halliday, 1985: p. 48)
Figure 2-7
In a Wh-question, on the other hand, Halliday indicates that the theme is the element
that requests the missing piece of information, namely the Wh-element (whether it is a
group or phrase):
Who	 killed Cock Robin?
How many miles	 to Babylon?
With what
	
shall I mend it?
Theme	 Rheme
Theme in Wh-interrogative (Halliday, 1985: p. 48)
Figure 2-8
If the Wh-element occurs as a nominal group functioning as prepositional phrase, or
even part of a nominal group functioning as complement in a prepositional phrase,
this nominal group may function as theme (op. cit.):
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What	 shall I mend it with?
Which house	 do they live in?
Theme	 Rheme
Theme as a nominal group, or as part of it, functioning
as aprepositionalphra.se (op. cit.)
Figure 2-9
Theme in the above interrogative clauses is in its unmarked status. Halliday points out
that marked theme can also occur in interrogative clauses as illustrated in the
following examples (1985: P. 48):
After tea	 will you tell me a story?
In your house	 who does the cooking?
Theme (marked)	 Rheme
Marked Theme in interrogative clauses (Halliday: op. cit.)
Figure 2-10
2.4.2.2.3.
Theme in imperative clauses
Halliday (op. cit.: p. 49) indicates that the theme in the positive imperative, where the
basic message is "I want you to do something", is 'you' and 'let's' respectively, as in,
'you keep quiet,' and 'let's go home'. In the negative imperative, where the basic
message is "I want you/us not to", the theme is typically 'don't', as in 'don't let's go
home'. Halliday (op. cit.) explains that this example has an alternative form, in which,
the theme is 'let's', as in 'let's not go home'.
In some cases where the subject (jarticularly 'you') is omitted (thus having no explicit
theme), Halliday (op. cit.) points out that these clauses can be analysed in either of
two ways: the clause is rheme and the theme is the meaning "I want you to", or the
verb may function as theme, as in
('I want you to') 	 sing a song of sixpence
Sing	 a song of sixpence
Theme	 Rheme
Theme in imperative clauses (Halliday. 1985: p. 49)
Figure 2-11
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2.4.2.2.4.
Theme and adjuncts
Halliday (op. cit. pp. 49-50) distinguishes two types of adjuncts: conjunctive (or
discourse adjuncts) and modal adjuncts. Conjunctive adjuncts are those which link the
clause to the preceding text (e.g. 'in other words', 'for instance', 'briefly', 'soon' 'finally',
as a result, etc.). Modal adjuncts are those which express the speaker's judgement with
regard to the given message (e.g. 'probably', 'certainly, 'of course', 'in my opinion',
'evidently', 'tentatively', 'looking back on it', 'as expected', 'usually', 'sometimes', etc.).
Halliday (op. cit. P. 50) explains why these adjuncts tend to come at the beginning of
the clause; if the speaker intends, through his delivered message, to express his own
angle of judgement on the matter, it is natural for him to make this his point of
departure (i.e. to make the element which expresses his opinion as the theme of the
message). Among some other examples on this point, Halliday (op. cit. pp. 50-5 1)
gives the following:
2-125 Perhaps it doesn't understand English.
2-126 Certainly the glass was beginning to melt away.
By the same token, if the speaker intends to express, through certain elements, the
relationship to what has gone before, these elements will then be the theme of his
message. Examples presented by Halliday (op. cit. p. 51) include:
2-127 After that I cut some more bread-and-butter.
2-128 However one of the knights will show you the way.
Thus, for Halliday, conjunctive adjuncts and modal adjuncts typically tend to occupy
first position, because they have been given thematic status. This is not, however,
obligatory. Halliday (op. cit.) indicates that the adjuncts may come elsewhere in the
clause, or even be added as an afterthought at the end.
2.4.2.2.5.
Theme and conjunctions and relatives
For Halliday conjunctions (such as co-ordinators: 'and', 'or', 'either', 'but', 'so', 'then',
and subordinators: 'when', 'while', 'after', 'if, 'given that', 'even if, 'unless', 'since', etc.)
are inherently thematic in the sense that they must come initially within the clause.
But since these elements have no function as subject, the speaker has the choice of
which element to put next. The element that follows a conjunction will still have
thematic force (even though it is not the subject). So, according to Halliday,
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conjunction itself is not the theme but rather it has a thematic flavour. Consider the
following examples:
If	 at first	 you don't succeed
But	 the cask of pearls	 no one has ever found
Conjunction	 Theme (marked)	 Rheme
Conjunctions
Figure 2-12
Halliday (op. cit. p. 51) points out that the only reason for foregrounding the adjunct
'at first' and the complement 'the cask of pearls' in marked position is to give them
thematic status.
Unlike conjunctions, relatives may function, alone within the structure of group, either
as subject, adjunct or complement; e.g. 'whose house', 'whichever way', 'for whatever
reason'. Halliday believes that the whole relative phrase or group of this kind
functions as the theme of the clause in which it occurs.
2.4.2.2.6.
Predicated themes (cleft sentences)
Predicated theme or cleft sentence structure, as it is known in some formal grammars,
takes the following form: 'It + be + ...'. Witness the following examples mentioned by
Halliday(1985: p.59):
2-129 It was the queen who sent my uncle that hatstand.
2-130 It was my uncle the queen sent that hatstand to.
2-131 It was that hatstand the queen sent to my uncle.
In English, as well as in Arabic, the typical position of the 'new' information is at the
end of the information unit (or clause) (as noted in Sections 2.3.2.1. and 2.4.1.4.). The
'new' information is signalled by a variation in the tonic accent, a clear fall or rise in
pitch. This can be seen, for example, in the following clause:
2-132 The queen sent my uncle that hatstand.
The accent, however, can come either at the beginning or anywhere else in the clause,
without varying anything else in the structure except that the new element is mapped
on to the theme:
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2-133 The queen sent my uncle that hatstand.
Halliday (op. cit. p. 60) contends that this is marked information structure, and tends
therefore to be contrastive: 'it was the queen who sent it, not the local antique dealer'.
This meaning can also be obtained through an unmarked structure by using the
predicated form:
2-134 It was the queen who sent my uncle that hatstand.
The cleft sentence or predicated theme structure is "frequently associated with an
explicit formulation of contrast: 'it was not..., it was..., who" (Halliday, op. cit.): 'It
was not the antique dealer who sent my uncle that hatstand, it was the queen who sent
it'.
2.5.
Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the analysis of sentence structure in English, adapting a
modern (specifically a functional) point of view. Some approaches of well-known
western functionalists have been reviewed and discussed with regard to relevant
functional notions. These approaches, include Halliday's systemic functional model,
Halliday and Mathesius' discussion of FSP, Mathesius' discussion of word order,
theme-rheme, and given-new (amongst other issues) and Firbas' notions of CD and
transition. The rest of the present chapter has been devoted to Halliday's analysis of
theme-rheme, given-new and information focus. On the basis of the discussion in the
present chapter, it is noted that Halliday's analysis complies with the traditional
analysis, except that his analysis is functionally oriented.
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Chapter Three
Literature Review
3.0.
Layout
This chapter deals with the history 	 non-canonical word order in
Arabic. It is divided into four sections. Section One is a brief introduction to the
chapter. The remaining sections discuss the traditional Arab linguists' (TAL) treatment
of non-canonical word order through its long history. Section Two discusses the
grammarians' treatment, while Section Three discusses the rhetoricians' treatment and
Section Four discusses the exegetes' treatment of the Arabic non-canonical word
order.
3.1.
Introduction
Non-canonical word order is not a new concept in the Arabic language; indeed many
scholars have written about it. Muslim writers, in particular the traditional Arabs,
were aware of its importance and used it in both their speech and writing on a wide
variety of subjects. However, traditional thinkers on this subject could not encompass
all of its rhetorical purposes. It is possible to identif' from their work which areas of
word order have been discussed and which have not.
In reviewing the literature on Arabic word order one can assess not only the area
which this literature has covered (especially in the various aspects of word order) but
also the quality of the literature itself. With such a review one can arrive at a
satisfactory analysis with regard to the strengths and weaknesses of the existing
literature on word order.
To simplify matters the writers on non-canonical word order have been classified into
three categories, namely, Grammarians, Rhetoricians and Exegetes. On the basis of
this division, one can easily see the way that non-canonical word order has been
treated by each group. Before we go further, it is necessary to mention that each group
has only dealt with the subject from its own point of view.
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3.2.
The grammarians
The grammarians will be dealt with first because they emerged before the others and
were the first to discuss the subject of non-canonical word order in Arabic. The Arab
grammarians, who emerged at the beginning of the 2nd century (8th century A.D.),
were familiar with non-canonical word order or what is called in Arabic
At-TaqdIm Wa-t-Ta 'khIr/preposing and postposing. As with any subject in
its beginning, non-canonical word order was not fully understood by the grammarians
as an independent area of study, however, comments and remarks can be found
scattered through their works. Of course the grammarians' treatment of non-canonical
word order varies form scholar to scholar. However, five general approaches to the
subject can be found in the grammarians' literature. These are described below under
the names of their most prominent scholar/s:
3.2.1.1.
YunusHabIb'-.
There are some grammarians who mention non-canonical word order by name only
while talking about their main grammatical issues. They do not give any other
explanation of non-canonical word order. Yunus 1-labIb (90/708-182/798) SIbawayh's
teacher, for example, whilst talking about the interrogative in 	 Jtl the
conditional clauses gives this example (cf	 jJIAz-Zajjãj, CTj.3	 Al-
Qur'ân v.3: p. 782):
3-1	 TLtLJ!I
Pa (V + Fa + 0) + (V + Fa + 0)
If you come to me, shall I come to you?
(If you visit me, shall I visit you?)
Habib says that this utterance involves non-canonical word order and the basic order
is:
3-2 LØ 4fl
(V+ Fa + 0 ) + Pa ( V+ Fa+O)
Shall I come to you, if you come to me?
(Shall I visit you, if you visit me?)
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Regardless of whether this example in fact involves non-canonical word order or not,
HabIb does not explain how this non-canonical word order, as he views, occurs. Nor
does he even state the rhetorical purpose of the word order used. The justification of
this simple treatment by HabIb is not only that he was a grammarian (not a
rhetorician) but also that he was the first scholar to deal with the subject of word order
in general, and therefore it is only to be expected that HabIb's treatment of word order
should be extremely basic. However, HabIb's work was important and necessary in the
sense that it was the first attempt in the development of knowledge about non-
canonical word order.
3.2.1.2.
AI-Farrâ'
Al-Farrâ' (d. 207/822) is another representative of this first category. In his book
L,..4 MacanI Al-Qur'ân The meanings of the Qur'án, A1-Farrâ' discusses
non-canonical word order very briefly. Like HabIb, he does not state the rhetorical
purposes of non-canonical word order. He merely mentions the verses in which non-
canonical word order occurs. Al-Farrâ' does not deal with all the Qur'anic verses
which exhibit non-canonical word order however. For example, he quotes this verse
(; j JVAl-Farrá', 1983, vol. 2: p. 195):
3-3
-[2O:l29/p. 911] 4.L
uioJ.IgLoIjJ jL^,JLLjj.o dld.ØLgJg,
Had it not been for a Word that went forth before from thy Lord, (Their
punishment) must necessarily have come, but there is a term appointed (for
respite).
Al-Farrâ' (op. cit.) says this is a non-canonical word order and that the basic order is:
3-4 t.a	 ç.it	 L4J4 LJ•9 LALS 9i9
Al-Farrâ'	 1983, vol. 1: p. 242) also finds non-canonical word order in the
following verse:
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3-5
-(9/55: pp. 5 17-18)	 J%
1d p&J	 j to.4 p.ql g pilg.ot
4jgj.Sl	 -ai	 9LiI dLJl
Let not their wealth nor their children dazzle thee: in reality Allah's wish is to
punish them with these things in this life, and that their souls may perish in their
(very) denial ofAllah.
Al-Farrâ' (op. cit.) mentions that there is non-canonical word order, and that the basic
order is:
3-6
Although he was writing after SIybawaih (who discusses non-canonical word order in
some detail see below) Al-Farrâ' does not give this subject great attention and he
follows Habib's approach in merely mentioning that there is non-canonical word
order.
3.2.2.
iKB	 ji;
Unlike the first group of grammarians, there are some grammarians who not only
mention the occurrence of non-canonical word order in an Arabic clause or in a
ur'anic verse but also try to judge it as good or bad. This limited analysis of non-
canonical word order is conducted from a grammatical point of view, not from a
rhetorical point of view. Al-KhalIl ( frwJIAs-irôfi, U.JI Al-Kitâb the book, vol. 1:
p. 278), for example, claims that there is a good word order and a bad one. He gives
the following example in support of his claim:
Mub + Kh
Zayd is standing
According to traditional Arabic grammar, this is the basic word order of a clause.
However it is correct to put	 standing which is the abar/predicate before
which is the mubtada '/subject as: j	 standing (is) Zayd (Zayd is standing). In
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doing so and given that this is a nominal clause we have two choices: either to call
çU the mubtada '/subject and ..L the kha bar! predicate, or to call I1 a preposed
khabar and h.L a postposed mubtada'. The first analysis is correct according to
Arabic grammar, but it is considered to be bad word order according to A1-KhalIl,
because the khabar	 U in	 h.L has been changed into the mubtada' in
The second choice which A1-KhalIl prefers is called in Arabic grammar
Zu. L,L pJI preposing the khabar with no change in grammatical function.
Al-alII's approach to word order is similar to that of the first group of grammarians,
for he does not mention the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order.
Nevertheless, Al-Khalil differs from the first group of grammarians in that he presents
a limited analysis (especially his concept of good and bad word order) which was to
be criticised later on by some rhetoricians, as will become clear in the following
pages.
3.2.3.1.
SIbawayh &4w
The third group of grammarians discuss word order from a new point of view. They
try to justify the occurrence of a particular word order in a particular clause. SIbawayh
for example in his famous book tJI Al-Kitâb The Book talks about non-canonical
word order. Sibawayh scatters his comments on non-canonical word order in different
chapters rather than confining them to one. He is considered the first scholar to
discuss the rhetorical purposes of changes in word order (see y.i.IjHasan, 1975: p.
80). Precisely, he is the first scholar to realise that Arabic fronts what is most
important. It has to be remembered, however, that SIbawayh was a grammarian, so it
was to be expected that SIbawayh would not discuss in detail the rhetorical purposes
of fronting. For example in J.LJl	 The chapter on the faC'il under the title of
cSL_'dI J.th The transitive verb, Sibawayh (4. 1 1.w, 1983, 1: p. 34) discusses cases
in which the object precedes its subject such as:
3-8	 tLJ
V+O+Fa
Abdullah beat Zayd
or,
Zayd (was) beat (en) by Abdullah.
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He says (op. cit.):
4i3L' aC LLj	 LJ1	 Jj1
Ifyou prepose the object and postpose the facil/subject putting it after [the
object] as in Tiharab Zaydan Abdullah' [Zayd is beaten by Abdullah].
[this] is good Arabic, which is used extensively... [My translation].
He also gives his reason for this word order. This is that the Arabs front what is
important to them or what concerns them (op. cit.):
[it seems] As fthey front what is of more importance and concern to them. [my
translation]
In addition to this rhetorical purpose SIbawayh states another purpose in
	
J1.ai
JLw Verbs which may or may not have a function (or what is sometimes
called	 The chapter on 'janna'). He gives this example (op. cit. p.119):
3-9	 ai
Abdullah (I think) is leaving
According to Arabic grammar the canonical order is:
3-10	 4i3
[V+Fa] + 01 + 02
I think Abdullah is leaving
Since the clause of 	 is a verbal clause, it should have two accusative objects. But,
if we postpose ( J (i.e. put it after the first or second object as SIbawayh indicates),
the function of	 will be cancelled and the clause will be changed from a verbal
clause to a nominal clause which has two nouns in the subject case such as:
3-11
3-12 )Ii	 4i
This example shows clearly the importance of non-canonical word order by way of the
clause being changed from a verbal sentence to a nominal clause. The rhetorical
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purpose of this non-canonical word order as SIbawayh (4j-', 1983, vol. 1: pp. 119-
20) believes lies not in its importance as in the fronted object but in the fact that it is
motivated by a psychological factor which affects the speaker during his speech. In
examples 3-1 1 &12 the speaker is confident that Abdullah is leaving but after he has
said "Abdullah" something happens to him which makes him doubtful whether
Abdullah is leaving or not. This forces him to postpose
	
Ithink, as in:
	
3-13	 4U
or
	
3-14	 .AU 4
Sibawayh says (4au, op. cit.; see also,	 II-Iasan, 1975: p. 81):
JS	 ;ti3	 LS	 I 4U	 :
Lt	 L4 M iL	 L o—	 \JitS
4S	 j' '(	 L	 L4:gs
If you delete (the function of ,)_) you will say: ..th/J	 I	 I think
Abdullah is leaving. ... And whenever you want to delete (the function of j.) it
is better to postpose it. All uses are good Arabic. ... The reason that postposing
is better Arabic is that the speaker became doubtful after he was speaking with
confidence. Or when he starts his speech with confidence [i.e. he believed that
he was confident about the information that he intends to say] and then
suddenly he becomes doubtful [about his information]. [my translation]
According to Sibawayh this example can be framed as:
411
Figure 3-1
If we leave this chapter and go to LS 	 The chapter on 'Kasa' (i.e. the verb
'Kasa t), we will notice that SIbawayh (ô.uii, 1983, vol. 1: pp. 41-42) again stresses
that what is more important to the speaker is put first as in:
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3-15ULL JWL,J
V + 0 + Fa
The money was given to Abdullah.
The canonical order is:
3-16 JW 4i .L
V + Fa + 0
Abdullah was given the money
In this example SIbawayh indicates that the rhetorical purpose here is the same as in
the case of a fronted object. It is, for example, the same as:
3-17U.L	 Lt
V +0+ Fa
Abdullah beat Zayd
In the chapter entitled ,tS . 	 The chapter on Kana, SIbawayh (4..jii " ,1983, vol.
1: p. 45) argues that the speaker has the choice to front either the mubtada'/subject or
the khabar/predicate. He again puts first what is more important to him. SIbawayh
(op. cit.) gives the following example in support of his argument:
1-If the mubtada'Isubject is more important:
3-18 Jti
Abdullah was your brother
2- If the khabar/ predicate is more important:
3-19 4iLL	 iti tS
He was your brother, Abdullah
The rhetorical purpose of non-canonical word order in these examples given by
SIbawayh is the same, and relates to the importance of the fronted noun.
In	 The chapter on 'Inna, SIbawayh	 ,1983, vol.2: p.143 ) also
mentions non-canonical word order pointing out that it is used for the purpose of
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showing the importance of the fronted constituent and also giving more attention to it:
ts	 4a t	 çL	 i i9
And know that the use of preposing and postposing [non-canonical word
order] to show importance and draw attention [to the preposed constituent]
here [i.e. in the chapter on 'Inna] is the same as in the chapter on Káná.
SIbawayh (op. cit.) then gives the following example:
320	 jjJl
(Verily) A lion is lying in the road.
3-21	 L çJJ
(Verily) In the road, a lion is lying.
In example 3-20 the word 1..L lion is placed first because it is more important to the
speaker. The speaker wants to make the point that it is a lion and not something else
which is lying in the road, but if the speaker wants to inform his addressee where the
lion is lying, it is preferable to front the words 	 in the road as shown in
example 3-21 because, for the speaker, this is the most important element in the
clause.
3.2.3.2.
Ibn JinnI	 _I (d.39211001)
The second figure who belongs to this third group of grammarians, is Ibn JinnI. He
discusses non-canonical word order in two of his well-known books
	
Al-
Khaã'i and	 "-tt Al-Muhtasib. First, he rejects Sibawayh's argument for non-
canonical word order (especially his reasons for its occurrence in a sentence). Ibn
JinnI says that the object of a sentence sometimes comes before its subject, not for a
rhetorical purpose as SIbawayh says, but because the object is of equal importance to
the subject. Therefore, which one comes first is not important 	 , 1952, vol. 1:
p. 295):
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Lt-	 4_4L bj.4S çL4L4 4	 ç!i4'	 .t J.0
çcw JLbJ	 Jh1	 :J	 J!	 L JL
- JJi N
	
LS 5-
Jt A.I J	 j
Preposing the object before the faCil/subject was common among them [the
Arabs]. This led	 Abü cali to say: "Preposing the object before the
fac il/subject is a separate subject, just as preposing the facil is also a separate
subject". Preposing the fáCil/subject, however, is more common. [my
translation]
lbn JinnI (p..	 1952, vol. 1: 298) replies to Sibawayh on this point saying:
Dj	 9	 1l1jjLLtJ	 tc	 ta4
This is something which has been said by Sibawayh and we neither follow him
nor any one else in this matter.
It is very clear that Ibn JinnI, in this respect, was influenced by his predecessors who
saw non-canonical word order as a matter of bad style (such as 	 thiI L,L	 IAbu
cali Al-Fárisi, who rejects the possibility of this style being a good style, says even
poets do not use it unless there is a poetic necessity; cf	 I_Hasan, 1975: p. 85).
Eventually, however, Ibn Jirmi went back on his criticism of Sibawayh and became
convinced of the rhetorical purposes of word order (cf	 >IIbn JinnI, 1952, vol.
1: pp. 293-300). Furthermore he worked on manifesting these purposes.
Ibn JinnI starts his discussion about word order by describing the permissible word
orders and the prohibited ones. In this respect Ibn JinnI deals with word order as a true
grammarian and does not treat it as a rhetorical subject. He talks about preposing the
object,	 the adverbial, and putting the exceptive particle before the noun rather
than before the verb. In the case of the latter, for example, Ibn JinnI,
(4ft.U./Cabdullah,	 UslQb: p. 82), says:
We can say:
3-22 a.i Luj
P + V + P + N + adj.
No one else has risen except Zayd.
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But we cannot say:
3-23	 L
P + N + V + Fa
Except Zayd, the people have risen.
According to Arabic grammar the canonical order of the second sentence is:
3-24 L	 t
The people have risen except Zayd.
This word order is the same as that of the first clause because the exceptive particle
comes before the noun and not before the verb, as in 3-23. Ibn JinnI then goes on to
enumerate what is possible and what is not in word order, without giving reasons, or
stating the rhetorical purposes of word order. In fact we cannot accept all of what Ibn
JinnI says because some of his opinions are contrary to some styles of the Holy
Qur'ân. For example, Ibn Jinni, 	 1955, vol. 2 : p. 385 ) says that it is not
allowed in Arabic to put LJI the antecedent before the relative
adjective. But if we refer to the Holy Qur'ãn we will find out it is possible to use this
word order as in this verse:
3-25
-(12:20/ p.630
43JIjiI	 d.i.S Iq.ilq dg.k0 iIj	j'i.'-	 dgj-q
The (brethern) sold him for a miserable price,-for afew dirhams counted out; in
such low estimation did they hold him.
In this verse the article JI in is not really a definite article; rather it is a
relative article which means LSth'. This means that the antecedent the prepositional
phrase (or circumstance) &.. which is a part of the relative clause comes before the
relative noun
	
Thus the canonical order of this clause is
4
In il l, 1964, vol. 1: pp. 64-66) it is noticeable that Ibn JinnI's opinion
regarding non-canonical word order has altered, for he concentrates on this style,
especially the fronting of the object. Ibn JinnI also follows SIbawayh's approach in
giving the rhetorical purpose of this kind of word order. cabd Al-Qádir Husain,
1986 : p. 304) stresses this point when he says:
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His opinion, [i.e. 	 -.iJ Ibn Jinni's] is the decisive one that the later
grammarians could add nothing to. [my translation]
Ibn JinnI	 op. cit.) believes that the importance of the object appears in two
Arabic usages:
1-Preposing the object.
2- Deletion of the facil/subject and referring to the object by a verb. (i.e. through
passivization).
To clarify the second usage I will give this example:
3-26 49.I
V (in passive voice) + Fa (of the passive)
The boy was killed.
The canonical clause in its complete form would be something like:
3-27	 I
V + Fa + 0.
(The criminal) killed the boy.
But because the object _i the boy is very important to the speaker or to the
addressee (and the facil/subject is known to the speaker), the speaker omits the
fO il/subject and says	 J,Z (see, 3.4.4).
Ibn JinnI, (_
	
1964, vol. 1: p. 65) talks about the canonical and the non-
canonical positions of the object. He says:
h.L249 &J	 Jii1I 
—'9 Li	 L '	 c
9iU L Li I 	Jti
i9iU	 LLWl Ji	 A:	 $j
I9i9t	 L4J	 & L,L 	 c
oJ.
	 _
Jj I9JL Ij .t1iL4 T IJ4L14
It should be known what I am mentioning here; the object is a complement and
its basic [J'47 position is after the facil/subject, as in (,*.. 	 4j	 Zayd
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hit Amr. If the object is of greater importance to them [the Arabs], they
prepose it before the facil/subject and say Lsj 	 If the object is
more important to them they prepose it before the transitive verb and say
LLJ .ij..	 But f the object is the most important element to them, they
make it the 'pillar' of the clause and use it as a non-complement and say jj.g
L)	 ... . If they are not satisfied with putting the object in this position,
they formulate [the clause] to enable the verb to govern the object and to be
related to it and they remove all implicit or explicit mention of the facil/subject,
so they say	 Amr was hit, The facil/subject is thus completely
excluded [my translation].
Thus, Ibn JinnI points out that the object may occur in different positions according to
the degree of its importance. If the object is very important, the Arabs put it before the
fac il/subject as:
3-28 :j
V + 0 + Fa
If it is even more important, it might be put before the verb as:
3-29 j	 ij_
0 + V + Fa
Amr was hit by Zayd
and if it is the most important they may change its function as a complement and
make it as the 'pillar' of the clause by putting it first in the nominative case:
3-30 j
0+ V + Fa
Amr was hit by Zayd. Or
Amr, Zayd hit him [Halliday's formulation]
Ibn JinnI also points out that the Arabs may delete the facil to put the object in the
second position instead of the third as in:
3-31 ..9J'k.)
[Vp + 0 (Fd)]
Amr was hit
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Ibn JinnI	 1952, vol. 1: P. 299) also discusses putting the mubtada'Isubject
after the khabar/predicate as a compulsory postposing:
3.. .JL	 d	 pil ) tS3 Aj	 )tS Li
4'.a9 LL1	 9J4	 ;t.4	 'tL
L,
	
	
Jt	 9J	 L7
-k)'- ,LS 13J
,t3t3I :J
The mubtda'/subject should be postposed if it is indefinite and the
kha bar/predicate is
	 an adverbial as JL..4	 c 'you have money'
i.LZcJ 'under you are two rugs [two rugs are under you]'. All of these
nouns are in the nominative case because they are mubtada's/subjects and
their canonical position is before the adverb ials which give information about
them. However, something prevents them from being preposed before the
adverbials. This is the fact that the Mubtada '/subject here is indefinite. Do you
not see that if it were definite it would be preposed and you would say
J_L_Z,LLJI 'The two rugs are under you'; and ..Wp)1i/I'The boy is yours'
[My translation].
3.2.4.
AHarIrI Lj.b.'i
Subsequently non-canonical word order became an almost exclusively a rhetorical
subject, and most grammarians did not discuss it. However, some of them tried to
subject this topic to codification. As a matter of fact, grammarians who represent this
fourth trend are so loyal to grammar, that they never refer to the rhetorical purposes of
word order or even its importance in the Arabic language. They are only interested in
whether a certain order is possible or not according to the rules of Arabic grammar.
Al-HarirI	 1991: p. 147) for example, says the that abar/predicate should
be preposed under two conditions:
1- If a nominal sentence has	 jt... a prepositional phrase or
	 adverbial as
its abar/predicate, and the mubtada '/subject is indefinite.
2- If the khabar/predicate is an interrogative.
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In order to clarify the first condition I will give this example:
3-32. $
(Pp.) [Kh.] + Mu+ adj.
An old man (is) in the library.
In this example, according to Al-HarIrI and some other grammarians (such as Ibn
Malik) because the khabar/predicate is a prepositional phrase and the
Mubtada '/subject is indefinite, we should put the predicate first (cf also Ibn JinnI
above). This means that we can not say:
3-33	 p_i.^ J.p..j
Mu+adj.+Pp. [Kh}
In the library (is) an old man.
To clarify the second condition we will use this example:
3-34
Kh + Mu
How is Zayd?
Since the ichabar /predicate is an interrogative, it should be put first. This means it is
wrong to start with the mubtada '/subject to say .A.i.S	 *Zayd, how is he? Ibn
Malik in his Aifla (quoted in L5j_j.JVA1-HarIrI, 1991: p. 147) adds two other
conditions:
First: in	 Lt.L.t restricted mubtada' such as:
3-35 :i	 144
. +Kh+Mu
It is Zayd only in the house. Or
It is only Zayd who is in the house
Second: if the mubtada '/subject has a pronoun referred to by a khabar/predicate. For
example consider the following example:
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3-36	 .LLtiI
Kh(Pp) + [Mu + Pro]
Its owner is in the house. Or
The owner is in his house.
3.2.5.
AnIs L)•'1
The fifth group of grammarians virtually rejects the notion that the subject of word
order exists extensively in the Arabic language. Their objection is made not only from
a grammatical point of view but also from a rhetorical point of view, since they refuse
to accept manipulation of word order as good style in the Arabic language. The
outstanding figure of this group is AnIs. He is against those who approve of non-
canonical word order and considers any language which has this style to be ill-
constructed. In his book ZL.th 	 Mm Asrâr Al-Luha AnIs	 1985: p.
334) says:
Ji9	 LJI	 4 _I	
'
i ___	 JI	 hJi	 4g &LLC jt '.i -
11(	 Zi	 sLL	 j
It is understood from their [i.e. the grammarians 7 statements that any
structure of non-canonical word order in JL/I the hal [status] construction, is
possible and unobjectionable. Rather it is lack of order which is unacceptable
in any language especially f it is well-organised such as our Arabic language
[my translation].
Moreover, he claims that he has made a survey of verses in the Holy Qur'ãn and he
does not find even one verse which shows that the hal construction [status] has been
fronted. In fact this is incorrect. Al-Mubarrid (d.285/898) in his book 	 Al-
Mugtadhab (vol. 4: p. 166) states some verses and examples which emphasise that the
hal may come first. For example Al-MubarrId quotes this verse:
3-37
-[54:7/ p.1649 ]
4Jl.I :so
	 p.djLt.i.I
They will come forth, their eyes humbled from (their) graves.
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He says the canonical word order of this verse is:
3-38	 2- L
It seems that AnIs was replying to jUJIAl-Mubarrid when he says	 v.4: pp.
168-69):
j9_ L4	 L	 t.	 LL4La .,t.S	 jt.i
And know that if the governor of the hal is a sound verb, the same forms of
preposing and postposing [non-canonical word order] are permissible in the
hal structure as are permitted for the object except that the hal cannot be
indefinite [unlike the object) 2[my translation].
In support of his argument, j .1i/AI-Mubarrid (op. cit.) gives the following examples
showing that the hal can occupy different positions within the clause:
3-39 
.:LSJ j 4
V + Fa + Hal
Zayd came riding
3-40 j
Hal + V + Fa
It was riding, that Zayd came. [Halliday's formulation]
3-41 L LSL)
V + Hal + Fa
[He] came riding, Zayd.
He ( jJ./Al-Mubarrid, op. cit. p.170) also gives this example:
3-42 Ij
I have seen Zayd hitting Amr.
Hitting Amr, I have seen Zayd. [Halliday's formulation]
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He comments that the canonical word order in this clause is:
3-43 i	 L,L L
I have seen Zayd hitting Amr.
After replying to AnIs that the /ia1 could be preposed or postposed, we should go back
again to AnIs to trace his opinion on preposing the object. He also rejects preposing
the object when he says (sl/AnIs, 1985: p. 333; cf also j.tIcamáyra, 1984: p.
89):
J	 L4l	 Jt1
LL5'	 L-U &42i	 j	 Li	 LS Zt-Ai
.4	 Ly
I do not exaggerate when I stress here that it is not correct to put the object
before the two components of the affirmative clause (i.e. the verb and the fãcil)
as rhetoricians claim in their examples as in
	
I.isj I hit Zayd and I..Qj
4.2,sj.Zayd, Ihit-him.
The above two examples given by Anis can be analysed as follows:
3-44
o + (V + Fa)
I hit Zayd.
ft was Zayd whom I hit. [Halliday's formulation]
And
3-45
o + (V + Fa + Pro).
IhitZayd
Zayd, I hit-him. [Halliday's formulation]
It is clear here that AnIs rejects these examples given by rhetoricians as he claims, but
he could not deny the various verses of the Holy Quran that show without doubt that
the object may come before the verb and subject such as3:
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3-46
-(1:5/ p.4)
4+ Lll4
O + (V + S)
Thee do we worship
Or
3-47
(1:5/p. 4)
4(.*	 Lll4q
O+(V+S)
Thine aid we seek
And
3-48
-(16:51/ p.746)
4J'di1
O+(V+S)
Then fear Me (and Me alone)
In order to solve this problem and to support his opinion he gives an odd justification
for preposed objects such as these in the Holy Qur'ân. He claims (.__I Anis, 1985:
p. 333) that preposing the object here does not mean it is used in the Arabic language,
because the Holy Qur'ân has its own style and preposing is used in it solely to unify
the rhythm and rhyme of the verses (see also 	 Camáyra, 1984: P. 90).
Most grammarians stress that it is possible in Arabic to put the object before the
subject or before the verb. Its place depend; on its importance. Consider Ibn JinnI for
example, who was at first opposed to the notion of non-canonical word order, but then
concentrated on it. He particularly concentrates on the placing of the object before the
Facil/subject and verb; for example:
3-49
IhitZayd
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this sentence is classical Arabic and the object has been fronted for
particularisation. The sentence therefore could mean:
3-50. L
I have not hit (anyone) except Zayd. Or
It was Zayd that I hit
So non-canonical word order in Arabic is not arbitrary as AnIs suggests, but there are
rhetorical purposes operating to make non-canonical word order a good style. This is
what I intend to demonstrate in the next chapters.
To conclude, I have divided the grammarians who discussed non-canonical word
order into five groups. Firstly, those who just mentioned word order without any other
comments, such as Habib and Al-Farrâ'. Other grammarians went a step further. They
tried to judge this style as good or bad. Al-KhalIl is the most prominent representative
of this group. This study was then developed by a third group of grammarians such as
Sibawayh and Ibn Jinni who tried to give reasons for this word order. Next, there were
some grammarians such as Al-HarirI and Ibn Mâlik who dealt with word order by
codifying it as if they were dealing with any other grammatical issue. The fmal group
that I have talked about are those who rejected this style as good Arabic. Anis is a
representative of this group.
Despite the grammarians' efforts in studying non-canonical word order, their
knowledge was limited and of little value, except for SIbawayh who cleared the way
for rhetoricians to begin their researches into the subject.
3.3.
Rhetoricians
The rhetoricians first appeared at the end of the 3rd century/9th-i0the century. From
then on Arabic rhetoric developed quickly and reached its maturity in the 5th/i ith
century. Then Arabic rhetoric divided into three main branches. These are
the Science of Expression,	 .Lc the Science of Embellishment and t.tl
the Science of Meaning. Non-canonical word order is classified by rhetoricians under
the science of meaning because a word is preposed or postposed depending on its
meaning. Although it is a rhetorical subject, non-canonical word order has received
relatively little study by rhetoricians. From my own point of view, the studies of
Arabic rhetoric in general and non-canonical word order in particular have witnessed
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three different periods. Through the rhetoricians' studies of non-canonical word order,
the following presents a brief survey of these three periods.
3.3.1.
The first period (4th/9th - 6th/lith centuries)
3.3.1.1.
AI-JurjânI
Basing themselves on the grammarians' remarks regarding non-canonical word order
(especially SIbawayh) some rhetoricians started their research in this subject. This
group of rhetoricians excelled in manifesting the beauty of the style of non-canonical
word order in Arabic. They devoted entire books to such rhetorical issues. In tracing
their discussions of non-canonical word order, I will call the method which this group
of rhetoricians adopted, 'the technical and analytical method'. Al-JurjãnI (d. 471, AH)
is a well-known representative of this group. He was among the first rhetoricians to
talk about non-canonical word order, although he discusses it within the framework of
his main issue which is the theory oftJ An-Nazjm '. This is the theory around
which all the subjects of his book	 Dalâ'Il Al'iciaz revolve. In fact, he
uses the style of word order as a device to demonstrate his theory.
In his book	 Dalâ'il Al'icjâz, Al-Jurjânl devotes a full chapter to non-
canonical word order. In order to prove his theory, Al-JurjânI shows the importance of
word order in Arabic rhetoric and how this word order occurs specifically for a
rhetorical purpose and not arbitrarily. He (,.Lp.j JVAl-JurjánI, 1984: p. 106)
believed that non-canonical word order is a good style and very useful to the Arabic
language:
c 1	 ...	 Ji	 :t:I
t4 JJt.4	 Ltl J9
	
i Lt	 itiij
It [i.e. non-canonical word order] has many advantages and merits.., look, and
you will see that you find it pleasant that something [some constituent] has
been preposed before others and the words have been changed from one place
to another. [my translation]
Al-JurjânI	 op. cit. pp. 106-7) divides non-canonical word order into two
main types:
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1-Preposing with the intention of postposing
	
Xth	 ,Lc	 (i.e. preposing
with no change on the grammatical function of the preposed element) such as
preposing the khabar/predicate and preposing the object:
3-51 .i.J3tt-%l4
Kb + Mu
Zayd is leaving
3-52
V+ O+Fa
Amr was hit by Zayd (Zayd hit Amr).
The canonical order of 3-51 is 	 .Lj Zayd is leaving, in which Zayd is the
mubtada' and 3	 leaving is the khabar/predicate. 	 is to be preposed as
in 3-51, it is still the nominative khabar/predicate of the postposed mubtada '/subject,
Zayd. So its function does not change.	 4 is the nominative predicate whether it
is preposed or postposed. In 4-52 the canonical order is
	 j	 Zayd hit
Camr. Here Zayd is the FáCil/subject and Camr is the object. If we front Camr as in 3-
52, its function does not change because it is still the accusative object (cf also
oJ/Al- Qazwini 1985, vol. 1: p.154).
2- Preposing with a change in the grammatical function of the preposed element
ç	 J (
	
L:,-	 t4j J%Li	 I
3-53
3-54 3tti •ii j
In clause 3-53	 1I leaving with the definite article J is the mubtada' and Zayd is
the khabar. If we front Zayd as in clause 3-54 Zayd will be the mubtada '/subject and
3 tt-dJ is the khabar/predicate. So if we prepose 3tt-1t as in 3-53, its function will
be changed from the khabar/predicate to the mubtada'Isubject. Because both the
mubtada '/subject and the khabar/predicate are definite substantives, that which comes
first is the mubtada '/subject and that which comes second is the abar/predicate (see
also 4/Murád, 1983: P. 69).
This division implies that Al-JurjânI was influenced by the analytic method which
leads him to analyse most types of non-canonical word order and categorise them
under the above two categories.
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Al-JurjânI studies non-canonical word order through three types of clauses: the
interrogative clause, the negative clause and the declarative clause:
3.3.1.1.1.
Word order in interrogative clauses:
Al-Jurjâni discusses the verb and the noun which follow 	 () the
interrogative particle. He stresses that the particular thing you are inquiring about
should be preposed (i.e. follow the interrogative particle ) and it is wrong, according
to A1-JurjânI, to postpose it (i.e. leave it in a late position within the clause). In this
case, for instance, he (L,.t j.JUAl-Jurjáni, 1984: pp. 111-12) says if you start with a
verb, for example:
4-55 4J	 :,i	 th
(interr.par.) +(V+Fa) + 0
Have you recited the poem that you want to recite?
this means you doubt the action and your purpose in fronting the verb is to know if the
poem has been recited or not. But if you doubt the doer thefa cil/subject and you want
to know who recited this poem, Al-Jurjâni says, you must prepose the noun (the
faCil/subject) such as:
3-56	 h
(Interr. Par.) + Fa+ V
Is it you who recited this poem?
Al-JurjânI	 1984: p. 112) commenting on the above two examples, points
out that it is wrong to front the facil in the first clause exactly as it is wrong to front
the verb in the second clause. Although grammarians (o atw/Slbawayh, vol. 3: pp.
l71&179) do not reject such a clause as Al-JurjãnI does, they, however, prefer to
prepose the verb when the inquiring is about the action (as in clause 3-3 1), and to
prepose the noun (the facil/subject) when asking about the fa'il/subj ect (as in clause
3-56).
Non-canonical word order always has a function. It is a functional device in discourse.
It is used for rhetorical purposes. Al-JurjãnI realises these facts when he says
1984: p. 111):
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4.IJ bJ%..L	 )..4li	 Ui	 (I icJ
L	 WL&4	 (j LL4
Know that it is wrong to categorise non-canonical word order into two types:
functional in some forms of Arabic speech and non-functional in others.
The wrong usage of non-canonical word order leads to improper meaning. Al-JurjânI
for example, says it is incorrect to say 	 op. cit. pp. 123-26):
3-57
L4J
2
I have not said this (speech)
1
and no one else (has said itj
2
The first part of this clause exhibits a non-canonical word order. Thefa cil/subject U I
comes first before the verb (I) said to emphasise that it is not him (i.e. the
speaker) who made this utterance. ThefaCil/subject Ui also comes first to emphasise
that the utterance has been made by someone else. However, the second part of the
utterance indicates that no one else has made the utterance. The meaning of the first
part of this utterance is affirmative, while the second part is negative, which is a
contradiction. So this, Al-JurjânI believes, shows that the incorrect usage of non-
canonical word order will lead to contrary meanings.
3.3.1.1.2.
Word order in neg ative clauses:
Al-JurjânI also discusses non-canonical word order in negative clauses. He illustrates
that the rhetorical purpose of fronting thefá'il/subject in the second part of the above
example is for particularisation	 (renumbered here for convenience):
3-58. A	 ui t.4
Neg. Par + Fa +V
Idid not say that
Al-JurjãnI	 op. cit. pp. 122-23) demonstrates the reason for having a non-
canonical word order (i.e. preposing thefacil/subject) in this clause, pointing out that
something has been said and you want to deny that you (in particular) have said it (but
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you know that it has been said by some one else). So you have to prepose the
fáCil/subject. For more exposition Al-JurjânI quotes this verse of poetry:
3-59
	
	
•:	 L.L1fl1iJI t. L49
Li
It is not I who has brought sickness to my body,
and it is not I who has set afire on my heart.
Al-JurjãnI	 op. cit. p. 125) explains that the poet confesses here that his
body is sick and his heart is burning but he wants to deny that he is responsible for
this state of affairs. In order to do so, the poet fronts thefadil/subject UI I before the
verb LL LLII (I) brought sickness, and he also fronts thefaCil/subject 1..I I in the second
part of the verse before the verb (I)set afire. So fronting thefacil/subject in a
negative clause indicates particularisation
3.3.1.1.3.
Word order in declarative clauses:
Besides interrogative and negative clauses, Al-JurjânI also discusses non-canonical
word order in declarative clauses. He claims 	 op. cit. p.143) that if the
foCi//subject of the verbal sentence is indefinite, preposing will then indicate
particularisation	 To support his claim, Al-JurjânI gives the following
example:
3-60 ,.q- J?O
Fa + V + 0
A man came to me
A1-JurjãnI	 op. cit.: pp. 142-43) indicates that preposing thefacil/subject
a man here means that it is a man in particular who came and not a woman.
Preposing here also means that it was one person who came and not two or more (cf
also	 i_j . ,.oJI/Al-Qazwlni, 1985, vol. 1: pp. 143&145). But if you do not want to
indicate this meaning (i.e. this rhetorical purpose, which is particularisation) Al-
JurjânI goes on to say, you must prepose the verb and say:
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3-61 J.,r-
V + 0 + Fa
came to me a man
(A man came to me)
In another place in his book
	 Dalâ'il Al'i Cjãz, A1-JurjânI demonstrates
another rhetorical purpose of non-canonical word order. This is emphasis or drawing
attention for a specific purpose. This is achieved through cleft clauses. Al-Jurjâni
says	 op. cit. p. 132):
o.th	 J	 J
.4J	 Jl9 &
To sum up, informing [people] of something suddenly and [when they are] not
expecting it, is not the same as informing [them] after introducing it and
drawing attention to it in your speech [my translation].
This is the case in these verses for example:
3-62
- (22: 46/ p.964)
4)ibI oAYLLL
( + Pro)+ Icii + noun of
Truly it is not the eyes that are blind
3-63
-(23:ll7/p.1000)
qj.1Jl	 d.4
And verily the unbelievers shall not prosper
In the first verse attention is drawn to the khabar/predicate the verb ii' by
preposing (or thematizing as Halliday calls it) the pronoun suffix tA (in. t 'truly' it
is). In Arabic the word t4 truly it is, is almost used as an introduction to what is to be
said. This style makes the addresser eager to know what is coming after his attention
has been drawn. Therefore the addresser realises that what occupies the first position
after t truly it is, is emphasised by the speaker. This analysis is not applicable if the
above clause is in its canonical word order as in:	 jtI	 The same
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analysis can be applied to the second example where the word 4.4 is thematized for
the same reason.
The above is a brief consideration of Al-Jurjâni's treatment of non-canonical word
order in Arabic discourse as discussed in his great book 	 Dalâ'il Al-
'icjâz .
 From the above one should stress that Al-JurjânI does not provide an extensive
study of non-canonical word order, though he draws aftention to some new styles of
non-canonical word order which exist in the Holy Qur'ãn. This is because A1-JurjãnI
studies this subject through his discussion of his theory 	 An-Nazhm. Al-JurjânI,
however, is still considered the most famous figure in this subject and in Arabic
rhetoric in general.
3.3.1.2.
Ibn AI-AthIr (558/1162 - 673/1274.) j Ii	 l:
Ibn Al-AthIr is another figure who represents the first period. In his masterpiece J.tl
L4.fl Al-Mathal Al-Sâ'ir, Ibn Al-Athir devotes a full chapter to non-canonical word
order. Ibn Al-AthIr says in his introduction (J I	 , 1983, vol. 2: P. 239):
L4 L.a
t4 J
	
4p9 La
This [i.e. non-canonical word order] is a long and extensive subject which
includes magnificent secrets, some of which I have extracted myself and others
of which I have found in the work of the scholars of rhetoric. [my translation]
Ibn Al-AthIr (p..
	
I, op. cit.: pp. 240-4 1) divides non-canonical word order into
two main categories:
1. Non-canonical word order according to the meaning. In such cases if what should
be preposed is postposed or vice versa, the meaning will be changed.
2. Non-canonical word order according to the context of situation. This means,
according to Ibn Al-Athir, that if what should be preposed is postposed or vice versa,
the meaning will remain the same.
Under the first category, Ibn Al-Athir studies the preposing of the object, the
/abar/predicate,	 the adverb ials, JtJ the hal (or the status as it is called by
some linguists) and 	 •..	 the exception	 I, op. cit.: Pp. 239-240):
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'J-	 L,	 Jj U	 L1	 c.Ji
	
'--	 JJl	 çci	 t2
As for the division in which the preposing is intenser is preposing the object
before the verb, the khabar before the mubtada' and preposing the adverb, the
hal or the exception before the governor. [My translation]
In his analysis of this category, Ibn Al-AthIr discusses the rhetorical purposes of non-
canonical word order. He classifies them under two types
	
, op. cit. vol. 2:
pp. 240-4 1):
a) Preposing for particularisation 	 as:
3-64
-(39:66/ p. 1417)
LA4JI3	 q 45 diJIJ
But worship Allah .....
In this example the faCil/subject is the implicit pronoun
	 The verb is
worship and the object is 4i. The canonical forms of the Arabic clause are the [Fa +
V + 0] or [V + Fa + 0]. But in this example as we can see, the clause exhibits non-
canonical word order. If the particle J_ is excluded, we will see that the object of the
clause i occupies the first position in the clause before thefa cil/subject and the verb.
This, as Ibn Al-AthIr argues, has been done for a rhetorical purpose, which is
particularisation. Particularisation in this example can be glossed as: 'do not worship
any thing but Allah (in particular).'
b) Preposing for the purpose of keeping the rhyme and the assonance of the Qur'anic
verses. For instance, Ibn Al-Athir gives the following example:
3-65
-(1:5/p. 4)
L1L4
Thee do we worship and Thine aid we seek.
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To explain the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order in this verse,
according to Ibn AI-AthIr, I will split this verse into two clauses as follows:
3-66
4+ L1143
Thee do we worship
3-67
ALw.i Lll4g
and Thine aid we seek
In these two clauses, the word _lt! you (thee) is the object, while the word	 (we)
worship is the verb in the first clause and the word i .ii seek help is the verb in the
second clause and the implicit pronoun we is thefaCil/subject in both clauses.
Therefore, the structure of these clauses is (O+V+Fa), which is not the normal
structure of an Arabic clause. This indicates that there is a non-canonical word order.
The object is placed in the position of thefacil/subject and vice versa. Ibn Al-Athir
1983, vol. 2: p. 241), says that the rhetorical purpose of this process is to
keep the rhyme of the verses. If we refer to the verse before this one which is:
.t1JL0
Master of the Day of Judgment (Au, 1992: p. 4),
we will find it ends with the same in sound. The two clauses have the rhyme
. But if the word order was canonical, the verses would be as follows:
3-68	 or	 &	 3_'	 or
In this order (i.e. V+Fa+O) the rhyme of the clause has been changed. Personally, I
think this verse exhibits both rhetorical purposes of non-canonical word order: to keep
the rhyme of the verses, as Ibn Al-AthIr believes, and to indicate particularisation, by
limiting and restricting the verbs of the two clauses 	 (we) worship and	 '"
seek help to their objects only !Jtyou. The intention being to restrict worshipping
and seeking help from Allah alone and none else (cf also
Al-Kaãf)5.
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Ibn Al-Athir discusses the rhetorical purpose of the preposed khabar/predicate in
Qur'anic discourse. The following is one of his examples:
3-69
-(59:2/ p.1715)
4 4ii	 p d'-" La1Lkao ra'
And they thought that their fortresses would defend them from Allah!
There is non-canonical word order in this verse. The mubtada'/subject of the clause is
the word	 and the khabar/predicate is the word
	 The structure of
this clause shows that its khabar/predicate has been preposed before its
mubtada '/subject. Rhetorically, this is not correct unless there is a rhetorical purpose
that allows the khabar/predicate to be thematized (if Halliday's term is adopted) or to
be in initial position. The rhetorical purpose in this example is to show how much
they rely on their fortresses. Ibn Al-Athir (ji_ 	 I, op. cit. vol. 2: p. 244) agrees
with Az-ZamakharI (d.539/1 143), who discusses this verse before him and claims
that the verse coimotes how much they trust in their fortresses against Allah. Ibn Al-
Athir (p.
	
op. cit.) also says that this indication is not implied in an utterance
such as: çc'L	 ij in which there is no non-canonical word order.
Ibn Al-Athir then talks about preposing 	 the adverbial6 . He discusses it in both
negative and affirmative clauses. Ibn Al-AthIr (_
	
op. cit. 2: pp. 246-48)
believes that preposing the adverb (or the prepositional phrase, as is the case in the
following example) in a negative clause indicates that what is negated is preferred
over anything similar to it:
t.419 bp.
Preposing it [i.e. the adverb/prepositional phrase] in the negative indicates a
preference for the negated thing while postposing it [the adverbial] indicates
only the negative without preference.
Among several examples given by Ibn Al-AthIr to explain and prove his argument, the
following example is quoted	 I, op. cit.: p. 248):
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3-70
-(37:47/ p.1348)
Jg1 II
Free from headiness.
As we can observe this clause begins with a prepositional phrase. This is a marked
structure for an Arabic clause. The unmarked position of a prepositional phrase is at
the end of a clause. Therefore if a clause of Qur'ân begins with a prepositional phrase
there must be a good reason for it. The rhetorical purpose of this marked structure, as
Ibn Al-Athir points out, is to inform that it is only in Heaven that drinking does not
cause headiness. So, the non-canonical word order in this example is used to inform
mankind of the merits of drinking in Heaven rather than in this life. It particularises
and limits the absence of headiness to Heaven only and nowhere else. However, if we
place the prepositional phrase in its normal position, the clause will indicate the
negative meaning only as (p
	
I, op. cit.):
3-71
Ibn Al-Athir then discusses non-canonical word order in affirmative clauses, as in:
3-72
-(28:88/ p.1 148)
43gA.).I	 ptII dJ
To him belongs the command, and to him will ye (all) be brought back.
The form of this verse is [Pp (Kh) + Mu]. The original form of this verse is [Mu + Pp
(Kh)] 4J SiI. As mentioned above, in Arabic does not normally permit starting a
clause with a prepositional phrase, but in some cases, as shown in this verse, there
could be a non-canonical word order for a rhetorical purpose. Ibn Al-AthIr
op. cit. vol. 2: p.247) says this non-canonical word order is used not to indicate
particularisation (which means that the command belongs to Him [i.e.
Allah] alone) but to keep the same rhyme throughout the section of text:
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t_.t	 L	
'L	 U L	 L çJ	 bL
In all of these [examples] the adverbs/prepositions have not been preposed for
particularisation. Rather they have been preposed for the sake of beauty in
maintaining the rhyme [of the verses]. [My translation]
Ibn Al-AthIr also discusses non-canonical word order in JLJI the hal. He says that a
clause with a preposed hal such as:
3-73	 t
V + H + Fa
Zayd came riding.
It is riding, Zayd came. [Halliday's formulation]
is not like a sentence which has no preposed /ál such as:
3-74 LS
V + Fa + H
The preposing of the hal Jt.cJ according to Ibn Al-Athir is for particularisation. The
difference in form according to Ibn Al-Athir and other scholars (e.g. Al-JurjãnI)
indicates difference in meaning also. Thus, the first clause above, for Ibn Al-AthIr,
indicates that Zayd came riding (particularly) and not, for example, laughing or doing
anything else	 VIbn Al-AthIr, 1983, vol. 2: P. 248):
Ls	 jt
As for preposing the hal, this is like your saying	 LS7,,	 'Came riding
Zayd' ('Zayd came riding), and not like you saying 4.Sj I)	 'Came Zayd
riding' ('Zayd came riding), where the latter allows that he could also have
come laughing or walking or something else [my translation].
After viewing the first and the main category of word order treated by Ibn Al-Athir,
there follows an example of the second category of non-canonical word order
discussed by him. In the Qur'anic discourse one word may come before another
because of the 'majority' or 'numerousness'. This can be explained by the following
example:
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3-75
-(35:32/ pp. 1308-9)
J
Lu.i p 0 q	 jipq AilliI fiuJLI: p.4io.
But there are among them, some who wrong their own souls; some who follow a
middle course.' and some who are, by Allah's leave, foremost in good deeds.
Ibn Al-AthIr	 1983, vol. 2: P. 253) chooses this verse as an example of what
he calls	 Jl preposing on account of numerousness. For those who wrong
their own souls are much more numerous than the other two classes. And those who
follow a middle course are more numerous than the third class but less numerous than
the first class.
In what follows we will address, what Ibn Al-Athir calls, bad word order. Ibn Al-AthIr
argues that in some discourse other than Qur'anic discourse we may meet a clause or
verse which exhibits bad word order. A bad word order, to him, is a word order that is
used to give no secondary meaning or to give a non meaningful clause. To illustrate
this, he gives the following verse quoted from traditional Arabic poetry	 i/Ibn
Al-AthIr, OP. cit. vol. 2: p. 249):
3-76
	
	 tS	 J2
Ll
This is an incomprehensible verse because of the non-canonical word order. The poet
has preposed the	 abar/predicate, the verb 4. '. drew before its mubtada '/subject
LL pen to keep the rhyme of the verses. But this verse, because of the bad word order
has no meaning. The canonical word order of this verse as Ibn Al-AthIr says (>l
op. cit.: P. 250) is:
3-77	 •'•:
After its delight, it [the city] became a wasteland
4j	 L S
as fa pen drew its traces
From the above it is clear that Al-JurjânI and Ibn Al-AthIr provide an elegant analysis
of non-canonical word order. From their analysis, non-canonical word order becomes
more understandable, and they have shown its importance in Arabic. In developing the
study of non-canonical word order as a separate subject, they paved the way for other
scholars who could have benefited from their analysis in trying to develop the subject
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of word order in particular and the other rhetorical subjects in general. Unfortunately,
no further development took place, as can be seen from the following.
3.3.2.
The second period:(6th/l2th century - 8thIl4th century):
3.3.2.1.
As-SakkâkI (d. 629/1231)	 tJ:
In the period of Al-Jurjâni and Ibn Al-AthIr (i.e. 4thIlOth-6thIl2th centuries) the study
of non-canonical word order reached its mature stage. After this period, it was to be
expected that the study of non-canonical word order in particular and Arabic rhetoric
in general would be pursued. However, this did not occur. Indeed this period (mid of
6thll2th century and 7th113 century) is described by the modern rhetoricians as a
period of decline. The 7thll3th century A.D. saw no radically new development in
rhetorical studies. The rhetoricians of that period concentrated only on codifying the
canonical form of rhetoric as a subject rather than developing the insights and
technical analyses made by the masters of the 4thIlOth-6thIl2th centuries. It is
adequate here to give one example of those who date from this period (i.e. second
period). This is As-SakkâkI (d.629/1231) who had a profound impact on Arabic
rhetoric. As-SakkâkI is the most famous scholar who subjugated rhetorical analyses to
their canonical form. As-Sakkâkl studied logic and was much influenced by it. This is
very clear from the way he discusses non-canonical word order.
In his well known book 9ia3 t.ib Muftâh A1Culüm, As-SakkâkI devotes the third
section to rhetoric. He does not discuss non-canonical word order as a separate subject
like other rhetoricians did before him. As-SakkâkI discusses L t "4I the theme and all
the rhetorical issues that are related to it (such as	 ttl ellipsis, i9J conjunction,
J '-' disjunction,	 JI preposing and postposing [non-canonical word
order] etc.). As-Sakkâki also discusses 4.J 	 the rheme and its related rhetorical
issues. He then talks about the verb and all the rhetorical subjects related to that. This
method helps him to codify these rhetorical subjects in many respects. But this is an
ill-organised approach, because one subject is scattered in various chapters, thus in
searching for non-canonical word order, it is necessary to look up many subjects (the
theme, the rheme, the verb etc.). So As-Sakkãki did not discuss non-canonical word
order as a full subject like Al-JurjânI and Ibn Al-AthIr. Moreover, he did not give us a
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teclmical analysis of the rhetorical purposes of non-canonical word order as A1-Jurjâni
and Ibn Al-Athir did. For example he
	 1987) believed that preposing the
faCil/subject of a verbal clause in the negative clause such as
	
t. L Ihave not
risen indicates particularisation only under two conditions:
1] When it is permissible to put the theme in a late position, as in:
3-78 LUft4
I have not risen
According to traditional Arabic grammar, this clause can be analysed in two ways.
First it is possible to consider the theme, the pronoun U las the mubtada '/subject of
the clause and i as the khabar/predicate or the rheme of the clause. According to
this analysis the clause is a nominal clause. The second analysis, which As-SakkãkI
adopts, is to consider the pronoun U I as a preposedfacil/subject. According to this
approach the clause is a verbal one. Moreover, As-SakkâkI claims that the pronoun
I is not a truefacil/subject and the truefaCil/subject according to him is the suffixed
pronoun in
	
(cf	 JIAl-QazwIni, 1985, vol. 1: pp. 144-45).
2] When it is possible to consider the basic form of the above clause as:
3-79 L4.t..4
not have risen I
I have not risen
According to As-Sakkâki if you want to have a non-canonical word order you have to
prepose the facil/subject t.i before the verb to indicate particularisation, ( . ,SS.w.JlIAs-
SakkákI, 1987: pp. 119-21).
The above shows that As-SakkâkI discusses the rhetorical purpose of non-canonical
word order logically. Furthermore, he sets up a general rule regarding the rhetorical
purpose of non-canonical word order. He says, "Preposing generally indicates
particularisation", (L,9 g...,i/Abu Masa, 1987: p. 182& p. 210). To support his
opinion, As-Sakkâki quotes this verse; 4 3+ .Lui. LIL4q	 LIL4 he says the
preposed objects JL are used here for particularisation. And the meaning of the
verse is "You only we worship and no one else."
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However, this point is questionable because non-canonical word order is a rhetorical
subject and its meaning depends on appreciation and not on rules. The rhetorical
purpose of non-canonical word order depends on what exactly you want to say (i.e.
the intended meaning). If you prepose a word or a phrase it is not always for
particularisation only, but sometimes for emphasis or 	 on account of
numerousness or exclamation etc., as we will see later on. As-SakkâkI actually
succeeded in preventing an appreciation of the beauty of non-canonical word order, by
depending only on fixed rules. As-SakkâkI left technical analysis to preserve Arabic
rhetoric by codifying it. However, his dull codification led some Arabs to desert
Arabic rhetoric and see it as a hollow discipline.
3.3.3.
The third period (8thIl4th century up till now)
It has been said that the study of non-canonical word order declined in the 6thIl2th-
8thl4th centuries. At the end of the 8thll4th century some rhetoricians tried to save
rhetoric by demonstrating its importance and beauty in the Arabic language and in the
Holy Qur'an. A number of scholars discussed non-canonical word order in particular,
with this in mind. However, they added nothing of interest to this subject. The first
important reason for this is that the scholars of this period confmed themselves to
explaining and summarising previous books, especially Al-JurjânI's book
Dalâ'il Al-'i'jâz, Ibn Al-Athir's 	 J_.l Al-Mathal As-Sâ'ir and Az-
Zamakhari's	 Al-Kaâf. This is the case for instance, with 	 At-Iirâz,
the work by Hamza AlCa1awI as we will see in the following below:
3.3.3.1.
Al calawi (661/1262-745/1344) L$.9i3J1
AIalawI's discussions of non-canonical word order were taken directly from Ibn Al-
Athir's	 J.W Al-Mathal Al-Sâ'ir or Az-Zamakhari's 	 Jl Al-Kaâf. Like
Ibn Al-Athir, Al CalawI divides non-canonical word order into two types:
I] Preposing or postposing according to the meaning. Under this category, AlCalawI
discusses five types of non-canonical word order: the object, the khabar/predicate, the
hal, j,_JI the adverbials, and	 ui the exception. All the examples of these
five types are taken from .LJl J..tI Al-Mathal Al-Sâ'ir. For example in preposing
the kabar/predicate he quotes, from.Lll 	 Al-Mathal Al-Sâ'ir, the following
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verse: p ." p..jL*.Lo p.d .iI lg.iiq (see example 3-69 above) and he quotes
the comments of Ibn Al-AthIr regarding this verse.
2] Preposing according to the context of situation.
AlcalawI takes the examples and comments of Ibn A1-AthIr on this category without
even mentioning his name (cf	 ,IIbn Al-Athlr, 1983, vol. 2: p. 231 and
compare with Al calawI,	 At-Iirâz, vol. 2: p. 73, to realise the similarity
between the two subjects).
3.3.3.2.
Cabd AI-Qádir Husain
Even modem rhetoricians seem to be content with summarising and explaining
previous books. In his book	 Fan Al-Balâgha u..,-/I-Iusain, for example,
reviews the discussions of Ibn JinnI and Al-JurjânI regarding non-canonical word
order. Then he states some of the rhetorical purposes of non-canonical word order
using their examples (w-IJ-Jusain 1984: pp. 101-10 ). In preposing the theme
.4 for example, he says the rhetorical purpose is to indicate particularisation
(' " —/J-Iusain, op. cit. p. 105). Then he gives the same example as used by
rhetoricians before him which is:
3-80	 IJU	 4.	 LJ1 Ui t.j
3.3.3.3.
Ab ü M usa L7W 9.4 9i
Abü MOsa is another modem rhetorician. In his book 	 I3	 Dalâlât At-
TarâkIb, Abü Müsa explains the discussion of Al-JuijãnI regarding non-canonical
word order without making any new points in this subject. He uses the same example
in preposing the abar/predicate in the negative clause,	 a/Abü Müsa, 1987:
pp. 173-76& 1979: pp. 198-99):
3-81	 ...	 Ui j
Thus the study of non-canonical word order has not developed after the second period
(6thJl3th - 8thJl4th centuries). This is because rhetoricians have been concerned with
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accumulation and conservation of knowledge more than with invention and curiosity
to discover fresh insights. This spirit led them to believe that the only way to study
non-canonical word order was either to write a 	 commentary on an existing
work, or to compose a	 _U epitome for somebody else to comment upon.
Moreover, the only acceptable way one could reject somebody's point was to agree
with somebody else.
Generally speaking, the study of non-canonical word order reaches its mature stage in
the period of Al-JurjânI and Ibn Al-Athir. Their elegant analysis marks the peak of the
study of non-canonical word order in the 5thll ith and early 6thIl2th centuries. In the
mid of 6th century As-SakkãkI codified this subject in particular and Arabic rhetoric
in general. The canonical framework devised by As-SakkâkI destroyed the study of
non-canonical word order. The period from the 8thIl4th up till now saw no radically
new development in the study of non-canonical word order. The rhetoricians of this
period were primarily concerned with the consolidation and preservation of the
advances made by the masters of first period (Al-JurjânI, Ibn Al-AthIr etc.).
3 .4.
Exeqetes:
The scholars of exegesis j.	 La.L such as AbQ Hilâl Al_caskari and Az-
Zamakharj (1467/1071-539/1143) believed that in order to be able to understand and
explain the deeper meanings of the verses of the Holy Qur'ãn, it is first necessary to
master the science of rhetoric ZL.LJI	 AI-Kaâf, vol. 1: p. 3, and cf
' iUAl-'askari, 1986: p. 43). Therefore, rhetorical issues are found dispersed
throughout the exegetes' works while they were explaining the verses of the Holy
Qur'ân. Our main issue here is to examine the discussion of non-canonical word order
made by exegetes	 From this point of view, the exegetes who discussed this
subject can be dealt with by dividing them into two main groups:
3.4.1.
First group
There were some exegetes who admired non-canonical word order and made an
extensive study of this style in the Holy Qur'ân. Three are outstanding. They are Az-
ZamakharI, Ar-RâzI and AbQ Hayyân. The following is a brief review of their
discussion of Arabic word order.
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3.4.1.1.
Az-ZamakharI (467/1074 - 538/1143)
Along with A1-JurjânI, Az-ZamakharI is a key figure who served the study of non-
canonical word order. In his book 	 Al-Ka.âf, he studies two kinds of
preposing:
1-Preposing one part of the clause before the other.
It seems curious to investigate why the mubtada '/subject, for example comes first,
even if it is in its canonical place. But rhetoric in general investigates questions of
word order in a clause. Az-Zama arI is considered the first scholar who investigated
the reasons for putting a word in a particular place within a clause. Under this type of
phenomenon Az-Zamakhari studies, for example, the placing the khabar/predicate
before its mubtada '/subject and vice versa. For instance consider this verse:
3-82
-(39:23/ p.1402)
3dldI Jj.i 4JI.
Mu+Kh
Allah has revealed the most beautiful message
This verse can be divided into two parts: The mubtada '/subject (the theme) which is
Allah and the abar/predicate (the rheme) which is the rest of the verse. This
clause starts with a noun, but it is well known that Arabic can also start with the verb
as in:
3-83 .&tJ$	 dii
Az-ZamakharI	 Al-Kaâf, vol. 3: p. 344) says putting the word 4t Allah
first and referring to it by the verb J reveals made the complements
the most beautiful message more grandiloquent and also gave emphasis to the fact that
it is dii Allah only who reveals the most beautiful message. So according to Az-
Zamakh.sarI placing the mubtada '/subject first in this verse (which is in fact in its
basic place) conveys two rhetorical purposes: emphasis and grandiosity. Another
example of placing the subject first can be seen in the following verse:
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3-84
-(ll:9l/p.6ll)
4jJj	 IlIt ::jjt Lg
For thou hast among us no great position.
The structure of this verse is Mu + . The mubtada'Isubject is the word
	
you and
the kabar/predicate is the rest of this clause. Az-Zamakh.arI explains this verse
pointing out that the people of uCayb said to him	 Al-Kaâf, v.2: p. 331):
Lj	 M	 j.:	 a	 lc'
(G.39 I	 tc	 J I__ua, J_i	 t t-I
It is not because you are honoured or great among us that we did not kill or
stone you. Rather it is because it is your family [tribe] who are honoured
among us; for they followed our religion. They did not choose you [and leave
us] and did not follow you [and desert us].... As f it was saying: you are not
honoured but your family are only honoured among us [my translation].
So the reason, according to Az-ZamakharI, for placing the mubtada'/subject in the
initial position is for particularisation. Az-Zamakhari also, discusses preposing the
khabar/predicate as in the following verse:
3-55
-(50:44/ p.1607)
J
_____ 
I;I 
_____
____	
t )IdIt L1J
A gathering together quite easy for us.
The prepositional phrase t	 for us is the khabar/predicate and ji easy is the
mubtada '/subject. So the structure is Kh + Mu. According to Az-Zamaici an (L.3I
A1-Kaâf, vol. 4: p. 312) this preposing is used for particularisation. The secondary
meaning of the clause can be glossed as: "For Allah, in particular, it is easy to organise
this gathering. (i.e. to collect together the souls of all sorts of men)."
2- Preposing the dependent elements I7l.W
This type can be classified into two categories:
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2.1 Preposing some dependent elements before the governing operator
L1	 Under this type Az-ZamakharI discusses preposing the
prepositional phrase j9q49 t.JI as in the following verse:
3-86
-(1 12:4/ p.2O28)
J	 di	 pJq
V + Pp + + Mu
And there is none like unto Him.
The normal position of the preposition is at the very end of the clause. So the clause
above exhibits non-canonical word order. Az-ZamakharI indicates the rhetorical
purpose of this word order saying that the meaning of this verse is to negate the
similarity between Allah and anyone else. The proper way to stress this negation is to
prepose the prepositional phrase, i.e. the dependent element 4J unto Him before its
governor	 like. It should be stressed, however, that Az-ZamakharI does not refer
to the other non-canonical word order feature in this verse. That is preposing the
fabar/predicate i9.S before the mubtada'Isubject	 I think the rhetorical purpose
here is to indicate emphasis and also to maintain the rhyme of the whole discourse.
Az-Zamakhari (LJ Al-Kaâf, vol. 1: p. 291) also discusses preposing the object
as in this verse:
3-87
-(3:83/ pp. 163-66)
49A dli	 jA
Do they seek for other than the religion ofAllah?
Az-ZamakharI (LSj_..ajJ, op. cit.) says that the object and its antecedents
4i other than has been placed before its governor the word 	 (they) seek which
is the verb, because the object is more important than the verb.
2.2. Preposing one dependent element before another:
	
.rLC l4a..0
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This aspect of non-canonical word order had not been discussed before Az-
ZamakharI. It is concerned with stylistic and logical reasons more than with the
canonical position of a word in a clause. Such is the case in this verse:
3-88
-(24:30/ plo12)
4 p ' g	 Ij'g p. j Lb.l	 lg.th..&i 3.ii0 .oiJ J.Sg
Say to the believing men that they should lower their gaze and guard their modesty.
Az-ZamaarI explains the rhetorical purpose/the secondary meaning of this type of
non-canonical word order	 Al-Kaâf, vol. 3: p. 181):
j	 :L	 -	 4 :&I
.i. j9 t.JI
If you say: "why is [the command of] not staring at women preposed before
[the command of] guarding their [the men's] modesty?" Isay: "because gazing
(at women) is the reason for adultery and the main cause of immorality" [my
translation].
I have touched on areas of Az-ZamakharI's discussion of non-canonical word order.
It is undeniable that Az-ZamakharI served the study of non-canonical word order in
Qur'anic discourse well. Although, he did not study this style in other Arabic
utterances, later rhetoricians and exegetes benefited much from his marvellous work
in this area.
3.4.1.2.
Ar-RâzI (544/1149 - 656/1258) LJ
Another scholar who studied non-canonical word order in Qur'anic discourse is Ar-
Râzi. Ar-RâzI studied extensively most types of this style in the Holy Qur'an.
Considering his study of non-canonical word order in his book j
	At-
TafsIr Al-KabIr, we can say that Ar-RâzI has distinguished four types of non-
canonical word order in Qur'anic discourse:
1- Most verses of the Qur'ân have more than one meaning. Therefore such verses
have different exegetic explanations. Some such verses exhibit non-canonical word
order. This type of word order is known as 4..	 j	 ,UJj	 the
hidden or controversial non-canonical word order. Some scholars, however, such as
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Ar-RâzI and AbQ flayyân do not accept this type of word order in the Qur'anic
discourse, except if the meaning could not be understood without it (cf c.$IjJIIAr-
RázI, 1990, vol. 12: p. 107). Commenting, for example, on the following verse:
3-89
-(4:10 1/ p.319-20)
ILq	 p^J
I	 ,	 -
0 ye who believe: Ask not questions about things which, f made plain to you may
cause you trouble. But fyou ask about things when the Qur'án is being revealed, they
will be made plain to you, Allah will forgive those...
Ar-Râzi says (cIjJ, 1990, vol. 12: p.89)
	
)! L	 t
j -U1,-	 qJ	 :)	 i1•
^
There is a non-canonical word order in this verse. The canonical order is:
j 3J jc Ja4J! I	 41/ Là. LI>c IjJLJY... [but] this [explanation] is
weak, because since the meaning is understood without changing the order of
the elements of the discourse, it is not permissible to explain the verse as f it
exhibits non-canonical word order [My translation].
Actually this word order is grammatically correct and the meaning is understandable,
so according to Ar-RâzI, there is no need to say that this verse exhibits non-canonical
word order. However, if the meaning is not complete unless you consider that the
utterance exhibits non-canonical word order, then you have to admit that there is non-
canonical word order in such an utterance. For example consider this verse:
3-90
-(6:123/ p.3'79)
Yl qj^Log I	 lqj^J tL0jo JLI d j.S J^	 LL& £1J
4 jqj.k. Loq rä'."
Thus have We placed leaders in every town, its wicked men, to plot (and burrow)
therein: but they only plot against their own souls, and they perceive it not.
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Ar-Râzi	 1990, v.13: P. 142) points out that this verse exhibits non-canonical
word order. If the clause is rearranged according to its canonical word order it will be:
tSi	 (V + Fa + Oi + 02). According to Ar-RâzI the verse should
exhibit non-canonical word order; otherwise we will get a clause with an incomplete
meaning. This, Ar-Râzi believes, is because the word J
...	
placed is a doubly
transitive verb while in this verse there is only one object which is	 If we say that
the object	 is not preposeed then it will be annex 	 and the word
will be its genitive (annexed)	 L&.4 (for the terms annex, annexed and
annexation, cf Watson, 1993 Ch. 6). Thus we will get an incomplete clause because
there is only one object while, the verb J
.
 needs another object. The only way to
solve this problem, Ar-RãzI believes, is to regard the clause as exhibiting non-
canonical word order and to take the word ti as an object preposed before the other
object	 Consequently, the canonical order of the clause is: t4#4j.t4 1J..1?-
tS (.SjjJ VAr-RázI, op. cit.):
	
i	 J9	 sjI c
	
J9	 Jt.	 Jt	 4.	 J.:tSIi
LU
The verse exhibits non-canonical word order. The canonical order is LiLt.,-
iL_ciLiq It is not permissible to consider the word j..iLSlannex because
the meaning will not be complete and it will be necessary to implicate the
second object of the [transitive] verb J.t. (placed) [my translation].
From the above two examples, it is clear that Ar-RâzI does not fully accept the notion
of invisible non-canonical word order. His acceptance depends on the meaning of the
verse. If the meaning is complete without assuming that there is non-canonical word
order, as in the first example, then this style will be rejected. But if the meaning needs
to be completed by assuming that there is non-canonical word order as in the second
example, then this word order will be accepted.
2- Ar-RâzI talks about another type of non-canonical word order. This concerns what
is preposed in one verse and postposed in another. Consider the following verses
quoted by him:
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3-91
-(87:19/ p.l94l)
4	 ..u4q.og iidIj1
The books ofAbraham and Moses
3-92
-(53:36-37/ p.l642)
4 sg	 Ip4Ij4q	 4.iJpJ
Nay, is he not acquainted with what is in the books of Moses and ofAbraham who
fulfilled his (commandments)
In the second example the phrase	 the books of Moses is preposed before
Abraham while the order is reversed in the first example. In the first example
Ar-RâzI claims that the reason for this order is due to the chronological order, while in
the second example he gives two possible explanations (c3lJVAr-RázI, 1990, vol.
29: p. 13):
t:ii j-
	
.	 L	 (t.4J JLW
	
1)	 j J1
	
L	 j
LI4 b t 'u	 Li	 cic	 tS
(7	 --^	 L
In Si2ra	 Al- 'a'la [i.e. the first example] He mentions that the books of
Abraham descended before the books of Moses according to the chronological
order. By contrast, here [in the second example] we have said that the
discourse was about the people of the book, the Jews. Therefore He preposed
their book. But f we say that the speech was general [i.e. for all mankind] the
books of Moses (peace be upon him) were available extensively, so He
preposed them; while the books of Abraham were ancient and the religious
exhortations of them were not well known among them as were the books of
Moses; so they were postposed [in the clause] [my translation and between
brackets is my explanation].
I believe there is also another reason for preposing 	 the books of
Abraham in the first example. This is to keep the end of the verse the same with the
verses before it. If we read the previous verse we fmd it ends with the same rhyme:
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3-62
-(87:18- 19/p. 1941)
.4	 wg.og p.LIi.4	 tP-	 J9 I	 Mi i	 ,p
And this is in the books of the earliest (Revelations). * The books ofAbraham and
Moses.
Thus it is important to prepose the books of Abraham or more precisely the word
"Abraham" in order to preserve the rhyme of the verses.
3- Ar-Râzi discusses preposing according to the context of the situation. For example
preposing for majority or preference, Ar-RâzI discusses in detail this function of word
order which leads him to go beyond this point to study change in sentence/clause
order. Although change in sentence order is not the subject matter of this thesis
(which is change in word order within the sentence), I will give one example in order
to illustrate Ar-RãzI's capability in this area:
3-94
-(16:4-5: pp. 73 1-32)
1 d.l	 1^1J II' pL.iIg	 3.u..o piI-	 IL	 3LLLLiJI 4L4
4 3q.LL L.oq	 L0q
He has created man from a sperm-drop, and behold this same [man] becomes an
open disputer! And cattle He has createdfor you [men] from them ye derive warmth,
and numerous benefits, and of their [meat] ye eat.
Ar-RâzI ( jJVAr-Razl, 1990, vol. 19: pp. 18 1-82) says the first clause is preposed
because it talks about man, who is better and more favoured than 	 the cattle
which are the topic of the second clause. Going back to non-canonical word order, Ar-
RâzI notices that there is non-canonical word order at the very end of the second
verse q.LI_ lioq , (Pp+V+Fa). For him, the prepositional phrase is preposed for
particularisation. This preposing indicates that the cattle were mostly created to be
particularly eaten, or that only the meat of the cattle the people should eat. The
original word order is	 Su V+Fa+Pp.)
4- Although Ar-RâzI excelled in highlighting the elegance of the other types of non-
canonical word order in Qur'anic discourse, he virtually did not disregard the most
important type of non-canonical word order. This type might be called the simple (or
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obvious) word order such as preposing the object, prepositional phrase and the
kha bar. Preposing the object, for example, can be seen in this verse:
3-95
-(4:70/ p.309)
rYJ'	 -L.q
O+V+Fa	 O+V+Fa
Some (of these) fpassengersJ they called impostors, and some they (go so far as to
slay) [the emphasised word between brackets is my own word].
As is shown above, the structure of this verse is (O+V+S). This indicates that there is
non-canonical word order. Ar-RâzI (.SjjJI, 1990, v.12: p. 47) says:
?I LTh	 tS U' JL	 JI	 LbJ L4
j JoJI9	 tJL	 J	 £ :.iI
ç	 LJg	 LiI çalC	 ut
bht&
What is the benefit in preposing the object in Allah Almighty's saying:
,jJ77' L4J3 JS? The answer is: you know that preposing is used to
indicate great concern [about what is preposed]; and given that denial and
killing are reprehensible, but that denial and killing of the prophets (peace be
upon them) [in what they are saying] are more ugly [than denial or killing of
any other person], therefore, the preposing has been used to indicate this
purpose /my rranslationj.
The point here is that, Ar-RâzI is the second scholar among exegetes who successfully
pursued the study of non-canonical word order. It should be stressed, however, that he
did not study this style as an independent subject. He simply discussed it whenever he
encountered verses exhibiting non-canonical word order.
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3.4.1.3.
Abu Hayyân (654/1256 - 745/1344)
Abu ayyân is another exegete who discussed non-canonical word order in his book
.k_U	 Al-Bahr A1-MuhIt. He was influenced by Az-ZamaarI and Ar-RâzI.
Abu Hayyân's treatment of non-canonical word order can be classified, for the
purposes of this thesis, into four types. Because his study of this style is very similar
to Ar-Râzi's study, I shall discuss it only briefly.
1. Abu Hayyân broaches the subject of non-canonical word order by studying the
simple non-canonical word order. Under this type of word order he starts with a
consideration of preposing the prepositional phrase, as in the following verse:
3-96
-(3:122/ p.177)
4)gio.oiI	 iiJl
And in Allah should the faithful (ever) put their trust.
The structure of this verse is (Pp + V + Fa) whereas the structure of the canonical
word order is (V + S + Pp). Abu Hayyân comments on this, pointing out that the
reason for preposing	 the prepositional phrase is to indicate the
speaker's concern of the preposeed wordlphrase or to indicate particularisation (
Ls../Abu Hajyán, 1978, v.3: p. 47):
4 .&La	 3$ LaU jjj
The prepositional phrase is preposed to show [the speaker's] interest [in what
is preposed] or to indicate particularisation according to those [i.e.
and others] who hold this view [i.e. that the
preposing in this verse indicates particularisation] [my translation].
2. Some exegetes have argued whether certain verses exhibit non-canonical word
order or not. Their argument is based on the meaning of such verses and not on the
canonical positions of the words in a verse. In other words this type of word order can
be governed only by the meaning of the utterance. As has been noted earlier, this type
of word order is known as &	 g b.fl _.Ui	 the hidden or
controversial non-canonical word order. Abu Hayyãn like Ar-RâzI does not fully
accept this type of word order. For example, Abu Hayyân rejects non-canonical word
order in the following verse:
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3-97
-(2:130/ pp. 52-53)
43.j.JtJI ,.oJ	 J d.4q LtJl UI dIi-il	 iq3
Him we chose and rendered pure in this world and he will be in the hereafter in the
ranks of the righteous
Abu Hayyân comments on this verse saying	 , op. cit.; vol. 1: p. 395):
'	 h.LJ9
4	 4.j	 tth
J..)_.)_w.J//Al-J-Iasan Bin Fadhl has said. "There is a non-canonical
word order in the utterance; the intended meaning is _.iJI) 1	 LJj
cJt.JI )J 4..q j .YIJj ". But this view of his is wrong. The Holy Qur 'an
should be deemed far above such word order [My translation].
Abu Hayyân does not explain why this view is wrong. He, however, accepts this type
of non-canonical word order when there are no other alternatives which may give the
plain meaning. This point can be found in his comments on a verse such as:
3-98
-(3:55/ pp.l56-S'7)
4	 1 LLk9ljg d1 9i0	 L dill J
Behold! Allah said: 0 Jesus! I will take thee and raise thee to Myself
In discussing the reasonable meaning of this verse Abu Hayyãn gives ten different but
possible explanations of some other exegetes and grammarians. He opts for the
explanation given by Al-Farrâ' which proposes that the verse exhibits non-canonical
word order	 g../Abu Hajyán, op. cit.; v.2: p. 473):
j9 ç	 4	 Jt
Al-Farrô' says that the discourse exhibits non-canonical word order
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Abu Hayyãn, does not discuss the type of word order in the above verse, or even why
he believes that the verse exhibits non-canonical word order. Here, I will explain why
Al-Farrâ' and Abu Hayyân say that the verse exhibits non-canonical word order
though they do not demonstrate it explicitly. The order of the elements in this clause is
canonical. The exegetes, however, have argued about its meaning. The word !_L.i4
I will take you in this verse comes before the word ia j raise you. The external
meaning LSJ.UIJ L,..tI of the verse is that Jesus will die and will be raised to Allah.
But Muslims believe that Jesus was taken up to Allah first and will appear again just
before the Final Day and then he will die. Consider these verses:
3-99
-(4:157-158/ p.267)
d.JI diii d.kj J
	 rd'1 4it 3.Jq djih- Lo g djI	 Lg
But they killed him not, nor crucified him. Only a likeness of that was shown to them...
Nay, Allah raised him up unto himself
To obtain this meaning, Al-Farrâ' and Abu Hayyân suggest that the clause exhibits
non-canonical word order and the intended meaning is:
3-100 '
	
t
3. Abu Hayyân discusses another type of word order. That is what is preposed in one
verse and postposed in another cSj.-	 49	 L.4. Abu Hayyãn
op. cit. 2: pp. 163-66) notes that some Qur'anic words are preposed in some verses
and postposed in others. This is the case for instance in these two verses:
3-101
-(2:22 1/ p.95)
'li 2u g.	 d.JIg
But Allah beckons by His Grace to the Garden (of Bliss) and forgiveness.
3-102
-(3:133/ p.180)
4""gp")3.od).S.ko Jig.jLLug
Be quick in the race for forgiveness from you Lord and for a Garden....
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3-103
-(57:21/ p.1695)
4r1iqpijj.odj.Sk0
Be ye foremost (in seeking) forgiveness from your lord, and a Garden (of Bliss)...
Abu Hayyãn notes that in the Holy Qur'ân the word j .'iforgiveness usually comes
before the word	 garden/paradise, because	 forgiveness is the only reason
to enter	 garden/paradise. So, rhetorically the word j.bi1J forgiveness should
be placed before the word 	 garden/paradise as in the second example. But in the
first example in particular it is better to put the word 	 paradise before the word
Dj._.0 forgiveness for a rhetorical purpose. This is what is called in Arabic
antithetical parallelism. Compare this clause (i.e. example 3-70) with the clause
before it in the same verse:
3-104
-(2:22 1/ p.95)
4.)Ljl 
'J	 Lffl9I
Unbelievers do (but) beckon you to the fire.
In the verse it is mentioned that "the unbelievers call for 	 the fire;" therefore, it is
better to antithesize this with "and Allah calls for 4_JI gardenlparadise": .Li)j
_.iI J	 41	 J	 So for the purpose of antithesis, the
word	 gardenlparadise comes before the word	 forgiveness.
4. The fourth type, which Abu jayyân talks about in some depth is preposing
according to the context of the situation. He discusses this type in using a verse such
as:
3-105
-(3:158/ p.189)
ft
A4q)lt dli 2'JJJ •;l •; gI pio
And if ye die, or are slain, Lo! It is unto Allah that ye are brought together.
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Abu Hayyân	 1978, vol. 4: p. 97) points out that the reason for preposing
the word ç.L4 (you) died before the word çi-- (you are) slain is that those who die
of other causes are much greater in number than those who are killed. Abu Hayyân
says	 op. cit.):
JJ a L).0	 J	 4.	 &4	 N
'Death' is preposed before 'killing' because of its [i.e. death's] generality
and its more common occurrence among people than 'killing' [My
translation].'
So the rhetorical purpose of this preposing is for 'usualness/commonness'. Another
example of this type of non-canonical word order can be found in this verse:
3-106
-(2:233/ p. 103)
4Jlflg 3 jj J gJg.oJI
But he shall bear the cost of their food and clothing.
Abu Hayyân	 i, 1978, vol. 2: p. 213) says that the word	 'their food'
comes before the word 'clothing', for feeding the divorced mothers is more important
than clothing them. Therefore the rhetorical purpose of this change in word order is to
express importance.
Abu Hayyân tries to demonstrate the rhetorical purposes of non-canonical word order
in Qur'anic discourse. He benefits much from Ar-RâzI. He does not, however, give
special importance to non-canonical word order, rather, it is discussed among variety
of different rhetorical subjects.
3.4.2.
Second group
The second group of exegetes did not care about non-canonical word order,
sometimes mentioning it and other times ignoring it. At-labarl and A1-QurtubI are
cases in point.
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3.4.2.1.
At-IabarI (224/838 - 310/922) jJl
In his book	 LJ	 Jamic Al-Bayân Fl TafsIr Al-Qur'ân,
A-Iabarl explains some verses which exhibit non-canonical word order without even
mentioning it. For example, At-IabarI 	 1987, vol. 1: p. 198) explains the
meaning of this verse:
3-107
(2:40/ p. 18)
jfd.1jL	 l.4q
And fear none but me.
But he does not mention that this verse has non-canonical word order [0 + V + Fâcil].
The canonical word order of this verse is:
3-108	 Ajt or L#k)
V+Fâcil+O	 V+Fâcil+0
In the case of some other verses, At-Tabarl states that they exhibit non-canonical word
order but without explaining the type of word order or the rhetorical purpose of this
order:
3-109
-(3:152/ pp. 183-86)
10 LJ 3. pidI.g j.oY I	pijLiq ji•;li
4)i 10 J1.lJI
Until Ye flinched and fell to disputing about the order and disobeyed it after He
brought you in sight (of the Victory) which ye covet.
At-Tabarl says	 1987, vol. 3: p.85):
th	 J.
It has been said that this is a type ofpreposing which has the meaning ofpostposing
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At-TabarI then points out that the canonical order is 	 op. cit.):
3-110	 La	 La l: >4	 9 ç	 j..aIi J	 i
He does not, however, comment or give his opinion on this word order.
3.4.2.2.
Al-QurtubI (557/1161 -631/1233)
Al-QurubI is another figure who represents this group. In his book LjJ
TafsIr Al-QurtubI, for example, he explains this verse:
3-111
-(2:96/ p. 39)
4 Iq.i.al j J1 3.q dL	 uWI	 r'''q,
Thou wilt indeed find them, of all people, most greedy of life, even more than the
idolaters
Al-QurtubI says	 1935, v.2: p. 34):
49 L,9 JP&9	 Jk9
It has been said that the discourse exhibits non-canonical word order, and the
[intended] meaning [i.e. the canonical order] is: lL//>	 SLj,LLt21
s' ,.Lc	 [My translation].
Like At-labari, Al-QurtubI does not comment on this word order. Al-QurtubI
sometimes explains certain verses which clearly exhibit non-canonical word order
without pointing out that they exhibit non-canonical word order, as in the following
verse	 1965, vol. 15: p. 78):
3-112
-(37:47! p. 1348)
4i9-i. l & ;lr	 q Jq2 Iai	 y,
Free from headiness; nor will they suffer intoxication therefrom
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Az-ZamakharI, however, who lived before Al-QurtubI stresses that this verse exhibits
non-canonical word order. The prepositional phrases t 	 and	 are preposed to
indicate particularisation.
3.4.2.3.
Modern exeqetes
It is to be expected, that modem exegetes such as Al-MurãghI, Al-KhatIb, Hijâzi and
Sayyed Qutub, will be much concerned with non-canonical word order in the Holy
Qur'ân, simply because they have studied the discussions of the previous exegetes on
the subject of non-canonical word order. A man of letters, such as Sayyed Qutb
devotes some of his well known exegesis 	 JU	 Fl Zhilâl Al-Qur'ân to the
elegance of the Qur'anic styles, nevertheless, he does not mention the style of non-
canonical word order in his work. I believe that the major reason for the ignoring of
this subject by the latter exegetes is that this group of exegetes were concerned to
explain and clarif' the meanings of the Holy Qur'an and also to extract the rules of
Islamic law	 _JI t.Ii rather than discussing rhetorical issues in
Qur'anic discourse.
To conclude, it has been said that there are some exegetes who have served the study
of non-canonical word order in the Holy Qur'ân. I have given some examples of this
group such as Az-Zama.arI, Abu Hayyân and Ar-Râzl. In addition to their
discussion of the known types of word order, they discovered a new type of non-
canonical word order. That is 4_	 t1	 L,b.lI	 tiit	 the hidden or
controversial non-canonical word order which was never previously discussed. This
indicates that non-canonical word order expressions are rich in Qur'anic discourse and
need to be studied more extensively. In contrast to this group, there are some exegetes
who have almost ignored this style. At-labari and A1-QurtubI, for example, have just
mentioned that there is non-canonical word order in the Holy Qur'ân without giving
any further comments, while A1-Murâg1I and Qutub, have completely ignored this
style in their commentaries.
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3.5.
Conclu&on
In the foregoing pages I have provided a review of the work of those scholars who
have dealt with non-canonical word order. Now, we come to the conclusion of this
literature review. To simplify the discussion I have classified these scholars into three
main categories: grammarians, rhetoricians, and exegetes. It should be stressed that
this literature review had as its aim the investigation of the way in which non-
canonical word order has been studied in the past and the highlighting of any
deficiencies there in. This analysis has thus helped to determine the points from which
the present study should start. Here are the main points which I have extracted from
the literature review:
1- The first attempts to study non-canonical word order were made by grammarians.
Their study took the shape of remarks which were found scattered throughout their
work. It is not surprising therefore that their study of non-canonical word order is
basic and unorganised. However, the work of SIbawayh and Ibn JmnnI in particular,
provided a basis for the rhetoricians and exegetes to start their investigation of this
style.
2- Rhetoricians studied the style of non-canonical word order through Arabic
utterances and some verses of the Holy Qur' an. This study was activated in the period
of Al-JurjânI and Ibn Al-AthIr. It was subsequently extended to include a discussion
of some rhetorical purposes of using non-canonical word order. The study of non-
canonical word order began to decline in the period of As-Sakkâki who subjected it to
codification and left it as a stagnant subject.
3- Although non-canonical word order is a rhetorical subject, rhetoricians did not
study this subject alone in separate works. They discussed non-canonical word order
in relation to other rhetorical subjects. Al-JurjãnI for example, studied it as an
example to prove his theory ofJ An-Nazjim. So there was still a need for a more
concentrated and organised approach.
4- Exegetes were concerned with this style much more than grammarians and
rhetoricians. They studied this style for two reasons. The first was to help in finding
the plain and intended meanings of some verses. The second was to show the elegance
of non-canonical word order in Qur'anic discourse. By their beautiful researches in
Qur'anic discourse, the exegetes served the study of non-canonical word order very
well. Moreover, they discovered what is now known as the hidden non-canonical
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word order	 They did not, however, focus on the rhetorical
purposes of non-canonical word order. They also did not study this style in separate
works, and some of them (e.g. Ibn Kathir) did not study the use of non-canonical word
order at all.
3- From the literature review we can also conclude that the elegance and
extensiveness of non-canonical word order are regarded as more noteworthy in
Qur'anic discourse than in other Arabic works.
6- As far as rhetorical purposes are concerned we can say that most if not all of the
rhetorical purposes are classified under a general purpose which is importance
'iu	 (of the preposed element!s) as SIbawayh called it eleven centuries ago or
emphasis/focus as Western's scholars called it now. After SIbawayh, a number of
scholars, specially Al-Jurjâni (cf 3.3 1.1.) clarified the notion of importance/emphasis
by sub-classifying this purpose into sub-categories such as particularisation,
restriction, etc.
7- It is obvious that there are deficiencies in the field of non-canonical word order
which may cause problems for the translator. As a matter of fact, non-canonical word
order is one of the more serious problems which a translator may come across. It does
not occur randomly but it is used for a rhetorical purpose and this should not be
forgotten when translating an Arabic text.
The translator may realise that the given clause exhibits non-canonical order and he
may know the rhetorical purpose/s of this order but he faces the problem of
transferring this order andlor its rhetorical purpose/s into his target language without
losing sight of other linguistic features of the source text during the process of
translating.
Our task, then, is to study non-canonical word order, and especially its rhetorical
purposes, through Qur'anic discourse. In the applied part of this thesis, I intend to
study the treatment of certain translations of some verses that exhibit non-canonical
word order and discuss whether any of them convey the rhetorical purpose of non-
canonical word order as it is found in the Arabic text. If none of them do so, I will
attempt to provide my own proposed solution for each particular problem.
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Chapter Four
Rules, Types, and Rhetorical Purposes
Of
Non-Canonical WO in Arabic
4.0.
Layout
This chapter consists of seven main sections. Section One is the introduction. Section
Two discusses rules of non-canonical word order within the Arabic sentence. Section
Three discusses the main rhetorical purposes of non-canonical word order in Arabic.
Section Four is the conclusion.
4 .1.
Introduction
In the foregoing chapter, I have introduced, the studies of the TALs (traditional Arab
linguists) on the subject of non-canonical word order, known in Arabic as
This automatically leads us to investigate the non-canonical order according
to different types of treatment: the syntactic treatment, i.e. the TAGs' treatment and
the pragmatic treatment, i.e. the TARs' (traditional Arab rhetoricians) treatment. The
connection between these two treatments supports the conclusion reached by Al-
Jurjâni at the end of his discussion of his theory çdl An-Nazjim (cf 5.3 & 5.4).
Thus, the present chapter will show that non-canonical word orders can be of different
types (syntactic analysis) and be used for different purposes (pragmatic analysis).
This, however, does not mean that non-canonical word order can be used freely
without any rules governing it within the sentence. These rules as well as the types
and purposes of non-canonical word order will be pointed out concentrating on
investigated examples from the Holy Qur'ãn. Examples from the Holy Qur'ãn will
support our point mentioned earlier which emphasises that the study of non-canonical
word order is very narrow if it is discussed apart from the Qur'anic discourse. This is
the general goal of this chapter.
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In short, this chapter is divided into two main parts; the first part is 'syntactically
oriented' while the second is 'pragmatically oriented'.
Before continuing, it may be useful to consider the following two points: the first
discusses WO as a determiner of sentence types in Arabic. The second can be formed
in the following question: is Arabic a free word order language, as it is typically
described?, or more specifically, is Arabic word order controlled by specific rules
binding its movement within the sentence? Consider sentences like the following:
4-1 L^s,	 t.r-
came-(he) [rheme] + Muhammad-nom. [theme] + riding-accus. [complement/hal].
Muhammad [theme] came riding [rheme]
4-2 L.^ dpi. .L4..4
Muhammad-nom. [theme] + came-(he)[rheme] + riding-accus. [complement].
It was Muhammad [theme] who came riding [rheme]. Or Muhammad [theme] came
riding [rheme]
riding-accus. [complement] + came- (he)[rheme] + Muhammad-nom. [theme]
It was riding, Muhammad came.
4-4J.
sat-(he) [rheme] + Muhammad-nom. [theme] + in the class-gent [complement]
Muhammad [theme] sat in the class [rheme]
4-5L.4.4
Muhammad-nom. [theme] + sat-(he)[rheme] + in the class-gent.[complement]
It was Muhammad [theme] who sat in the class[rheme]. Or Muhammad [theme] sat
in the class[rheme].
4-6	 JJJ
in the class-gent.[complement] + sat-(he)[rheme] + Muhammad-nom.[theme]
It was in the class, Muhammad sat. Or in the class Muhammad sat.
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The hal, in examples of the first group 4-1 & 4-2 and 4-3, has transferred freely from
one position to another, initial, medial and final position. In the second group 4-4 & 4-
5 and 4-6, the adverb (the prepositional phrase or more generally the quasi-sentence
L4.ti	 has also transferred freely from the initial position to the last position.
This suggests that Arabic seems to manifest a free word order. This is, however not
always the case; in reviewing the literature of the traditional Arab grammarians
(TAGs), we will find that the movement of the constituents within the sentence is
bounded by certain rules. Therefore this chapter will give an account of the rules
governing the movement of the main and common constituents within the Arabic
sentence as found in the TAGs' literature.
4.2.
WO as a determiner of sentence types
Az-Zamaiç arI discusses	 %S utterance and U.- sentence saying (Za jJi/Az-
Zamakh.arI, J-'i1 Al-Muffaal: p. 15):
tJk9 'LJ	 JIj 9I Lti.,-t&	 J1 Uj :i
ai L,.4w9	 (91i	 J
The utterance consists of two words one of which is predicated to the other.
This can be only done by joining two nouns such as !j .Iij 'Zayd [is]
your brother' and	 'Biser [is] your friend'; or by joining a verb
with a noun such as 1j 	 'Zayd [was] beaten' andj
 3LJ1 'Ba/cr
[is] going away'. This is called a sentence [my translation and emphasis].
So according to the TAGs the Arabic sentence should be, minimally, composed of two
words linked by a predication relationship, either noun+noun [SP WO], verb + noun
[VS WO] or noun + verb [SV WO]. The first two combinations form the basic
sentence types in Arabic, nominal and verbal sentence respectively, while the third
combination is a controversial one. Nominal sentences are composed of noun + noun
as exemplified in 4-7 and 4-8 below andlor according to the school of Basrah (but not
of Kufah), noun+verb as exemplified in 4-9 below. These two combinations,
according to the traditional Arab grammarians (specially those of Basrah), constitute
the main slots or parts of the nominal sentence,	 the mubtada'/subject (or topic)
and	 the khabar/predicate (or comment):
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4-7
-(24:35/ p. 1015)
4jjlq	 Ig.o..u.JI )9J dJJ13,
Allah-nom.[Mu] + light the-heavens and the-earth []
n	 n
Allah is the Light of the heavens and the earth
4-8Lo.-
Mu + Kh
n	 n
The school is beautiful
4-9
-(2:75/P. 31)
4:jq.oJ.• pdq
Mu + Kh
n V
They understood it.
Verbal sentences, on the other hand, are composed of verb + noun as exemplified in
410 below andlor according to the school of Kufah (but not of Barah) noun + verb as
exemplified in 4-1 1 below. These also constitute the two main slots/parts, J.a a verb
and J.U.faCil/a subject (of a verbal sentence):
4-lO.L4.t,
Came [rheme] Muhammad [theme]
Muhammad came
4-11
Muhammad [theme] came [rheme]
According to the Basrah grammatical school, in order to obtain a verbal sentence in its
unmarked status, the verb should be in initial position, as in:
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4-12
-(24:35/ p. 1017)
'V
Ui
4Jiii diii .ajAig,
V	 S
Allah doth set forth parables.
But if the facil/subject of the sentence precedes its verb then it is called a nominal
sentence. This corresponds to the SVO word order. What is in the initial position is
then the mubtada'/subject (theme) of the sentence and what follows i.e. the VP is the
khabar/predicate (rheme). Consider the following:
4-13
-(2: 105/p. 43)
Ui
4	 ld 3 dIo.11j j-i	 dilig
Mu.	 (v+implicit pro.)
But Allah will choose for His special mercy whom He will.
The Kufan school, on the other hand, consider example 4-13 a verbal sentence and
41 Allah a preposed fa Cil/subject. The controversial structure noun + verb deserves
further discussion.
4.2.1.
Clauses with a pre-verbal noun
All the TAGs agreed that sentence 4-14 below is nominal while sentence 4-15 is
verbal:
4-14 tujtheme rheme
Zayd[theme] is brave[rheme]
4-15ijt
rheme theme
stood up Zayd
Zayd [theme] stood up [rheme]
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They disagree in the case of a sentence exhibiting a pre-verbal position filled in by a
noun as in:
4-l6t.
Zayd stood up
The grammarians of the Barah school consider this sentence nominal because the
sentence initial position for them can be only filled by a mubtada'/subject of a
nominal sentence and not byj'acillsubject of a verbal sentence. Therefore this sentence
for them is a nominal sentence with a verbal khabar/predicate I j	 Lii
.L4
The major reason why the grammarians of the Basrah school do not allow the
preposing of the faCil/subject is that it contradicts the basic principle of government
JL4.l, according to which, the governed	 thefaCil/subject (in our example),
may not precede its governor at.Jl, the verb.
Their argument is also based on the rule which stresses that in Arabic it is permissible
for thefáCi//subject of a verbal sentence to be definite or indefinite as in example 4-17
below, whereas the fáCjl/subject located in a pre-verbal position as in 4-18 below
should be only definite. This, for the Basrah school, indicates that the function of such
a facil/subject is changed from afaCil/subject (or a subject of a verbal sentence) to a
mubtada' (or a subject of a nominal sentence):
4-17J.. j
 ;
V + N (Fa)
A man came
4-18 cp- 3.?)*
N(Fa) V
A man came
This argument, however, is rejected by most grammarians because the Arabic
sentence never starts with an indefinite element even if it is the mubtada '/subject. The
grammarians of the school of Kufah, on the other hand, believe that a sentence such as
.L	 Zayd stood up is a verbal sentence, hence 'Zayd' is afaCil/subject of a verbal
sentence which has been preposed for some reason in the speaker's mind such as the
importance of the facil/subject. Ibn Hiâm (L	 1972: pp. 492-93) says:
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&) '	 k
tl "	 Ja	 ;A	 1	
.
t_4h bA J & 1' ' j lin IL1 j ç.tS Iajj.	 t.3 >3•• . J 4
The nominal [sentence] is what starts with a noun, as /J1_ aLj 'Zayd is
standing'... the verbal [sentence] is what starts with a verb, as IijfrL 'Zayd
stood up' ... and i '(you) stand up'. ... Also to be taken into account is what
originally occupies the first position of the sentence. Therefore, the sentences
such as 14j	 ..èS'how did Zayd come?'... and as ø.LziJ Li,i0 i^ L,Ag
"Some (prophets) you called impostors and others you killed", are verbal
sentences because these nouns are used with the intention ofpostposing [i.e.
they are preposed and their original position is somewhere other than the first
position] [my ellipsis and translation].
4.2.1.1
The underlying Word order in Arabic
In what follows we will try to determine here if such sentences are better regarded as
verbal or nominal sentences. This will help us, if we come across such sentences, to
identify whether they exhibit non-canonical word order or not in terms of a model
based on traditional Arabic grammatical notions. The controversy between the Kufah
and Basrah schools indicates that the grammarians' definition of a nominal sentence as
a sentence which starts with a noun and a verbal sentence as one which begins with a
verb, is not precise enough because they disagree about a sentence such as, 	 j
Zayd stood up, though it starts with a noun.
The rhetoricians and some grammarians (cf	 j.Jl/Al-Jurjánl, 1984: p. 174 and
j.J/Al-QazwIni, 1985: p. 191. See also	 /cabbâs, 1989, vol. 2: p. 92 and
' "-''/dhaif,	 p. 253) give a precise definition of the nominal and verbal
sentences. They believe that the nominal sentence (i.e. a sentence based on the noun)
is essentially characterised by 	 4ll lJh.Ll permanency and continuity. The verbal
sentence, on the other hand, indicates a meaning of 	 occurrence and
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renewal; that is to say the predicative relationship has a dynamic and progressive
aspect. Consider the following two verses
4-19
-(38:18-19/ pp. 1374-75)
di J^ dyp'-O j.bJIq 
* jI2Iq	 iLko JLJI L jiui L43
It was We that made the hills declare in unison with him, Our praises, at eventide and
at break of day. And the birds gathered (in assemblies) all with him did turn (to
Allah).
In his book	 A1-Kaâf, Az-Zama arl	 vol. 3: p. 320) explains
that the above verse in accordance with the previous defmition:
il L4g	 g '"	 J :
jt	 L7 Zth'th	 "tA'
'	 tLni Jtii	 4LJ \^	
':
..4	 LS L4 j i	 ç4J U 4.	 it4	 j94"
9J 4_ .LL9 La	 L	 £.	 h.L.2J elL:(J
i,,,-:.	
-jj	 p	 Uj
Ji	 h-	 i Li1-	
- j..
If you say: Is there any difference between -'-,' 	 glorify and iL'iu..
glorious? I would say yes. 'Glor/declare', as a verb, has been chosen instead
of glorious, as a noun [i.e. adjective], to indicate the gradually occurrence
[emergence] of glory from the hills as fyou are hearing them.....And the word
gathered has been chosen as a noun [i.e. an adjective] instead of a
verb	 to be gathered in order to indicate the constancy of gathering to
Allah, and to not give the indication of the occurrence [event]. If it had been
said	 Q.t_wj We made the birds to be gathered, using the verb
instead of the noun, this would indicate that j..cJ/ the gathering had been done
by Allah gradually. The use of the noun [adverb] 'gathered' means that the
gathering of them [the birds] all at once has been done by Allah, which gives a
greater sense of miracle and power [my ellipsis and translation].
Abmad Maflüb (_i14,1980: pp. 14 1-42) explains the difference between nominal
and verbal sentences in more detail. MatlQb stresses that the predicative relationship
of the nominal sentence exhibits neither dynamic nor temporal aspects, since nouns
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are essentially characterised by unchangeability, i.e. permanency	 MatIQb
argues that the nominal sentence may indicate 	 particularisation or
emphasis. In contrast to this, MatlQb says that the predicative relationship of the
verbal sentence must indicate the dynamic and temporal aspects. To stress this,
Matlüb cites the following examples (op. cit.)
4-20
-(53:43/ p. 1643)
g l'AI g	 a.dg,
That it is He who granteth laughter and tears.
4-21
-(27:17/ p. 1094)
dj' j1lti y4'g
And before Solomon were marshalled his hosts.
In example 4-20 MatlQb says the noun (i.e. the pronoun	 he) comes first to indicate
particularisation. In example 4-21 on the other hand the verb comes first just to give
an information about something that has taken place in the past (i.e. to indicate the
temporal aspect) (gil.A, 1980: p.14 1).
Basing our judgement on the above definition of nominal and verbal sentences, we
can decide (mainly from the rhetorical point of view) that a sentence such as 	 .Uj
Zayd stood up is a verbal sentence. To put it in other words, we can generalise that if
the rheme of a sentence is a verb, then the sentence can be classified as a verbal
sentence (cf	 J...i.JI A1FiCl: p. 204). It is a verbal sentence
because it indicates an occurrence	 (i.e. the predicative relationship has a
dynamic aspect) which is the act of 'standing' that has been done by 'Zayd' in 	 .t
Zayd stood up. Besides the predicative relationship is bounded by a time/tense (which
is the past in this example). Thus 'Zayd' in 	 .ij Zayd stood up isfacil/subject
which has been preposed for a rhetorical purpose as we will discuss later on.
If we refer to the rhetoricians we will fmd that they divide the sentence, irrespective of
whether it is a verbal sentence or a nominal sentence, into two basic constituents. The
first constituent is &..jJ .' •d the theme about which the sentence is made and the
second one is Lt 1 the rheme which is a predicate or communication about the
theme. In a sentence such as 	 the sky is clear, for instance, the rheme,
the word	 clear, forms the predicate stated about the theme	 the sky.
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According to the rhetoricians the theme 4_J! iiil may function in a sentence as one
of the following:
1- Mubtada' /subject which has abarla predicate as in:
4-22
theme [Mu]! &iJ Cw	 rheme [Kh]I
The sky [theme] is clear [rheme]
2- Fácil/subject of an active verbal sentence (or agent) as in:
4-23
V [rheme]	 Fa. [theme]
Muhammad [theme] came [rheme]
3 Fádil!subject of the passive (or pro-agent) i.e.	 as in:
4-24
V [rheme]	 Fa. pass [theme]
The boy [theme] was killed [rheme]
They also indicate that not everything that occurs initially is always &J ' 	 the
theme as some European linguists (especially Halliday) argue for the English language
as is shown in the English translation above and as will be seen later on.
The second part of the clause, the rheme 	 iiitI may also function as one of the
following:
1- The mubtada '/subject after the interrogative or negative particle when it is either:
a- An active participle 	 çal as in (L	 _iIIbn Hisám, op. cit: p. 180):
4-25
interr.pr. Mu (act.par.)	 Fa.
Is Zayd [theme] awake [rheme]?
2- A passive participle 2 j.bJ ç 1 as in (t	 /Ibn Hishám, op. cit. See also >l
J..IIbn Caqll, 1985, vol. 2: p. 354):
4-26 j	 La
neg. par. Mub (pass.par.) Fa.(of the passive or pro-agent)
Zayd [theme] is not beaten [rheme]
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3- The abarl predicate of a nominal sentence as in:
4-27	 L444J.l
Mu. Kh.
The sky [theme] is clear [rheme]
4- The verb in a verbal sentence as in:
4-28
v	 Fa
Muhammad [theme] came [rheme]
So, rhetoricians divide a sentence according to its function into two essential parts,
J w1$ the theme and Lt WiI the rheme and join them by a predicative relation
For example, if we say
	
the sky is clear, we in fact,
assign the clearness to the sky. These two parts, as mentioned earlier, are what
grammarians call mubtada '/subject (topic) and khabar (predicate/comment), in a
nominal sentence andfa cil/subject and verb in a verbal sentence, respectively. For the
sake of comparison and exposition the above examples can be parsed [grammarians'
analysis] (a) and thematically analysed [rhetoricians' analysis] (b) as follows:
4-29	 ____________________
(a) Khabar	 Mubtada'
(b) rheme 1l4	 theme 4t
4-30
(a) FaCil/subject	 verb
(b) rheme L'"-4	 theme uii i.i.,
4-31	 49	 _________________
(a) subject of the passive verb (passive voice)
(b) rheme •''-	 theme 4t.4
4-32a	 '-&)
(a) FaCil, replaces abar	 active participle: mubtada'	 interr. par.
(b) theme 4_d	 4	 rheme (preposed) Lt 4
Figure 6-1
TAGs analysed 4-32 in two ways (see notes 2&3): one group analysed it as (a) above
and the other as (a) in the following:
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4-32b '&
(a) mubtada'	 kha bar (preposed)	 interrogative particle
(b) theme 4_iJt Jiw.*	 rheme (preposed) L' 4
Figure 6-2
The first analysis given by TAGs, i.e. that of 4-32a (a) is similar to Halliday's view
that what occupies the initial position in the clause is always the theme (see 2.4.2.1). I
believe, however, that these two analyses are in fact, only formally different but
functionally they are the same. Though the grammarians gave two different analysis of
sentence 4-32 as shown in 4-32a (a) and 4-32b (a), the rhetoricians' analysis remained
the same in both 4-32a (b) and 4-32b (b). It has been suggested in this section that the
theme can function as the mubtada'/subject of the nominal sentence (as is the case
with 4-32b) or as the foCi//subject of the verbal sentence (as is the case with 4-32a)
and the rheme can function as the abar/predicate (as is the case with 4-32b) or as
the mubtada' of the active participle	 which needsfaCil/subject/agent
(as is the case with 4-32a). TAGs define the three functions: the mubtada'Isubject of
the nominal sentence, thefocil/subject of the verbal sentence and the theme as almost
the same: "what is being talked about." The same also holds true with the definitions
of khabar/predicate, the mubtada' in the active participle and the rheme: what says
about mubtada',faCil and theme respectively. So if we say that 	 awake is L" 4
rheme in both analyses and 	 Zayd is & _t 	 4 theme we will eliminate the
difference between the grammarians' two views. The analysis, then, will be something
like:
	
4-32c	 i
	(a)	 theme	 t	 rheme (preposed) I 'a 4
Figure 6-3
This analysis also helps in judging the two analyses given by the grammarians as
indicated in 6-26a (a) and 4-32b (a) above. The WO structure of 4-32a, according to
the TAGs' analysis (a), shows that the sentence is in its typical word order (mubtada
precedes foci//subject which replaces the iabar position). 'While the rhetoricians'
analysis 4-32a (b), [thematic analysis] runs counter to the grammarians analysis, it
shows that the sentence is in its non-canonical order. Comparing this with the analysis
of 4-32b, whether the analysis of grammarians (a) or that of rhetoricians (b), it shows
that the sentence is in its non-canonical order. We agree, on the other hand, that the
analysis of 4-32c is correct, and its structure shows that it is in its non-canonical order.
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This in its output indicates that the analysis, given by some grammarians, of 4-32b is
also correct and more reasonable than that of 4-32a.
Two other reasons can also be given to support the view that the TAGs' analysis of 4-
32a is negotiable.
The first, relates to the definition of the mubtada '/subject. We have said earlier that
mubtada '/subject is what is being talked about. In this example 'Zayd' is what is being
talked about and the rest of the sentence (i.e. the khabar/predicate. Here the first part
of the sentence) talks about him. This, from a functional point view, emphasises that
the sentence exhibits non-canonical order: khabar-mubtada' (rheme-theme). In this
respect, it can be added here the definition of the mubtada'/subject as 'what is talked
about' is perhaps worth considering further. Arab grammarians believed that what
could 'be talked about' was only an entity-i.e. some 'thing' which could be referred to
by a noun or noun-phrase. Take a case like j	 Li Zayd is in the garden. This
is analysed by TAGs as follows:
4-33aj	 tiIj
Mubtada' Khabar
This runs counter to the Prague- school analysis which would be:
4-33b J.3
Rheme Theme
The Prague school analysis is a much more reasonable statement (I believe) of the way
in which information is 'weighted' in an utterance of this kind.
Secondly, most TAGs (cf >.iIIbn Hisám, op. cit, ,.J/Ar-RájihI: 1985,
Jc __lIIbn caqul: 1985 and many others) stress that if the interrogative (or
negative) particle is omitted as in 4-34 below, the sentence can not start with
awake which they call the mubtada '/subject!:
434 *
Awake Zayd
Zayd [is] awake
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but, according to them, the sentence can start with 'Zayd t in the existence or absence
of the interrogative (or negative) particle as in 4-35 and 4-36 below respectively:
4-35	 i/J.
Is Zayd [theme] awake[rheme]?
4-36ti
Zayd [theme] awake [rheme]
The only suggestion for this, as I believe, is that originally
	 awake is not the
mubtada '/subject as some TAGs' believe, because when the particle is omifted, the
sentence does not accept it	 awake/standing) as its initial position, but accepts
the reverse order, i.e. to start with .LJ Zayd. Therefore, it is more reasonable to
consider awake/standing as preposed kha bar and .Lj Zayd as the
mubtada '/subject and thus the canonical order is t.1 
_j Zayd awake (cf also
S..IBakr, 1985, vol. 2: pp. 42-43). Thus the speaker could start his sentence with
Zayd but instead he prefers to start with awake in order to give it a sense of
emphasis (although the emphasis is to some extent weak, because this sentence is
relatively unmarked in Arabic).
4-37a
(a) faCil/sub of pass. voice! passive participle: mubtada' negative
pro-agent, replaces the particle
khabar_________________________ ___________
(b) theme	 t 4	 rheme (preposed) Uit4
Figure 6-4
The parsing analysis (a) shows the sentence as if it is in its canonical/unmarked order
while the thematic analysis (b) shows that the sentence is in its non-canonical, but also
relatively unmarked order. I say unmarked order, because this structure (and also that
of 4-32 above) is used extensively in SA. Thus, the preposing here only gives a weak
sense of emphasis. This example justifies why I do not always use terms such as
canonical/non-canonical as synonyms for terms such as marked/unmarked
respectively. In other words, WO is non-canonical simply because it occurs less
frequently than the canonical WO, but it is marked only if it conveys emphasis.
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Some TAGs also analysed this sentence (4-37a) in another way as follows:
4-37b LJ	 I L4
(a) rnubtada'/subject	 khabar (preposed)	 negative particle
(b) theme	 LI	 rheme (preposed)
Figure 6-5
The comment on 4-32a, b and c can be applied to 4-37 (see also note 2).
4.3.
Rules of non-canoncaI word order
This section has two main parts: The first will investigate rules of WO in nominal
clauses and the second will investigate rules of WO in verbal clauses. This
compulsory aspect of word order does not directly concern the rhetorician because it
does not involve a rhetorical purpose. Rather the sentence would simply be
ungrammatical without it, as will be seen in the following subsections.
4.3.1.
The compulsory arran gement of WO of the constituents in the
nominal clause:
It has been said that the nominal sentence consists of two main components, the
mubtada '/subject and the abar/predicate. Unlike the relatively fixed arrangement
between the verb and thefacil/subject in the verbal sentence, the arrangement between
the mubtada '/subject and the abar/predicate in the nominal sentence is more
flexible. This means that the class _JI of the mubtada'/subject and the
khabar/predicate is, to some extent, free. This also indicates that the mubtada '/subject
is so called not because of its initial position (thematic position, Halliday's term), but
because it is governed (by old information) 4_d.c	 The khabar/predicate being
the governor çSti comes after it. The mubtada', then is called mubtada' whether it
occupies initial position or last position. This goes counter to Halliday's treatment
which, with very few exceptions, ties the initial positionls of the clause to the theme in
English (cf Chapter 2). However, there are some contextual conditions (verbal or
situational, i.e. either due to the form of the mubtada'/subject or to the context of
situation), which restrict the movement of the main components of the
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nominal sentence, the mubtada '/subject and the khabar/predicate, keeping them
within the confines of their canonical position.
4.3.1.1.
The mubtada'/subject
Within the framework of the TAGs the mubtada'/subject should be preposed (i.e.
should be put in its canonical place) in four cases.
1- If it is an interrogative pronoun (or a particle which occupies initial position
LLa.I). This tallies with the principle that the interrogatives (and the particles
in general) should occupy sentence initial position regardless of their functions
whether they are mubtada 's/subjects or abars/predicates. In this respect, the
mubtada 'I subject is usually followed either by a verb as in 4-38 or by a prepositional
phrase as in 4-39 as a abar/ predicate:
4-38 ..L2.a p1..
who[theme] +(came-(he) + with you-gent.) [rheme]
Who [theme] came with you [rheme]?
4-39
Who is with you?
2-If it is a noun of admiration 	 as:
4-40 !
	
t.4
How beaurful the house is !
4-41 !4.t.a
How good he is!
3- If the mubtada '/subject is pre-joined with the emphatic morpheme J La to indicate
emphasis, as
4-42
Muhammad is a good writer.
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4- If the mubtada'/subject indicates generalisation and is connected to its predicate by
the emphatic morpheme Fa as	 every in:
4-43	 j..4t J^
Every worker must have his reward
5-If the mubtada '/subject is restricted to the Lc/.a bar ji.	 as:
4-44
-(4:171/ pp. 271-72)
.1	 .3
4Jq dJcLLH Lo.4
For God [theme] is one God [rheme]
4-45	 L or
Cisa is nothing but my friend [rheme], or CIsa is only my friend.
7- In ambiguous contexts where neither the mubtada '/subject nor the abar/predicate
show overt case markings as in:
4-46	 9.4
Mi2sa [theme] is my friend [rheme].
7- If both mubtada'/subject and khabar/predicate are equal in definitness as in 4-46 or
indefiniteness as in 4-47 where each of them can be mubtada'/subject as (examples
quoted in jS./Bakr, 1985, vol.2: pp. 18-28):
4-47	 9.1 j.4JI
The light of the moon [theme] is the light of candles[rheme].
4-48 J4 L	 4$
An honest fighter [theme] is an unknown soldier[rheme]
It is worth mentioning, here, that the compulsory preposing of the mubtada '/subject in
examples 4-1 to 4-6 and 4-38 to 4-43 is due to the form of the mubtada'/subject itself,
while preposing it in examples 4-44 to 4-48 is due to the context of situation. The
grammatical rules do not prevent the mubtada'/subject from replacing its position
with the khabar/predicate in the latter examples (4-44 to 4-48), but it is the
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meaning/the context of situation that forces it to stay in the initial position, since the
khabar/predicate (which in these examples equals the mubtada'/subject) can replace
the position of the mubtada'/subject to become the mubtada'/subject, and thus the old
information. This, however, is not what is meant by the speaker.
4.3.1.2.
The Khabar/predicate
The grammarians also point out that the abar/predicate must be preposed in four
cases:
1- If the	 abar/predicate is an interrogative pronoun (or a particle which occupies
initial position) as:
4-49.._S?
how-(in nom. position) [rheme] + you-(in nom. position)[theme]
How are you?
4-50
-(75:10/ p. 1857)
-	 -	 ft	 ft
where-(in nom. position) [rheme] + refuge-nom. [theme]
Where [theme] is the reJige [rheme]?
2- If the mubtada '/subject is indefinite and the predicate is a prepositional phrase or
circumstant as:
4-51
I have-gent. (in nom. position) [rheme] + a book-nom. [theme]
I [theme] + have a book [rheme]
4-52 U.-i
A man [theme] is in the house [rheme]
7- If the mubtada '/subject is connected by a coreferential pronoun referring to the
khabar/predicate, as
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4-53 t4.L L.th
The owner (of the house) is in his house. Or It is in his house, that the owner is.
4-If the khabar/predicate is restricted as:
4-54
no one + (winner-nom.) [rheme] + except + (the hard worker-nom.) [theme]
No one is the winner except the hard worker. Or The hard worker is the only winner
The canonical order of this sentence, if particles are excluded, is equivalent to
4-55
The hard worker is winner.
but if the khabar/predicate is to be restricted, it should be preposeed and the focus will
be concentrated on the mubtada '/subject occurring in a late position within the clause
after the exception particle .
5-If the speaker/writer wants to focus onl emphasise the khabar/predicate as:
4-56 U
(from a tribe of) TamIm-nom. [rheme] + I-nom.[theme](am)
lam from (the tribe of) TamIm. Or From (the tribe) of TamIm, Jam.
The compulsory preposing of khabar/predicate is also bounded by contextual
conditions, whether verbal as in 4-51 to 4-53 or situational as in 4-55 & 56.
4.3.2.
The compulsory WO of the constituents in the verbal clause:
As is mentioned earlier, the canonical order of the verbal is VSO. This order is not
always strictly adhered to. The faC il/subject of a verbal sentence may move from its
canonical place (between the verb and the object) to other possible places either
forward or backward. However, the grammarians set certain conditions to prevent the
faC il/subject from being permuted from its canonical position to other positions within
the sentence. These conditions are:
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4.3.2.1.
Preposing the fã C il/subject before the object: VSO
Consider the ambiguous contexts where thefO di//subject and the object do not show
overt case markings such as:
4-57	 L7".94 J4•
chided[rheme] + MQsa-O (nom.)[theme] + the boy-O [complement]
Müsa [theme] chided the boy [rheme].
4-58 L'". ' L' 4 'i
Müsa hit Cjsa
li such ambiguous sentences it is difficult to determine who chided whom as in 4-57
or who hit whom as in 4-58 (i.e. which is thefOci//subject and which is the object)
since there are no overt case markings to show the subject and the object. This raises
an important point in Arabic grammar. This is what is traditionally called
Words in Arabic are said to be either inflectional _ j.aa or invariable ai.ii.. In
Arabic, TAGs have divided speech into three classes: nouns, verbs and particles. For
them, nouns are mostly inflectional	 verbs, except the imperfect tense, are
mostly invariable	 i.4, and particles are invariable	 (cf jialBakr, 1985, vol.
3: p. 23). Words that show case markers in their surface forms are inflectional Z4_a.
while those which are not marked in their surface forms are invariable ZUw. This
suggests that the foci//subject and the object in examples 4-57 & 58 are invariable
. The covert case markers do not tell which is subject and which is object. For
more exposition, consider the following examples:
4-59 L?'94
slept [rheme] + MQsa-0 (nom).[theme]
Müsa [theme] + slept [rheme].
4-60 L,'94 .
met (I) + MQsa-O (accus).
ImetMzsa
4-61 L,94ii-4
passed (I) + by Müsa-O (gent.)
I passed by Masa.
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In all these three examples 4-59, 60 & 61, the morphological ending of the noun does
not change, in spite of the fact that it plays three different grammatical roles in these
sentences, foci//subject, direct object and object of preposition. Depending only on the
case markings to assign the functions of the noun in the above examples, 4-59, 60 &
61, is misleading. The difficulty is increased when both thefa cil/subject and the direct
object are invariable 	 4 as in examples 4-57 to 4-61 above. This shows the
importance of the overt case markings appearing at the end of words within the Arabic
sentence. The speaker/writer, in such sentences, is forced to put thefa Cil/subject in its
canonical position, after the verb and before the object to eliminate any ambiguity
resulting from the absence of the case markers from the surface structure of the
sentence. TAGs, however, exclude this condition if the ambiguity can be eliminated
by means of contextual situation. This can be exemplified as follows:
4-62 L,"94	 LaJ
ate + the pear-0 (accus.) + MQsa-0 (nom.)
Masa ate the pear
It is noted that both NPs in the above example are invariable; however, the
foCi//subject changes its position to occur after the object. The justification for this is
that the meaning of this sentence is simply known: Mi2sa must logically be, the
fOCil/subject, the doer while the pear must logically be the object. Now we go back to
the second condition that focuses the speaker/writer to maintain thefaC'il/subject in its
basic position.
2- If the faCil/subject is an affixed pronoun and the object is an explicit noun
4-63 U.j
saw + 1-nom. (fOCi!: suffixed pronoun) + Zayd-accus.(object)
I saw Zayd.
3- If both thefoCil/subject and the object are affixed pronouns:
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4-64
-(2:219/ p. 93) jiqJiJigJLii
They ask thee concerning wine and gambling, say: "In them is a great sin ".
In	 they ask you, in the above example, the fa Cil/subj ect the pronoun
cL3 is compulsorily placed before the object 	 kaf the 2nd person pronoun
f.
4-If the object is restricted as:
4-65	 1b	 J La or	 Si 1a4
Muhammad ate nothing but an apple. Or
It was an apple that Muhammad ate [and nothing else].
4.3.2.2.
The fãcillsubject before the verb: SVO
The facil/subject may desert its normal position to be compulsorily placed before both
the verb and the object under the following conditions:
1- If thefacil/subject is an interrogative pronoun, as
4-66
who-O (nom.) + came + Zayd-accus. yesterday-gent.
Who came to Zayd yesterday?
2- If thefaCil/subject functions as a conditional particle as:
4-67 aa
Whoever plays, Iwill play with him.
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3- If the speaker, writer wants to focus/emphasise thefáCil/subject:
4-68	 L,'tJ .La.ta
Muhammad-nom + saw(he) + me-accus. + yesterday
Muhammad saw me yesterday.
This condition is situational, however. Nothing forces the speaker to prepose the
faCil/subject before the verb (thematizing the faCil/subject according to Halliday)
except his own desire to focus on thefácil/subject.
4.3.2.3.
The object before the fãci!Isubject: VOS
The canonical position of the object is after thefa"il/subject. The object, however,
precedes itsfadil/subject obligatorily in three cases:
1- If the object is an affixed pronoun and the subject is an explicitlovert noun
as:
4-69
blessed + you-accu.(object: suffixed pronoun) + Allah-nom.
May Allah bless you.
2- If thefd'il/subject is restricted (focus is onfa cil/subject) as [situational condition]:
4-70 .LAt4	 .t.	 J^I t
No one ate the apple except Muhammad. Or,
It is only Muhammad, who ate the apple.
4-71
-(35:28/ p. 1307)
4 t,1&1I	 o tii	 to.4
It is only + fear + Allah-accus. + among His servants-gent, the knowers-nom.
Those truly fear God, among His servants, who have knowledge Or, It is only those
who know, who fear Allah among His servants [my translation].
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3- If thefacil/subject has a co-referential pronoun referred to by the object as:
4-72
-(2:124! pp. 49-50)
4atoJ.	 aI.4 J4
And remember that Abraham was tried by his Lord with certain commands.
4-73	 bJL.4	 tE
The car was driven by its owner.
In example 4-72, the object the NP	 Abraham is compulsorily preposed before
the facil!subject, 4..... j His Lord, because thefacil/subject has a suffixed co-referential
pronoun which refers to the object. By the same token, the object 	 the car, in 7-
73, is obligatorily preposed before thefacil!subject	 its owner.
4.3.2.4.
The object before the fâ c il and the verb: OVS
In Arabic it is standard to put the object afier the verb and thefa cil!subject because it
is a complement, and thus this is its canonical place. To put the object in the middle,
between the verb andfaCil/subject is marked. But it is highly marked to thematize the
object so that it occupies initial position, before the verb and the faCil/subject.
According to the TAGs, however, the object must be put before thefacil/subject and
the verb in three cases:
1- If it is a particle which canonically occupies initial position. Examples of this
include:
4-74
-(17:110/ p. 813)
c	 titlI .d.0..&uI di.	 1 LI
By whatever name ye call upon Him, (it is well): for to Him belong the most beautjiil
names (p. 813)
4-75
any-accus. + man-gent. + visit-(you)juss. + visit-(I)juss.
Any man you visit I will visit.
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the objects, Li whatever in 4-74 and	 any in 4-75 are preposed because they are
conditional particles. Consider also the following examples:
4-76 -1d
Whom did you meet?
In this sentence, the interrogative particle 	 whom, is obligatorily placed in initial
position. It also functions as a preposed object since the speaker is inquiring about it.
The answer to this question could be something like:
4-77	 a_i
met + 1-nom. Muhammad-accus.
I met Muhammad.
Muhammad is the object of the sentence which the above context question 7-76 is
inquiring about. Another piece of evidence which shows that ,> in 7-76 is a preposed
object is that, the object, Muhammad in 4-77 can substitute the interrogative particle
,.4 whom through intonation (rising-falling pitch)as in 4-79 (4-76 is renumbered for
convenience):
4-78
Whom did you meet?
4-79	 Lii.t.a
Muhammad, you met?
(You met Muhammad)
Thus, the interrogative particle
	 whom in 4-76 is definitely the object of the
sentence. But even so, why should it be preposed? According to TAGs any particle,
whether interrogative, conditional, negative or else, should be preposed. For them, the
scope of a particle extends over all elements of the sentence which are to its left (i.e.
come after it). Any constituents to the right of the particle (i.e. which come before it)
fall outside its scope. Therefore the particle should occupy initial position (cf
,LIBakr, 1985, vol. 3: p. 30 and else where).
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2- If it is a separate pronoun indicating restriction or particularisation (situational
condition) as:
4-80
-(1:5/p. 4)
4+ki J[1
You-accus. + (we) worship
Thee do we worship.
3-If the object follows	 and verb is preceded by the morpheme fa as in:
4-81
-(93:9/ p. 1971)
g jiIl i0t
Therefore, treat not the orphan with harshness.
In example 4-81 the object 	 the orphan is preposed before the verb	 exploit
and before the implicit facil/subject iI you because it follows La to indicate
importance or particularisation (which can be glossed as "the orphan only do not
exploit"), according to the rhetoricians. Dhaif (
	
1990: p. 274) rejects this
rhetorical purpose and argues that the reason for this type of preposition is to indicate
emphasis. I believe that both justifications are valid and the rhetoricians are assuming
only sub-types of emphasis, as will be explained at the end of this chapter, since both
justifications agree that the emphasis (focus in western terms) is on the preposed
object ç'' the orphan.
4.3.2.5.
The HJtil
The position of the hal in the sentence is usually discussed in terms of its relation to
its co-referent	 and to its regent 4i4
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4.3. 2.5.1.
The hal in relation to its co-referent
As pointed out in the previous chapter, the canonical position of the /ia1 is after its co-
referent, (i.e. the expression which refers to the same entity as the expression in
question), as indicated in 4-82 below (regent + co-referent + hal). However, in
accordance with the TAGs, it is admissible to prepose the hal before its co-referent as
is the case in 4-83:
4-82	 ;i..
came + Muhammad-nom. + riding-accus.
Muhammad came riding
4-83	 .:LS) t
came + riding-accus. + Muhammad-nom.
Muhammad came riding. Or
Riding, Muhammad came (Halliday's formulation)
But, the hal should be left behind (i.e. after its co-referent) in its canonical position
(regent + co-referent + hal), in the following cases (RRH):
1-If it is restricted to its co-referent by the exception particle
	
except (situational
condition):
4-84
-(6:48/ p. 351)
3jiog 3J'o 1 i" soJI	 Log
We send the apostles only to give good news and to warn.
In this example, the háls	 to give good news and	 L_a to warn are to be
restricted, thus they should occupy a late position, after their regent (the verb), their
co-referent (the object) and especially after the exception particle . This order,
however, is obligatory in this context, only to give the meaning of restriction (cf j,
1985, vol. 3: p. 274). Therefore, it is a situational condition. The next example is also
the same as 4-84 above in structure (t..a + regent + co-referent + + hal) and purpose
of this order:
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4-85 14	 1 L.4 cq- L4
not + came + Muhammad-nom. + except + riding-accus.
Muhammad came only riding. Or
Riding, Muhammad came.
It was only riding that Muhammad came.
2-The hal should follow its co-referent if the co-referent is in the genitive case,
whether it follows a prepositional phrase as in 4-86 or because it is an annexed
4J	 (the second part of an ZL annexation construction) as in 4-87:
4-86 t2:9	 t.49 jj..4
I passed by Muhammad (while he was) standing.
4-87
I saw Muhammad's teeth (while he was) laughing.
The reason why the preposing of the hal is disallowed in 4-86 is to avoid ambiguity. If
the hal is inserted between the fa cil/subject and the prepositional phrase as in 4-88
below, one would not know whether it refers to thefaCil/subject before it or to the
prepositional phrase after it.
4-88	 t.9 •••jj4*
In the case of 4-88, inserting the hal between thefaci//subject and the object as in 4-89
would also cause ambiguity, while inserting it just after the object as in 4-90 below
would result in an ungrammatical sentence because it would disjoin the annex
from the annexed 4_J LI'.
4-89	 LSMI tL 4*
4-90
3- It also follows its co-referent obligatorily if its regent is an invariable verb as in
4-91	 L4.t.4 J.Ai bI 14
How handsome Muhammad is when smiling.
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The above are the three cases that TAGs presented as conditions forcing the hal to
maintain its canonical position within the clause. They, however, stress that the hal
should precede its co-referent if the former is restricted, as in:
4-92 L.a	 La
No one came riding except Muhammad.
4.3.2.5.2.
The hal in relation to its regent
The hal, according to TAGs, is free to follow or precede its regent in two cases.
1-When the regent is a variable/inflected verb _j.Lôi4 J.a. Thus the sentence 4..93
below has other optional orders as 4-94 & 95:
4-93	 L.a ;t.'
came + Muhammad-nom. + riding-accus.
Muhammad came riding.
4-94.a.S pt.,.,
came + riding-accus. + Muhammad-nom.
Muhammad came riding.
4-95	 ciq- t.L^IJ
riding-accus. + came + Muhammad-nom.
Riding, Muhammad came.
The grammarians of Kufah, however, do not accept clauses as 4-95 since the verb is
variable, and the co-referent is an explicit noun 	 !. They do however, accept
such a structure if the co-referent is an affixed pronoun as in 4-96 (cf j $/Al-
Mubarrid, 1399, vol. 4: p.169, ._.s_ j
	Asrâr Al carabiyya, p. 92 &
/Ibn JinnI,	 Al-Khaâ'i, vol. 2: pp. 387-85):
4-96
riding-accus. + came + 1-nom.
Riding, I came.
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2- The hal also may follow or precede the regent or both, when the latter is an
adjective resembling a variable/an inflected verb	 '	 ZLb..	 (cf J_ . 	 _1/Ibn
CaqIl, 1985, vol. 2: p. 202) such as the active participle j1-4 going away in,
4-97 SL 3lt-i4
Muhammad is going away crying.
4-98 3lt-i4
Muhammad is going crying.
499 tL4 L4
Crying, Muhammad is going.
I believe, however, that examples 4-97, 98 & 99 are either artificial ones or at least
highly marked in Arabic. For TAGs, the hal/status follows its regent obligatorily if the
regent is an invariable/an inflected verb as 4-100 or demonstrative pronoun (and also
if the regent is an adverb or prepositional phrase cf	 ,/Ibn Caqil, op. cit. p.
203-4 & . jU/Al-Mubarrid, 1399, vol.4: p. 170) as 4-101:
4-100 tLL'4	 1.4
How handsome Muhammad is when smiling.
4-101 LL44
this (is) + Muhammad-nom. + standing-accus.
This is Muhammad standing.
4.3.2.6.
The khabar/predicate of kâna
TAGs point out that the khabar/predicate of kána cannot be moved from its canonical
position (after kána and its noun) in two cases:
1- In an exclusiveness structure, where the khabar/predicate is restricted, as in the
following example:
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4-102
-(8:35/ p. 479_)
th- i-ig 	 i :''	 J1d;y.b	 Log
Their prayer at the House (ofAllah) is nothing but whistling and clapping of hands.
Here	 whistling (and also	 clapping of hands) is the khabar/predicate of
kána. According to TAGs it cannot change its position because it is restricted
This condition ( i.e. restriction) is contextual because grammatically, the
khabar/predicate can change its position, but a different meaning will then result
2- In ambiguous contexts, where both the noun of 'inná and its khabar/predicate are
uninflected:
4-103 LJ
The Chosen man (i.e. the prophet Muhammad peace be upon him) was the guidance.
Since there are no case markers on either the noun of káná and its khabar/predicate in
4-103 above, the constituents should maintain their canonical positions.
Generally, Arabic seems to manifest a free word order, but from the foregoing rules
and examples, there is no doubt that some constituents of the Arabic sentences are
bound in certain environments. These basic environments and rules of words order,
which the TAGs adopted, and which characterise Arabic constituents can be
sun-imarised as follows:
1) Arabic does not allow an indefinite constituent to be preposed.
2) Most, if not all, particles (particularly interrogatives, negatives and conditionals)
must be preposed.
3) A preposition must precede a noun.
4) Restrictedlexclusive constituents must be postposed (i.e. the second constituent
after t.a and the constituent that is after the exception particle '').
The conclusion reached from this section is that the question raised earlier: is Arabic a
free word order language?, can now be answered with a more confident "no"; but with
the same degree of confidence, it can be stressed that Arabic is nonetheless a relatively
flexible word order language, as will be clearly seen in the following section.
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4.4.
A proposed model for non-canonical word order analysis
From the literature review that has been conducted in Chapter Three, two main
approaches or models can be established for treating types of non-canonical word
order. These two approaches have been widely used by traditional rhetoricians (see for
instance,	 1 j.J/Al-JurjánI, 1955, L,SLJiIAs-Sákkakl, 1965 & 1987, ,SJl/Az-
Zarkashi,	 ApJ Al-Burhân,	 i/Ar-RâzI, t/Al-'Itáz: 1989 and LJ J/Al-
QazwinI,	 t •--'/Al-'Idhãh: 1983) as well as most of the modernists (such as
yjLj/Cabbas: 1989, J....bJUAl-Ful,	 ^jJAt-TarâkIb and
	
bi Misd,
l979& 1987).
The first and the most popular model is syntactically oriented. This involves
categorising the types of non-canonical word order according to the grammatical
classification of the sentence and its constituents, dividing these types, so to speak,
according to the components of the sentence. It has been said that any sentence must
have two main components, the theme o_J ttjjt and the rheme 1i	 11. Some
sentences have a third component, which is traditionally called a complement
In accordance with these three categories, the rhetoricians also analyse non-canonical
word order into three types: preposing the theme, preposing the rheme, and preposing
the complement. The rhetoricians usually give some examples of the preposed
component, whether it is the theme, the rheme, or the complement, without attempting
to trace all the possibilities. The rhetoricians are not interested in whether the
preposed constituent is a subject, object, or whatever. It is adequate for them, to say
that the preposed element is the theme or the rheme or the complement. In other
words, the rhetoricians' approach leads them to discuss the major types of non-
canonical word order without going deeper to consider all the constituents that are
allowed to be permuted from their canonical positions to other positions within the
sentence.
The second model is functionally or pragmatically oriented. It also divides all types of
non-canonical word order into two main categories. These are: 1) Preposing in the
same sense as postposing	 t	 (i.e. preposing with no change in
grammatical function), e.g. preposing thefacil/subject or the object. 2) Preposing in a
different sense from postposing	 t.	 (i.e. preposing with a
change in the grammatical function), e.g. preposing the abar/predicate (when both
the khabar/predicate and the mubtada'Isubject are definite	 Al-JurjãnI is the
chief exponent of this approach (cf Chapter 3 and cf also Chapter 5 Section 2.)
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Both the above treatments may be marked with imprecision and ambiguity, especially
when we consider that the rhetoricians have based their analysis of the rhetorical
purposes on the above divisions. They say, for example, that the rhetorical purpose of
preposing the theme is to draw attention to it, while, the rhetorical purpose of
preposing the rheme is also to draw attention to it! (cf j./Carafa,	 p-
jj: pp. 175& 265, s..j_IAnIs, 1985: p. 306, J..J VA1-Fli,	 SljJI/At-Tarâkib:
p.117).
In this chapter, I shall propose a model which does not adopt either of the above
approaches, but is mainly based on developing both approaches by combining them,
and extracting their best aspects to get what is, to some extent, a new approach
characterised by clarity and precision. The model proposed will not therefore be
entirely strange to those who have studied the two approaches discussed above (cf
4.3. and cf also Chapter 3). Through this proposed model, we shall trace and discuss
separately all the constituents that can be preposed, and illustrate our study with
several examples from the Holy Qur'ãn. The aim of so doing, is for this model to
establish new grounds for word order analysis. Most types of non-canonical word
order will be shown clearly and in a more organised way, thus enabling the rhetorical
purposes of non-canonical word order to be discussed more extensively. So our
proposed model for the analysis of non-canonical word order has two aspects: the first
is syntactically oriented while the second is pragmatically oriented.
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4.5.
Types of non-canonical word order
PREPOSING THE CONSTITUENTS
WITHIN THE SENTENCE
Rheme
abrVerb
Theme
•	 ubtadaF acil
Complements
Objec	 Adverb	 Frepoition
Figure 4-1
The above figure indicates that non-canonical word order can be divided into three
major types. All of these have a number of sub-divisions which basically constitute
the constituents of the Arabic sentence. The three types of preposing are described
below.
4.5.1.
Preposing the theme
This has two subcategories: the mubtada'Isubject of a nominal sentence and the
faCilisubject of a verbal sentence.
4.5.1.1.
Preposing the mubtada' Lt.0
Although the mubtada '/subject is usually put at the beginning of the sentence because
this is its canonical place, the rhetoricians say it may be preposed, especially when it
may optionally be preposed or postposed for a rhetorical purpose, as will be see in the
next section. Consider the following example (4-104):
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4-104
-(48:29/ p. 1585)
I JgJj	-o
Muhammad-nom.[theme] + (messenger-nom. + ofAllah-gent) [rheme].
Muhammad[theme] is the messenger of A llah[rheme].
As can be seen from the above sentence, the structure of the sentence is the canonical
structure where	 Muhammad is the mubtada'/subject and	 _wj the
messenger of Allah is the khabar/predicate of the sentence. The sentence, however,
can be optionally inverted to the following sentence:
4-105	 i1J
(messenger- nom. + of Allah-gent.)[theme] + Muhammad-nom. [rheme].
The Messenger ofAllah[theme] is Muhammad[rheme].
It can be noted from the analysis accompanying the sentence that even when the
sentence is reversed, what occupies first position is the theme and what follows is the
rheme. According to grammarians this analysis is valid only when the
mubtada '/theme and the khabar/rheme are defined. Thus, syntactically, there is no
difference between the two sentences. Pragmatically, however, there is a clear
distinction between them. The mubtada '/theme is so called, because it is what is being
talked about, and thus bears old information while the khabar/rheme is so called
because it talks about the theme, and thus bears new information. Sentence 4-104
above thematizes .L4.a Muhammad which is old information and rhematizes J9.s.aj
Lu the messenger ofAllah which is new information. But when the order is inverted
as in 4-105 the information structure is also inverted, 4 J.uij the messenger of
Allah becomes old information while .La.tA Muhammad becomes new information
which, functionally, results in a different sentence (cf 4.3.1.1. & also Al-JurjânI's
study 3.3.1.1.). This view tallies with that of Halliday, who always ties the theme, to
initial position. In Arabic, however, this is necessarily the case only when the theme
and the rheme are defined. So the difference appears on the basis of the constituents'
functions and not on the basis of their positions.
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4.5.1.2.
Preposing the fâciLJt.bJ
It has been said that the canonical position of thefaCil/subject is after the verb and
before the object. In marked structures, the Arabic, however, allows it to be placed to
the front for focus, as in the following two examples:
4-106
-(l3:26/p. 681)
,	 , ,
jjJI -id1I
A llah-nom. [theme] + enlarge [rheme] + the sustenance-accus.
Allah doth enlarge, or grant by (strict) measure, the sustenance.
4-107
-(39.42/ p. 1409)
, ,
to	 g Li
It is Allah that takes the souls (of men) at death
The canonical structure of example 4-106 is (F)/SVO where 3i Allah is the preposed
fáCil/subject, t-	 enlarge is the verb and jj.i sustenance is the object. This, as
mentioned earlier, tallies with the Kufan grammarians who argue that the initial NP in
examples of such structure is a preposed faCil/subject (theme), and thus the above
sentence according to them is a verbal one. This process puts the focus on the
faC i//subject. If the sentence were to be reordered according to its canonical word
order, it would be VSI (F)O:
4-108 3jjJI AU _____
enlarge + AIlah-nom. + the sustenance-accus.
Allah enlarges the sustenance.
As is also mentioned above in 4.2. & 4.2.1.1, that according to the Basran
grammarians, examples of such structures are simply nominal sentences and thus the
initial NP is mubtada'/subject, while the verbal clause C9jj 't	 enlarges the
sustenance is a verbal clause that acts as	 abar/predicate (rheme) of the nominal
sentence. The problem that faces those who adopt this view is that the verb (the
operator), the part of the rheme, which is
	 enlarges in example 4-106, preposed
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by an agent (CUl Allah in 4-106) needs afaC il/subject to govern or operate upon. This
leads the TAGs, especially the Basrans assume that there is an ellipted or
implicit/covert pronoun	 following the verb and acting asfacil/subject as in:
4-1093j,JI (9J) '•_u
Allah-nom. [theme]+ (enlarges + OHe-nom. + the sustenance-accus.) [rheme].
(0e1lipted constituent)
We have said earlier that the reason the Basran grammarians make this assumption is
that for them a governed constituent, cannot in any circumstance precede its governor.
This is why they assume that there is an ellipted fdcil/subject to constitute an
embedded verbal clause acting as abar/predicate and the initial NP is its
mubtada '/subject. Thus the sentence, according to them, is in its unmarked structure.
In example 4-107 above, the word iU Allah is the preposedfa C il/subject and
takes (the souls) is the verb while the word	 the souls is the object of the
sentence. The structure of this example is the same with that of 4-106. The
faCil/subject in this example is also focused since it gives a sense of emphasis. The
above two examples can be parsed (a) and thematically analysed (b) according to the
Kufan grammarians (1) who analyse them as verbal sentences, and the Basrans (2)
who analyse them as nominal sentences, as follows:
object	 verb	 preposed fficil
complement _____________ rheme	 theme
complement	 0=9. he c1 verb	 mubtada'
rheme	 Theme
Figure 7-2
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4.5.2.
Preposing the rheme
This is can be divided into three subcategories:
4.5.2.1.
Preposing the Jjhabar/predicate
The canonical nominal sentence in Arabic starts with the mubtada '/subject followed
by khabar/predicate. In certain cases, however, the khabar/predicate may change its
canonical position to be put to the position before the mubtada'/subject, as in the
following examples:
4-110
-(3:189/p. 200)
Ig iIgLouiJI JIo dug
To Allah doth belong the dominion of the heavens and the earth
4-111 4i	 j J, 9	 L4 4.JI .LLa
The structure of example 4-110 above is abar/predicate + mubtada'/subject, while
the canonical structure of such a sentence is the reverse, i.e. mubtada' + khabar.
Nothing prevents the mubtada '/subject from occupying its canonical position as in 4-
111 except that the speaker (here the Exhalted Allah) wants to emphasise the kha bar
by preposing it.
4-1 12
-(59:2/p. 1715)
diii 3.
 rd'-'	 4° r'	 IØ'g
And they thought that their fortresses would defend them from Allah.
Example 4-1 12 also constitutes a type of non-canonical word order. The word
r .L... would defend them is the	 abar/predicate preposed before the
Mubtada '/subject, the word fortresses. This structure is formulated to
achieve a specific rhetorical purpose. The focus is directed to the preposed
khabar/predicate. This sentence is derived from sentence 4-1 13 which is in its
canonical order:
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4-113
4.5.2.2.
Preposing the kijabaripredicate of 'inna
The arrangement of 'inna and its noun and khabar/predicate is to some extent strict.
The predicate can however, precede its noun for a rhetorical purpose, if it is a quasi-
clause	 o. The following are two examples of this type:
4-114
-(88:26/ p. 1946)
4j1dIit. llr
Then it will be for Us to call them to account.
The structure of the above sentence is ('jima + khabar/predicate + noun). The
khabar/predicate of 'inna, the word I atc' for Us, is preposed before the noun
their account. The canonical structure of this sentence is ('inna + noun +
abar/predicate) as:
4-115 ttc
'inna + their account-accus. [theme] + for Us-genit. (in nom. position) [rheme].
It is their account [theme] that is for us [rheme].
4-116
-(49:7/p. 1589)
4 4111 JgiJ) pq 3 1 Ig.o.Ldg
and know that + among you-gent. (in nom. position) [rheme] + Allah-accus. 's
messenger-gent. [theme].
And Know that among you[theme] is Allah's messenger[rheme].
As is clear from the above sentence, the khabar/predicate of 'anna (the sister of
'inna) the prepositional -ci among you, has been preposed before the noun of
'anna, the phrase iUI jaj
 Allah's messenger. The fçjabar here and in 4-114 above is
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doubly emphasised through preposing it and by using the emphatic particles in 4-
114 and in 4-117. The canonical order of the sentence is as follows:
4-117
and know that + Allah-accus.'s messenger-gent.[theme] + among you-gent (in nom.
position) [rheme].
And know that it is Allah's messenger that is among you.
For TARs, the /çabars/predicates in both examples above, 4-114 & 4-116 are
preposed to yield a non-canonical word order and thus emphasised to indicate a
rhetorical purpose, as we will discuss in later sections.
4.5.2.3.
Preposing and postposinq the kfiabarl p redicate of kâna
It has been said in the previous chapter that kána (and its sisters) has two nouns. The
first of these is the noun of kána, which is typically followed by the khabar/predicate
ofkána as in 4-118:
4-l18ULtS
was + Muhammad-nom.[theme] + student-accus.[rheme].
Muhammad was a student.
The khabar/predicate of kOna, however, may occupy, whether optionally or
obligatorily, other positions within the sentence: Witness the following sentence:
1-Initial position:
4-119
-(3:137/ p. 181-82)
43.U...oJI	 aL j L	 IJ.it j j l	 sJI lqil
travel through the earth, and see what was the end of those who rejected truth.
Here, the khabar itS how obligatorily occupies initial position because it is an
interrogative particle. However, it can be preposed optionally if it is not a particle, as
in the following:
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4-l2OLt
awake/standing-accus.[rheme]. + was + Zayd-nom. [theme].
Zayd was awake/standing..
2- Medial position:
4-121 4.LQ	 ,tS
was + in the house-gent.(in accus.) [rheme] + owner -(its)-nom. [theme].
In the house [theme], was its owner[rheme]. Or, Its owner was in the house.
The khabar	 at the house obligatorily occupies initial position, after kána and
before its noun, because it is a prepositional phrase and the noun has a co-referential
suffixed pronoun. This structure can occur optionally if the noun does not have a co-
referrential suffixed pronoun as in 4-123 which is, canonically, derived from 4-122:
4-122
Muhammad [theme]was at the house[rheme].
4-123 .t	 4III
At the house [theme], was Muhammad[rheme].
Besides discussing non-canonical word order of theme and rheme in declarative
sentences, TAGs as well as TARS discuss this word order in interrogative and
negative sentences.
4.5.3.
WO in interrogative sentences
As indicated earlier, typical word order in Arabic requires that the theme precedes the
rheme. In interrogative sentences, however, theme-rheme arrangement changes
according to the intended meaning. Consider the following:
4-124
is it you-nom. [theme] + (who recited-nom. + you-nom. + this + poem-gent.) [rheme].
Is it you [theme] who recited this poem [rheme]?
4-125	 ht
did (you) + recite-nom. [rheme] + you-nom.[theme] + poem-accus.+ that...-embedded
clause.
Did you [theme] recite the poem that you wanted to recite[rheme]?
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4-126	 D.L	 4	 *
did (you)+ recite-nom.[rheme] + you-nom. [theme] + this-accus. + poem-gent.
Did you recite this poem?
4-127 Jg
	
ta'-'il
is it you-nom.[theme] + recited-nom. [rheme] + poem-accus. + that...-embedded
clause.
Is it you who recited the poem that you wanted to recite?
In 4-124 the theme-rheme word order is in its canonical order. The theme	 you
follows the interrogative particle and the question is asked in this order to challenge
the status of the speaker (the theme) rather than the rheme. The speaker wants to know
who did the action. He is querying the doer. In 4-125, on the other hand, the rheme
JU said is preposed for emphasis, and the question is asked to challenge it as a
proposition. The speaker is querying the action. Thus, the speaker starts with the
theme when he wants to query the doer of an action and preposes the rheme when he
wants to query whether or not the action took place. This is then why sentences like 4-
126 & 127 are rhetorically wrong. The demonstrative pronoun 	 %.A this in 4-126
indicates that something has taken place and therefore, the speaker should start with
the theme rather than the rheme (the verb) to ask about the doer. In 4-127 the speaker
is not certain whether the action took place or not, so he should prepose the rheme to
query the action. This is also clear in the Holy Qur'ãn. Consider the following
examples:
4-128
-(21:62/p. 932)
4rd' Ii.4[ 	 I	 Lk	 utt lgJL
They said, "Art thou the one that did this with our gods, 0 Abraham?"
4-129
-(19:46/ p. 864)
4 Pa').!t
	
:Ld:ii (s
	
.uI ..i.djl Jt
(the father) replied: Art thou shrinking from my gods, 0 Abraham?
Here, in 4-128 the people of Abraham know that their gods (idols) have been broken.
There is no mystery about this, so they do not ask about them, but they do want to
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know if it was Abraham himself who broke them or not. The fadillsubject (theme) is
preposed to achieve this purpose. In 4-129, on the other hand, the speaker preposes the
active participle (rheme)	 shrinking from because in this case, he is querying the
action itself, rather than the doer of the action.
4.5.4.
Non-canonical WO in negative sentences
The position of the negative particle in the Arabic sentence varies according to the
structure of the clause itself. Verbal clauses in Arabic can be negated in two ways. The
way chosen depends mainly on the position of the verb. If the verb precedes the noun
the negative particle will occupy initial position as in 4-130 and if it follows the noun
the negative particle will be inserted between the verb and the noun as in 4-13 1:
4-130	 .Là)	 ___
You [theme] do not speak Arabic fluently[rheme].
4-131	 U
You do not speak Arabic fluently.
From a grammatical point of view, it seems there is no difference between examples
4-130 and 4-131 above. The difference appears only on the surface form! structure.
The structure of the first sentence is Neg. par. + V [rheme] + F/S [theme] and the
structure of the second one is F/S [theme] + Neg. par. + V [rheme]. On the other hand,
from a functional point of view, there is a clear difference between them. The second
sentence indicates, besides negation, another meaning, which is emphasis. This also
suggests that the nominal sentence, according to the Basran grammarians, or the NP
initial sentence, according to the Kufan grammarians, as 4-13 1 above, is an assertive
one. From the Holy Qur'ãn the following example is quoted:
4-132
-(23:59/p. 988)
id	 ji1q
Those who join not (in worship) partners with their Lord.
The preposing the word ç_A they and inserting the negative particle between the
pronoun	 and the verb Sj.,j to join partner in worship indicates two meanings:
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1-To deny that the believers are polytheists.
2-To emphasise that this group of men are truly believers and they will not make
partners (in worship) with their Lord.
These meanings will vanish if the sentence is inverted where only the negation is
intended as:
4-133	 thj
4.5.5.
Preposing the complements
Under this title we will discuss the various positions of the object, the preposition and
the hal.
4.5.5.1.
Preposing the object
According to the traditional Arab grammarians the canonicallunmarked structure of
the verbal sentence is VSO. In certain circumstances, however, this structure may be
permuted. Consider the two following examples:
4-134
-(2:l33/p. 53)
40ii	 g.-'_
When death appeared before Jacob
When, it appeared before Jacob, death. [Hallidayan formulation]
However, Halliday's formulation mentioned above is not really acceptable English.
4-135
-(4:95/ p. 244)
ldlI 4ii	 g
Unto all (in faith) hath Allah promised good
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As can be seen from sentence 4-134 above, the object 	 Jacob is preposed
before thefac il/subject (theme)	 death. The object deserts its unmarked position,
the third position to occupy the second position between the verb and the faCil/subject.
Sentence 4-135 shows that the object may occupy another position, which is the initial
position. The Arabic word 1..L. promised is a doubly transitive verb which has two
objects	 good and tS all of them. The structure of the above sentence is O +
V + F/S + 02. If the sentence is in its canonical word order the structure will be V +
F/S+ Oi + 02 and the sentence will be:
4-136 la44 ^ L M u I 4 I.9
Allah promised good for both of them
It is to be mentioned that this structure OVS is a highly marked in Arabic, however.
The functional differences between the different structures of the object will be
discussed in Section 4.6.
4.5.5.2.
Preposing the prepositional phrase
Usually Arabic does not allow the preposition to be put to the front of the sentence,
but in some cases there could be a non-canonical word order of the sentence by
placing (thematizing, according to Halliday) the preposition in the initial position of
the sentence, as in the following example:
4-13 7
-(42:53/ p. 1494)
jg.oYi ' t— dii 2J1 Yl
Behold (how) all affairs tend towards Allah.
Towards Allah [theme], tend all affairs [rheme]. (Hallidayan formulation)
The structure of this example is Pp. + V + F. This indicates that the prepositional
phrase 4l J towards Allah is not in its canonical place. The unmarked position of the
prepositional phrase is shown in the following rearranged structure:
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4-13 8
Jt-4j
tend[rheme] + affairs-nom. {theme]+ toward Allah-gent.
All affairs [theme].tend toward Allah[rheme].
It is noted that in both 4-137 & 138, the analysis of TAGs goes encounter to that of its
English counterpart. The analysis of this example 4-137 also shows the inadequacy of
the TAGs' definition of the complement as what can be dispensed with. It has been
said that according to TAGs the sentence should be composed of two main
components, theme and rheme. Other constituents are said to be complements because
the sentence can be informative Lii 14 without it. But, deleting the complement in the
above example will result in an incomplete sentence as in:
4-139 :g.4i J4*
*Affairs [theme] tend...[0=rheme].
The ungrammaticality of sentence 4-139 is attributed to the fact that the verb
tend is transitive, and demands an object or object of preposition (in this case), as its
complement. Therefore the complement, here, is essential and cannot be dispensed
with (as TAGs always claim is true of the complement). It is also a part of the rheme
as is usually the case with the complement in English. Otherwise an ungrammatical
sentence will result. This analysis works with the verbal clauses when &. I	 the
theme is a prepositional phrase as is the case with the one above. In nominal clauses,
the rheme can be a prepositional phrase and hence preposed, as in:
4-140
-(6: 73/ p. 360)
4L1J.oJldig
to Him-gent. [rheme] + dominion-nom. [theme]
To Him[theme] belongs dominion[rheme].
Example 4-140 above confirms that preposing the prepositional phrase is a common
type of non-canonical word order. The structure of the above example is Pp
khabar/rheme] + mubtada' [theme]. This structure is also marked but it is not as
highly marked as preposing the object before the verb as in 4-135. The unmarked
structure of this sentence, 4-140, is inubtada' + Pp (khabar). Thus the canonical order
of the above sentence 4-140 is as the following:
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4-141	 LLW
dominion-nom. [theme] (is) + to Him-gent. [rheme]
Dominion [theme] belongs to Him [rheme].
The difference between 4-140 and 4-141 is apparent in the thematic structure and also
the informational structure. The order of the thematic structure in 4-14 1 is theme -
rheme and is thus unmarked. In 4-140 it is reversed and thus marked. This also
applies to the English translations, while theme is unmarked in 4-141, it is marked in
140. The markedness of the theme (preposed rheme according to TAGs) in 4-140
suggests that it bears the focus/emphasis (according to TARS) of the clause.
4.5.5.3.
Preposing the adverb
In Arabic, as mentioned earlier, there are two main types of adverbs. These are
adverbs of place and adverbs of time. The canonical position of these adverbs is at the
very end of the sentence. For certain purposes adverbs may change their positions and
move either to the front or to the middle of the sentence. This movement can be seen
in two examples quoted from the Holy Qur'ân:
4-142
-(3:5/ pp. 278-79)
4ppltpqJI
This day have I perfected your religion for you
On this day [theme] Ihave perfected your religionforyou[rheme].
4-143
-(88:25/ p. 1946)
For to Us will be their return.
To Us [theme] is their return [rheme]. (Hallidayan formulation)
The structure of example 4-142 above is Adv. T. + V [rhemel + F/S [themej + Pp.+
0. This non-canonical/unmarked word order results from preposing the adverb of time
the word	 this day before the other constituents of the sentence For TARs, this
sentence sounds more elegant than the sentence in its unmarked order as:
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4-144	 41 4.L	 i1$
perfected + 1-nom. + your-religion-accus. for you-gent. + today-accus.
I [theme] perfected your religion for you to day [rheme].
In example 4-143 the adverb of place	 to Us has been preposed before the word
their return. Unlike the adverb in the above verbal sentence, the adverb in the
nominal sentence is strongly assertive, and is preceded by the emphatic particle
'inná. Therefore the focus on the preposed adverb is very clearly marked. This double
emphasis/focus will disappear when the sentence is rearranged in its unmarked order,
where the theme	 to Us which follows the emphatic particle bears only unmarked
emphasis:
4-145
'inane- + their return-accus.[theme] + to Us-gent. (in nom. position) [rheme].
Their return [theme] is to Us [rheme].
4.5.5.4.
Preposing the hal/status
As has been said before, the structure of the hal is regent + co-referent + hal. The hal,
however, may precede its co-referent or even its regent for a rhetorical purpose.
Consider the following example:
4-146
-(23:33/ p. 984)
4Ig)	 3JJI d.0 g. 	 Lii JLq
And the chiefs of his people, who disbelieved[theme]..., said[rheme]...
Example 4-146 exhibits non-canonical word order. The hal the phrase	 >a of his
people has been preposed before its co-referent the phrase
	
_J who
disbelieved to achieve a rhetorical purpose. The sentence in its canonical word order is
as follows:
4-147 .4.a	 49jS	 th UI JtJ
The disbelieving chiefs of his people[theme], said[rheme]...
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4-148
-(54:7/p. 1649)
-I o	 d;LbL
(humbled-accus. their eyes-gent.) -Hal + come forth-(they)-nom. +from the graves-
gent.
They will come forth, their eyes humbled from (their) graves. (or)
It is with humbled eyes [theme]], that they [theme2] will come forth from their
graves [rheme].
In 4-148, the /al 1. '- humbled which becomes definite by annexation to
their eyes occupies the initial position of the sentence before the verb and its
facil/subject	 they come forth. This structure hal + verb +facil/subject is
marked in Arabic. The hal is preposed in order to bear the focus of the sentence,
hence the new information. If the constituents of the sentence are in their canonical
positions as in 4-149, the connotational meaning of sentence 4-148 will vanish:
4-149	 - L
They [theme] will comeforthfrom (their) graves with humbled eyes [rheme].
Therefore a sentence like 4-149 could only be an appropriate answer to a context
question like 4-150. While sentence 4-148 can only be an appropriate answer to 4-150
if the speaker intends to convey his message in a markedlcontrastive construction. On
the other hand, sentence 4-148, which can be expressed in English by means of an it-
cleft, is the only appropriate answer to contrastive context questions like 4-15 1 & 4-
152:
4-150
How would they comeforthfrom (their) graves?
	4-151	 Li 1-
Is it humbled or respectful, their eyes will be when they come forth from (their)
graves?
(or)
	
4- 152	 ___
Will their eyes be humbled or respectful when they comeforth from (their) graves?
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4.6.
Rhetorical/functional purposes of non-canonical word order
Since Arabic is the language of the Holy Qur'ãn, it is logical that the Holy Qur'ân
follows Arabic grammar in composing its verses. The words within the Qur'anic
sentence are normally arranged according to the canonical Arabic order. It is found,
however, that some words change their canonical position forward or backward for a
rhetorical purpose. By considering such rhetorical purposes we can understand the
reason for a sentence occurring in a different order from its canonical order.
Rhetoricians agree that any sentence exhibiting non-canonical word order must have
two meanings, otherwise the non-canonical word order will be a bad one. These two
meanings are: L J.ALl	 the literal meaning which appears in the surface form
and	 the secondary meaning which is in the speaker's/writer's mind and
which he or she wishes to reveal. This secondary meaning is, in fact, what is
traditionally called the rhetorical purpose of non-canonical word order.
After considering the rules and types of non-canonical word order, it is convenient
here to consider the major rhetorical purposes of non-canonical word order in the
Holy Qur'ãn. It should be stressed, however, that some verses may exhibit more than
one rhetorical purpose. This point is considered a controversial issue among scholars
interested in non-canonical word order. Some rhetoricians such as Ibn Al-AthIr (,_l
1983, vol. 2: p. 39) reject the idea that some verses may exhibit more than one
rhetorical purpose. This argument has led him to contradict the opinions of many
rhetoricians and exegetes such as Al-Jurjâni, As-SakkâkI, Az-ZamakharI and Abü
Hayyân. These scholars, like most rhetoricians, accept that such verses may exhibit
more than one rhetorical purpose as we will see below. I believe, however, that most
of the types of rhetorical purposes numerated by TARs are merely sub-categories of
one major purpose, i.e. focus, as it is called by western linguists, or emphasis
as it is called by Arab linguists. This assumption is not new. Rather it goes back
centuries to the first functional hints given by SIbawayh while talking about non-
canonical word order 	 c.iJI when he points out (cf 3.2.3.1.) that 'Arabs
prepose what is more important to them or what concerns them more'. This phrase
given by SIbawayh can be paraphrased as 'Arabs prepose what they want to emphasise
or focus on'. Thus, Sibawayh's statement meets our assumption since 'importance' and
'concern' are effectively synonyms for 'emphasis' or 'focus'. Therefore, throughout this
subsection one eye will be kept on the TARs' treatment of rhetorical purposes of non-
canonical word order and the other on the assumption with which this sub-section, and
this chapter in general, will end.
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The major types of rhetorical/functional purpose that are worth highlighting are the
following:
4.6.1.
Emphasis/focus b.tXt
This type, I believe is the major type, i.e. the basis for most other types of rhetorical
purpose, which are only minor derivatives from this general one. They are variants of
the 'emphasis' type, because all of them indicate emphasis/focus as Slbawayh indicates
in his book LSJ Al-Kitâb, as mentioned elsewhere, and other types only sub-
divisions given by TARs lead by Al-Jurjâni. Emphasis is traditionally termed .Li^L.fl.
In modern functional Arabic grammar, the near equivalent is called (cf
JSJJ/Al-Mutawakil, 1985 & 1986) which is a translation for the Western
functionalists' term 'focus'. Now, let's examine the following examples:
4-15 3
-(2:15/p. 10)
, ,
4 j'a4ia ild1I ,
Allah-nom.[theme] + mocks-[rheme] + on them-gent. [complement].
Allah will throw back their mockery on them.
It is Allah [theme] who mocks them [rheme]. (Halliday's formulation)
The structure of example 4-153 is F/(S) + V + Pp. The information focus of the
sentence is put on the foci!, the word 4 Allah which comes before the verb c"
mock to emphasise that Allah is able to throw back the mockery of the hypocrites on
them. This, however, does not negate the possibility that the hypocrites may be
mocked by the other people. The emphasis stems from the non-canonical word order
in the above sentence. It will disappear if the sentence is rearranged, as the example
below shows, according to its canonical word order:
4-154 çc4) i1i L4".
mocks [rheme]+ Allah-nom. [theme]+ them-gent. [compl]
Allah [theme] mocks them [rheme].
For the TARs, a sentence which starts with an NP, as 4-153 is more emphatic than the
one that starts with a VP as 4-154. The justification for this difference, as indicated
before, is that the noun indicates 	 permanency and continuity while the
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verb indicates	 occurrence and renewal, which means that the latter
is changeable (cf 4.2.1.1. above).
4-155
-(48:29/ p. 1585)
Muhammad is the messenger ofAllah
Muhammad [theme] is the messenger ofAllah [rheme], (Halliday's formulation)
As is mentioned in 4-154 the structure of this sentence is mubtada' + khabar. This
means that the sentence is a nominal sentence in its canonical order. Since both the
mubtada '/subject and the khabar/predicate are definite, the rhetoricians, believe that
the khabar/predicate of this sentence can be proposed as in:
4-156	 44
and the speaker has the option to choose either the structure of 4-155 (mubtada' +
khabar) or that of 4-156 (khabar + mubtada'). Therefore, for them, the speaker may
chose to put the mubtada' in its canonical position in order to focus on it and to give it
a sense of emphasis. Al-JurjânI 	 1984) for example, discusses the two
possible structures of sentence 4-157 which exhibits the same structure as 4-155:
4-157 3tt- • t 	 j
Zayd [theme] is the departing one [rheme].
It is Zayd [theme] who is the departing one [rheme] (Halliday's formulation).
Al-JurjânI	 1984: p. 179) points out that the rhetorical purpose of this
structure, mubtada' followed by khabar is to emphasise that it is Zayd the one who is
in the process of departure and not say, for example, jj- Camr:
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)LS	 A3-t	 ' :
L3jt
LL'
The explanation of this is that. ifyou say 3tt-W	 "Zayd is the departing
one," you are talking about an act of departure that took place and which the
listener knows, except that he does not know whether it came from Zayd or
Camr.
 So, if you say 3tt 'W	 "Zayd is the departing one, "you eliminate
any doubt and you make him [the listener] sure that it was Zayd, whereas
before this was a mere possibility (JL.JI/Al-JurjánI 1984: p. 179) [my
translation].
It is worth mentioning here, that even though h.L Zayd is here analysed as a
mubtada'/subject, it is used to convey new information.
4.6.2.
To indicate the importance of the preposed element hi1
Sometimes a constituent of a sentence may be preposed because it is important to the
speaker or to the hearer. SIbawayh
	 1983, vol. 1: P. 124) says:
As if they prepose what most concerns them and is most important to them.
As with other types discussed, I believe this is only a sub-type of the general type,
namely emphasis, because it is logical that the speaker will emphasise the piece of
information that is most important whether to him or to the addressee. Among
examples that the rhetoricians quote to support this purpose is the following:
4-158
-(27:68/ p. 1109)
4IgI4J
It is true we were promised this, we and our fathers before (us)...
As can be noted from the above example, there is non-canonical word order. The
demonstrative pronoun
	 this which refers here to the Day of Resurrection (from
the dead) is preposed before the twofá'ils/subjects of the passive verb 	 we (the
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pronoun of separation) and	 L3fourfathers, because the raising itself from the dead
is more important, in this context, than those who will be raised	 we and 1.L1
our fathers). This the demonstrative pronoun bears the information focus of the
sentence. In another verse, as is shown below, because the raising from the dead is not
important in the text, the demonstrative pronoun comes in its canonical position afler
the two foCus of the passive verb:
4-159
-(23:83/ p. 993)
Such things have been promised to us and to our fathers before.
Thus in 4-15 8 the focus is intended to be put on the demonstrative pronoun. Therefore
it leaves its canonical position and is preposed. In the second example 4-159, the
sentence is only informative j; therefore, it comes in its canonical place.
4.6.3.
Giving more attention to the preposed constituent
4.L
The constituent may be preposed if attention is to be drawn to it. This is a clear sub-
type of the purpose of emphasis. Compare the following examples with examples 4-
153, 7-155, 4-157& 4-158:
4-160
-(2:87/ p. 36)
yjI
Some ye called impostors, and others ye slay!
4-161
-(4:95/ p. 245)
,	 ,
4	 ttlI cdii
Unto all in faith hath God promised good.
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4-162
-(l6:8l/p. 757)
=	 'V
.jI* Lo.op1J.k.di1Ig3,
It is Allah who made out of the things He created some things to give you shade.
The structure of example 4-160 isO + V + Fl(S). The object l2 j some (people) is
put before the verb	 call impostors and thefac'il, the affixed pronoun	 in the
word	 . This has been done to draw the attention to the word	 which refers
to Allah's prophets. In 4-16 1, the verb	 promised is a doubly transitive verb
having the objects ^ unto all and	 good. As indicated in 4.5.5.1. above, the
structure of this example is 02 + V + F + O. For TARs, the rhetorical purpose of this
structure is to focus attention to the object of the sentence.
In 4-162, the prepositional phrase çSJ for you comes before the object shade.
The rhetorical purpose of this preposing is to give more attention to the prepositional
phrase which refers to the believers. He wants to remind them of one of His graces
which is to shade them from the sun. It is true that all people have benefited from this,
but Allah wants to inform the believers that he has made it especially for them,
therefore, they have been given more attention by preposing the prepositional phrase
çiS.l for you, which refers to the believers. This however does not contradict our
assumption indicated earlier in this section that in all these examples, the preposed
constituents are preposed to indicate emphasis/to bear the information focus of the
whole message. Even, if we look, at the terms used by the rhetoricians: hSL3
emphasis,	 importance and	 attention, we find that all of them, but
specially the last two purposes, are near equivalents.
4.6.4.
Particularisation and restriction/exclusiveness
di9 L)'
As mentioned in this study, changing the order of the words within a sentence affects,
to a large extent, the meaning of the sentence. Thus a sentence such as:
4-163 I)Lhj
Zayd hit Camr,
is different in meaning, according to both grammarians and rhetoricians, from a
sentence such as:
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4-164 4j 4b" i-
Amr [theme], Zayd hit him[rheme]. (or) Amr was hit by Zayd.
The word order of sentence 7-163 is V + Fl(S) + 0, while the word order of sentence
4-164 is 0 + V + Fl(S). The meaning of both sentences is also different. The former
can be interpreted as a neutral proposition: 'Zayd [among many Zayds] hit Amr', using
Halliday's formulation. The latter, on the other hand, has a sense of exclusiveness; the
proposition, in English, can be interpreted as: 'it was Camr and nobody else that Zayd
hit', or 'Amr and nobody else was hit by Zayd' (Halliday's formulation). This means
that 'Amr' in 4-164 is the focal point of the message, which is expressed in English by
means of pseudo-cleft (as the first possible translation of 4-164 above shows) and is
represented by Halliday as a marked theme.
This rhetorical/functional purpose of exclusiveness or particularisation is very clear in
the Holy Qur'an because it is used there extensively. Witness the following Qur'anic
examples
4-165
-(39:66/ p. 1417)
4L2JIgL9JJIJ
Nay, but worship God...
4-166 4LL.i
Worship-fuss ive (you) -nom. + A llah-accus.
(O=you) [theme] worship Allah [rheme]. (Halliday's formulation).
Worship [theme] Allah [rheme]. (or) Worship Allah [rheme]. (Halliday1 s other
possible formulations).
Sentence 4-165 above is derived from 4-166 which is a positive imperative
construction. The unmarked imperative construction consists of: imperative verb +
implicit faCil/subject + object. Thus the theme is the eillpted pronoun iyou which,
for comparison, also accords with Halliday's analysis of such imperative constructions
in English. As is shown above in the analysis of translation 4-166, Halliday points out
that besides this analysis which considers the ellipted pronoun as theme, there are two
other possible analyses: to consider the imperative verb itself as theme and the rest of
the construction as rheme or simply to consider the whole construction as rheme
(rhematic construction).
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Sentence 4-165 shows the marked structure of the imperative sentence 4-166. The
object, the word Lii Allah is emphasised by preposing it before the imperative verb
L_' c' worship. For rhetoricians, this emphasis indicates particularisation or
exclusiveness -
	
i	 _Ll which can be glossed as, 'Allah alone you should
worship'. In Arabic this emphasisedlfocused message can be achieved by preposing
the object before the imperative verb as exemplified in 4-165 above.
4-167
-(13:26/p. 681)
jjJI IdJJI
Allah-nom.[theme] + enlarges [rheme] + the sustenance-accus.[complement].
Allah enlarge, or grant by (strict) measure, the sustenance
It is Allah who enlarges the sustenance. (Halliday's formulation)
The fact that the rheme of the sentence is a verb enlarge suggests that the
sentence is verbal, and should have a rheme in the initial position of the sentence
followed by a theme (cf 4.5.2. above). The general structure of the above example is
theme + rheme + complement which specifically can be parsed as, Fl(S) + V + 0. The
fOCi//subject, the word Liii Allah is preposed before the verb t-"' enlarge and the
object JI the sustenance. The information focus is placed on thefo Cil/subject by
preposing it before the other constituents of the sentence; hence it is also new
information. This marked Arabic structure having the focus on the initial element can
be represented in English through an it-cleft sentence, as the accompanying translation
in 4-167 shows. The unmarked structure of this sentence is V + F + 0/ (rheme +
theme + complement):
4-168 3jj.fl iiI _____
Allah [theme] enlarges the sustenance[rheme].
Thus preposing the foci//subject as in 4-167 (and also the objects in 4-163 & 4-165
and prepositional phrase in 4-169 below) indicates in the traditional Arab
classification, particularisation. In modern western terms this can be regarded as a
sub-type of focus/emphasis. My point here is that this does not mean that there is a
contradiction between the Arab and western views of the function of the preposed
constituents in these sentences. I believe that the preposing of these constituents also
indicates emphasis. The speaker focuses or emphasises particular constituents to
indicate particularisation, for example, as is the case with the above examples. So
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particularisation is simply a more specific subcategory of emphasis or information
focus, resulting from preposing some constituents of the sentence before others. This
also holds true for all rhetorical purposes that are mentioned by TARs.
4-169
-(37:47/ p. 1348)
4Jq2 l.%d•
Free from headiness.
The structure of sentence 4-169 can be parsed as Pp + noun. Thus the sentence is a
nominal sentence. It has been said that a prepositional phrase in Arabic can function
as khabarlrheme. Therefore, the order of the thematic structure is: rheme + theme
which is the marked order of a nominal sentence. If the sentence is rearranged to
match its unmarkedlcanonical structure: theme + rheme, it will be:
4-170	 J9;
No headiness[theme] in it[rhemeJ.
Functionally, the TARs (cf	 jjJVAz-ZarkaI, vol. 3: p. 236, &.'ILashIn, 1983:
p. 230) differentiate between sentence 4-169 and its derivative 4-170, where the
former gives, besides the meaning of negation, a sense of exclusiveness, the latter
giving a sense of negation only. The pronoun connected to the prepositional phrase
refers to Heaven. So, preposing the rheme, the prepositional phrase particularises and
restricts the absence of headiness in Heaven only and no where else. Thus, the focus is
placed on the preposed constituent to give a sense of particularisation which can be
glossed as: it is only in Heaven that there will not be headaches caused by drinking,
whereas in this life there are headaches caused by drinking.
4.6.5.
To eliminate ambiguity
	 U!
4-171
-(40:28/ pp. 1432-33)
,_	 -	 -	 .,	 , JI - -
A believer, a man from among the people of Pharaoh, who had concealed his
faith, said...
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Example 4-171, exhibits non-canonical word order. The prepositional phrase JT
from the people of Pharaoh has been preposed before the verb cc
concealed, while its canonical place would be at the end of the sentence. This
sentence wants to show that this believer is from the people of Pharaoh and this
catmot be shown unless the prepositional phrase comes before the verb. If the non-
canonical word order was not used and the prepositional phrase was in its canonical
position at the end of the sentence as in 4-172,
4-172	 JT	 44	 49.4 J.J Jt9
A believer, a man who is concealing his faith, and who is from the people of
Pharaoh, said....
it would be possible for someone, as Az-ZarkaI 	 vol. 3: p. 233) says, to
think that man conceals his faith from the people of Pharaoh only and it would not be
thought that the man is originally from the people of Pharaoh. So in order to avoid this
ambiguity and to show that the man is originally from the people of Pharaoh, the
prepositional phrase is preposed. This is an example of situational condition.
4.6.6.
Expressing good news in advance
If someone has pleasant news and wants to tell somebody else this news, it is
preferable to start his speech or statement with the pleasant news. This, as TARs
believe, is the case with the following example:
4-173
-(13:23/ p. 680)
Gardens ofperpetual bliss, they shall enter there.
Gardens ofperpetual bliss [theme], they shall enter [rheme].(Halliday's formulation)
This sentence has two analyses: 1) The genitive phrase .L.c
	 gardens of
perpetual bliss is mubtada '/subject and the khabar/predicate is the verbal sentence
L1.. they shall enter there: S + fPred (V + F/S + 0). 2) The genitive phrase is
khabar/predicate with the mubtada '/subject as the ellipted ,A it, while
they shall enter there is a separate verbal sentence (cf	 jj..th/Ad-DarwI, 1992: p.
116). There is also another third analysis: 3) 0 + V + F/S which indicates that there is
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non-canonical word order. The genitive phrase >i
	
gardens ofperpetual bliss
has been preposed before the verb and itsfa cil/subject	 they shall enter. The
verb has a co-referential pronoun which refers to the preposed object in order to
render this type of non-canonical order grammatical. For TARs. the rhetorical purpose
of putting the genitive phrase in the first position is to express good news to the
listeners who are supposed to be believers. In accordance with the third possible
analysis of the above example, the canonical structure will be as follows:
4-174	 iL
They shall enter gardens of perpetual bliss
The effect of the pleasant news will not be as dramatic if the sentence were to exhibit
non-canonical word order, having	 t_iq. gardens of perpetual bliss at the
beginning of the sentence. More basically, I believe the reason for preposing the
genitive phrase, in 4-173, whether it functions as mubtada'/subject or
khabar/predicate, or object is because it is selected to bear the information focus of
the message, and thus to express good news as explained above. So, to transfer this
focus/emphasis into English I adopt Halliday's formulation as indicated above.
4.6.7.
Expressing bad news in advance L4
4-175
-(14:29/ p. 700)
4	 ui.q td 1t	 i;d
Into Hell, they will burn therein, an evil place to stay in.
It is Hell they will burn in, an evil place to stay.
The structure of the above example is 0 + V + F. The word
	 Hell is placed at the
beginning of the sentence. If the object is returned to its canonical position, the
sentence will be:
4-176
They will burn in Hell, an evil place to stay. (cf 	 jj JI/Ad-DarwI, 1992: p. 191)
For TARs, the rhetorical purpose in this example 4-175 is like the one mentioned in
the previous example 4-173. The only difference is that the rhetorical purpose of the
previous example is to express good news to the believers, whereas the rhetorical
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purpose of this example is to express bad news to the unbelievers. I believe also that
preposing the object gives a sense of emphasis.
4.6.8.
Preposing fora psychological effect
Needless to say, the Holy Qur'ân has a great effect on the hearts of those who recite it;
this is because the psychological factors are of concern to the Holy Qur'ân. Thus, it
has been described as a charm:
4-177
-(74:24/ pp. 1848)
jJg.1 ft fig W!	 !JL.
Then said he, "This is nothing but magic, derived from of old.".
As far as non-canonical word order is concerned, the Holy Qur'ân uses psychological
effects as a rhetorical purpose for non-canonical word order. Witness, for instance, the
following example:
4-178
-(2:l33/p. 53)
4.g.oJI ag.S	 j"
When death appeared before Jacob.
4-179
-(6:6l/p. 356)
:i:
At length, when death approaches one ofyou.
The above two structures exhibit non-canonical word order. The structure of both
examples is V + 0 +F/ (S). The word	 tI death, thefacil/subject is placed at the end
of the two sentences (cf 4.5.5.1). As is well known, the canonical position of the
facil/subject, in Arabic, is after the verb and before the object. Therefore, this type of
non-canonical word order has been adopted for a rhetorical purpose. The word
death has a special force. It is the fate of all flesh. Therefore, this word is commonly
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hated. All people are afraid of it. For this psychological effect, this word has been
placed at the end of the two sentences.
4-180
-(lO:12/p. 550)
When trouble toucheth a man.
This is also an example of the psychological effect. The structure of this example is
also V + 0 + F! (S). Thefacillsubject, the word	 trouble, has been placed after
the object the word	 a man for a specific rhetorical purpose. The word
trouble has strong emotional significance. What has been said about the word
death in examples 4-178 & 4-179, could be applied to the word 	 trouble in
example 4-180. For TARs, the hatred and fear aroused by the meaning of such words,
are in fact, the psychological motivation for the sentence exhibiting non-canonical
word order. The psychological effect is reduced when these sentences are produced in
their unmarked structure as in:
4-181
4-182 ç.S;.L3l :9.ti
4-183	 j.Si )4 L49
I believe that preposing the object and postposing thefacil/subject in examples 4-178
to 4-180 give emphasis to the postposed elements. Thus 	 death and	 trouble
are the focal points of these messages; hence they bear the information focus of these
sentences. Therefore it is these secondary meanings, hatred and fear of death and
trouble that the TAGs state, can be achieved by postposing and thus emphasising the
faCils/subjects of these sentences. Thus in translating these sentences, the focus should
lie on the facil/subject, which can be done only through passivization as in the
following:
4-184
-(2:l331p. 53)
When Jacob is approached by death.
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4-185
-(61:6/p. 356)
At length, when one ofyou is approached by death...
4-186
(10:12/ p. 550)
LII ;LuyI L
When a man is touched by trouble...
4.6.9.
Maintaining the rhyme and the assonance of Qur'anic verses
..WLLJIJ	 il	 Jj...a
There is no doubt that organising sentences and keeping their rhyme pattern the same
gives more elegance to a text. The Qur'ânic discourse surpasses in using this style to
the extent that it becomes the rhetorical purpose of some verses. This is the case in the
following example:
4-187
- (15:61-64/ pp. 722-23)
jgjio pg. r1 JL * j lttij. JI .6g.l ijT .d. LcJ.
LIg	 JLa Jti4 Ig * gj
	
d	 Ig.iL Lo
	
j.i i9iL
At length when the messengers arrived among the adherents of Lat. He said; "Ye
appear to be uncommon folk." They said: "Yea, we have come to thee to accomplish
that of which they doubt. We have come to thee with the truth."
The structure of the first verse above 3q.Lu}OJI .6qi JI	 t01	 When the
messengers caine to the adherents of Lat, is V + 0 + F. The object .ii Jtthe
adherents of Lt is preposed before the faC'il/subject	 the messengers. The
rhetorical purpose for this non-canonical word order is to keep the rhyme of the verses
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the same as is shown in the following verses. This would not be achieved if the
sentence were arranged according to its canonical structure as:
4-188 ,19J JiL
This purpose together with the one indicated in 4.6.5. which is to eliminate ambiguity,
can be taken as separate types of rhetorical purpose and not as sub-types of the
purpose of emphasis.
Some sentences may, of course, be arranged to achieve more than one rhetorical
purpose, as example 4-189 shows below:
4-189
-(7-5:1/pp. 3-4)
4g*JIpJJl.o
Master of the Day ofjudgement. Thee do we worship and thine aid we seek.
The structure of the second verse in example 4-189 isO + V +F/ (S). The object of the
second part of this verse L!you is preposed before the verb 	 wJ seek aid and the
faCil/subject, the implicit pronoun	 we.
(LJVAl-Kaâf, vol. 1: p. 61) argues that the rhetorical
purpose of this preposing is to express particularisation only. i/Ab Ha)yân
(..._JI/Al-Bahr, vol. 1: p. 24) rejects Az-Zamakhari's argumentation stressing that
the object in this sentence is preposed to give more attention to it:
LAS	 t--i
;L.cU 9.A L
Az-Zainakhari says, "The preposing here is for particularisation," but it is not
as he claims; the preposing in our opinion is used to give more attention to the
object [My translation].
I/Ibn Al-Athir (1991, vol. 2: p. 39), on the other hand, says in response to Az-
Zamakhari that the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order in example 4-
189 is to keep the rhyme of the sentences the same:
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çt J?
	
L4:49	 L' J	 t	 J 4.
3L4JL444JJ't4 	;Jti4
it
The object is not preposed before the verb to indicate particularisation, but to
keep the rhyme of the verses the same, because f it was said 'we worship You
and seek Your aid', this would not be as elegant as f it is said "You do we
worship and You we ask for help" [my translation].
As a matter of fact, if we reconsider this example we will fmd that the meaning of this
sentence may accept more than one rhetorical purpose. For, if the rhetorical purpose of
the second part of the verse
	
L4 You, we askfor help, is to keep the rhyme of
the verses the same, what would be the rhetorical purpose of the first part of the verse,
i .' • i JL You do we worship? It is definitely not the same purpose, because the
second part can be rearranged in its canonical order and the whole verse still has the
same rhyme as in:
4-190	 .th.jj it ."
Therefore, I believe that non-canonical word order has been used in this sentence to
indicate two rhetorical purposes. First to express particularisation or restriction: to
restrict seeking aid from Allah alone and not from anyone else, and second, to keep
the rhyme at the end of the sentences the same.
4.6.10.
To express reproach or admiration and exclamation
L cIIt	 J çG..Li1JI
4-191
- (6:lOOIpp. 371-72)
4JI Tg L	 L Iq
Yet they make the Jinns equals with Allah.
The structure of this sentence is (V + F) + 02+01. This means that the Arabic verb
to make can be doubly transitive i.e., it can have two objects. As is clear from
the structure of the sentence, the second object the word tSj.partners is preposed
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before the first object the word	 The unmarked structure of this sentence is V + F
+	 + 02. Accordingly, the above sentence in its unmarked order would be as
follows (cf	 Mcitlub, 1987: p. 53):
4-192 ii tti 9.L-,9
Thus, the focus in 4-19 1 lies on the preposed second object ctSj.Z partners. The
rhetorical purpose of this preposing is to reproach the unbelievers for associating
partners with Allah in worship, no matter whether these partners are Jinns or
something else.
4-193
-(19:46! p. 864)
p di.11	 •- d JT	 2l1 ji.
(The father) replied: Art thou shrinking from my gods, 0 Abraham?
As mentioned earlier, the typical WO of nominal sentences in Arabic requires that the
theme 'LJ! '	 U precedes the rheme td$ (i.e. the sentence starts with known and
precedes to unknown information). The above sentence, however, shows the reverse
order. The khabar/ predicate! rheme J U the word 
_.j shrinking/hate is an
indefmite descriptive adjective that is preposed before the mubtada '!subjectltheme
LJ! t	 U the pronoun	 you. This type of preposing in this interrogative sentence
indicates emphasis. The rhetorical purpose of this non-canonical word order is to
challenge the rheme	 as a proposition. For TARs, it shows how the father was
surprised by his son, who hates his father's gods. The question in 4-193 can be asked
in another way, as in 4-194:
4-194	 )4L	 Jt	 ::.ii
Here, the sentence is iii its unmarked order. The question is asked to challenge the
status of the theme 4..J	 rather than the rheme 1 iftU. It gives only a sense of an
ordinary question without any element of surprise or exclamation.
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4.6.11.
Distinguishing from others p.il >c
4-195
-(35:28/p. 1307)
4Lol*Ji dLL 3
.
 dlii	 -t
Those truly fear Allah, Among His servants who have knowledge.
The structure of this verse is: 'innamd + V + 0 + F/S, where L44 'innamá is a particle
whose function is to indicate exclusiveness. This non-canonical word order is adopted
to place focus/emphasis at the end of the sentence (here, on thefadil/subject of the
sentence). The object, the word 4131 Allah is placed before thefadil/subject of the
sentence, the word 14.L,Jl those who have knowledge. The rhetorical purpose of this
non-canonical word order is to distinguish W..2Jl those who have knowledge from the
rest of God's servants. Thus, changing the position of thefacil/subject in this sentence
shows that L1bJI those who have knowledge, are at a different stage from others.
They are at this stage because they fear Allah, as He should be feared, more than
others do. The focus placing on thefa cil/subject can be achieved in English through
unmarked focus or an it-cleft sentence, marked focus as in 4-196: (1) and 4-197: (2)
respectively:
4-196: (1) Those who fear Allah, among His servants, are those who have
knowledge.(unmarked focus in Halliday's formulation)
4-197: (2) It is those who have knowledge that fear Allah among His servants.
4.6.12.
Preposing the constituent to indicate the trust placed in it
	
_
4-198
-(59:2/p. 1716)	
I;4 iiJI ø
And they thought that their fortresses [theme] would defend them from Allah[rheme]!
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Here, the mubtada '/subject	 &i'- their fortresses is placed after the predicate
--''L4 defend them. The structure of this nominal sentence is khabar/predicate +
inubtada '/subject. j Z 	 ,./Az-Zamakhari (	 VAl-Kaâf, vol. 4: p. 80) points
out that the rhetorical purpose of this non canonical order is to show how much the
unbelievers rely on their fortresses:
3	 ii
L.L	 çJl
.	 - Jj
If you were to say, what is the difference between your saying: "they thought
that their fortress would defend them or be defending them" and the structure
which the verse has adopted?, I would say: preposing the khabar/predicate
before the mubtada' indicates their excessive trust in their fortresses against
Allah [My translation].
Before we conclude this section, one point is worthy of mention. This concerns our
hypothesis mentioned near the beginning of the present section. It has been said that
the purpose of 'emphasisV'focus' is the common factor linking all the rhetorical
purposes suggested by the TARs. Al-JurjânI	 1984: p. 107) criticises other
traditional linguists', especially Saibawaih's, treatment of non-canonical word order.
The traditional linguists, and particularly SIbawayh, use the notion of
care and concern, which is based on the assumption that the speaker starts
his speech with the piece of information that is of most importance to him. Al-Jurjãni
(op. cit.) says:
J-	 Ljc.j- 1,	 ___
LS" :J .ti	 J.
And know that [in terms of preposing and postposing/non-canonical word
order] we did not find that they relied on anything that serves as a basic rule
except for the rule of care and concern. In discussing the fa cil/subject and the
object, the author of ,1_Z.tl Al-Kitáb [SIbawayh] says: it seems as if they
prepose whatever is of more importance and concern to them [within the
sentence] [my translation].
From this quotation we stress that SIbawayh realises that the speaker mentions first
what is more important to him, i.e. in modern terms, what he wants to emphasise.
This, according to SIbawayh, is the basic rule that makes the speaker prepose some
elements of his speech before others. I believe that Al-JurjânI does not, however,
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reject this assumption. Rather, he proceeds to explain this basic general rule and to
justify why the speaker emphasises some elements of his speech by preposing them
(i.e. by using non-canonical word order). Other TALS, following in the steps of Al-
JurjânI, try to justify the fact that emphasis/focus lies on the preposed constituent by
giving the rhetorical purpose/s of this non-canonical order. The following figure
shows the treatment of some TALs of the rhetorical purpose of some verses that
exhibit non-canonical word order (examples are referred to by the same numbers
given in the present chapter):
Table 4-1
Examp.	 Types	 of Az-Zamakhari	 Ar-Rãzi	 A1-BaydhãwI	 Cabb
__________ Preposing	 ________________ ________________ _________________ ________________
4-153	 Fcl	 Emphasis	 Emphasis	 ________________	 -
4-158	 Pronoun	 Importance.	 Importance	 Importance	 -
4-161	 Object	 -	 -	 -	 -
4-162	 Pp	 Importance	 -	 Particularisation	 Particularisation
4-165	 Object	 -	 Restriction.	 -	 Particularisation
4-167	 FaCil! subject	 Particularisation Empasis	 ________________ _______________
4-169	 Pp.	 Particularisation	 Particularisation	 Particularisation	 Particularisation
4-171	 Pp.	 -	 -	 Restriction	 Eliminating
_________ ______________ ________________ ________________ ________________ Ambiguity
4-173	 Object	 -	 -	 -
4-175	 Object	 -	 Explanation	 -
4-178	 Object	 -	 -	 -	 -
4-187	 Object	 -	 -	 -
4-189	 Object	 Particularisation	 Attention	 Importance!	 Importance
__________ _______________ ________________ ________________ Particularisation ________________
4-191	 Object	 Reproach	 Reproachl	 Particularisation.	 Reproach!
_________ ______________ ________________ Importance 	 ________________ Exclamation.
4-193	 Khabar/	 Exclamation!	 Exclamation!	 Denial!	 Particularisation
__________ Predicate 	 Denial	 Interrogative	 Exclamation	 ________________
4-195	 Object	 Glorification	 -	 Restriction	 -
Elsewhere in his
	
Dalâ'Il, A1-JurjãnI	 p. 108) says:
.	 )tS	 LJI ii
People have thought that it is sufficient to say: "It is preposed because of the
[speaker's] concern [for the preposed constituent] and because of stating it
[first] is of more importance [to the speaker than stating the other
constituents] without, however, pointing out the source of that concern and the
just /Ication for that importance [my translation].
To conclude this section, emphasis (as also is the case in English) is the basic
rhetorical purpose and the other purposes mentioned by the TARs only constitute
explanation and exposition of this general rule.
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4.7.
Conclusion
Three basic points have been discussed in this chapter. These are rules, types and
rhetorical purposes of non-canonical word order. We have pointed out that Arabic is a
relatively free word-order language. This is demonstrated by mentioning the rules that
bound the movement of the constituents within the Arabic sentence. After pointing
out these rules of non-canonical word order from the TAGs' point of view, the types
of non-canonical word order have been discussed. These types include preposing
constituents such as khabars/predicates in nominal sentences and foCus/subjects,
objects, adverbs, prepositional phrases, and hOls/status clauses, in the verbal
sentences. On the basis of two traditional approaches, a new approach has been
developed in treating these types of non-canonical word order. Twelve rhetorical
purposes, supported with examples from Qur'anic discourse, have been extracted and
explained.
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Chapter Five
A Comparison Between the Functional Aspects of the
Traditional Arab Approaches to Word order in
Arabic and Modern Approaches
5.0.
Layout of the chapter
This chapter is divided into seven sections. Section One is an introduction. Section
Two discusses the use of language as a means of communication in traditional Arab
literature. Section Three discusses the relationship between meaning, form and
function. Section Four discusses Al-JurjãnI's treatment of WO from a functional point
of view. Section Five studies the notion of 'context' in traditional Arabic works.
Section Six discusses the information structure of the Arabic sentence in both
traditional and modem works. The final section is a conclusion.
5.1.
Introduction
From the foregoing discussion of the traditional Arab linguists' treatment of non-
canonical word order within Arabic sentences or texts, two lines of thought have
emerged. The first is that of the TAGs, who adopted a formal approach to the study of
standard Arabic (SA) non-canonical word order, and the second is that of TARs, who
adopted a mixed model which ranges between the formal and the functional
(pragmatic) approaches, though it tends to orient itself more towards the functional
approach. This does not, however, mean that TALs propose a well shaped functional
model for SA, of the type known in its modem forms (for example, Halliday's
functional approach, cf Chapter 2). Rather, it means that they were aware of the role
of the function that the constituent/s may play in determining the meaning of the
sentence or, more generally, the meaning of the whole discourse. They do not,
however, group the various aspects of the functional approach together or study them
in one particular section of their books. Instead, they study and refer to some of the
functional/pragmatic elements in various places throughout their writings when
explaining the reasons for the eloquence, beauty and rhetoric of some verses of the
Holy Qur'ân and also the poetry of the ancient Arab poets.
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Functionalists are interested in both the grammatical and rhetorical/pragmatic aspects
of language. The function of grammatical structure is to make meaning available to
convey information. This structure allows users of language to utilise functional
devices (WO, certain prosodic elements, passivization. etc.) for practical reasons, (i.e.
to achieve the rhetorical structure). The function of rhetorical structure, on the other
hand, is to make further use of the grammatical structure. It is to affect the receiver of
language by conveying internal information for certain purposes such as, emphasis,
command, request. etc. Thus the grammatical function and the rhetorical function are
interrelated.
The interaction between these two functions can be also seen in the TALs' analysis of
SA. As a matter of fact, a key adjective for the description of the TALs' treatment of
non-canonical word order or of the Arabic sentence in general is "functional or
"pragmatic". Therefore, the aim of this chapter is to study the validity of this
description by showing the existence of some functional elements in the TALs'
literature.
5.2.
Language as a means of communication
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the Praguian linguists believe that any unit of language
(be it a phoneme, a morpheme, a word, a sentence, etc.) exists only because it has a
function to perform. For them the structures of language (grammatical, phonological,
and semantic) are determined by the function that they perform. According to Vachek
(1966, p. 7) 'functionalism' for Praguian linguists, meant that "any item of language
exists solely because it serves some purpose, because it has some function (mostly
that of communication) to fulfil". Thus language, for Praguian linguists, and also for
Halliday (1978), is composed of units and structures and exists to fulfil the function of
communication. Halliday, in particular, believes that language is to be studied with
regard to its social functions (Halliday: op. cit.).
Comparing this with the TARs' definition of language, we find a significant similarity.
Functional aspects of Arabic language begin to shape themselves in Al-JurjânI's
theory	 t I/An-Nazhm. As the functional approach stands in opposition to the
formal approach in western linguistics, the TARs' approach (in essence functionally
oriented) led by Al-JurjânI also stands in opposition to the TAGs' approach (totally
formally oriented).
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TARs, as well as western functionalists, view language as an instrument of
communication.	 1	 .eJVAl-JurjOnI (jI. Asrâr, 1954: p. 2 & 1991: p. 21) defines
discourse or __.th language in general, by its function as the act of revealing,
showing, and pointing out, and not by its essence, nature or origin:
i	
' t--'L.-	 LiUa	 tiu LJ 9-A	 JI
gl14 jj9
	
J3	 49i L"9 tAj
Know that the discourse is what gives the sciences their ranks, shows their
classes [of elegance], reveals their forms, reaps their various fruits, points to
their secrets, and manifests their hidden aspects [my translation].
By these concepts, Al-Jurjâni means that human language can be transformed through
discourse (or speech) from being concealed to being revealed, or from being unknown
to being known. According to Al-JurjânI, revealing knowledge through discourse
benefits human beings by helping them gain knowledge of the sciences. With it (i.e.
discourse/language) people can benefit each other by communicating their knowledge.
For Al-JurjânI, the act of revealing, which is the act of presenting knowledge (the act
of communication in its broad sense) through a linguistic medium is the most
distinguishing factor of discourse (op. cit. 1954: p. 3 & 1991: p.22):
4	 L4 4I	 t^	 J1 U
L
If this description [i.e. revealing knowledge] is the evaluator of discourse and
its most basic quality, the most eminent kind [of discourse] is the most
obvious [example] [my translation].
Without this function of discourse, knowledge and learning are not possible.
Therefore, discourse/language is necessary for the life of society. It serves as a
distinguishing factor between humans and animals. In this respect, A1-JurjânI
op. cit. 1954: P.2 & 1991: p.21) says:
L	 L$L' '
	 f	 L L)-"4 Jta	 &
L Li	 i3	 '-	 i.al	 4.4Jt t1-'
Through it [i.e. language] Allah-May He be exalted-distinguishes man from all
the various animals... And without it, the advantages of knowledge [and
discourse] would not go beyond the individual knower [scholar]... and [without
it] there would be no difference between what exists and what passes away, the
living being would be no dfferenr from inanimate matter [my translation].
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Thus, discourse/language, for Al-JurjânI, functions as a tool of cultural transmission
of knowledge from one generation to another. Al-JurjãnI (1984: P. 375) rejects the
analysis of language as mere isolated words:
J	 )_aJ	 .4L4J$ çJ
	
i	 L4j
5' L9	 4J	 J	 th
It is known that you, the speaker, do not intend to inform the listener the
meanings of the individual words that you are addressing him with. You do not
say (for example) 'Zayd left' to inform him the lexical meaning of 'left' and of
'Zayd' [my translation].
The speaker then, uses language as a means of communication (op. cit. p. 530):
I ,-,	 çJ	 UJI i	 LLJ	 1.4.4 )t^
.b.y-4J r'-1'
What is known by intuition is that people converse with each other so that the
listener may know the purpose and intention of the speaker [my translation].
5.3.
The relationship between form, meaning and function
TALs point out that the form of an element is influenced by its function which in turn
is influenced by its meaning. For example ;t_. (he) came, and	 (he) hit, are
different in meaning and form. The first is an intransitive verb which requires no
object, while the latter is a transitive verb which requires an object. As for the two
traditional terms, the formlexpression and the meaning, SIbawayh (4..i'", 1881, p.
7) contends that "the meaning of an element influences its form". The difference
between the form and meaning can be understood more clearly if one recalls what Al-
JurjânI states about them	 1984: p. 53):
j.2	 j	 4 11h.4
It is inconceivable that you may know the position of an expression without
knowing its meaning [my translation].
A1-Jurjãni denies that the beauty and elegance of a text are mainly attributed to its
form, but rather to its meaning resulting from composing and arranging the words of
the text, i.e. Nazh,n (1984: p. 92):
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• i ,tL1Jjl	 I 4..aJ j 	 t^
1.4!
	
ti9 Jt	 flP- U ILLfl	 J 5b4I	 L jL
•'J.	 I
So (f a word is beau qful on the basis of its being an expression/form,.., not
because of its status with respect to its neighbouring elements in
Nazhm/arrangement, then its status will be the same; either it is always
beautfiil, or it is never beautiful [my translation].
He stresses that the meaning is more important than the form (op. cit. p. 82):
>— &Jt9 ô	 4^ LS	 &tl Lc t% i1
He who gives precedence to expressions/forms over meanings is like he who
removes something from its proper course, and diverts it from its nature [my
translation].
Al-JurjânI makes the point clear when he says (op. cit. p. 414):
t.i	 j	 ,4
J.LJ e9	 k1.i .&
..I wonder, are words/expressions [used] except for the sake of meanings? Are
they not the servants of meanings and [do they not] conduct themselves
according to their own rules? Are they not signs for them and conventional
elements used to indicate them? [my translation].
The above quotations indicate that the TALs and the modern functionalists share the
basic assumption that the form of an element is influenced by its meaning.
TALs believe, as indicated above, that the function Z	 of an element influences
its form	 . This can be exemplified as follows:
5-1.I	 t
hit + Zayd-nom. + Camr.,accus.
Zayd hit Camr.
For the TALs, the function (not the position) of thefacil/subjectiagent j Zayd-un
causes its form to be in the nominative case. The same holds true for the direct object
Ij...	 Camr,.an being in the accusative case. Some TALs such as SIbawayh, Az-
ZamakharI and Ibn Hiâm use the term 	 position to refer to function in its
current sense. Thus Zayd in 5-1. is in the nominative case because it is in
the genitive position and its function is to fill that position. Camr is also in
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the accusative case because it is in 	 the patient position and its
function is to fill that position. This assumption leads TAGs to claim that the
inubtada'/subjectltopic of the nominal sentence is so called because it occupies initial
position c.LLL	 therefore it could perform the function of mubtada'. This is
one reason why the Baran grammarians believe that a sentence whose initial position
is filled by a noun followed by a verb is a nominal sentence starting with a
mubtada '/subject/topic not with a fdCil/subject/agent (as the Kufan grammarians
believe) (cf 4.2. & 4.2.1. and cf also 4.5.1.2. & 4.5.4.). Consider the following
example:
5-2.	 L,1 JpjJI
the man-nom. + on the tree-gent.
The man is on the tree.
In	 the man is in the nominative case because it is in the position of
mubtada' and it performs the function of mubtada'. As mentioned earlier, the khabar
also is traditionally said to be in the nominative case (cf 3.3.1.1.). Though the second
noun in the sentence 5-2. above	 which appears in the phrase	 L,L on
the tree, is in the genitive case since it is a prepositional phrase, it is the
khabar predicate of the mubtada '/subject	 the man, because it occurs in the
khabar predicate/comment position, i.e. nominative by status j . j J.a and it
performs the function of khabar/predicate.
This leads us to the assumption made by TALs which says that the form is governed
by the function of units in the language. These units include words: nouns, verbs and
particles, phrases, clauses and sentences. Functional relations between these units are
the key factors linking these units together. Language is traditionally viewed as a
system made up of positions	 with certain units occurring in these positions.
Therefore, an Arabic sentence is traditionally analysed as having three positions (the
third is optional): theme/subject, rheme/predicate and complement (objects, hal etc.)
with nouns occurring in the theme and complement positions and verbs in the
predicate position. TALs used a number of terms to refer to the notion of'function'.
They made frequent reference to the notion of 'function' whenever they dealt with
these terms. For example, SIbawayh, in his _3U.S Kitâb, frequently uses terms such as
..i.a position,	 status or place,	 place or position, .5j.position or
function,	 position, and	 It Junction. The definition given by Bloomfield
(1957) helps in understanding SIbawayh's use of these terms specially
position. Bloomfield (1957: p. 185 [Carter, 1973: p. 148]) states that the "positions in
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which a form can appear are its functions, or collectively, its function." Consider in
this light this passage from Sibawayh's Kitãb(&, 1983, vol. 2: p. 22):
Lrt	 tA	 Lj	 çS	 .
9I	 4J 4S	 JJ1
4_	 99•4	 9	 .. . bgI	 -Jjj4:	 JJ9. .	 jI
Lj.- .4 Sj	 t.4... çJt	 jj..a L1	 L
.j. t.4 LSj.? '-
And this is exemplUled by your saying...: 'I passed by a man whose brother is
generous'... These adjectives are governed by the first noun [the preceding
noun] as f they mod/Ied it [i.e. the noun], because you can put them in the
position of the noun [i.e. the noun which occupies the preceding position] and
thus it can be in the accusative, genitive, or nominative case. This is
exemplIed by your saying: 'I passed by [the one] whose father is generous'....
[Here], the adjective stands in the position of the noun and it is governed by
what was governing the noun and this is equivalent to: I passed by the
generous (man)... Thus, as [the word 'generous 7 functions as a noun, it also
functions as an adjective [my translation].
In another part of his 	 Kitâb, SIbawayh uses the term 	 position to indicate
the linguistic function of an element. This is clearly seen when he talks about the
verbal noun (the noun functioning as a verb) 	 çc, as	 come(1983, vol. 1: p.
241):
.,4.:iJ9 j..4	 ^JI >a	 I9..4J
And its function [the function of the verbal noun] in speech is demand and
prohibition [my translation].
Thus, Sibawayh's use of term	 position suggests that the position a word
occupies in a sentence is of extreme importance to both the speaker and the listener. It
reflects the producer's intentions (or intended messages) and influences the receiver's
ability to interpret these messages. In other words, the position a word occupies in a
sentence influences the communication between the speaker/writer and the
listener/reader.
From a functional point of view, TAGs divided sentences into two types: those which
have no grammatical function 4_c	 t-	 LL, and those which have
grammatical function	 a J.t.4 ti J.4. Consider the following example:
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5 .. 3	 t.-d J
to please + me-accus. + that (you) go-subjunc. + to the doctor-gent.
It pleases me that you go to the doctor.
TAGs, claim that the embedded verbal sentence 	 J	 (you) go to the
doctor does not have a grammatical function	 t	 But since this
verbal sentence is preceded by the infinitive particle	 j_Li..&l , it acquires a
grammatical function which in this case is thefadil/subject of the matrix sentence. For
TAGs sentence 5-3, though syntactically different, is semantically equivalent to:
5-4 '	 ___
to please + me-accus. + going-nom. + you. + to the doctor-gent.
Your going to the doctor pleases me.
This indicates that the noun	 your going in 5-4 can replace the verbal noun
that you go in 5-3. This tallies with the traditional analysis that one element in
a sentence can substitute for another element only if they could both fulfil the same
function.
The TALs' interest in the study of positions that words occupy in a sentence leads
them to study the order of the words that occupy these positions and the different
functions/meanings (rhetorical purposes) resulting from different structures/word
orders of a sentence. As indicated in Chapter 4, word order in Arabic is used for a
considerable number of linguistic phenomena (rhetorical purposes/secondary
meanings) such as emphasis/focus, inversion and eliminating ambiguity. In order to
avoid repetition, in the following section, I will limit my discussion of this point to
Al-Jurjãni's study of the positions that the word may occupy and the communicative
functions resulting from the variation of these positions within the sentence.
5.4.
AI-JurjãnFs study of the positions of words within the
sentence (WO)
The study of Arabic word order (or non-canonical word order) is based on the
assumption made by TARs that the position of words in a sentence is determined by
their communicative functions. Speakers/writers determine the order of words in
accordance with the communicative function intended to be achieved by these words.
Al-Jurjâni	 1984: pp. 53-54) stresses this point when he says:
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i3 bL4	 _4L9.4 t	 ;)I
Lt1
!	 1bJ	 .ii	 JtI.A 1bJ
L	 i
.tJi	 LbJI1	 ç.l3Jt	 9
It is inconceivable that you could know the position of a word without knowing
its meaning, or that you could seek arrangement and Nazjim [order] in words
solely on the basis of their status as words [forms]. But instead, you seek
arrangement in the meanings and you concentrate your thinking there. Ifyou
are able to do this, words will follow in their footsteps [i.e. it is easy to arrange
the words according to the meanings]. And fyou finish the arrangement of
meanings in your mind, you do will need to exert effort in thinking about the
arrangement of words. Rather, you will find them already arrangedfor you
because they are servants and followers of the meanings, because, knowledge
of the positions of the meanings in the mind [leads to] the knowledge of the
positions of the words that refer to them in speaking [my translation].
In dealing with the positions of the constituents, specially theme and rheme, within the
English sentence, Halliday divides sentences according to their moods. He points out
(1985: p. 44) that the independent major clause in English is either indicative or
imperative. The indicative is divided into declarative and interrogative. If
interrogative, it can be divided into polar interrogative (yes/no type) or content
interrogative (WH-type) (cf 2.4.2.2.2.).
In comparison with Hallidays treatment in English, it will be seen that Al-Jurjâni
discusses the positions that words occupy in an Arabic sentence. He discusses the
functions of the words occupying different positions in interrogative, negative and
declarative sentences. In the following I will give a brief discussion of word order in
these types of sentence, trying to show the functional aspects of Al-JurjânI's treatment
of this subject.
5.4.1.
Functional aspects of WO in interrogative sentences
Arab rhetoricians, such as Al-JurjânI 	 1988), as well as Arab grammarians,
such as Dhaif(	 1990: p. 118), among many others, define the interrogative as a
request for information which the speaker wants to know (or which the speaker does
not know). This definition is similar to that given by functionalists like Halliday
(l967c & 1985: pp. 47-49). Halliday states that in English "the typical function of an
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interrogative clause is to ask a question; and from the speaker's point of view asking a
question is an indication that he wants to be told something" (Halliday 1985, p. 47).
Arab rhetoricians, as well as grammarians, resemble Halliday in identifying two main
types of interrogative: polar and WH-interrogatives (cf Chapter 2). In Arabic the polar
type of interrogative is usually expressed by two particles (3,i) and J.A. The
speaker uses this type of interrogative to inquire about the polarity of what the speaker
says, whether positive or negative (the answer is usually either	 yes or	 no) (cf
i-i/Dhaif, op. cit.). The meaning of the Arabic polar interrogative is equivalent to
the English polar interrogative, which Halliday (1985, p. 47) defines in the following
terms: 'I want you to tell me whether or not'. The two Arabic polar interrogative
particles correspond to the English finite verb, 'is', 'do' 'can', etc., in Halliday's
formulation. Halliday (op. cit. p. 47) points out that 'It is the finite verb in English that
expresses positive or negative'. The other type of interrogative is the WH-question
which in Halliday's (1985, p. 47) formulation is 'a search for a missing piece of
information' (Halliday: op. cit.). The speaker uses this type to be told about the thing,
the person, manner, place and time. The Wi-I-elements in Arabic include interrogative
nouns (or interrogative pronouns as they are called in modem linguistic
terminology):>. who, L4 what, ç_S how,	 l where, ,Li	 when, and
i'hich (about interrogatives and its positions, cf 3.3.1.1.1. & cf also 4.5.3.).
In his treatment of non-canonical word order, Al-Jurjâni adopts as a starting point the
general rule that special importance (emphasis) is attached to the element that
occupies initial position within the sentence. Whoever looks thoroughly, with modem
insight, at the TARs' treatment of non-canonical word order, will realise that the
importance of the element that occupies initial position in such cases is mostly, in the
modem linguists' sense, due to its being the source of new information in the sentence.
Though it is never mentioned explicitly, the concept of old (given) versus new
information is implied in Al-Jurjani's analysis. Comparing Al-JurjáiiI's analysis with
that of Halliday, among others, Al-JurjãnI tends to consider that the first constituent of
the sentence presents the new information and the second constituent/s the old (given)
information. In his treatment of WO in the polar interrogative (yes-no question) by
means of the question particle (..a.&t), he places special significance on the initial
position immediately afier the question particle 	 Any element filling that
position, i.e. following immediately this particle, will fall within the scope of the
interrogative particle and the question will be focused on it and about it because it
bears the new information of the message. Any other element will fall outside the
scope of the interrogative because it bears old (given) information. From a functional
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point of view, Al-JurjãnI points out that if the interrogative particle is followed by a
noun (facil/subject. mubtada', object etc.) the inquiry that the speaker makes concerns
the identity of the noun, while the verb or the khabar/predicate is taken as given and
hence falls outside the scope of the question. But if the interrogative particle is
followed by a verb or khabar/predicate, the question is about it, and the noun (facil,
mubtadci', etc.) is taken as given. A1-JurjânI	 1984, pp. 111-112) says:
L NL La	 4)L >.4 4J-4	 _____ '1 La A9
.bj.a)L
L^9ô .	 J_i't .- ,UJ JLJ_."Ci
ç4.wl.	 ' ___	 ":L	 ij
LJ ti I :J	 JLa	 jJ	 >a JtbJ	 tS
L)-	 ja.bJL.	 LL4..L-t3	 jLth
l9 J,.	 j	 i	 ô.	 .LZJl9 ob1 JJI
4_ ,LJI	 JU	 4J.S ti	 ILIA .. SJLth	 ___
tJI j
	 l.4j ...&LLL4 jLth J!J	 S (tS
Regarding these issues no one can fail to distinguish between what ispreposed
and what is not. One of the clearest examples of this is the interrogative with
the yes-no particle I If you start with the verb, saying:
	 "Did you do
it?" the doubt falls on the verb itself and your purpose in the question is to
inquire about its occurrence. But fyou say: SJ-i.è J1f "Was it you who did
it?" starting with the noun, the doubt falls on the J'a cil/subject, "Who was it?"
and it expresses hesitation as to the identity ofthefa cil/subject. For example,
you may say: l' i7jI,.L	 '' I "Have you built the house
you planned to build?"... In this and similar examples you start with the verb
because the question and doubt is about the verb itself You are uncertain
about the occurrence or non-occurrence of the action. When you say:
'' 
i "Was it you who built this house?"..., you start with noun
because you do not doubt that the action took place, since you have pointed out
the fact that the house was built... You only doubt the identity of the
faCil/subject [My translation].
Thus, Al-Jurjâni points out that if the first position after the interrogative particle is
filled with a verb, the doubt, or challenge in the modem linguistic sense, is directed
towards the verb/action, i.e. whether it really existed/happened or not. By the same
token if the first position in the interrogative sentences is filled by a noun, the
doubt/challenge is directed towards the identity of the doer/faC il/subject of the action.
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From a functional point of view, as far as the polar interrogative is concerned, Al-
JurjânI points out that the speaker can fill the first position after the interrogative
particle with a verb or a noun according to the communicative information that he
intends to convey, but the substitution of elements in the first position will result in
incorrect information (t j J/Al-Jurjáni, op. cit. p. 112):
L	 19	 d-	 3 '	 '-'	 L9J-	 U4
-• ... '___
	
-,.,	 1 :i	 1
.J	 L4	 .	 tiu :l 9i iJS	 S
J	 iLbJ
This dfference [between preposing the verb and preposing the noun] cannot
be refuted or challenged [doubted]. The incorrectness of using one in place of
the other is evident. If you say (for example): 	 •f
L'--'-7 "Was it you who built the house you planned to build?"..., you will
deviate from accepted usage. Also, if you say: .'jIJJI,J. L''	 "Did you
build this house?"..., you produce a non-informative utterance because it is
incorrect to ask whether the thing you view in front ofyour eyes does or does
not exist [My translation].
Al-JurjânI states that the polar interrogative particle may be used for other functions,
such as for reproach and denial. Consider the following example:
5-5
-(17: 40/p. 788)
3o .¼:;Ig 34. +11! J' j) p.tcli1Li
Has then your Lord, (0 Pagans.) preferred for you sons, and taken for Himself
daughters among the angels?
Al-JurjãnI	 op. cit. p. 113) stresses that the purpose of this question is not
to obtain a polar answer, yes or no, but rather to indicate denial, which in turn, in this
example, can be taken as a reproach. The speaker here does not request a piece of
information he does not know; he simply denies the validity of a false claim made by
the addressee for the purpose of reproaching him.
The above functional hints made by A1-Jurjãni, hold true when the verb is in the
perfect tense or even in the imperfect but where it indicates present and not future
time. If the imperfect indicates future, Al-JuijânI 	 op. cit. p. 114) contends
that it serves a special function which is the denial that the person in question has
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performed the action. This type of question is known in Arabic as
the denial interrogative (the rhetorical question). Consider the following
two examples given by Al-JurjânI:
5-6	 l
Are you going out at this time (now)?
5-7 Lk
Are you taking another road?
Al-JurjânI	 op. cit.) states the rhetorical function of such examples:
J2
___	
4.I	 3 tLLI.	 Jtt.
If you use "do" (i.e. an imperfect verb) to indicate the future, the meaning, f
you start with the verb, is that you attempt to deny the existence of the verb
itself and that you claim that the action will not take place or should not take
place [my translation].
Al-JurjãnI explains the communicative functions which result from using a rhetorical
question. He says	 op. cit. p. 119):
JtIIt.J	 LJ J	 U^ j
9 .L_ j 9	 '1	 ;	
—) L	 &4t4'4	 '4
.:iL
Know that even though we explain the interrogative in this case as a denial, its
exact meaning is to drcnv the attention of the listener, so that he may come to
his right mind, be ashamed, be deterred and be speechless [my translation].
Before ending this sub-section, one point is worth mentioning. Al-AntãkI
1975: p. 389) points out that the portion that follows the first position after the polar
interrogative particle can be ellipted in the answer because it is already known from
the previous context. Thus the answer following the question given by A1-JurjãnI can
be ellipted as in 5-9:
5-8 JLLiI b.iA '''i
Was it you [theme]who built this house[rheme]? (Halliday's formulation]
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5-9. (UJI b	 ia'u t.	
.)	 (0= ellipsis)
Yes.[rheme] (0= I built this house)
To conclude then, for TARs, the speaker starts his question with the unknown
information. He also starts his answer with the unknownlnew information proceeding
to the oldlgiven information.
5.4.2.
Functional aspects of WO in negative sentences
Al-JurjânI's analysis of WO in negative sentences resembles to some extent his
analysis of interrogative sentences. Again, as in yes-no questions, the major types of
negative sentence involve either negating the verb or negating the noun immediately
following the negative particle. What is different about this analysis is his realisation
of the phenomenon of 'presupposition'. The term presupposition was first mentioned
by Raymond Jackendoff (1972). Though A1-JurjânI does not provide a term for this
phenomenon, it can be understood throughout the following passage:
La " "Lfl a	 oJt	 d	 "-.l La" :J	 I .0	 &...
L$ La " :	 49J '	 i3 'L$	 j LL3
)t.S L5-a	 4.	 j LLj	 t La"3 'W a	 I oJt '.I
' ai LL	 Lii	 J " :J	 I	 tJI	 tS3	 a UL
—t..wJ " j 	 a	 La9" :D	 >4 J	 ..0 &$'
..UI a	 Laj" :J	 t.	 i	 JtJ
• .11 is correct to say: "I did not say this and nobody else said it" and "I did
not beat Zayd and nobody else beat him. "It is, however, incorrect in the other
formulation. Therefore, f you say: " It wasn't me who said that nor did
anybody else say it" and " It wasn't me who beat Zayd and nobody else beat
him ", this will be incorrect discourse and contradictory in the same degree as
f you say: "It wasn't me who beat Zayd yesterday" in which you attest that he
has been beaten, then you would add: "And nobody else beat him." Or as fyou
say: "It wasn't me who said that" in which you attest that it has been said, and
then you would add: "And nobody else said it [My translation]."
So, according to Al-JurjânI, when the fá'il/subjectIagent falls within the scope of
negation (immediately following the negative particle), the facil/subjectlagent is
denied to have performed the action, while the action denoted by the verb is
presupposed as having taken place. For example a sentence such as:
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It wasn't me who said that, nor did anybody else say it,
indicates that something has been said, the position of the verb presupposes that an
action has taken place, but the speaker intends to deny that he himself did that action,
so he puts the faCil/subject in the initial position. But the second portion of the
sentence	 L.JI	 .L,ii oJ	 nor anybody else said it contradicts the first portion,
because it denies the occurrence of an action which is presupposed (in the previous
information unit/the first portion of the clause) to have taken place. It is also noted
that Al-JurjânI employs such semantic notions as 	 'contradiction' to indicate the
incorrectness of some sentences that contain two presupposed propositions that
contradict each other as pointed out in the above examples.
Thus, before transferring to another point, in terms of new-old information, the above
analysis of WO in interrogative and negative sentences, shows that the element
occurring within the scope of the interrogative particle or the negative particle can
function as focus because it is the source of the new information.
5.4.3.
Functional aspects of WO in declarative sentences
J/Al-Jurjáni points out that preposing the noun in declarative sentences can
serve two communicative functions: to indicate emphasis andlor to draw the attention
of the listener. In this respect Al-JurjânI	 op. cit. pp. 125-29) says:
c- bjS	 JI LJ J	 l
:'	 9	 j J. 	 ..uj :4 o..4
L.Li : >z-	 L	 J	 j;
4_j ôJ	 L,L.bi
U :J	 th JU	 J.S , i JJ
Lii3 &.3	 j 9
	
J.j	 .	 •
çLM.JI 9 ...4p.	 4	 bLi
3i 4
-k,:i	 L	 ..L2Ji
:.Ug
.4LJI ,.ic	 .
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ç3
If you take a noun you intend to inform about by means of a verb and mention
it first, then make the verb to be operated upon it [the noun] by saying: "It was
Zayd who did (it),""It was I who did (it)," and "It was you who did (it)," this
requires that the intention is directed at the fa cil/subject/ agent. But the
meaning in this intention is of two types. One of them is clear and
unambiguous, in that you stipulate that the action conveyed by the verb
belongs to one person and you claim that he not anybody else is its faCil/agent
and. An example of this is your saying: "It is I who wrote in the sense of so and
so"... You intend to claim to single yourself out in this matter, you get rid of any
doubt about it, and you respond with this to whoever claims that it was done by
someone else, or someone other than you... In the other type, the intention of
the faCil/subject is not on the basis of this meaning, but on the basis ofyour
intention to affirm to the listener that he did [it], and to prevent him from
challenging it. So you start by mentioning the foCi//subject, and place it first
before mentioning the verb.. .An example of this is your saying: "He gives a lot"
and "He likes gratitude." You do not want to claim that there is nobody else
who gives [a lot]..., but you want to affirm to the listener that giving a lot and
liking gratitude are his characteristics [My translation].
It is to be observed that the examples mentioned in the above passage (especially
those of the first type) are translated, according to Halliday's formulation, into cleft-
sentences in order to put focus on the subject of these clauses. As indicated in Chapter
4, using the declarative nominal sentence in Arabic (i.e. starting with a noun) gives a
sense of emphasis to the sentence (cf 4.2.1.1. & 4.5.4.). This emphasis/focus can be
rendered in English by means of a cleft-sentence (cf 2.4.2.2.6.).
A1-JurjânI supports his claim about the communicative functions of preposing the
noun (or what is being talked about) by quoting SIbawayh:
	
oJ	 •' YJ .1	 &ic	 1IS
	
411J	 UL1
	
La j J.&b.i	 óJ	 '4iLL' :
	 149: Jt
What I have mentioned about the fact that preposing what is talked about
draws attention to it, was also mentioned by the author ofAl-KitOb [Sibawayh]
where he dealt with the object when it is preposed and put into the nominative
case [because it is in the] mubtada '/subject position... as in our saying:... "It
was Abdullah that I beat". He then said: "You mention 'Abdullah' (first) to
attract attention to him, then you make the verb to be operated upon by it, and
you mark it with nominative case as mubtada '/subject [My translation]."
The reasons indicated by Al-JurjânI and Sibawayh for preposing the noun before the
verb are similar to what the modern Arab functionalists indicate in their analysis of
these issues. The only difference is in the terminology. SIbawayh, as well as Al-
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Jurjâni point out that preposing the object draws attention to it (i.e. puts the focus on
it) and prevents the possibility of challenge or doubt as in:
5-11 (L	 ) .	 4i I
It was Abdullali whom I beat (not Zayd) [Halliday's formulation]. Or,
Abdullah, Ibeat (not Zayd).
In the same sense, Al-Mutawakil (JS..tI, 1986: P. 80 & elsewhere) as a modern
functionalist, points out that preposing the object before the verb indicates a
contrastive focus:
5-12 (JI ) .tiU	 ç$
It was the tea, that Khalid drank (not the milk).
The above are brief observations with regard to the functional aspects that are
observed in the work of the TALs especially Al-JurjânI, when dealing with the subject
of non-canonical word order in interrogative, negative, and declarative clauses.
5.5.
Context LIAJI
One aspect of functionalism in the TALs' analysis of SA is their use of the notion
L.lI context. TARS have made use of two types of context: one type relates to
words such as ?ldI, titI, Jt.tIform and the other type relates to words such as
LJ.I situation. In modern linguistic terms, these two types can be translated,
respectively, into verbal context and situational context. Traditional Arabs admit the
use of these terms in everyday ordinary speech. This can be apparently seen in their
proverbs as in: JL	 Ua JJ and	 JJ which can be translated into
English as 'every situation has its own appropriate speech (or comment)'. Moreover,
TALs, especially the rhetoricians, study context, whether verbal or situational as a
separate discipline under the remit of	 the Science of Meanings, which they
have consistently defined with reference to such pragmatic terms as JtJI . the
requirement of the situation 1 . It was their interest in these contextual notions that
enabled TALs to investigate a number of linguistic phenomena in Arabic like word
order, conjunction and disjunction, ellipsis, and focus, among others.
What makes TALs align speech and language in general with context is their belief
that every text, written or spoken, exists in a context of use. They treat language as a
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social behaviour. Sibawayh, for example views language as a form of human
behaviour. This leads him to adopt some behavioural criteria to judge and evaluate
discourse. These criteria are explained in his 	 Kitâb, vol. 1 (ji'/SIbawayh,
1983: pp. 25-26) under the section: ZtJi.4I 	 straightness and
impossibility of discourse [correct and impossible discourse]:
JL.4 9_ L9	 1 i "49 _j.S çei	 -49 J1.4 9 4M	 1i4 &.d
JL L .LLc LLk3 a;	 i :iJ	 t4 .^
"LwII L49 .	 .1L43 LL '	 :	 bjIJ L. S J91 •
..'.'	 t	 .uj.JJ9	 ti- :i3
• g j.i	 :J	 Jti LaIj
[Disco urse can be divided into] straight and right, impossible, straight but
false, straight but bad, and impossible and false. Straight and right discourse
is illustrated by your saying: 'I came to [visit] you yesterday, ' and 'I will come
to [visit] you tomorrow.' Impossible [discourse] is to contradict the first
portion of your speech with the last portion as [for example] fyou say: 'I
came tomorrow,' and 'I will come to [visit] you yesterday.' Straight but false, is
as your saying: 'I carried the mountain, ' and 'I drank all the water of the sea.'
and the like. As for the straight but bad, this is to put the word in wrong
position, as your saying. 	 5 I.Sj 4i * 'It is Zayd that Isaw,' and 	 *
LLj 'In order to be visited by Zayd. '... As for the impossible and false,
it is as to say: 'I will drink all the water of the sea yesterday' [my translation].
Thus, this passage given by Sibawayh shows that, with his ethical criteria, SIbawayh
divides discourse into five major parts which can be summarised as follows:
1. Comprehensible (straight) and well-formed (right)	 as in:
5-13 L LL
will-come-I-you + tomorrow
I will come to (visit) you tomorrow.
2. Logically impossible	 as in:
5-l4LL
will-come-I-you + yesterday
I will come to (visit) you yesterday.
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3. Comprehensible (straight) but false 	 4, as in:
5-15
I drank-I + water + the-sea
I drank all the water of the sea.
4. Comprehensible (straight) but ill-formed (bad) 	 , as in:
qad Zayd + saw-I
It is Zayd that I saw.
5. Logically impossible and false 	 as in:
5-17	 1	 iI La ji
will + drink-I + water + the-sea + yesterday
I will drink all the water of the sea yesterday.
These five criteria enables Sibawayh to judge and evaluate the utterance from the
point of view of its appropriateness to logic, rules of grammar and social function. He
uses the words	 JL_. logically impossible and false, to refer to the
impossibility in fulfilling the information message that the speaker talks about (from a
logical point of view), while his use of the word __C ill-formed (bad), refers to the
ungrammaticality of the conveyed message. On the other hand, the use of words
g	 4 comprehensible (straight) and well-formed (right), by Sibawayh
refers to discourse which is well-formed from a grammatical and logical point of
view. Carter (1973: p. 147) points out the first two criteria 	 4 comprehensible
(straight) and Jt.4 logically impossible, adopted by Sâbawayh, refer to the notion of
'comprehensibility'. For Carter (op. cit.) the term Jt..a logically impossible indicates
that an utterance is not 'intelligible-lacking communicative value' to the hearer. As for
the terms	 well-formed (right) and	 ill-formed (bad), Carter (op. Cit.) states
that they can be equated with the modern linguistic notions 'well-formed' and 'ill-
formed' respectively. It seems that Sibawayh is referring to whether the utterance is
intelligible to the hearer/reader or not, because the addressee is the one who is
responsible for evaluating and judging whether the conveyed message (s) is well-
formed qai	or not. An utterance is considered well-formed ç'
	
" if the
addressee understands the conveyed message.
Thus, Sibawayh analyses and consequently interprets an utterance by reference to its
context, especially context of situation. In his	 i.S Kitâb, SIbawayh (o...j ii
 ., 1983,
vol. 1: p. 257 ) gives three practical examples to support his analysis:
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1-In the first example SIbawayh says:
w S4 :'	 LU	 L
.41i9 ôi	 :L .L3tS	 ij 4.i L^j	 - ____
If you saw a man going towards Makkah, dressed in white for the pilgrimage,
you would say 'Makkah, by the Lord of the Holy Shrine' [I swear that he is
going to Makkah]. Because you guessed that he intends to go to Makkah. This
is equivalent to.. 'He wants to go to Makkah' [My translation].
2- SIbawayh also gives another example, when he says:
'-"	 :'	 L,L	 LU	 31
Li	 U9	 ç	 '
Or f you saw a man aiming an arrow at a piece ofparchment, you would say
'The parchment, by Allah' [I swear he will score/reach the parchment] i.e. 'He
will reach the parchment. And ifyou heard the sound of the arrow striking the
paper, you would say 'By Allah, the paper,' i.e. 'He hit the paper' [My
translation].
3-The third example given by SIbawayh to explain situational context is:
JL4il :	 •' •. ç4L4	 I9 Ji	 LL	 lj Jj
-S
If you saw from a far distance, people viewing the moon of the month of
Ramadan, and then they cheered 'Allah is the greatest', you would say: 'the
moon, by the Lord of the Holy Shrine,' i.e. they saw the moon [my translation].
A1-JurjânI, is another figure who notes the influence of the context on the message
conveyed. He indicates that no linguistic unit has value by itself or out of context.
This tallies with the modern functionalists, including Halliday and Vachek, who take
the term functionalism to mean that "no element of language can be duly evaluated if
considered in isolation from other elements of that same language" (Vachek, 1966: p.
6). From a functional point of view, Al-JurjãnI believes that the notion of a 'well-
formed' utterance is a function of the situation and the meaning that fits that situation.
Al-Jurjâni	 1984: p. 57) says in his 	 Dalâ'Il:
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(fi49	 Lr	 7 L.	 I'LI	 t j	 L)-t	 •j•••
& 9- '' c	 'ks L	 LJ9	 L)J2
. 
"9 &"	 ! 4-:J- J-	 J
L)
Know that grammatical meanings do not possess a value in themselves.
Rather they acquire value from their appropriateness to the situation and the
meanings and purposes for which the discourse is composed, and their use
with one another... Furthermore, there is no virtue or merit except in
accordance with the situation and with the meaning you intend and the purpose
you pursue [my translation].
At the end of this discussion, one can conclude that 'context' which constitutes a major
theme for the modem functionalists, also occupies an important place in the TALs'
analysis.
5.6.
Information structure
5.6.1.
Traditional point of view:
5.6.1.1.
Old versus new information
Though terms corresponding to notions such as old and new are not explicit in their
analysis, TALs developed an elaborate system for describing the information structure
of SA. One of the traditional basic assumptions was that language should be
'informative' _4 in the sense that it denotes a 'meaning'	 which 'the speaker'
IUI intends to convey to 'the addressee' 	 One of examples that used in the
literature, in this respect, is:
5-I8uj
Zayd-nom + handsome-nom.
Zayd is handsome.
For TALs, this utterance is considered 'informative' because it conveys to the
addressee a piece of information which he does not know. ..Lj Zayd is said to be
known to both speaker and here (shared information), while
	
handsome is
considered the piece of information that the speaker/writer wants to convey to his
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addressee since it is unknown to him. Al-JurjânI (L,.t_?.j.Jt, 1984: PP. 186-87)
discusses 'old' and 'new' information in terms of whether the addressee Jt1i knows
what the speaker intends to convey. He establishes different degrees of knowledge
with regard to information. His claim is that some elements within an utterance are
'more informative' than others. To illustrate this point, he gives the following two
examples	 1984: p. 107 & 186:
5-19 :j .3tt-•it
the-departing-nom. + Zayd-nom.
The departing one is Zayd.
5-20 3tt-;ti j
Zayd-nom. + the-departing-nom.
Zayd is the departing one.
Al-JurjânI	 op. cit: p. 186) argues that though the above two clauses seem
to convey the same information, which is to inform the addressee about the departing
of Zayd, there is a clear difference between these two clauses:
JiL '
)t	
-	
4w	 W1
4fl	 J	 .LJS	 A•, L3JIg
As for the difference between, 'the departing one is Zayd,' and 'Zayd is the
departing one,' though they seem similar on the surface [form], on the basis
that the purpose of both is the affirmation of the previously known departure of
Zayd, there is still an explicit distinction between the two [my translation].
A!-Jurjâni points out that there is a piece of shared information (old information)
between the speaker and the addressee which is the act of departing	 thus it
is 'less informative'. Furthermore, Al-JurjânI claims that 'less informative' elements
tend to precede 'more informative' elements. This traditional claim tallies with the
modern functionalists' claim that, especially in English, the old information tends to
precede the new information particularly in the unmarked structure of the
sentence/clause (cf Chapter 2). In his comments on word order of sentence 5-20, Al-
JurjânI	 op. cit.) says:
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LLi,Lc :tc.	 L-	 jttr	 c.:.4hf L
- W- &	 ç-I-*	 "	 (cJ.	 Jt jJLi L
$LJ L) IJl	 5LL 3lt-	 :Lth-L
If you prepose the 'departing one' by saying: "the departing one is Zayd," the
explanation, then, is you see a person from afar distance departing and you
cannot distinguish him and cannot tell f he is Zayd or Amr. Then your friend
says. " the departing one is Zayd.'i.e. that person you see from afar is Zayd
[My translation].'
So, Al-Jurjâni points out that 3Jt-W the departing one is old information and thus it
comes first, while _Lj Zayd is new information that the speaker intends to convey to
his addressee, hence it comes later. This notion of 'less' and 'more' informative
elements in an utterance can be equated to some extent with Firbas' notion of CD (cf
Chapter 2).
The notion of old versus new information can be seen also in Al-JurjánI's treatment of
definite and indefinite elements. Al-Jurjâni	 1984) notes that in the
unmarked sentence
	
atl	 the mubtada'/subject is definite because it
provides the listener/reader with sharedlold (known) information, and the
abar/predicate is indefinite because it provides the listener with new (unknown)
information about known mubtada'/subject. Thus new information, according to Al-
Jurjâni, is indefinite (unknown) while old information is definite (known), though this
rule may be broken in certain cases2. On the basis of this analysis, Al-Jurjâni
1984: pp. 175-78) differentiates between the following two examples:
5-21 3tt-•
Zayd is departing.
5-22	 a.
Zayd is the departing one.
In 5-21 Al-Jurjâni notes that the act of departing, which is indefinite, represents new
information and it can be said to one who does not know about what 'Zayd' has done,
while in 5-22 the act of departing, which is definite, represents old information and
the listener knows that there is an act of departing but he does not know by whom. Al-
JurjânI (L)L.j.Jl, op. cit. See also Baker 1994, P. 148 for a similar analysis in
English) says:
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tS	 ,i	 J a	 .La% ,tS '3it 4 j: L1	 -
(3 tt- 'i .L	 :i I!j . LiL .U.1 b t 1' .L.àt.S 9j.A >4 9 j
4i	 L	 .a L j tS	 a
.L5'	 LLi Jg j ' '	 J Ô	 j >4
y
t1.	
. &41 GJ aSJ3	 4—	 -	 0 3lt-
Know that f you say.' "Zayd is departing, "your discourse [is with someone]
who does not know that there is an act of departing, whether performed by
Zayd or by cAmr So you are informing him from the beginning. But ifyou say:
Zayd is the departing one, "your discourse [is with someone] who knows that
there is an act of departing whether performed by Zayd or by cAmr. So you are
informing him that it is performed by Zayd rather than by anyone else. The
point is that you affirm in the first example, i.e. your saying.' "Zayd is
departing", an act which the listener does not know took place [has no
previous knowledge of], and you affirm in the second [example] which is:
"Zayd is the departing one ", an act which the listener knows took place, but he
does not know was performed by Zayd. So you inform him of that [my
translation].
Cabbãs (L,,.iL' 1989: pp. 321-322) makes it clear whenhepointsoutthatinun-
marked nominal sentences (theme-rheme) old information tends to precede new
information. In certain cases, as also the case in English, the speaker/writer may
reverse this order in order to achieve certain rhetorical purposes such as
emphasis/focus. In this respect Cabbãs 	 op. cit.) says:
LLJ1J LISA l,9
	
Litti	 ,i	 A•,
La	 ti	 .Ltt1 Ai
4t_ J_ua	 t )
	
J	 itu
ij	 ic	 L	 LSjJ ti	 La
&.).L4	 L L1	 t.4	 j.3.4 Ih.LLdI	 tL Ui
The basic principle is for the mubtadaY theme to be definite. This is because
the theme is what you [the speaker] are informing about, which should be
known [old/given information] to the addressee. Otherwise, how could you
start with something the addressee does not know? As for the khabar [and the
rheme in general], it is what you inform about the mubtada'/theme. Therefore
there is nothing to prevent ii' being unknown to the addressee. You say [for
example]: 'Al-uay 'ah is a satirical poet,' and 'Al-Buhturi is the poet of
nature'. So, you start with Al-Hutay'ah and Al-Buhturi because they are known
[old information] to the addressee, but the khabar/rheme is unknown.
Therefore, we said the mubtada '/theme should be definite, whereas the
khabar/rheme may be either definite or indefinite [my translation].
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Cabbâs
	 1989: P. 322) then indicates that the khabar/rheme can be either
definite (old information) or indefinite (new information) depending on the purpose/s
that the speaker is aiming to achieve:
,..c	 .L3L	 '	 t.4	 J	 3	 j2..4	 £
	_it 	 jj
The competent speaker/writer may make the khabar/rheme either definite
[given information] or indefinite [new information]. This is because there are
stylistic reasons and rhetorical purpose which require the khabar/rheme to be
so [my translation].
5.6.1.2.
Focus
For Halliday, the information system serves to organise the act of communication into
a structure within which the discourse is carried forward. It requires that any stretch of
language, in order to function as discourse, must be organised in a sequence of
message blocks (tone groups) which represent the phonological realisation of the
information unit (cf Chapter 2). These units are linearly organised to convey the
information message of language (its ideational and interpersonal components in
Halliday's formulation). Thus, the speaker/writer structures these units in a way that
enables the hearer! reader to understand the conveyed communicated information in
the way meant by the speaker/writer. So, it is the speaker/writer who decides where
each unit begins and ends. In English, this decision is expressed by the speaker in the
form of tone groups.
The information structure of a sentence is based on the producer's assumption as to
what element of the message is to be presented as 'known'/'given' and what is to be
presented as 'unknown'/'new'. As in English, in SA 'given' information tends to
precede 'new' information (see above), unless, as with English, the speaker intends to
achieve certain emotive/rhetorical/functionallcommunicative purposes such as
focus/emphasis andlor contrast. Thus, as is the case in English, SA has the given-new
order of the information unit as its unmarked case. This, in Arabic, applies to
sentences of VSO (verbal sentence) and SP (nominal sentence) word order. Any
deviation from these unmarked orders (for example, OVS and VOS orders), resulting
from the deviation from the unmarked order of the information unit, would serve, as
indicated above, some special emotive purposes. To illustrate this point, two examples
given by t	 J/Al-JuijOnI are quoted below:
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5-23 j	 tti J.
killed + the-KhârijI-accus. + Zayd-nom.
The Khárji was killed by Zayd.
5-24	 jj
killed + Zayd-nom. + the-ârijI-accus.
Zavd killed the Kidr/I.
Al-JurjânI points out that because the killed person i.e.	 j ti the KharUi, in the
first example is more important (being the source of the new information of the
message), the speaker preposes it before thefaCil/agent/subject, the killer ..tj Zayd.
Thus the deviation from the unmarked order of the information unit, given-new, into
the marked one, new-given, causes a deviation from the VSO structure order into
VOS order. This analysis is based on the TALs' basic assumption, mentioned earlier,
that the function of linguistic units influences their forms. Al-JurjãnI means by the
important element the element that becomes the focal point of the message. Thus,
L LtJ Al-KhOrzji in example 5-23 above is fronted in order to come within the
scope of focus. In the second example 5-24, on the other hand, Al-JurjânI points out
that because	 Zayd, the killer, is more important to the speaker or to the hearer,
and thus it is to be focused on, the sentence occurs in its unmarked order, VSO.
Al-Jurjâni goes on to propose a basic rule for word order that is based on the notions
of old and new information, though he never states any of these notions explicitly. His
use of these notions is similar, to some extent, to the notions of old versus new
information as developed by Halliday (1976) and the notions of focus versus
presupposition discussed by Jackendoff(1972). This indicates how these notions, old
versus new and focus versus presupposition, in Al-JurjânI's treatment seem to be
interrelated. However, it will be shown shortly, that in most cases focus corresponds
to new information while presupposition corresponds to old information.
As has been seen in 3.3.1.1., Al-JurjânI studies three types of verbal sentences based
on their functions: (1) polar interrogative (yes-no question), (2) negative sentences,
and (3) declarative sentences. For Al-Jurjãni, the most important element, which in
modem linguistics is discussed as that which bears the focus/emphasis of the message,
occupies initial position in these sentences. In most cases, the importance of an
element stems from the fact that it represents new information. These sentences, on
the other hand, end in the presupposed element, which presents the old information. In
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the following, I will try to relate Al-JurjânI's analysis of the types of sentences
mentioned above with the modern functional analysis adopting, however, Jackendoffs
(1972) terminology: focus and presupposition because it provides a more accurate
description of what Al-JurjânI implies. It is to be stressed, here, however that the
following analysis is primarily adopted from Sweitys (1992, pp. 214-222) discussion
of Al-Jurjãni's theory of An-Nazhm.
5.6.1.2.1.
Polar interro g ative sentences:
5-25	 Did	 I you do	 I (that ?	 II 0 (l)
5-26 Did	 you build	 this house?	 H l_th b	 _____
5-27 Was it	 you	 who did (that)? 0 0
5-28 Was it you
	
who built this house? 0	 L.UI b	 _____
Figure 5-1
Al-Jurjâni points out that in 5-25 & 26, the doubt or challenge is directed to the verb
and the speaker wants to know whether the action has taken place or not, while in 5-
27 & 28, the doubt is directed to the doer (thefacil/subject!agent). Thus the action in
these two sentences is presupposed and the speaker is querying thefaCillsubject. The
position of focus may be filled with words other than the verb orfacil/subject such as
the direct object. In this respect, Al-JurjânI, gives the following example:
ition	 Presunoositi
5-29 I Was it I Zavd	 I you hit?	 0 0	 I	 I
Figure 5-2
5.6.1.2.2.
Negative sentences
The focus here falls within the scope of the negative particle instead of the question
particle. Under this type, Al-JurjânI includes the following examples, pointing out that
some of them are not rhetorically acceptable and also not logically acceptable (these
are marked by an asterisk *):
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5-30 I did not	 hit	 Zayd	 I
5-31 I did not hit	 Zayd, but I honoured	 )	 _ —L) –'b	 La
_____	 him
5-32 I did not hit JZayd, nor (did	 c)—'	 9 --	 La
I hit) anyone of
_________ ____ the people	 __________________________________
5-33 [It wasn't	 I	 who hit Zayd H H	 :h:J.4d	 Li	 La
5-34 It wasn't I
	
who hit Zayd, but 11	 LL.	 I LI
________ ____ I honoured him
	 _______________________
5-35 It wasn't I	 who hit Zayd, nor - —' ' '. 9 uü	 '-
(did I hit) anyone	 -'•
_______ ____ of the people
	 - ______________________
5-36 It wasn't	 I I who hit anyone except (I II 0	 i	 U	 t..a*
_____________	 hit) Zayd	 I
5-37 It wasn't	 Zayd	 whom I hit	 II II	 La
5-38 It wasn't Zayd whom I hit, but - 	 49	 Ltj La*
_______	 Ihonoured him - ________________ ____ ____
5-39 It wasn't Zayd whom I hit, nor 	 )—	 .9	 I
(did I hit) anyone
I
of the people	 - __________________ ____ ____
5-40 It wasn't Zayd whom I hit, but (it	 )J	 J
was) CAip	 _____ _____
Figure 5-3
In 5-30, 31 & 32 the focus is on the verb, the action is negated, while in 5-33, 34, 35
& 36 the focus lies on thefc Ci//subject of the verb because it is the negated element
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and the action is presupposed. In 5-3 7, 38 & 39 the focus is placed on the object, since
it is preposed and placed just directly after the negative particle and the action is
presupposed to have taken place. Al-Jurjânl points out that sentences 5-30, 31, 32, 33
& 37 are rhetorically and logically correct, while those 5-34, 35, 36, 38 & 39 are
incorrect. In 5-34 for example there is a contradiction. ThefaCi//subject is in the focus
position. The speaker denies that he did an action to Zayd then he affirms that he did
another action at the same time. For Al-JurjânI, this sentence would be correct if the
verb were preposed to be in the focus position as in 5-31. In 5-35 by preposing the
fad //subject and putting the action, the verb, in the presupposition position, the
sentence will indicate that an action has taken place, but denying the occurrence of the
presupposed action on the part of the speaker and on the part of anyone else will give
a sense of contradiction. This sentence, however will be correct if it is reformulated to
be equivalent to a sentence such as 5-33, or even sentences such as 5-30, 31 & 32.
In 5-36, Al-Jurjãni indicates that the incorrectness is due to the fact that there is a
contradiction between the two portions of the sentence. The exception particle
contradicts the effect of the negative particle t.4 and hence it affirms that 'Zayd' was hit
by the speaker. By preposing the noun, thefadi//subject L I, the speaker first denies
that he hit anyone. but then by using the exception particle he affirms that he has hit
Zayd. In 5-34, for example, the speaker preposes thefa dil/subject UI I, to deny that he
has done something (the act of hitting) but then he affirms that he did another action
(the act of honouring) at the same time. This sentence would be correct if the action
itself is denied, i.e. put in the focus position as in 5-3 1.
The same account may similarly be applied to sentences 5-38 & 39 where the object is
put in the focus position.
A final note on Al-JurjãnI's treatment of these examples can be left to what is, in
modern linguistics, known as contrastive focus. Al-JurjânI accepts a sentence such as
in 5-40. Though he does not mention it explicitly, Al-JurjãnI accepts the preposing of
the object in this sentence because it bears a contrastive focus. The sense of
contrastive can be observed by contrasting the first portion of the sentence Lj 1.4
it wasn't Zayd whom Ihit, with the second portion of the sentence given by
AI-JurjânI:	 J3 but CAm,..
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5.6.1.2.3.
Declarative sentences
Al-Jujãni	 1984: p. 128)discusses the differences in meaning between
preposing thefaC'il/subject in two different sentences as in 5-41 and 5-42 below:
Focus	 Presupposition	 Presupposition Focus
	
5-41	 It was I	 who wrote (that) [not some one else]	 '.''	 UI
	
5-42	 He	 does like to give a lot
Figure 5-4
Al-Jurjâni	 op. cit) indicates that in 5-41 the speaker wants to affirm that
he and nobody else has performed the act of writing:
a	 J	 ,I
You attribute the action to one person alone and make him its performer and
noone else [My translation].
In 5-42, on the other hand, the meaning is to emphasise that this action i.e. giving a
lot, is his usual habit (op. cit.):
ó	 .aLJl	 .Ui
You intend to affirm to the listener that he performed the action and to prevent
him from having any doubt [My translation].
Thus, for A1-JurjânI, preposing thefa cil/subject UI fin 5-41 indicates exclusiveness;
therefore, it can be translated into English by means of a cleft-sentence, while
preposing the facil/subject	 he in 5-42 indicates emphasis. So the difference in
meaning depends mainly on the context of situation.
At the end of this sub-section, it can be said that the notion of'focus' existed in the
TALS' works especially in Al-Jurjâni, though it is not discussed by them extensively
as is the case in modern linguistics.
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5.6.2.
The modern point of view
Some Arab linguists have attempted to analyse Arabic sentences using the approach of
western linguistic. Their main interest is in notions such as theme, rheme, focus,
presupposition, topic. old versus new information etc. CazIz	 1988) for
example tries to use the approach adopted by the Prague school (PS) in his analysis of
theme and rheme in Arabic. His following of the PS approach rather than Halliday's
stems from the fact that the PS approach takes into account the flexibility in word
order that some languages (including Arabic) enjoy. CazIz
	
1988: p. 118)
indicates that "the advantage of this approach (PS) is observed in a language
exhibiting a relatively free word order". Following in the steps of Firbas (1972) (cf
Chapter 2) CazIz uses the term 'transition' in his analysis. For him, in a verbal
sentence comprising three or more constituents, the verbal element is usually
transitional, the grammatical faCillsubject, theme and the rest of the sentence (the
complements) is rheme. Consider the following example:
5-43 L9
	
L
went + Zayd-nom. + to the-market-gent.
transition + theme + rheme [cazIz's analysis following PS formulation]
Zayd [theme] went to the market [rheme]. [Halliday's formulation]
5-44 UL.j
wrote + friend-my-gent. + letter-accus.
transition + theme + rheme [ cazIz's analysis following PS formulation]
My friend [theme] wrote a letter [rheme]. [Halliday's formulation]
In nominal sentences, Caziz points out that the mubtada'Isubject of the sentence
functions as theme and the abar/predicate as rheme. For him, nominal sentences
have no transitions since they are not bounded by time unless they are introduced by
imperfect verbs	 KOná and its sisters. In this case the verb 'to be' will
serve as the transition:
5-45.StS
was + Zayd-nom. + lazy-accus.
transition + theme + rheme [PS formulation]
Zayd [theme] was lazy [rheme]. [Halliday's formulation]
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Caziz asserts that what causes these examples to be in their neutrallunmarked order is
the fact that all of them are assumed with a minimal degree of presupposition. They
all seem to answer the question	 C what happened? Thus, for CazIz (as well
as for Firbas [1972]) the sentence will be in its marked state when all the elements
except one are presupposed. This indicates that context-dependent element (PS
formulation) or given information (Halliday's formulation) will be associated with the
theme (normally occupying initial position), while context-independent elements, as
new information (Halliday's formulation), will be associated with rheme (since they
are talking about the theme) as in:
5-46 ':.L
what + wrote + Zayd-nom.
rheme + transition + theme [PS formulation)
What [theme] did Zayd write [rheme]? [Halliday's formulation]
5-47JL.uS
wrote + Zayd-nom. letter-accus.
transition + theme + rheme [PS formulation]
Zayd [theme] wrote a letter [rheme]. [Halliday's formulation]
5-48 tJLJI
who + wrote-he + the-letter-accus.
rheme + transition + theme [PS formulation]
Who [theme] + wrote the letter [rheme]? [Halliday's formulation]
5-49 tiL	 ^
Zayd-nom. + wrote-he + the-letter-accus.
rheme + transition + theme [PS formulation]
Zayd [theme] is the one who wrote the letter [rheme] [pseudo-cleft]
Zayd[theme/new], he wrote the letter [rheme! given]. [Halliday's other possible
formulation]
For CazIz and from the PS point of view, all sentence elements in 5-47, except the
object tJLw a letter, are presupposed, hence they are context-dependent (given
information), whereas in 5-49 thefOCil/subject 'Zayd' is the context-independent (new
information) and therefore, rheme. The object 	 the letter is context-dependent,
and therefore, theme, and the verb	 wrote in between is transition.
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As for yes-no questions (polar interrogatives) CazIz analyses the polar interrogative
particles 1	 'a & J
. 
hal and as rhematic:
5-50	 j.,..j
did + left + Zayd-nom.
rheme + transition + theme [PS formulation]
Did Zayd [theme] leave [rheme]? [Halliday's formulation]
In commands, C azIz points out that the verb functions as rheme, and has the primary
prominence (stress), as in:
5-51
open-you + the-door-accus.
rheme + theme [PS formulation]
(0= you) [theme] open the door![rheme]. [Halliday's formulation].
Al-Mutawakil is another figure who adopts a western approach, namely Dik's
(1978,1980 & 1981) functional grammar, and tries to use it in his analysis of Arabic
discourse. Al-Mutawakil's treatment is based on four functional notions, two of which
are called internal pragmatic functions,
	 'focus' and	 'topic' and two external
pragmatic functions, LuL4 'theme' and J.. . 'tail'. Focus in Al-Mutawakil's terms is to
be taken to as equivalent to Halliday's unmarked rheme (or even theme when it
conveys new information, i.e. serves to give contrastive focus), whereas topic is to be
taken as equivalent to Halliday's unmarked theme. Theme and tail, on the other hand,
are equivalents to reference and substitutive themes in Ha1lidas terminology
respectively (cf Chapter 2). Consider the following examples (J.StVAl-Mutawakil,
1985: pp. 125-29)
5-52	 b9..I .
Zayd-nom.[theme] + father-his-nom. + sick-nom.[rheme] [Al-Mutawakil's analysis].
Zayd [theme/new], his father is sick [rheme/given]. [Halliday's formulationlreference
theme]
5533tt-4j
Zayd-nom. [topic/theme] (is) departing-nom. [rheme] [Halliday's formulation + Al-
Mutawakil's formulation]
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5-54
father-his-nom. + standing-nom. + Zayd-nom.[tail]
His father is standing, Zayd. [Halliday's formulationl substitutive theme]
5-55	 '	 LLj
Zayd-accus. [focus] + met-I + yesterday-accus. [A 1-Mutawakil formulation]
It was Zayd [theme/new], whom I met yesterday. [Halliday's formulation]
Zayd [theme], I met yesterday [rheme]. [Halliday's other possible formulation]
In 5-52, Zayd is considered by Al-Mutawakil, following in the steps of TAGs, as
inubtada '/subject (theme). For Halliday, theme in this type of sentence is a reference
theme. In 5-53 Zayd is traditionally analysed as mubtada'/subject, while Al-
Mutawakil analyses it as topic. The topic as a pragmatic function, for Al-Mutawakil
(jS.&l, 1985: p. 69), as well as for Dik (1978: p. 19) is assigned to terms of a
predication. For, Halliday this is only a theme in its unmarked state. In 5-54, 'Zayd'
comes at the end of the sentence. For TAGs, as well as Halliday, it is 	 LLA
'delayed theme' (or substitutive theme/postposed theme). Substitution, for Halliday
(1967c: p. 240), 'reverses the normal sequence of theme-rheme and introduces a
delayed theme after the remainder of the message'. Al-Mutawakil (J.gil, op. cit. pp.
134-35) rejects the TAGs' notion .i4.4	 delayed theme, and he considers it as a
tail. He (op. cit. p. 135) explains the meaning of tail as:
J1	 ..t	 L	 iu	 ,,U	 t	 t.4i
t.4 J	 .91	 t	 iL
As for the tail, the speaker establishes the sentence first, then after that, he
adds to it some explanatory information, in order to correct or amend
whatever is necessary [my translation].
Halliday (1967c: p. 240), on the other hand, explains the meaning of delayed theme as
'first, I'll say what I have to say and then I'll remind you what I'm talking about'.
The above two passages given by Al-Mutawakil and Halliday show that tail in Al-
Mutawakil's terminology is equivalent to delayed! substitutive theme in Halliday's
terminology. As for Zayd in 5-55 it bears the focus of the sentence. It represents the
unmarked theme with contrastive focus (or even theme in cleft sentence) in Halliday's
formulation. For Al-Mutawakil, Zayd is	 focus because it represents new
information. A!-MutawakIl (J9.l,l, 1985: p. 138) defines 'focus' as the function that
is associated with the constituent which bears the new information. Furthermore, Al-
Mutawakil (JS.tI, 1985: p. 139) distinguishes between the following two sentences:
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5-56
Zayd-accus + saw-I-nom.
I [theme]saw Zayd[rherne].
It is Zayd [theme] the one that I saw[rheme]. [Hallidays formulation]
5-57 4j
Zayd-nom. + saw-I-him
I [theme]saw Zayd[rheme]. Or,
Zayd[theme], I saw him[rheme]. [Halliday's formulationlreference theme].
Al-Mutawakil (J g..tI, op. cit.) points out that 'Zayd' in 5-56 is the focus because it
bears unknown (new) information that the speaker intends to inform his addressee
about, whereas in 5-57 it is topic because it bears old information that is shared
between the speaker and the addressee.
Al-Mutawakil (J..tl, 1986: pp. 70-89) argues that, as is the case in English, the last
lexical item in the unmarked Arabic sentence bears the focal point of the whole
message. Examples given by Al-Mutawakil to support this argument include
sentences like:
5-58
K/ia/id drank the tea.
Hind travelled to Fez.
For Al-Mutawakil, 'the tea' and 'to Fez' in 5-58 & 59 respectively bear the unmarked
focus of the sentences. Furthermore, he differentiates between sentences in their
unmarked state and sentences in their marked state, particularly when a constituent
occurs in a position which separates the verb from itsfa c 'il/subject. Compare sentence
5-58 above with 5-60 below:
5-60
K/ia/id drank the tea. Or
The tea was drunk by Khálld.
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Al-Mutawakil (JS.t, 1986: p. 71) points out that the constituents .t.iU'.. Khálid and
LL.J the tea in both sentences 5-58 & 59 have the same syntactic functions
(fi Cil/subject and object) and semantic functions (agent and participant) respectively.
They differ, however, in terms of pragmatic function (specifically in the information
structure). As hinted above, 'the tea' in 5-58 bears the focus (new information) of the
sentence, while in 5-60 it functions pragmatically as the topic (sharedlgiven
information) of the sentence. This is why sentence 5-58 serves as an appropriate
answer to context question 5-61 below, and sentence 5-60 serves as an appropriate
answer to context question 5-62, as in:
5-61
What did KhálId drink?
5-62	 LJI '•:• i C)-
Who drank the tea?
The analysis presented by Al-Mutawakil of sentence 5-60 goes counter to the analysis
presented by Al-JurjânI, mentioned above, of sentence 5-23 which has the same
structure (re-presented with a new number for convenience) as in the following:
5-63 j
The Khár/I was killed by Zayd.
Al-JurjãnI believes that the object
	 Al-KhárUI is preposed because it is the
most important element in the sentence (new information), hence it bears the focus,
while the analysis presented by Al-Mutawakil for a sentence having the same structure
suggests that the object ,p.JL.cJVAl-Khar/I is only the topic of the sentence
(sharedlgiven information), because the sentence comes as an appropriate answer to a
context question like:
5-64	 J
Who killed the Khár/i?
Thus, in principle, it seems for Al-Mutawakil that , what occurs between the verb and
its fO'i//subject (as the object in 5-60 above) is always the topic of the sentence,
because it constitutes the shared information of the message, whereas what occurs
after the main components of the verbal sentence, the verb and itsfacil/subject (as the
object and the adverb of place in 5-58 & 59 respectively) bears the focus of the
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because it constitutes the new information that the speaker wants to deliver to his
addressee. But what is the pragmatic function of the constituent occurring before the
verb, as in 5-65 & 66 below?:
5-65
It is the tea that Khálid drank.
5-66 .tit	 J
It is to Fez that KhálId travelled.
Al-Mutawakil (J$itI, 1986: p. 80) points out that the words SLZJ the tea in 5-65
and	 U J to Fez in 5-66 serve as contrastive focuses; hence the two sentences can
be expanded as follows:
5-67 (th ) Jt
The tea, Khálid drank (not the milk).
5-68 (S	 J ) iL	 LM L)• J!
To Fez, Khálid travelled (not to Marrakech).
But this is not always the case. First position before the verb is not always associated
with topic. Witness the following two examples:
5-69	 )
Today, two students were absent (not yesterday).
Two students were absent today. Or
Today two students were absent.
Al-Mutawakil (J.LI, op. cit. p. 86) points out that both constituents occurring
before the verb in 5-69 and 5-70 share the same syntactic function, both are adverbs,
the same semantic function, both indicate time, but they differ in the pragmatic
function. This function is subjected to the speaker's choice as to which part of his
discourse he wants to carry the 'emotive' function/s (focus or topic in the above
examples). The adverb 'JI today in 5-69 serves as contrastive focus, while in 5-70 it
serves as topic (given information). This difference in pragmatic function makes it
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reasonable for sentence 5-70 to be an appropriate answer to context question 5-71
below, whereas sentence 5-69 is not:
5-71	 9.fJ$	 t..4
What happened today?
In this sub-section, two points of view have been presented in discussing the
information structure of the Arabic sentence; the TALs' point of view and the modem
point of view. The TALs' treatment of information structure in SA is unique and
original. However, it lacks depth and clarity. The modem Arab linguists' treatment, on
the other hand, is only an adaptation of the western approaches which may or may not
be applicable to SA. CazIz adopting the PS approach and Al-Mutawakil adapting
Dik's functional approach are cases in point. Neither of them, however, have
attempted to establish their own approach specifically designed for SA in the way that
the TALs tried to do.
5.7.
Conclusion
This chapter is an attempt to trace some functional aspects of the TALs' treatment of
SA. However, it is to be stressed that the functional analysis presented by the TALs is
not distinguished from their formal analysis. In other words, the TALs' functional
analysis of SA does not have its own domains, assumptions, and analytical
methodologies. Sibawayh and Al-JurjänI were the most prominent figures whose
works were inlaid with various functional attitudes. In the present chapter, some
functional views discussed by Arab linguists have been pointed out. These include
notions such as context of situation, old versus new information, focus, topic,
presupposition and others. The differences in the functional terminology have been
pointed out and related to their near-equivalents in modem functional terminology.
To conclude, although the analysis of the TALs was fundamentally formal, one can
find a functional aspect to their analysis. Last but not least, it can be said that one of
the most prominent findings that can be extracted from this chapter is the general
applicability of Halliday's model to Arabic clauses. This can be clearly seen in 5.4.1-
5.6.2.
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6.0.
LAYOUT
This chapter is divided into two main parts. Part one discusses some issues related to
translation in general. Section One of this part is an introduction to the chapter.
Section Two discusses the relation between translation and meaning, and looks at
notions such as 'literal' versus 'free', 'form' versus 'meaning', 'equivalence' and
'redundancy'. Section Three briefly discusses some other issues focusing mainly on the
attributes that the translator and translations should have. Part two starts with Section
Four which constitutes a discussion of the types of the translation of the meaning of
the Holy Qur'an. Section Five questions the translatability of the Holy Qur'ãn. Section
Six provides a brief account of the history of the translation of the meanings of the
Holy Qur'an. Section Seven studies the way that the suras and verses of the Holy
Qur'ân are ordered. Section Eight provides a study of each of the five Qur'anic
translations under consideration. Section Nine is a conclusion.
6.1.
Introduction
Translation has always played a vital role in human communication. Its importance
has grown dramatically in the 20th century, as the volume of information and ideas
exchanged between different language areas has increased. Translation may be
defined as: "the expression in one language (or target language) of what has been
expressed in another (source language), preserving semantic and stylistic
equivalencies (Dubois, 1973, quoted in Bell, 1991: p. 5). Catford (1965: p. 20)
similarly, defines translation as "the replacement of textual material in one language
(SL) by equivalent textual material in another language (TL)". The central problem of
translation practice is that of finding target language translation equivalents. The term
'equivalent' is clearly a key term; therefore, it is discussed at length below.
The debate on the primacy of notions such as 'literal' over 'free' translation and 'form'
over 'meaning' and vice versa is considered central in the realm of translation. In fact,
a translator has to have a list of priorities. He has to choose between translating the
source text into the target text either literally i.e. word by word, or sense by sense (free
translation; though a really free translation might go well beyond this). Also he has to
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choose between keeping the form or the meaning. These are notions of the utmost
importance in translation. Therefore, they will be discussed in some detail in this
chapter. The translator and the work, the translation, should possess a number of
major attributes in order to be successful. The major attributes are briefly considered
in this chapter.
Part two is devoted to the discussion of some fundamental points with regard to the
translation of the meaning of the Holy Qur'ân. Translating a religious text is not an
easy task, let alone if the Divine Book, itself, depends on its language as a source of
its inimitability. This is the case with the Holy Qur'ân. Therefore, Muslim scholars
hold different views with regard to this particular point. The subject of the
translatability of the Holy Qur'ân will occupy a large proportion of the second part of
the present chapter.
Afler a discussion of fundamental issues related to the translation of the meanings of
the Holy Qur'ân, the five translations of the meanings of the Qur'ân that have been
chosen for consideration under this study of the rhetorical purposes of non-canonical
word order, will be studied at some length. Each study will include a brief general
account concerning the translator, the style and the history behind each translation, in
order to provide some relevant background material.
6.2.
Translation and meaning
Most issues connected to this section, particularly those relating to meaning, are
discussed with some detail in Chapters two and five. Others related to translation will
be discussed here.
Translation is basically a process dealing with meaning. It is the transfer of meaning
rather than words. Words, however, serve as the vehicle for transferring this meaning.
This can be realised from the fact that if translation were a mere replacement of words
in one language with equivalent words in another language, then it would be sufficient
to obtain a perfect translation to consult a bilingual dictionary, which would provide
the translator with a list of individual words and their equivalents in the target
language. But translation is more than this. It aims to convey the meaning of a given
linguistic discourse from one language to another. Words, then, are only one element
in the total linguistic discourse.
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The meaning of a particular word (or phrase) is not only governed by the 'external
world' or the idea that the given word or phrase refers to, but also by the use of this
particular word or phrase in a particular context for a particular effect.
6.2.1.
Types of translation
The literature on translation studies has generated a great deal of discussion of three
types of translation which should be distinguished from each other. Word-for-word
translation should be distinguished from literal translation and this in turn from free
translation. Word-for-word translation (or interlineal translation) is rank-bound' at
word-rank. It is a process "where the target text does not necessarily respect target
language grammar, but has grammatical units corresponding to every grammatical
unit of the source text" (Hervey and Higgins, 1992: p. 20). It is an extreme form of the
much more common literal translation, where the literal meaning of words is taken as
if from the dictionary (that is, out of context) (op. cit.), but makes change in
conformity with target language grammar (i.e. target language is respected). Literal
translation, like word-for-word translation, tends to remain lexically word for word.
Free translation on the other hand, is always unbounded (cf footnote 1). There is a
global equivalence/correspondence between the textual units of the source text and
those of the target text (op. cit.). The free translation, is interchangeable with the
source language text in situation. The example of the three types of translation can be
seen in translating the following English expression:
SL text The sky does not rain cats and dogs _______________________
TL text	 ___	 (word-for-word)
1tS	 (literal translation)
_________	 (free translation)
The fourteenth-century translator Salãh Ad-DIn As-SafadI writes about earlier
generations of Arab translators, complaining that they:
look at each Greek word and what it means. They seek an equivalent term in
Arabic and write it down. Then they take the next word and do the same, and
so on until the end of what they have to translate. (quoted in Hatim and
Mason, 1990: p.5)
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As-Safadi 1 s criticism of earlier Arab translators depends on two assumptions:
1- The assumption that one can find a one-for-one equivalents for all lexical items in
Greek and Arabic.
2- The assumption that the sentence structure of one language can match that of
another.
Hatim and Mason (op. cit.) add to this list that word order, sentence length, ways of
presenting information, and so on; all are language-specific. This indicates that any
attempt to translate at this level (i.e. literal translation) is bound to miss important
elements of information, that is, of meaning. Yet literal translation has its defenders.
Newmark (quoted in Hatim and Mason, 1992: pp. 68-69) who considers it important
to distinguish literal translation from word-for-word translation, indicates that:
literal translation is correct and must not be avoided, f it secures referential
and pragmatic equivalence to the original.
In his Approach to Translation (1981), Newmark distinguishes between semantic and
communicative approaches (to translation), i.e. literal and free or word-for-word and
semiotic respectively (cf Hatim and Mason, 1990):
Communicative translation attempts to produce on its readers an effect as
close as possible to that obtained on the reader of the original. Semantic
translation attempts to render, as closely as the semantic and syntactic
structures of the second language may allow, the exact contextual meaning
of the original. (Newmark, 1981: p.39)
This leads us to discuss equivalence in translation which is the core of the following
sub-section.
6.2.2.
Equivalence in translation
By distinguishing formal equivalence and dynamic equivalence, Nida (1964) shifts
attention away from, what many have regarded as, the sterile debate over free versus
literal translation towards the effect of different translation strategies. Newmark
(1981), as mentioned in the previous sub-section, prefers the terms semantic and
communicative translation. In their work, The Theory and Practice of Translation,
Nida and Taber (1969) point out that the interest in translating first focused on the
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form of the message, but then shifted from the form of the message to the response of
the receptor:
The older focus in translating was the form of the message, and translators
took particular delight in being able to reproduce stylistic specialities, e.g.
rhythms, rhymes, plays on words... The new focus, however, has shftedfrom
the form of the message to the response of the receptor. (Nida and Taber,
1969: p. 1)
Formal equivalence is "a means of providing some degree of insight into the lexical,
grammatical or structural form of a source text" (Hatim and Mason: op. cit.). Formal
equivalence focuses attention on the possible match of both form and content between
source text and target text. Nida calls this type of translation a 'gloss translation'. It
aims to allow the reader to understand as much of the source language context as
possible. Dynamic equivalence, on the other hand, is based on the principle of
'equivalent effect'. It attempts to render the exact contextual meaning of the original,
and aims to create in the target text the equivalent of the effect that exists in the source
text. In other words, dynamic equivalence stresses that 'the relationship between
receiver and message should aim at being the same as that between the original
receivers and the source language message" (cf Bassnett, 1980: p. 26. cf also Gutt,
1991: pp. 66-67). Though I believe that most translations fall somewhere on the scale
in between the two types, Nida (1964: p. 160) claims that 'the present direction is
toward increasing emphasis on dynamic equivalencies'. In lines with this orientation,
Nida and Taber (1969) define dynamic equivalence as follows:
Dynamic equivalence is therefore to be defined in terms of the degree to
which the receptors of the message in the receptor language respond to it in
substantially the same manner as the receptors in the source language.
(Nida and Taber, 1969. p. 24)
But does this mean that the response in the receptor language should be identical with
that of the source language? Nida and Taber (op. cit.) answer this question saying:
This response can never be identical, for the cultural and historical settings
are too different, but there should be a high degree of equivalence of
response, or translation will have failed to accomplish its purpose. (Nida
and Taber, 1969: p. 24)
Halliday et al (1964) describe translation as the foundation of textual (i.e. dynamic)
rather than lexical or grammatical (i.e. formal) equivalence. The foundation of
equivalence, for Halliday et al, can be obtained by recognising the whole text:
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'Translation is the relation between two or more texts playing an identical part in an
identical situation..." (op. cit: p.173). "A text is a whole entity, to be translated as a
whole" (Hatim and Mason. 1990: p.9).
This is similar to Widdowson's (1979) suggestion that translation should not operate
on the word level but on the communicative or functional level. Widdowson notes
that some functions of a language, such as demand or request, for example are
expressed in one way in the source language and in different way in the target
language. Therefore a translator has to establish equivalents on the
communicative level of language rather than on the lexical or grammatical
levels (cf also, Hatim and Mason, 1990: PP. 65-67). This can be applied for example
in the translation of the English phrase 'How do you do?'. If we want to translate this
phrase into modern Arabic by looking only for its lexical equivalents and its
grammatical structure (interrogative in this case) in the Arabic language, we will get a
misleading translation as:
	 Therefore we should concentrate more upon
the communicative or functional equivalent (equivalent effect in Nida and Taber's
term) as a whole text. We should first recognise its use in English as a greeting phrase
usually used in formal conversation by people on being introduced to one another for
the first time. Therefore the Arabic equivalent should be one that can be used in a
similar situation and for a similar purpose too. The proposed Arabic
translation of such phrase in such circumstances is tj	 Thus this translation
of the English phrase is completely different from the first Arabic translation which
was mainly dependent on the lexical and grammatical levels.
El Menoufy (1982) states some points that the communicative approach can be
applied to in translation. These briefly can be numerated as follows:
1- The translation of names and cultural religious terms.
2- The translation of metaphorical and expressions and proverbs.
3- The translation of certain verbs.
6.2.3.
Form versus content
The debate on the primacy of content over form or vice versa has been more or less a
constant in translation studies, no matter how far back one goes. Hatim and Mason
(1990: p. 8) stress that the ideal would of course be to translate both form and content,
without the one in any way impinging on the other. But all would agree that this is
usually impossible. In most cases there can be doubt that the message, that is the
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meaning, of a given context is more important than the form. Nida and Taber (1969:
p. 5) claim that to preserve the content of the message the form must be changed.
They point out that the rhythm of Hebrew, for example, cannot be reproduced into
English for languages in general at this point do not correspond. Therefore, the
translator must sacrifice certain formal niceties for the sake of the content.
Some words on the other hand may have specific meaning while their correspondents
in the receptor language indicate other meanings due to the culture of the receptor
language. For example the word 4i 3 Allah in Arabic is always used in a single form to
indicate oneness and it is also in masculine. Its correspondence in English, on the
other hand, the word God can occur in both singular or plural forms as God or gods. It
also can be masculine as God and feminine as goddess. The word god might also be
regarded as equivalent to the Arabic word 4J!, since the Arabic word can be plural as
Zt..Jt and feminine as	 Therefore in this case it is recommended to use either the
Arabic loan-word Allah or the English word God and as Nida and Taber (op. cit.)
suggest to use a marginal note to call the attention of the reader to the intended
meaning of the original word.
Most linguists, if not all, agree that differences in form result in differences in
meaning. Nida and Taber (1969: p. 49) trace this fact by giving the following different
forms derived from 'Jesus rebuked Peter':
1- Jesus rebuked Peter.
2- Peter was rebuked by Jesus.
3- Jesus's rebuking of Peter.
4- Peter's being rebuked by Jesus.
5- the rebuke of Peter by Jesus.
6- Peter's rebuke by Jesus.
6- The rebuking of Peter by Jesus.
8- It was Jesus who rebuked Peter.
6- It was Peter who was rebuked by Jesus.
These series of transforms express essentially the same relationships between the
constituent parts, all of which go back to the same kernel. However, there are obvious
differences in meaning. This is mainly because of the focus (the information
structure). This indicates that the relationship between the form (or surface structure)
and meaning (or deep structure) is not as straightforward as one might have thought.
Another example of this is quoted in Larson 1984, p. 235). He says "Rhetorical
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questions have the grammatical form of questions, but can have rather different
illocutionary force". Thus, Larson (op. cit.) explains, "a mother who is angry with her
son for not having emptied the garbage might say 'When are you going to empty the
garbage?' In this case, the semantic illocutionary force is one of command, but the
grammatical form is that of a question which would normally be used to ask about
time" (quoted in Gutt, 1991: P. 82, italics as in original).
In this case, if the translator fails to give both the form, the 'surface structure', and the
meaning, the 'deep structure', of the original, Larson (1984: p. 26) stresses that:
Behind the surface structure is the deep structure, the meaning. It is this
meaning that serves as the base for translation into another language.
(quoted in Gutt, 1991: p. 81, italics as in original)
Barnwell (1983: p. 20) lists four causes concerning the misunderstanding of the
relationship of the form and the meaning. Three of these causes relate to the audience
and one to the translator.
1- The problem comes when 'accuracy' is interpreted to mean 'identity of form' rather
than 'identity of meaning'.
2- People have become attached to the familiar written form of the words rather than
the message itself. They are not able to distinguish between the message and the
grammatical and lexical form by which it is expressed.
3- People are not consciously aware of linguistic differences between languages. They
assume that what can be said in a certain way in one language can be said in the same
way in any other language. The distinction between the meaning and the form of
language is often confused even by some with high educational background.
4- Sometimes translations are too free and are not accurate in communicating the
original meaning. In aiming for natural expression of the message in the receptor
language, the translator may have lost the essential focus on exact equivalence of
meaning. Sometimes changes of form are made unnecessarily.
Nida (1964: p. 164) concludes that correspondence of meaning should, in the last
resort, have priority over correspondence of form. Thus, in translating, there are three
possible cases in relation to form and meaning: to transfer both form and meaning; if
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this is not possible it is enough to transfer the meaning and sacrifice the form; and if
this is also impossible, it is acceptable as a last resort to transfer the form.
6.2.4
Circumlocution (Redundancy)
From a rhetorical point of view, in English as in Arabic, generally speaking the most
eloquent sentence is the sentence which gives the intended meaning in fewer words.
In translation the translator may find himself compelled to add words to his rendering
in order to give the same meaning as the original. However, adding unnecessary
words in the target texts, results in what is known in linguistics, as
circumlocution/redundancy (cf Crystal 1992). It is "that part of the communication
which can be eliminated without the loss of essential information" (Pei, 1978). In the
sentence, for instance, 'She lives alone by herself', the word 'alone' is redundant,
because it is not necessary in the sentence and it does not give extra meaning (cf
Longman Dictionary). Thus, expressing a meaning with more words when it could be
expressed in less is known as circumlocutionl redundancy. Redundancy may also be
sub-classified into contextual redundancy and transferential redundancy.
6.2.4.1
Contextual redundancy
The translated text may include redundant wordls when the meaning is recoverable
from the context of utterance.
1-	 SI1l	 iI
This can be literally translated as: "The religious tie is the only tie existing in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia". This translation is acceptable in English, but a better
translation can be given as follows: "The religious tie is the only tie in the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia". The Arabic word 	 is deleted in the English translation
because its meaning is contained in the verb (i.e. verb "to be"). Thus, the word
existing in the literal English translation is redundant. The English literal translation,
on the other hand, consists of eight words (excluding particles "the, is in, and of'),
while the suggested translation consists of seven words (excluding particles "the, is
in, and of'). This also means that the literal translation is more redundant than the
suggested translation.
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6.2.4.2
Transferential redundancy
This involves the deletion of words in the process of translation for linguistic
incompatibility. Tautology is a type of transferential redundancy. Tautology means
the repetition of the same wordls or the same meaning in other wordls. It is a common
stylistic feature of Arabic writing. Tautology, however is considered bad style in
English and is to be avoided in translation. Consider the following example,
1- Ig	
-'	 L7 L
	
J
This Arabic sentence, can be literally translated into "she is concerned all concern on
her child's health". This literal translation would be alien to English translation
structure. In order to convey the emphasis of the Arabic noun 	 concern, it is
better to use a verb qualified by an adverb as in, "she is extremely concerned about
her child's health". The literal translation consists of seven words (excluding
particles), while the accepted English translation, suggested above, consists of six
words (excluding particles). This means that the literal translation is more redundant
than the suggested translation.
6.3.
Other related issues
6.3.1.
Translator's principles
In 1540 the French humanist Dolet (1506-46) published a short outline of translation
principles the title of which can be translated as 'How to Translate Well from one
Language into Another' and establish five principles for the translator (quoted in
Bassnett, 1980: p. 54):
1- The translator must fully understand the sense and meaning of the original
author, although he is at liberty to clarif' obscurities.
2- The translator should have a perfect knowledge of both SL and TL.
3- The translator should avoid word-for-word renderings.
4- The translator should use forms of speech in common use.
5- The translator should choose and order words appropriately to produce the
correct tone (my emphasis).
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6.3.2.
Translation principles
In his book Essay on the Principles of Translation, Tytler (1907: P. 9) propounds what
he calls three 'laws of translation':
1- That the translation should give a complete transcript of the ideas of the original
book.
2- That the style and manner of writing should be of the same character as that of the
original.
3- That the translation should have all the ease of the original composition.
Nida (1964: p. 164) gives almost the same requirements of a translation. He claims
that a translation should:
1- Make sense.
2- Convey the spirit and manner of the original.
3- Have a natural and easy form of expression.
4- Produce a similar response.
Nida's fourth requirement is an addition to Tytler's list. It however, reflects modern
concern with reader response.
6.4.
Translating the Holy Qur'ãn
The above account holds true for translation in general. However, translating Holy
books and particularly the Holy Qur'ân involves different considerations. Huetius
points out that:
One word should be translated by one word in Holy Writ, where
even the order of the words is a mystery, where a construction that
has not been refined with great art often carries more than one
sentence. Since the greater part of Holy Writ should not be studied
for its elegance...(quoted in Lefevere, /992: p.3).
This type of translation, i.e. word-for-word translation, mentioned above by Huetius
can apply to some extent to religious books other than the Holy Qur'ân. However, the
Holy Qur'ân depends greatly on its elegance, and is therefore somewhat different from
other Holy books (the Bible for example). Arberry (1953), as a translator of the
meaning of the Holy Qur'ân says: "The Western reader must get rid of the
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assumption that the Qur'ãn is more or less like the Old Testament"
(Arberry, 1953: p.26). The unique nature of the Holy Qur'an requires special treatment
in order to convey to the target language the morphological, syntactic, semantic,
lexical and stylistic characteristics of the Holy Qur'an besides the communicative and
functional effect of these characteristics. The difficulty of translation, then, stems
from the fact that these characteristics cause serious problems to a translator
especially with regard to the Holy Qur'an. Since it would be impossible to examine all
of these characteristics in this chapter, it will be sufficient to take, as an example, the
central topic of this thesis, non-canonical word order as a serious problem facing
translators of the Holy Qur'ân. We will see how the translators have dealt with this
problem.
It should be stressed that the Qur'anic text has its own particular cohesion which
cannot be judged by the general rules of textual analysis. This however does not mean
that there cannot be a good translation of the Holy Qufân. As a matter of fact, a good
translation "must be effective in its own right" (Newmark, 1988b: p.80). After all, I
believe it is the translator's task is to select the appropriate words in order to give the
same stylistic effect and the same intended meaning as the original linguistic
discourse. This process is in conformity with Al-JurjânI's theory of Nathm
(see Chap. 6)
To conclude this discussion we should confess that "Translation is for discussion.. .All
one can do is to produce an argument with translation examples to support it. Nothing
is purely objective or subjective. There are no cast-iron rules. Everything is more or
less." (op. cit. p. 21).
6.5.
Is the Qur'ãn translatable?
Since this chapter is mainly concerned with Qur'ân translation, we should discuss the
different views of Muslim scholars concerning the translation of the Holy Qur'ãn.
Before reviewing the opinions of scholars on the translatability of the Qur'án, it is
necessary to point out that translation of the Holy Qur'ãn falls into two different
categories. Literal (or lexical) translation (t 	 )	 r-ji and translation
of meaning (semantic translation) By literal translation here we
understand a word by word translation which, at the same time, transfers the style of
the Holy Qur'an, so that the end product corresponds to the original in all aspects and
effects. It means that the translation will be identical to the original, i.e. the Qur'ãn. In
this respect, the translation tries to substitute the original. This type of translation is
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impossible2 . Therefore, such translation is not the subject of disagreement or even
discussion (cf Ihsanoglu, 1980: p.xxvIll; 	 t../ahâta, 1980: pp. 5-6 and Rahaman,
1988: p.26). The second type of translation, that is translation of meaning, has two
subtypes: free (or communicative) translation or interpretation g
and translation of the original word of a text into parallel words and
expression as closely and accurately as possible (with no intention of substituting the
original). In this sense this is sometimes also termed literal (or relatively literal)
translation. Both kinds of translation of the second type are possible. It is this type
which has been the subject of discussion and dispute between Muslim scholars.
We have no clear evidence or information of any translation of the Holy Qur'an
during the life of Prophet or even during the early ages of Islam. Therefore the
translatability of the Holy Qur'ãn is considered a controversial issue among Muslim
scholars. The nature of this dispute between the Muslim scholars can be ascribed to
two main causes: the religious cause and the linguistic cause.
1- The reli g ious cause
It is reported by ams Ad-DIn As-Sarakhsi ( 	 . j.s4.&il, 1324: 1/ p.37) [d. 483 A.H.
/1090 A.. D.], that the Persians who embraced Islam wrote to Salman (d. 35 A.H. /655
A.D.), the Persian, the noted Companion of the Prophet asking him to translate
of the Qur'ân the Opening (the first sura) into Persian in order to recite it in
their prayer, until they be able to read the Qur'ân in its original text. "Thus they
continued to recite it until their tongues became used to Arabic." It is worth
mentioning here that this precedent has not been mentioned in any source prior to that
of Al-Sarakhsi's (cf also I L..Jl/A1-Bundãq, 1983: p.63).
The first person to raise the question of translating the Holy Qur'án into other
languages (especially Persian) was 	 '-/Abü anifa3 (d.150 A.H./769 A.D.)
who was himself of Persian origin. This is when he rules that the Qur'ãn, especially
the first sura i.e. LtbJI The Opening could be recited in Persian in prayer (cf
._g..J/Ayüb, 1986: p.35, Rahaman, 1988: p.25). The above report alongside with this
faiwa (ruling) presented by Abü Hanifa provide strong support for those
who call for the translation of the Holy Qur'ân4.
afi'I, MâlikI and Hanball scholars, constituting the other three Islamic schools of
law, disapprove of reciting the translation of the Qur'ân at the prayer. This strict
opinion of those scholars belonging to different schools of Islamic law is a very strong
piece of evidence for those who wish to prohibit the translation of the Holy Qur'ãn.
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Another strong piece of evidence is based on some verses of the Holy Qur'ân itself
which clearly challenge mankind to produce the like of it. Consider for example the
following verses:
6-1
(17:88/ p. 805)
jgL	 I.äiI l	 J.to. ig.L I	 JIq jiijl	 *.0il jjj J.p
Oj i & I.:.i	 rd	 jL gig d1i0.
Say. If the whole of mankind and finns were to gather together to produce the like of
this Qur'án, they could not produce the like thereof even f they backed up each other
with help and support."(p.805).
6-2
(52:34/ 1630)
43.L.Lb	 412.o	 IgiLL
Let them then produce a saying like unto it, f(it be) they speak the truth! (p. 1630)
6- 3 -
(11:13/ p. 585)
4.Jl )io dko)gi	 1g2
Say: "Bring ye then ten suras forged, like unto it "(p.585)
6-4
(2:23-24/ p. 12)
jIgitL	 44J[iJ)iiGO?)
4 I d'	 Ig.Ig
And fye are in doubt as to what we have revealed . .. to our servant then produce a
Sura like there unto; (p.12)
Such verses and others challenge the people to produce a composition like the Qur'ân.
They declare the inimitability of the Qur'ân and for some scholars, it is a logical
extension to claim it is therefore, also, untranslatable (cf L,.a.JI/Al-Himsi, 1980:
pp. 6-22).
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2- The ling uistic cause
The belief that the language (i.e. the form and content) and style of the Qur'ân are
inimitable and the conclusion of some scholars that it is therefore untranslatable, have
been outlined above. Al-Jurjâni 	 1984: p.39), as a linguist, explains the
inimitability of the Qur'an as follows:
' o t	 gt	 LL	 L	 4d
JS Jj4	 L49 L4taJs L I tij ZtJ
	
L4
-;:-.! J9 j S.L 9	 d	 Ui JS	 4 JS Lj J
iJ- , '9 Dj9 Dj9..w b 91.4U _i	 ab....
3l	 t	 ziS _i;
qJ 
•	
1L	 J	 iI
	
MJ	 L,
What has defeated them [i.e. the opponents of the Qur 'on] are: the arrangement of
its words, peculiarities of narration, the extraordinariness of the beginnings and
endings of the verses, the position and flow of words, the introduction ofparables,
the presentation of events, the forms of admonition, reminders, allurement, warning
and the style of argument. And what has da:led them is that they have contemplated
it careflully Chapter by Chapter, C(Jfran by CU.ran5 and Verse by Verse, but they
could not find a single word which is inappropriate or which could be objected to or
improved upon. On account of these qualities, they found a coherent funityJ which
dcc;led their minds leaving not a rhetorician among them who could hope to imitate
it (,_iL.j.J1/Al-JurjOni, 1984: p.39.. my translation).
After along discussion, Al-Jurjânl concludes that both the words and the meaning
collectively make the Qur'anic style inimitable	 op. cit: p.46).
Besides this, some scholars (L,_J.c..tI/Al-MadesI [d.68211283] for example)6 are
afraid that the translation of the Holy Qur'ãn will lead to substituting the original and
thus abandoning the language of the Qur'ân and eventually abandoning the Holy
Qur'an altogether.
Thus, added to the religious reasons mentioned earlier, those who oppose the
translation of the Qur'ân consider Al-Jurjâni's opinion of the inimitability of the
Qur'ân and Al-Maqdesi's opinion mentioned above as well as other linguists' opinions
as further reasons supporting their opinion.
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Briefly above, I have reviewed the main aspects of the arguments of both groups of
scholars, these who are for and those who are against the translation of the Holy
Qur'an. There follows a brief discussion of the above arguments which attempts to
answer the question Is the Qur 'an translatable?
- When the Imam Abü HanIfa issued his fatwa that the first sura of the Qur 'an
&tbJVAl-Fátiha (The Opening) could be translated into Persian to be recited in the
prayer, he did not mean anything beyond this point. In other words, he did not discuss
the translatability of the Qur'ân. His ruling was confined to the recitation of
4.t.bJI/Al-Fáti/a in the prayer for those Muslims who had yet to learn Arabic. In
addition, I believe that Abü HanIfa gave this ruling because according to the Prophet
Muhammad prayer is not valid without reciting 	 thJ the Opening7 . Moreover, it is
also reported by two disciples of Ab: HanIfa, Imam Muhammad (d. 189 A. H. /804 A.
D.) and Imam Yusuf (d. 182 A. H. / 978 A. D.), that Abii Hanifa later on changed his
mind and retracted this ruling ( t'JVAl-Bundáq, 1983: p. 58). Therefore this ruling
is not strong evidence for those who accept the translation of the Holy Qur'ãn.
2- Even if the precedent of Salman Al-FâresI mentioned above is correct (since it does
not occur in any other source prior to that of Al- SarakhsI), it does not lead to the
conclusion that the Qur'ân is translatable. It simply implies that portions of the
Qur'ãn can be translated according to their meaning into other languages. Also it can
be said that at that time there was a necessity for translating some verses of the Holy
Qur'ãn, because Islam was in its infancy and the Prophet Muhammadwantedto
communicate with other nations to inform them about his new religion and to make
them listen to some of the Qur'anic verses so that they would believe him. The only
way to do this was to translate these verses into their own languages. So even this
precedent is not strong evidence to support the views of supporters of the translation
of the Holy Qur'ân.
The evidence of those who are against the translation of the Holy Qur'an is also not
very strong as we will see from the following:
3- The discussion of the scholars of the three schools of Islamic law afiCI, MâlikI
and Hanball is, in fact, not about the translation of the Holy Qur'ân; rather, they are
mainly responding to the ruling of Abü HanIfa concerning the recitation of
tJ/Al-FátiLa in the prayer. So this is not evidence for those who do not accept
the translation of the Holy Qur'ân.
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4- The verses that have been quoted above and which have been used to support the
unacceptability of the translation of the Holy Qur'ân, in fact, do not talk about the
acceptability or unacceptability of translating the Holy Qur'an; rather, they are solely
concerned with the impossibility of producing the like of it in any language even in
Arabic. So even these verses are not a good argument for those who are against the
translation of the Qur'ãn.
5- We have mentioned above that one reason for those who oppose the translation of
the Holy Qur'an is its language. We have said earlier that transferring the composition
of the Holy Qur'ân into another composition which equals it in all respects is beyond
the power of human beings. This, however, does not prevent some kind of
transference of meaning into other languages. Pickthall, a translator of the Holy
Qur'an realises that the Qur'ãn "cannot be translated". He entitles his rendering of the
Qur'ân into English "the meaning of the Glorious Qur'ân." Arberry (1991) another
English translator of the meaning of the Holy Qur'ân entitles his translation "the
Koran Interpreted." Such titles are intended to convey to the reader the idea that an
adequate translation of the Qur'ân is impossible: "I have called my version an
interpretation, conceding the orthodox claim that the Koran... is untranslatable"
(Arberry, 1991: p. xii). Translators have tried, as far as they can, to transfer the style
and the effect of the Qur'ãn into English. But "the result is not the Glorious Qur'ãn"
(Pickthall, 1970: introduction & 1994: p. vii). Pickthall assures those who think that a
translation can substitute the Holy Qur'ãn that the translation "can never take the
place of the Koran in Arabic" (op. cit).
Having looked at the major arguments for and against the translation of the Holy
Qur'ãn, our question Is the Qur'an translatable? needs to be answered. As we have
seen, this question is not easy to answer. If we mean by the translation of the Holy
Qur'ân, the transference into another language of its style and meaning and in a more
general sense its composition and effect, the answer is definitely 'no'. Since this is true
for any ordinary book, how much more so if the translated book is a miraculous and
highly elegant book like the Holy Qur'ãn? But if we exclude these considerations the
reasonable answer is 'yes', the Qur'ân is translatable. Added to what is mentioned
above the translatability of the Holy Qur'ãn needs to be explained more.
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If we refer to the following Qur'anic verse,
6-5
-(14:4/ p.691)
4J1 d l 	 i4 d.0 g.	 )Ill 4I Jg-.uj 3po l;Iiijl LO9?
We sent not a messenger except (to teach) in the language of his (own) people, in
order to make (things) clear to them. (p. 691)
we will find that in his exegesis of the Qur'ãn, Az-ZamakharI (d.539/1 144) explains
this verse stating that the Prophet was sent to all mankind; however, there is no need
to reveal the Qur'ân in all the languages of mankind, since the message could be
conveyed in all languages through translation (cf	 /Az-ZamakhsarI, 1987:
p.539).
In his commentary on the same verse,	 joJ/Al-Qurtubi (d.668/ 1269) indicates
that the teaching of Islam can be conveyed through the translation of the Qur'ân.
In the year 1936, after along discussion between the scholars of Al-A zhar, represented
by Shaykh Muhammad Mustafa Al-MurâghI, the ruling was eventually issued
indicating that the meaning rather than the miraculous composition of the Qur'ân can
be translated into any language. This translation, however, should not be called the
Qur'an (cf
	 i$/AlBundáq, 1983: p.81;	 t.__/$aháta, 1980: p.35 and
g.J/Ayüb, 1986: pp. 3639)8.
In addition, the translatability of the Qur'ãn can be approached from another point of
view. The Arabic exegesis of the Qur'ân is itself, in fact, a kind of translation of the
Qur'an from Arabic to Arabic (cf also Hervey and Higgins, 1994: p. 17). However,
no one has opposed the composition of exegeses and commentaries of the Holy
Qur'ãn. Though translation of the Holy Qur'ãn, is truly, similar in many aspects to
exegesis, only translation faces so many objections!
To conclude this discussion, the question of the translatability of the Holy Qur'ãn can
be answered by adopting the opinion of the well-known head of the Al-Azhar ^aikh
Muhammad altzt on this subject. He has approached the problem of Qur'ãn
translation by defining and delimiting three kinds of translation of the Qurãn.
The first is literal translation, which attempts to transfer the same meaning, style and
effect into another language. In other words, through this translation the original text
is identical to and equals the translation of the Qur'ân. This kind of translation, altüt
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says, is beyond the power of mortals' ( JIAyáb, 1986:37). Therefore, he concludes,
that such translation should not be the subject of controversy, or even discussion.
The second kind of translation, according to altflt, is quite different from the first
kind. It attempts to translate the words and the expression of the Qur'ân into parallel
words and expression in the target language as closely and accurately as possible.
This can also be called literal (or as I propose 'relatively literal') translation.
The third kind of translation is free translation or interpretation of the Qur'anic
discourse (exegetic translation, cf Hervey and Higgins, 1994: pA 7). This kind of
translation aims at rendering the meaning of the Qur'anic text rather than the accuracy
of the literal translation. This kind of translation is exactly similar to some Arabic
exegeses except that the translation is written in another language 9 . Both these kinds
of translation, altüt states, are possible'° (op. cit).
Mawdüdi (1988) defends the primacy of free translation (or what he calls explanatory
or interpretative exposition) over literal translation of the meaning of the Holy
Qur'ân. He gives several reasons for his disapproved of literal translation. Among
these are the following:
1- Literal translation lacks literary force, fluency, eloquence and stylistic charm.
2- Literal translations fail to inspire the reader because of the manner in which they
are set for printing. Either the interlinear style is followed or, according to a more
recent fashion, a page is bisected and the Qur'anic text is printed on one half of the
page, with the translation on the other half. The drawback of this manner, according
to MawdQdi, is that the reader being unable to read passages with continuity, often
fails to receive their full impact as chunks of Arabic constantly interrupt the flow of
his reading.
3- The Qur' anic style is oratorical rather than narrative. If the translator retains the
original oratorical style, rather than replacing it with straightforward prose, passages
are bound to appear somewhat incoherent. But in free translation it seems reasonable
to occasionally add a few words in such a way that the translated text reflects the
situational context, and thus renders the passages more comprehensive and more
meaningful to the reader.
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From the first and the second reasons, especially the latter, it seems that MawdüdI
understands 'literal translation' in terms of the first type of translation defmed by
altüt as discussed above, regarding which it has agreed to be an ineffective and
unacceptable method of translating the Holy Qur'an. 'Free translation', on the other
hand, which MawdQdI would prefer, gives only the general meaning of the original
and does not try to imitate the original, in all respects, on each of the three levels: the
syntactic, the semantic and the pragmatic. Therefore what can be called a 'relatively
literal' translation (the second type given by altüt), I believe is the most acceptable,
because it tries to convey some of the accuracy and the stylistic and rhetorical
expressions of the original text. Indeed, this type of translation is ideal for religious
writings, since according to Nida and Taber (1969: p. 24) they "must not only provide
information which people can understand" which could be achieved through free
translation, "but must present the message in such a way that people can feel its
relevance [the expressive element in communication, i.e. dynamic equivalence] and
can then respond to it in action", (my italics).
To conclude then, we can defmitely say that in terms of the second (i.e. literal) and
third (i.e. free) kinds of translations defined by altQt the meaning of the Qur'ân is
translatable. It should also be stressed here, however, that all scholars, unanimously
agree that the translation should not substitute the original in any respect and should
not become the authority on which any ruling would be based or derived.
6.6
Historical note on the translations of the meaning of the
Qur'ân
It is difficult to determine exactly the date and the title of the first translation of the
Holy Qur'ãn. However, the relevant references on this subject suggest that the first
translation in Europe was the Latin version completed at the instigation of Peter the
Venerable, the Abbot of Cluny between the years 1141 A. D. and 1143. Four
centuries later this translation was printed with a recommendation by Martin Luther at
Basle in 1543. This translation was produced by three scholars lead by Robertus
Retenensis (cf p	 1986: pp.46-49, 4.Li. j /Arhaila, 1986: pp. 38-39,
Khân, 1987: p.9. cf also Arberry, 1991: p. x).
This translation, which formed the basis of the earliest European translations, was
later described by Sale and then Arberry as undeserving of the name translation since
it contained so many inaccuracies	 Sale says that Retenensis's book:
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deserves not the name of translation; the uncountable liberties
therein taken, and the numberless faults, both of omission and
commission, leaving scarce any resemblance of the original (quoted
in Hosni, 1990: p.95).
Here is Arberry's account of Retenensis's achievement:
It abounds in inaccuracies and misunderstandings, and was
inspired by hostile intention; nevertheless it served as the
foundation of the earliest translations into modem European idioms
(quoted in I...g.sI/Abi2 Frakji, 1982:46).
It is notable that after the invention of the printing press in 1450 by Gutenberg, both
complete and incomplete translations of the Holy Qur'an into several European
languages began to appear one following another in rapid succession.
In 1647, André du Ryer, a French businessman in the Levant who lived in Istanbul for
a time and then in Egypt as a Consul of the French king, made his translation of the
Holy Qur'ân directly from the Arabic 12 This translation was known as "Alcoran de
Mahomet" (cf Ihsanoglu, 1980: p. xxxv). Here is George Sale's impression of Du
Ryer's version:
but his peiformance... is far from being a just translation, there
being mistakes in every page, besides frequent transpositions,
omissions and additions, faults unpardonable in a work of this
nature. And what renders it still more incomplete is the want of
Notes to explain a vast number of passages, some of which are
dfJicult, and others impossible to understand, without proper
explications. . .(quoted in Hosni, 1990:94-95).
One year later in 1648, the first complete English translation appeared by Alexander
Ross, based on the French translation of André du Ryer' 3 (cf footnote: 10). Since this
translation is twice removed from the original translation, its accuracy certainly will
be very far from the original version, i.e. the Arabic Holy Qur'ãn, even supposing that
the first translation was accurate. We have given above Sale's account of Du Ryer's
translation which is the origin of the English translation. So what about the English
version? Sale says:
The English version is a very bad one;for Alexander Ross,..., being
utterly unacquainted with Arabic, and no great master of the
French, has added a number offresh mistakes of his own to those of
Du Ryer... (op. cit: 95)
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In 1698 at Padua, Father Maracci rendered yet another Latin version of the Holy
Qur'an with, for the first time, the Arabic text and quotations from various Arabic
authorities. These quotations are believed by Muslim scholars to be selected and
garbled carefully "so as to give the worst possible impression of Islam to Europe"
(YusufAli, 1938: p. xiv, cf also	 Frákh, 1982:53-54).
Sale (1696-1736), however, preferred this translation which represented the source of
his own rendering. He quoted in his Preface (1896:8) a criticism to that of Maracci by
a scholar saying:
He has not expressed the ideas of the Koran, but travestied the
words of it into barbarous Latin. Yet though all the beauties of the
original are lost in this translation, it is preferable to that by Du
Ryer (quoted in Hosni, 199O.96).
George Sale made his direct translation from Arabic into English in 1734 in London.
This popular translation was published several times and became a source for many
other translations. Generally this translation was based on that of Maracci, and even
his notes and his Preliminary Discourse is based mainly on Maracci (cf YusufAli,
1938: p. xiv, Rodwell, 1987: pp. 16-17).
The above is a brief discussion about the earliest translations of the Holy Qur'ân.
From the above we can infer that the Holy Qur'ân stands supreme among the
masterpieces that have received many translations even in one language, English for
example. We can also infer that these translations are inaccurate and contain a variety
of mistakes; thus they need to be revised and analysed. These inaccuracies are due to
many reasons, chief of which is the sublime rhetoric of the Holy Qur'ãn. Every
translator approaching the Holy Qur'ãn thinks he will do better than his predecessors,
but after finishing his translation he discovers that his achievement is very far from
the original. In the introduction to his translation, Arberry says:
In making the present attempt to improve on the performance of my
predecessors, and to produce something which might be accepted
as echoing however faintly the sublime rhetoric of the Arabic
Koran, I have been at pains to study the intricate and richly varied
rhythms which- apart from the message itself- constitute the
Koran's undeniable claim to rank among the greatest literary
masterpieces...(Arberry, 1991: p. x).
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It is sufficient to stop here in order not to exceed the scope of this chapter. The
following section will be devoted to an issue related to both the Holy Qur'ân and its
translators
6.7.
Order of suras (chapters) and verses of the Holy Qur'ân
Some non-Muslim translators of the Holy Qur'ân (e.g. Rodwell, Bell and Dawood)
were not happy with the standard order of the sáras and verses of the Holy Qur'ân, so
they rearranged them chronologically, topically or in other sequences. This I believe is
wrong for two reasons.
First, since the best translation is that which transfers most aspects of the semantic
and pragmatic messages of the source text, the translator, consequently has no right to
change the form or the content of the original text, particularly if this original text is
the Divine Book. Therefore, in translation the arrangement of the sáras of the Holy
Qur'ân should follow exactly that of the original text.
Second, the order of the si2ras of the Holy Qur'ân is tawqfi, i.e. it is not open to
discussion and reinterpretation. However, some translators think that since the present
order is due to Zayd bin Thâbit who is not a prophet, they have the right to rearrange
the saras of the Holy Qur'ân according to their different point of views. Added to
that, these translators believe that the arrangement was produced by a committee led
by Zayd bin Thâbit, and is not based on logical grounds. It is, in fact, based on placing
the longest and best known si2ras first (cf Rodwell, 1987: p. 2, cf also Irving, 1985:
p. xxiii). If this is true it is good arrangement because it is based on something logical
which is putting the longest sz2ras and the best known first. However, if one refers to
the Holy Qur'ân, one will find there are many short si2ras which were placed before
longer si2ras and vice versa. One will find, for example, süra (4), c.LiJ/An-Nesá'
which consists of 176 verses is placed before sara (7), ij.i/Al'aCr4f which
consists of 206 verses and sara (5), J..UI/A1-Má'ida consisting of 120 verses is
placed before si2ra (6), ti./Al- 'anCO,n consisting of 165 verses. One will also find
that some of the most popular süras which are recited as vocations during the day or
after the prayers, such as sz2ras 112, 113 and 114, were placed at the end of the Holy
Qur'ân. Thus, it is clear that the present order of the si2ras is not based on the
principle that what is longest or best known is put first.
Muslim scholars believe that the present order of the süras of the Holy Qur'ân is fixed
and it is not permissible for anyone to replace even one sara with another. This is
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because the si2ras of the Holy Qur'ân were arranged by the Prophet Muhammad rather
than by Zayd bin Thâbit as is claimed by some non-Muslim scholars. There follows
below some pieces of evidence from authentic sources (Hadiths) to show that the
Prophet (pbuh) instructed his Companions how to arrange the sz2ras and verses of the
Holy Qur'ân. This evidence supports the view that the present order of these suras
and verses was actually produced during the life of the Prophet Muhammad (jbuh).
1-
Li DILL :Lb.	 1i	 :J j i 	 ô-	 .SjtI LJJ
jLj Si4 )9
LJU 	 9' J4 çc1 LJ
•(
JjL.J1/Al-BukhOrI Narrated in his Sahih that.'jJ/I/Ibn Al-Zubair said: I
said to
	 bin Cafán "This verse which is in si2ra Sj4iJI
/Al-Baqara: (... jz.^2o j JIg (2: 240) 'Those ofyou who die...' (Yusuf
A Ii, 1991. p.1 06) has been abrogated by another verse. Why then do you write
it in the Qur'án?" Cuthman said: Leave it (where it is) 0 son of my brother, for
I will not shift anything of it [i.e. the Qur'án] from its original position.
(JjL_Jl/Al-BukhárI, vol. 5: p.160). [My translation]
This incident indicates that Companions were aware of the arrangement and original
position of the verses and süras of the Holy Qur'ân. They were not allowed to change
any verse or sara from its original position.
2-
4J1 j9..MIJ	 US" :J	 L4 '":	 Ji L5JJ
.(	 \V	 l4.i)
,hjtwJ1/As-SuyutI (1973, 1:99) states that it is reported by the two aikhs
[i.e. JL..J1/Al-Bukhári and ,c.L/Muslim] that
	
.LYZayd ben
Thá bet said: "We used to compose the Qur'an from small scraps in the
presence of the Messenger." [My translation]
This also indicates that this proper arrangement was well known to the Prophet
because the compilation of the sz2ras and verses of the Qur'ãn should be put in a
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specific order and this was done in the presence of the Prophet and in accordance with
his instructions.
3- Further evidence that the arrangement is due to the Prophet Muhammad comes
from the following incident:
L ) 1	 oL J	 oLc i	 tS :Jt
	
bL I9ffi :J	 _	 t^	 J
	
(\\	 \A	 ii ' 4) Lt	 LS t	 )JI
jLa..ic /Cuthmán said "When a Sura of several verses was revealed to the
Prophet peace be upon him, he used to call someone from among those who
used to write for him and said: Place these verses in the Sura, in which this
and this is mentioned"	 Musnad Ahmad (Ahmad's book), 18.
p. ' 9 1] [my translation].
4- Last but not least, there is more than one hadith in SjJl &IaLIL Al-
Bukhdri informing us that the Angel Gabriel used to recite the Qur'ân with the
Prophet once a year in the month of Rama±dn, but he recited it twice with him in the
year he died. It is logical that the recitation was conducted in a specific order and this
order was transferred by the Prophet to his Companions (j.' IIIbn Hajar, vol. 9:
p. 43)I4 Moreover, the logical reason among others for the Angel Gabriel's recitation
is to make sure that the Prophet had preserved the proper order of the sz2ras and verses
of the Holy Qur'ân, which is the present order.
These pieces of evidence added together indicate clearly that the order of the sz2ras
and verses was made by the Prophet and consequently it is not permissible for
anybody to tamper with it' 5 . Therefore no translator should alter the order of the sz2ras
and verses.
6.8.
Studiesof fiveQur'anictranslations
Since it is impossible to go over the translations of the Holy Qur'ân with respect to all
linguistic areas, I will choose five English translations and see how the translators
deal with our main linguistic subject in this study, non-canonical word order. The
selection of these translations was based on a number of considerations. First, all the
translations are popular ones. Second, these translations are usually consulted by the
students of the Translation and Languages Department of the Islamic University of
Imam Muhammad bin Saud in Riyadh. This university is the sponsor of the author of
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this study. Third, the authors of these translations are from different cultures and
backgrounds. Two of the translators, HilâlI and Dawood are Arabic native speakers,
the first is a Muslim and the other is a non-Muslim. Another two are Pickthall and
Rodwell. They are English native speakers but the former is a Muslim and the latter is
a non-Muslim. The last one is YusufAli who is neither a native Arabic nor a native
English speaker, but he is a Muslim. His translation is also the most common one in
the Islamic countries. Thus, the main criteria characterizing our selection of these
translations is based on native language. Arabic native speaker: Dawood. English
native speakers: Pickthall and Rodwell. Neither Arabic nor English speakers: Yusuf
Ali. There remains one translation one of whose authors HilâlI, is an Arabic native
speaker and the other, Khân, is neither an Arabic native speaker, nor an English native
speaker. The status of the various translators can be tabulated in the following
diagram:
r Muslim: Hilali
Arabic native speakers
IL Non-Muslim: Dawood
Muslim: Pickthall
Translators	 English native speakers
LNon-Muslim: Rodwell
Neither Arabic nor English native speaker (Muslim):Yusuf Au
Figure 6-1
A brief account of these translators and their translations will be presented below. I
will order the discussion chronologically dealing with the oldest translation first.
6.8.1
Rodwell, J.M.
His translation, The Koran, which was a direct translation from Arabic text, was first
published by Williams and Norgate in London, 1861. At that time the full title of
Rodwell's translation was: The Koran: translated from the Arabic the suras arranged
in chronological order with notes and index. This edition was revised and amended to
be published in 1876 by Bernard Queritch in London (cf Rodwell, 1987: p. xi). In
1909, it was taken up by Everyman's Library, edited by Earnest Rhys. In this edition,
the translation first came out in March 1909 with an introduction by the Rev.
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Margaliouth. This edition was frequently reprinted and between 1911 and 1977 it was
reprinted 18 times. Up till the year 1988, there were about 32 reprints of this edition
(cf Kidwai, 1988: p. 54).
Rodwell questions the authenticity of the traditional order of the suras and completely
changed this traditional order finding a new so-called chronological order starting
from sura 96 and ending at sura 12 (see section 6.9). In so doing, Rodwell consulted
partly the traditional Muslim sources and mainly Gustav Weil in his Mohammed der
Prophet. He also consulted William Muir in his Life of Mahomet and Theodore
Noeldeke in his Geschichte des Qôrans and considered them as standards (Rodwell,
1987: p. 3)16
This order is not only odd, it is also an irritating and laborious task for those who
want to find a particular süra in Rodwell's translation because they have first to
consult the comparative table of contents which is put at the beginning of the
translation.
It has lately been realised that such an order is not precise and leads to tampering with
the suras and even the verses of the Holy book. Therefore, the suras in the later
editions of this translation has been put back into the traditional order. Alan Jones
says in his foreword of Rodwell's translation (1994: p. x):
It is realised that such an ordering is mistaken. As will be shown in
the Introduction, the furthest one can go is to divide the suras into
four rough chronological groups. Any attempt to go further is
fraught with difficulty and is possibly misleading. The suras have
therefore been put back into the traditional order.
Rodwell's rendering does not contain the Arabic text. He has ignored the numbers of
the verses, which makes it difficult to follow the original verses, limiting himself to
numbering every ten lines of his translation. He was very critical of Sale's rendering
because of his following Marracci for his "parasitic comments into the body of the
text", so he tried to avoid interrupting the text by putting his comments at the end of
the page. In the later issues, these comments and notes are collected and put at the end
of the book.
Rodwell attempted to imitate the style of the Holy Qur'ân, but his endeavour also to
translate the Holy Qur'ân literally had been made at the expense of the style and the
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content of the text. According to G. Margaliouth, the editor of Rodwell's translation
for the Everyman 's Library,
Rodwell's seems to a great extent to carry with it the atmosphere in
which Muhammad lived, and its sentences are imbued with the
flavour of the East. The quasi-verse form, with its unfettered and
irregular rhythmic flow of the lines, which has in suitable cases
been adopted, helps to bring out much of the wild charm of the
Arabic.... that is to say, that it aims at correctness without
sacr/Icing the right effect of the whole to over-insistence on small
details (in Rodwell, 1987: p. x).
A quick look at this translation will demonstrate that it suffers from a number of
mistakes of misinterpretation. Two examples will be given below to demonstrate this.
6-6
(68:9/ p. 1793)	 ji
4	 j2 gJ lgg
Their desire is that Thou shouldst be pliant. So would they be pliant (Ali 68:9, 1793).
By translating only the meaning of this verse, YusufAli succeeds in conveying most
closely the meaning of the original. But in contrast witness Rodwell's translation:
"They desire thee to deal smoothly with them: then would they be smooth as oil with
thee" (Rodwell, 1994: p. 388).
In trying to give a literal translation Rodwell stands very far from the original
meaning, and he adds the phrase 'as oil' which is not in the original text. The meaning
of Rodwell's translation is 'They wish that you should treat them kindly', but the
meaning of the original text is 'They wish that you should be flexible in discussing
matters with them' (cf	 'a.qar, 1988: p. 758, ,gJ/As-SuyutI, 1984: p.
564). Therefore, there is a big difference between the meaning of the original text and
that of the translation.
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6-7
(2:34/ p. 16)
..y 1	 p	 PIIIJ.ØJJ LL	 Ig
And behold, We said to the angels: "Bow down to Adam": and they bowed down not so
Iblis... (Au, 2:34, p.16).
From the above verse and the translation the meaning is very clear, but if we refer to
Rodwell we will see that he changes completely the meaning of the verse:
"And when we said to the angels, 'Bow down and worship Adam,' then worshipped
they all, save Eblis." (Rodwell, 1994: p.6)
In this translation there are two mistakes; first, Rodwell adds the word worship which
has no reference in the original text. This then gives an impression that the Qur'ân
permits worship of others besides Allah. So this translation clearly contradicts the
Islamic belief that worship should be only devoted to Allah. Second, the first letter of
the word we should be capitalised because it refers to Allah.
6.8.2.
M. M. Pickthall (1875-1 936)
The first western Muslim to translate the Holy Qur'ãn was Muhammad Marmaduke
Pickthall. He was born and brought up in the Christo-Judaic tradition, but converted
to Islam in December 1917 (cf Khãn, 1986:93). He was a man of letters and a scholar
of Arabic. He spent some years in the service of the Nizam of Hyderabad in India. In
1917 Pickthall was installed as acting Imam of Woking Mosque in London; therefore,
he felt that the necessity of an English translation of the Qur'ãn for the sermons he
used to deliver, since all the existing translations, for him, were misleading. In 1924
he mentioned to the Manager of the associated Press of India that he was attempting
to translate the Holy Qur'án into 'worthy English'. On the following day this news was
published in most Indian newspapers. It was the Muslim ruler of Hyderabad who
helped Pickthall to bring his translation into existence.
As a means to sponsor Pickthall, the Nizam offered him the job of Head Master in
one of his high schools in Hyderabad. Then in 1929 the Nizam granted him two years
leave with full salary in order to complete his translation work (cf Pickthall, 1994:
vi). During this period, Pickthall went to Cairo for a thorough revision of his work
with the help of some Egyptian scholars (cf Pickthall, 1994: p. vii). In 1930, the
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rendering of Pickthall under the title, the Meaning of the glorious Koran: an
explanatory translation was published in London by Alfred A. Knopf.
On 4 January 1935 Pickthall wrote his Foreword' to a bilingual edition which
embodied the Arabic text side-by-side with the English translation. This difficult task
of printing, which was done under the command of the Nizam of Hyderabad, had
been carried out by the government Central Press in Hyderabad. But unfortunately
Pickthall did not live long enough to see this edition. He left India to England to die
on 18 May 1936. In 1938, his translation with the Arabic text was finally published.
The text and its English translation appear on opposite pages. The English translation
as well as the Arabic text of this edition were paged from right to left. As is the case
in all texts of the Arabic Holy Qur'ân, verses in the Arabic text of this edition are
numbered at the end whereas they are numbered in the beginning of the translation.
In later editions, however, the Arabic text was omitted. Consequently, they are paged
from left to right (cf for example the latest one, 1994). A table of contents and brief
subject index were put at the end of the book. In all, Pickthall's rendering of the Holy
Qur'ân is not the best one. But it is one of the highly respected translations.
From the beginning, Pickthall sums up his achievement saying in his 'Translator's
Foreword': "The Koran cannot be translated". He explain his approach to translating
the Qur'ân: "The Book is here rendered almost literally and every effort has been
made to choose befitting language"; yet, "the result is not the Glorious Koran, that
inimitable symphony, the very sound of which moves men to tears and ecstasy"
(Pickthall, 1994: p. vii). So his work is "only an attempt to present the meaning of the
Koran- and peradventure something of the charm- in English" (op. cit).
Unlike Rodwell, Pickthall introduces every sira of the Holy Qur'ãn with a brief
comment, uses brief significant notes andlor parentheses when necessary. His notes,
however, are not detailed enough to elucidate the text (cf Kidwai, 1990: p.18). He
uses the traditional order of the Holy Qur'ân. He realises that "The arrangement is not
easy to understand". However, he believes that "the arrangement is not haphazard, as
some have hastily supposed" (Pickthall, 1994: p. xxviii). In order to give a certain
charm to his translation, he uses as most translators do, the grammatical usage and the
English idiom of the sixteenth and seventeenth century translation of the Bible (cf
Khân, 1987: p.23). Witness, for example his use of the third person singular
"overtaketh", "intercedeth" and "knoweth" (2: 255, p. 57).
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In his introduction to Rodwell's translation, Alan Jones says: "The best and most
influential translation by a Muslim is undoubtedly that of a British convert,
Muhammad Marmaduke Pickthall" (Rodwell, 1994: xxvi). This, however, does not
do away with the fact that Pickthall's translation also suffers from some mistakes and
mistranslations. The following are examples:
6-8
(2:12/p. 9) bjJ
- 4 3q).&12U	 jq '" oJI	 rd"I
Of a surety, they are the ones who make mischief but they realize (it) not (Ali: p. 9)
This statement is an affirmative and declarative statement. It declares and emphasises
that 'they are the ones who make mischief. The translation succeeds in conveying this
message. But compare this with Pickthall's translation of the same verse:
Are not they indeed the mischief-makers? But they perceive not. (Pickthall, 1994: p.34)
As is clear from Pickthall's translation, the affirmative mood of the text becomes an
interrogative one in the translation. Pickthall changes the content of the text. This
contradicts his main task, which is giving a literal translation.
6-9
(2:18/p. 10)
J rd' g
	 pl fi.b
This verse is translated by YusufAli as:
Deaf dumb, and blind, They will not return (to the path) (Ali: p.10)
Pickthall translates it as:
Deaf dumb and blind, and they return not (Pickthall, 1994: p.3 5)
The general meaning of this verse can be glossed as 'because they are deaf, dumb and
blind they will not return (to the straight path)'. Therefore neither the translation of
Yusuf Ali nor that of Pickthall are accurate. Ali in his translation ignores the letter
in	 , while Pickthall translates it as and. This letter, i.e.	 is called in Arabic
cU and indicates that what follows it gives the result of what precedes it.
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Both translators ignore the meaning of this letter in their renderings. I suggest that in
order to convey the meaning of this letter, the translation of this verse as should be,
'Deaf, dumb and blind; and so they will not return (to the path)'.
6-10
(31:28/ p. 1219)
For Allah is He who Hears and sees (all things) (Au, 3l:28/:pp. 1219)
This verse has been misinterpreted by Pickthall:
Lo! Allah is Hearer, Knower (Pickthall, 1994: p.296).
As is clear from this translation that the word 'seeing (all things)' _i	 is substituted
with the word 'Knower'	 as if the original text was 'r,ji 	 a.w 1J	 .
6.8.3.
Abdullah YusufAli (187O-1953
Abdullah Yusuf Ali was born in India on 4 April 1870. He did not study at any
religious institutions. But between the age of four and five his father ãn BahadQr
Shaik Yusuf Ali taught him Arabic. This stage was closed by fmishing memorising
the whole Qur'an (Ali, 1938: p. iii). He was educated at the University of Bombay. He
also studied at St. John's College, Cambridge, and Lincoln's Inn, London. In 1894 he
joined the Indian civil service from which he retired in 1914. For two years, between
1917 and 1919 he served as a lecturer on Indian affairs at the School of Oriental
Studies at the University of London. In 192 1-22, he served as the Revenue Minister of
the NizOm of Hyderabad and then as the principle of the Islamic College in Lahore
between 1935-1939.
His translation stands alongside that of Pickthall's as the most popular one in this field
in the Islamic world. It was in 1933, in the city of Lahore, that Abdullah decided to
translate the Holy Qur'an into English. He first decided to publish the translation of
each juz' (part) separately every three months (op. cii': p. vi). Accordingly, the first
juz ' was published on April of the year 1934. On April 1937 the translation of all
parts was completed and the last part i.e. the 30thjuz' was published on December
1939. All these parts came out under the title: The Holy Qur'an: an interpretation in
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English, with the Original Arabic text in parallel columns, a running rhythmic
commentary in English, and full explanatory notes.
In 1938 a two-volume edition constituting all parts of the translation of the Holy
Qur'ãn was published. This edition came out with a different title: the Holy Quran:
Arabic text with an English translation and commentary. This rendering has become
very popular and has been frequently reprinted in various editions; with Arabic text or
without and with commentary or without. This work was also published in other parts
of the world with slight change of the titles.
The language used in this translation is simple English literary language avoiding the
Biblical terms except those of the pronouns. Describing the language of this
translation, Pickthall says, it "is in better English than any previous English
translation by an Indian" (quoted in
	
ãn, 1986: p. 96).
Unlike Pickthall, Ali does not attempt a literal translation. This, as he says, is "in
order to express the spirit of the original better in English" (Au, 1938: p. v). The
literal meaning, however, is given in the Notes below. He is only concerned to give
the best meaning of the text: "The English shall be, not a mere substitution of one
word for another, but the best expression I give to the fullest meaning which I can
understand from the Arabic text" (Au, 1938: p. iv). He tries to convey the
communicative effect of the original in his translation: "The rhythm, music, and
exalted tone of the original should be reflected in the English interpretation" (op. cit).
He wants as far as he can to make the English a good substitute for the Arabic: "I
want to make English itself an Islamic language" (op. cit).
The distinctive feature of Yusuf A Ii's translation is that the Arabic text and English
translation are arranged in parallel colunms. His comments and notes are printed in
smaller size and put on the lower half (sometimes more or less) of the page. They are
written in rhythmic prose (or free verse as it is sometimes called). The Arabic verses
are numbered at the end (as in the 1992 edition) or at the beginning (as in the 1938
edition) while the English ones are numbered at the beginning. The traditional order
of suras is adopted and the book starts from right to left. The book begins with a
general introduction and a table of contents at the end. Some editions contain a table
of contents at the end andlor in the beginning' 7 . It also contains a brief subject index
at the end. Each sura except the first one starts with an introduction and summary.
Where the süra is short, a rhythmic commentary is given to prepare the reader for the
text.
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This brief biographical sketch of Yusuf Au and his translation, justifies the
importance of this translation in the Islamic world, which is also demonstrated by the
fact that, in all, more than 46 different editions of Yusufs translation can be identified
(cf Khân, 1986: pp. 96-97). However, despite its popularity, this translation suffers
from sonie mistakes, misinterpretations and mistranslations. Witness for example, the
following:
1- His translation of the 'abbreviated letters' which prefix certain suras is not
consistent. For example he translates the first verse of the first süra pJt as A.L.M.
(Ali, 1992:7). Also in sara 14 verse 1 4iJI	is translated as A.L.R. (op. cit: p. 690)18.
Such translations I believe are wrong because these letters depend on their
phonological features and not on their inscription. So the only way to render these
'abbreviated letters' is to transliterate them. It seems odd, however, that YusufAli
himself, transliterates some of these letters. For example, in süra 7 4P-oJI ' is
translated as Alif, Lam, Mim, Sad (op. cii': p. 397). Also in sura 19	 is
transliterated as Kâf. Ha. Yá. Cayn. ád.(op. cit. 853).
2- In the Holy Qur'ãn there are some identical verses even in different sz2ras. The
translation of such verses should if possible also be identical. This is, however, is not
the case with Ali's translation of such verses. Consider, for instance, the following:
6-1 1
(24:44/p. 1021)Jl
4 )Lb.YI sJq	 LIJ
Verily in these things is an instructive example for those who have vision! (Au, p.
1021)
6-12
(3:13/p.
jt	 .Ig	
-
In this is a lesson for such as have eyes to see (Au, p. 143)
Even if both translations of the two identical verses convey the same meaning,
consistency dictates that the translator should if possible choose one which is closer to
the original text and generalise it to all identical verses in the whole text in order to
inform the reader that the translated verses are originally identical. The same
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shortcoming also can be found in his translation of the identical verses, number 92
sara6,37si2ra7and l8si2ra 11.
3- Some verses are translated roughly without trying to give the exact meaning. The
following example is a case in point:
6-13
(14:5/p. 691)
LuLL 2s_iiq. lij1
We sent Moses with Our Signs (Au, p.691)
This verse is preceded by the conjunction and and the emphatic particle 	 which
is used to give beauty and emphasis to the meaning of the verse. By ignoring these
considerations, the translation fails to match the meaning of the original. To be close
to the original, the following translation could be suggested: 'Verily We sent Moses
with Our Signs...'. However, the problem with this translation is that the use of'veriIy
is obviously Biblical (it has an 'echo' of Biblical language) and does not have the
sense of emphasis that the Arabic particle J has. Therefore, I suggest the following
translation: 'We have sent Moses with Our Signs...'. The acceptability of this in
English, however, would depend on the broader context.
6.8.4.
N.J. Dawood
Dawood is an Iraqi Jew who came, at first as a student to settle, at London in 1945.
He graduated from the University of London and in 1959 he worked as one of the
directors of Contemporary Translations Ltd. and founded the Arabic Advertising and
Publishing Company Ltd. His outstanding works besides his translation of the Holy
Qur'an include his editing and abridging of The Muqaddima of Ibn Khaldün and his
translation of Tales from the Thousand and One Nights in 1954 (cf Dawood, 1990:
Penguin's Preface).
Dawood noted that most translations of the Qur'ân were rendered into archaic and
Biblical language which is not easily understood by the ordinary reader. There was no
translation in contemporary English. So, he set out to do this painstaking task: "it has
been my aim to present the modern reader with an intelligible version of the Koran in
contemporary English" (Dawood, 1990: p. 3). He is the only non-Muslim Arab who
approached this field so far.
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It is worth commenting, in this respect, that in general, the translator of the Holy
Qur'ân should avoid using "Biblical" style in his translation, simply because the
Qur'ân is not the Bible. Added to this, using the Biblical style in translating the Holy
Qur'ân does not help in reproducing the spirit of the original Arabic.
The translation of Dawood The Koran. Translated with Notes was first published in
1956 at London. It has now been completely revised after a life-long study of the style
and language of the Holy Qur'an. Dãwood tried to convey the meaning and elegance
of the Qur'anic style and its rhetorical magnificence, because "previous translations",
in his opinion, "practically failed to convey both the meaning and the rhetorical
grandeur of the original" (op. cit.).
In early editions of his translation, Dâwood abandoned the traditional arrangement of
the suras and instead of following strictly the chronological order, he begins his book
with what he calls the more Biblical, poetic and often shorter chapters (e.g. 'Mary' and
'The Merciful') and ends with much longer, topical and often complex chapters (e.g.
'The Cow' and 'The Table')" (cf Dawood, 1990: p.5).
The translation with this arrangement is misleading. According to Bishop in his
review "the translation is almost prohibitive of quick reference, arrangements are not
enough [and the] order in which suras are presented is arbitrary" (quoted in Khân,
1986: p.88).
In later editions, particularly that of 1990 published by Penguin Books, an index has
been added and the arrangement of the suras follows the traditional order. A table of
contents is placed in the beginning immediately before the translator's introduction. A
'chronological table of the main events in the life of Muhammad' starting from his
birth 570 until his death 632 is also provided before the translation of the first sara.
The book is read from left to right. The verses are roughly numbered and brief notes
are put at the end (sometimes middle) of the page. A brief index is placed at the end
of the book.
In his introduction, Dawood mentions that he has provided explanatory footnotes in
order to not "turn the text into an interpretation" (Dawood, 1990: p.4). But the fact is
that whoever refers to his translation will realise that it is more of an interpretation
than a translation.
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A reviewer in, The Times wrote "Across the language barrier Dâwood captures the
thunder and poetry of the original in such passages as those dealing with the Day of
Judgement and Heaven and Hell" (quoted in Dawood, 1990). However, of all the
above translations, this one is the most one marred by serious mistakes and
mistranslation. The following are cases in point:
1- The translation of any text, especially a literary text, should be brought as close to
the original, in everything even in the order of words within the sentence, as the target
language grammar and idiom will allow. But change of the word order with no logical
reason is readily observable in Dawood's rendering. The following are cases in point:
6-14
(2:185/ p. 76)
4{)q)IiLIl ..L*Jg )
 [	 ] diii igj'q
And to glor,5' Him In that He has guided you: And perchance ye shall be grateful
(Ali, p. 76)
In the above verse the phrase S.tL 	 in that He has guided you is fronted
before the phrase	 bJ And perchance ye shall be grateful. The translation
of Ali tries also to keep the same order as the original which indicates that the English
grammar and style allow the retention of the original order. Dawood in his translation
changes this order with no reason or explanation:
so that you ,nagnzfy Him and (render thanks to Him) [for giving you His guidance j
(Dawood, 1990: p.28)
Consequently, the meaning of the translation has been also changed. The meaning of
the translation: 'because of your magnification and thankfulness of Allah, He gives
you His guidance'. Therefore, while Dâwood gives a completely different meaning,
Ali succeeds in giving the true meaning of the original text.
6-15
(2O:l9/p. 882) 4.l
4 { s...uJg.o [} [III]
(Allah) said, ' [Throw it], (0 Moses)!" (Ali, p. 882)
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As is clear from the verse and the translation by Ali the verbal phrase (the imperative)
L_J is fronted before the vocative	 L . Such fronting gives beauty and
stateliness to the meaning of the text. In his translation, Dawood has not kept the word
order of the original text
He said. I (Moses), [cast it down f (Dâwood: p.220).
It is of course not necessarily the case that the rhetorical effect achieved in Arabic
must be achieved in English, since the two languages are different from each other. In
fact, what may be accepted in one language is not necessarily accepted in the other
language. But in this particular verse, the translator can at least achieve the same order
as the sentence elements in Arabic by postposing the vocative Moses. And this is
widely accepted in English.
In addition to this serious mistake, this translation has two other lesser mistakes. First
Dawood adds the subject He where it is not in the original without putting it between
two brackets to show that this word is his and is not in the original text. It is true that
English grammar requires a subject in this position, but the translator should point out
(as Ali does) that this subject is not mentioned in the text. However, this (i.e.
Dawood's choice) is acceptable since some translators are not happy to insert brackets
extensively in their translations. Therefore, I believe that the best place for comments
and notes is at the end of the page. Second, Dâwood does not translate the vocative
particle t.. which is mentioned in the original text, and translated by Au as "0".
2- Some attributes belonging to Allah are misinterpreted. Witness for example the
following verse:
6-16
(45:2/ p. 1531)
p'1 I jj.&II ciUi o	 Jjii
The revelation of the Book is from Allah The Exalted in Power,Full of Wisdom (Au,
p. 1531)
Ali gives a good translation of the Arabic word	 which is Full of Wisdom. But
in contrast consider Dawood's translation of the same word:
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This Book is revealed by God, the Mighty One, the All-Knowing (Dawood: 350)
Dawood misinterprets the word 	 as if it was çc.iL2i. However, in other positions
of the same sura, he approaches the true meaning in translating this word:
6-1 7
(45:2/ p. 353)	 Li
jiitlI j.j.&1l g.4g
He is the Mighty One, the Wise One (Dawood, p. 353)
3- He sometimes adds some words without pointing out that the added word or words
are his. For instance, notice the following:
6-18
(2:186/ p. 77)	 iJI
41	 L	 Lii .LL I
When My servants ask thee concerning Me, Jam indeed Close (to them) (Ali, p. 77).
It is obvious that this verse contains an ellipted phrase which is added by Dâwood as
J tell them when he translates this verse:
When My servants question you about Me, tell them that Jam near (Dâwood, p. 28)
The Muslim scholars agree that this verse is distinguished from other similar verses by
this ellipted phrase. They say that the purpose of this ellipses is to indicate that Allah
is very near to His servants. But Dawood's translation of this verse has changed the
meaning and removed the purpose of the ellipsis. The translator prefers to improve his
translation, from a stylistic point of view, at the expense of the meaning.
Thus these clear and serious mistakes suggest that Dãwood's rendering needs to be
revised and corrected if it is to be considered a good translation.
6.8.5.
HiIâII and Khàn
The fifth translation which will be used in the analysis is Interpretation of the
Meanings of the Noble Qur'an. This work is rendered by two scholars. They are
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Muhammad TaqI A-DIn Al-HilâlI and Muhammad Muhsin jân. The former is
Moroccan and the latter is Afghani but was born and brought up in Pakistan and
speaks Arabic fluently. The translation is more commonly associated with A1-HilâlI's
name than with Khân's.
Al-HilãlI was born in the year (1311 AH) in Morocco. His grandfather migrated to
Morocco from Tunis a long time ago. Al-HilãlI memorised the Qur'ân at the age of 12
years. He studied English and German. He collaborated with Khân on the translation
of ahIh Al-Bukhãri during the period of their stay at the Islamic University in Saudi
Arabia. Al-HilâlI died in the year 1987 (1408).
Khân was born in the year 1345 AH (1926 AD) in Pakistan. Escaping from wars and
tribal strife, his forefathers emigrated from Afghanistan to Pakistan. He gained a
Degree in Medicine and Surgery from the University of the Punjab, Lahore. He
travelled widely all over the world. Then, lastly, he worked as the Director of the
Islamic University Clinic in Saudi Arabia where he translated 	 SahIh
Al-BukhârI, the book	 j JL3I Al-Lu'lu' wa al-Murjãn and one of the books
of the exegesis of the Holy Qur'ân.
The translation of the Holy Qur'ân rendered by Al-HilâlI and Khân was first published
by Al-HilãlI Yayinlari, Istanbul, Turkey in 1974 under the title: Explanatory English
translation of the Holy Qur'ân: a summarised version of Ibn KathIr supplemented by
At-labari with comments from	 Sahih Al-Bu1hârI. The second edition
of the work was published in 1978. In 1985 a new edition was issued under the title:
Interpretation of The meanings of the Noble Qur'an In The English Language: A
Summarised Version of At-Tabari, Al-QurtubI and Ibn Kathir with comments from
.cL1JI	 5aLi/j Al-Bu/çJiári. Consequently, the old edition was withdrawn. This
new edition contains many amendments which are not in the old edition. Each verse
has been put separately opposite its English interpretation. The Hadiths which are in
the notes at the end of the pages in the old edition have been put in the English text in
the new edition. The name of si2ras are put transliterally alongside their translation.
This new edition is of two forms. One is in detailed form in nine volumes; and the
other is in summarised form in one volume. This rendering tends to be a literal
translation but the numerous explanatory notes between brackets turn it into an
interpretation rather than a translation (cf 6.5. and footnote 11).
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In their introduction, stating the reasons for carrying out the task of translating the
meaning of the Holy Qur'an into English, Al-HilâlI and Khân say that while they were
revising the translation of jt..iI	 SahIh Al-BukhârI they used to come across
the translation of the meanings of some of the verses of the Holy Qur'an some of
which were translated wrongly, while others were in need of clarification. They
marked them out, corrected them and clarified them. Therefore they decided to
produce a new translation of the Holy Qur'ân which they believe is distinguished from
other numerous English translations by the following (cf Al-HilalI and Khân, 1993:
pp. xxiii-xxv):
1- The meaning is quoted from the most authentic books namely Ibn Kathir's exegesis,
in addition to the exegesis of At-IabarI and Al-QurtubI. Comments are also added
from L5jtJ I ./ahIh Al-BukhârI and sometimes L/Muslim.
2- This translation has been introduced as ,bL.a SalajI (i.e. in accordance with the
traditional followers of the Prophet). Therefore the translation is intended to present
the meaning of the Holy Qur'ân in accordance with the early Muslims' opinions.
3- This translation tries to correct the mistakes of the previous translations which are
most probably due to the translators' 'weakness in grasping the peculiarities of the
Arabic language' (cf Al-HilâlI and Khân, 1993: p. xxiii).
4- This translation clarifies the ambiguous sentences which the previous translators
have not done.
Al-Hilâli and ãn's rendering has been criticised for not being written in a high and
elegant style of English which attracts an English reader as is the aim of all
contemporary translators. This indictment is defended by both translators insisting that
their first and foremost aim is to facilitate for the reader, the exact meaning of the
verse even if necessary by adding an elaborate explanation until the reader can
comprehend it (Al-HilâlI and ãn: p. xxiv). This translation suffers also from some
mistakes:
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6-18
(39:51/ pp. 1412-13)_,.
Log ijii	 L,	 Ifiiu pi-iii'	 .o lg.eJi	 jJIg
And the wrong-doers of this (generation), the evil results of their deeds will soon
overtake them (too). And they shall not escape. (Ali, pp. 1412-13)
Many translators wrongly translate the last word of this verse
	
as 'escape':
And those who did wrong of these [people to whom you Muhammad have been sent], will
also be overtaken by the evil results (torment) for that which they earned, and they will never
be able to escape. (Al-HilâlI and Khân, 1993: p.684)
They miss the implied ellipted noun phrase. The accurate meaning of this word is 'able
to frustrate'; The English verb 'frustrate' requires an object which is implied in the
Arabic word	 mucjizIn. Thus, in this context the ellipted object is a noun
phrase, i.e. 'our plans'. Al-HilãlI and jjjãn miss this ellipted noun phrase, and fail to
give the accurate meaning of the word 	 muC'jizmn when they translate this
word as 'escape'.
6-19
(99:4-5/ p. 1991)
LdJ	 LLaj	 * td: j I+ii	 :' pg.
On that Day will she Declare her tidings. For that thy Lord will Have given her
inspiration. (Ali, p.1991)
This rendering by Au gives a close but not an entirely accurate translation of the
original. These verses can be paraphrased as the following: 'On the Day of Judgement,
the earth will inform all which has been done over it and will also inform that Allah
Has inspired it to do so'.(cf 	 _I/Al-'aqar, 1988: p.8l'7). A1-HilãlI and Khân,
however fail to convey this meaning in their rendering. Witness the following:
That Day it will declare its information (about all what happened over it of good or
evil). Because your Lord has inspired it.(Hilâli and hãn, p. 918)
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They translate U as if it was	 because. Therefore, there is significant difference
between the original and the translation. A translation which conveys the exact
meaning of this verse would be:
7I	 your Lord has inspired it.
6.9
Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the translatability of the Holy Qur'ãn from an Islamic point
of view. There are three points of views: 1) The Qur'an is untranslatable. Islam does
not admit the translatability of the Holy Qur'ân. 2) The Qur'ân is translatable. It is
legal from an Islamic point of view to translate the Holy Qur'ân. 3) The Qur'ân is
untranslatable, but its meanings can be translated. It is recommended in Islam to
translate the meanings of the Holy Qur'ãn into other languages. In the conclusion of
this discussion, the third opinion is adopted.
This chapter also has discussed the types of translations from a linguistic point of
view. Some other linguistic issues related to translations have been also discussed.
The rest of the chapter has been devoted to a general study of the translators and the
translations under consideration.
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7.0
Layout
This chapter consists of three sections. Section One introduces the chapter. Section
Two analyses the twenty two examples under investigation. Section Three is a
conclusion.
7.1
Introduction
It has been said that the use of non-canonical word order constitutes along with other
rhetorical usages a property of the Qur'anic text. Given this, translators should not
ignore this usage when translating the Qur'anic text. As a matter of fact, "word order
is extremely important in translation because it plays a major role in maintaining a
coherent point of view and in orienting messages at text level" (Baker, 1994: p. 110).
In Arabic, changing the order of elements results in different non-propositional
meaning, (cf Baker, 1994), or rhetorical purposes, other than the basic meaning or the
general meaning of the sentence. This different non-propositional meaning or
rhetorical purpose generally involves emphasising the element which changes its
position. Thus, "word order is largely a matter of stylistic variation and is available as
a resource to signal emphasis" (op. cit.).
Accordingly, the central tasks of this chapter are:
(1) to examine whether the translators of the Holy Qur'ãn do in fact preserve the
intended meaning (rhetorical purpose) and the form of Qur'anic verses that exhibit
non-canonical word order. If not, the second possibility open to the translators, in this
respect, is to preserve the rhetorical meaning only. If neither of these two possibilities
are realised, it is enough, as a last possibility, to examine whether the translators
preserve the form, besides the general meaning, of course, of the source text.
(2) To apply, as is appropriate, some aspects of Halliday's approach to the English
translations of the selected Arabic examples. It can be argued here that Halliday's
approach is useful in analysing the English translations and in determining whether
they convey the intended meaning andlor the form of the source text.
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(3) To examine whether Halliday's approach can be applied to the Arabic examples.
The traditional Arabic analysis will be provided first and then for comparison, in some
cases, Halliday's analysis will be applied. Halliday's model will be slightly modified,
in order to accept Arabic sentences of VSO word order. In this respect, the subject in a
verbal sentence with VSO word order and in a nominal sentence with SP WO (where
the predicate in the nominal sentence is anything other than a verbal phrase), will be
treated as the unmarked theme and as a bearer of known or given information. Any
deviation from these word orders, in both constructions, will result in a marked theme
and, thus, a bearer of unknown or new information. This means that verbal sentences
of SVO, OVS, VOS, and SOV WO's and nominal sentences of PS WO (where
predicate expresses known information signalled by the situational context) are
representative of marked theme. Since the verb functionally says something about the
theme, it will be, following in the steps of the TALs, considered the rheme (or part of
it) of the clause regardless of its position, whether initial, medial, or fmal. As for
adverbials of time and place ttl 	 VjJ	 and prepositional phrases, when
occupying initial position, they will be considered, following Halliday (1985, pp. 189-
191) in treating such adjuncts, as marked themes in verbal sentences. Contrary to
Halliday (1985, pp. 49-52), however, discourse adjuncts (alternatively known as
conjunctive adjuncts') and conjunctions will not be considered as part of the theme of
the clause. Interrogative particles as well as exclamation particles, in Arabic, will be
treated as they have been treated, in English, by Halliday. This means that they will be
considered unmarked themes, but conveyers of unknown or new information and the
rest of the sentence will be the rheme, but the conveyer of known or given
information. Consider the following English examples (given by Halliday, 1985: pp.
47-48) and their Arabic translation:
who	 killed Cock Robin?
how cheerfully	 he seems to grin
theme (new information) 	 rheme (given information)
9j 49.SJ.. __________________________
	
'4	 (.,') _______________________________
	rheme (given information)	 theme (new information)
My task, then, in this chapter is to examine the points discussed above through the
five translations under consideration. These translations will be examined through
several verses, from different süras of the Holy Qur'ân, which exhibit non-canonical
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word order and which are carefully selected. The selection of these verses is mainly
based on the following considerations:
1- They all exhibit non-canonical word order.
2-They cover most types of non-canonical word order, particularly those which have
been discussed in Chapter 4.
3- They represent all the rhetorical purposes that have been discussed in Chapter 4.
The translations that will be examined here are the following:
I- Trans "D", The Koran, by N. J. Dawood (1990).
2- Trans "A", The Holy Qur'ãn: English translation of the Meanings and Commentary
byA. Y. Ali (1992).
3-Trans "H", Interpretation of the Meanings of the Noble Qur'ãn in the English
Language by M. T. HilâlI and M. M. ân (1993).
4- Trans "P", The Meaning of the Glorious Qur'ân By M. M. Pickthall (1994).
5- Trans "R", The Koran by J. M. Rodwell (1994).
The reasons for choosing these translations have been discussed in Chapter 1 (1.6) and
also in Chapter 6 (6.8). In translation, it is well known that the passage to be translated
is treated as one unit. But, while the translator is dealing with the problem of non-
canonical order he may sacrifice other considerations in order to sort out his main
problem (in our case non-canonical word order). As a matter of fact non-canonical
word order is linked with other issues (such as the function and the lexical meaning of
each word) and in the translation process itself cannot be dealt with separately. In
other words the translator may sacrifice the non-canonical word order in order to
solve, as far as he can, other translations problems that may face him in translating a
particular sentence.
This suggests that in order to examine whether a particular verse exhibits non-
canonical word order, it is important to know the function of each element within the
sentence as well as the exact meaning of the word in the context of situation of the
sentence. Therefore, afier each verse under investigation I will give a parsing of each
word of that sentence. This will be followed by an explanation of the verse from the
rhetoricians' andlor exegetes' point of view. Finally, I will provide a review and
analysis of the five translations of the verse using Halliday's model. This is intended to
make it possible to determine whether the translation process preserves and presents
the original non-canonical word order and its rhetorical purpose or ignores it to
preserve other linguistic features.
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As has been said earlier, the selection and arrangement of words (referred to as
Nazhm) may affect the meaning of the whole sentence. Therefore through the analysis
of each translation, I will also comment on whether the translator has given a correct
rendition of a particular word or not.
Thus, the analysis of each translation will be divided into two sections: general and
specific analysis. The general analysis will be devoted to the other general issues that
are linked with non-canonical word order, while the specific analysis will be devoted
to our main issue, the problem of non-canonical word order. Throughout this analysis,
I will comment on whether the particular translation fails or succeeds in conveying the
intended meaning and following the same order as the original and the reason for this.
A consideration of the number of words in each Arabic example, as well as in each
translation, is also of great interest in this study. In this respect, it is argued that the
non-English native translators produce sentences with more circumlocutory
(redundant) words than the English native translators (cf Chapter Six, Section 2.4).
This hypothesis will be examined at appropriate points in the present chapter.
Accordingly, I will conclude the general analysis by giving a descriptive statistical
analysis of the number of words in each translation and also in the Arabic example.
Then, in order to give a comparative overview of the number of words in all
translations, I will give a diagram showing the number of words of each translation.
Naturally, the number of words in the English translation does not necessarily match
the number of the Arabic original. This is due to the difference in structures and styles
of the two languages. Therefore, in translation, in order to compose a stylistically
appropriate sentence, it is recommended to use the minimum number of words so as
to be minimally circumlocutory (redundant). On the latter basis, the mean and the
standard deviation for each translation is computed. This is of great importance in
statistical analysis. The mean represents the average number of words for all five
translations of the tested sample. Computing the mean of a sample set is vital in all
statistical analysis. The mean is usually adopted as the 'true' number (or 'ideal' in this
context) if none is available. On the other hand, the standard deviation is a quantity
that gives a measure of how consistent a translation is relevant to the ideal one. Its
importance is realised by judging the range within which the number of words of a
given translation is acceptable. Any deviation, ±, from the ideal number should not
exceed the standard deviation. From a stylistic point of view, the best translation, all
other things being equal, is likely to be the translation the number of whose words
matches most closely the mean number, within the range of the standard deviation.
Consequently,	 a
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translation that has too many words (over the mean and outside the standard
deviation) is likely to be judged wordy, circumlocutory (redundant) or over-wordy,
and vice-versa.
In order to achieve more accurate results, an indicative questionnaire has been devised
as an aid to the analysis of the five translations of the examples which will be looked
at in this chapter (cf appendix 1). On the five translations of each example there will
be three questions. The first judges the translations in terms of how well they convey
the intended meaning. The second, involves the reordering of the translations starting
with the most elegant one from a stylistic point of view. The third question discusses
the archaism of translations. The result of the first two questions will be analysed
statistically in the applied analysis, while the results of the third question will be
analysed alongside the theoretical analysis.
Through this chapter, Al-Jurjãnis theory of An-Nazhm will be also consulted. It is
noted that differences in word order within a particular sentence will give a different
meaning to the same sentence. This fact also applies to translation. If the translator
does not realise that a particular sentence of the source language exhibits non-
canonical order and, more importantly, if he does not recognise that this non-
canonical word order is used for a specific rhetorical purpose, he will translate the
sentence as if it had its canonical order, i.e. with a different meaning.
Finally on the basis of an evaluation of the relevant features of the five translations,
problem areas will be identified and solutions of both a strategic and a specific nature
will be proposed.
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7.2.
Translation Analysis
7.2.1. Particularisation
Example 1:
	
pW&'I Sara 6:90
4{dl} [J1 l41	 Ig] dill	
-d iJl tlflqI
Comment on the Example:
Mubtada' (theme)
Khabar (rheme). Relative noun.
Antecedent of the relative noun J 9..0 Zt.L
Introductory particle ULl
Prepositional phrase (fronted object)
'	 : Verb in the imperative case. The subject is the implicit second singular
personal pronoun 'you'.
As is shown in the parsing, the above verse exhibits a non-canonical order. The
prepositional phrase 	 is preposed before the verb .Ll. This order is
formulated in the following structure [Pp./[O] + V + Imp!. S]. Focusing on the
prepositional phrase in this imperative sentence indicates particularisationl
exclusiveness (cf	 ^jj.3VAz-ZarkcthI, undated: p. 236, i.Jl/Al-YamanI, 1914: p.
70). M-awkânI (tJI, 1964: p. 137) explains the purpose of this non-canonical
order when he says fronting the prepositional
	
Ih4.1. 'their guidance' before the verb
'follow' indicates particularisation. The meaning is: '(0 Muhammad) follow the
prophets whom Allah has guided and in particular follow their guidance rather than
the guidance of anyone else' (cf	 JVAl-Jazá'IrI, 1990: p. 88).
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If the sentence were in its canonical order, it would have the following sequence of
elements: [V + Impl. S + Pre.] ; hence the sentence would be rearranged as follows:
[h] {}
This sentence in this canonical order does not mean anything more than its basic
meaning. It is in the imperative form. The basic meaning of this sentence is: 'follow
their [the prophets'] guidance' which implies that 'you can also follow the guidance of
the other people'. Thus, the difference between the two sentences is obvious.
Comment on the Translations: Sara 6:90
1-Trans. "D"
Those were the men whom God guided. (Follow) (then their guidancej (p. 680)
2- Trans. "A"
Those were the (prophets) who received Allah's guidance. {Follow} (the guidance
they received] (p. 365)
3- Trans. "H"
Those are they whom Allah had guided. So(follow) [their guidanceJ.(205)
4- Trans. "P"
Those are they whom Allah guideth, so (follow) [their guidancej (114)
5- Trans. "R"
These are they whom God hath guided: (Follow) [therefore their guidance]. (p. 87)
a) General Analysis:
1- Linguistic Analysis
The translation of the first part of this verse i.e.	 JI	 needs more
investigation. In Arabic the demonstrative pronoun 	 those refers to the prophets
mentioned in the verse before this verse. Therefore it is perfectly grammatical to omit
the noun the prophets in this verse. In his translation, Dâwood adds the noun phrase
'the men' though this noun phrase does not exist in the original either explicitly nor
implicitly. This translation of Dãwood changes the exact meaning of the original.
However it is in general terms acceptable because it is perfectly grammatical. I think
that Dâwood uses 'the men' in order to avoid lexical repetition of'the prophets' (as
well as to attain a grammatically acceptable sentence) (cf Baker, 1994: pp. 210-211).
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Trans "A" also adds the relative clause 'they received', which is not in the original. I
think this is added in order for the translator, be able to front the object 'guidance'. I
believe also that the word 'received' is added at the end of the clause to make it plain
that we should follow the guidance they were given, not that which they gave. This
makes 'they received' the rheme of the clause, and 'the guidance' less rhematic. It
should also be noted that LLL	 ;1. 'the introductory letter i.e.	 is missed in the
translation. In English this is often better omitted. But in this context it is better to be
translated because it is used for particular purposes. Some translators of this verse use
the particles "then" (Trans "D"), "so" (Trans. "H" & "P") and "therefore" (Trans. R) in
order to give the same meaning that the Arabic particle
	
indicates; and also to
convey the same rhetorical purpose to their renderings: that is to emphasise the word
"their guidance'	 ____
The rendering of Trans "H" is similar to that of Trans "D". It differs only in adding the
conjunct 'so' in the initial position of the clause. The conjunct 'so' is placed here in its
normal position. It signals a general inference from the previous context and
according to Quirk et al, (1973: p. 248) since it can be paraphrased by'it follows from
what we have said', as is the case with the example in the question, it could be marked
by punctuation and intonation separation (comma for example):
So, follow their guidance.
This, however, is optional and would suggest a distinct break in the intonation. With
the exception of the use of the Biblical style as exemplified by 'guideth', Trans "P" is
identical to translation "H". The Arabic verb 	 is in the simple past tense while in
translation "P" it is in the present simple tense guideth. A more accurate translation of
the Arabic verb is to put it in the simple past tense as 'guided'. One of the respondents
suggests the word 'example' as a better translation than 'guidance'.
The contextual redundancy is clear in the English translation (cf 6.2.4.1). Consider for
instance, Trans "D" and "A". The former adds the phrase 'the men' which is not in the
original. The latter adds the following words, 'rophets)' and 'received'. The words or
phrase/s may be added to enable a translator to convey the same meaning as the
original. They may be added in the footnotes at the bottom of the page or between
brackets; a sign that they do not correspond to anything in the original. The validity of
using brackets in translation will be discussed below.
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The Arabic demonstrative word i>jth is represented in Trans "H" "P" and "R" by
'they as an attempt to avoid mentioning the noun 'the prophets' (as is done by Trans
"A"1 or 'the men' as is done by Trans "D"), which is not mentioned in the original.
Moreover., the Arabic word li I does not mean God as is rendered by Trans "D" and
"R". The word 'God' is considered by Muslim scholars and translators as a
mistranslation to the Arabic word 4b I (cf .Ij.. 1995 ). They argue that the word
God in English can be in both single or plural forms as God or gods. It also can be
masculine, as God and feminine as goddess. In Arabic and in particular in Islam, on
the other hand, the word Allah is masculine and is always used in a single form to
mean one God. This led one of the respondents to say "Allah is preferable to God".
Therefore it is recommended to translate the Arabic word 4131 as Allah and it can be
explained filly in the footnotes at the bottom of the page. Or it is sufficient only to
translate it as Allah. since this can be regarded as cultural borrowing, Le. it is now to
be regarded as a standard (if not commonly used) part of English (cf Hervey and
Higgins. 1994. p. 31).
2- Descriptive Statistical Analysis
Of the five translations, translation "A" involves 13 words, while Trans "D", "H" and
"R" arc equal in number with 11 words each. Trans. "P", on the other hand, involves
10 words only. This indicates that Trans "A" is a circumlocutory (redundant)
translation. Trans "P" on the other hand succeeds in conveying the meaning with
fewest words. The mean/average number of words of all the translations can be
calculated as 10.2'. The standard deviation is ± 1. Accordingly, from a stylistic and
statistical point of view, Trans "A" should be the worst because the deviation in
number of its words is more than the standard deviation. Trans "D", "H" and "R" are
among the best. The figure given below shows the number of words in each
translation:
Example verse 1
16
09
------
8	 I I I fl I
4
C-
'A"	 "II '	 "	 "R
translation codes
Comparison of the number of words of all translations.
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From a stylistic point of view, if the questionnaire is consulted, it is noted that Trans
"A" is considered to be the best, while, Trans "P" is considered the worst. The
questionnaire results appear in the fbllowing table. Each translation has been given a
number according to the degree of its acceptability from a stylistic point of view
(numbers I & 2 represent the most elegant translation from a stylistic point of view.
Number 3 means that the translation is stylistically fairly acceptable, while numbers 4
& 5 represent the least elegant translation):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
___________ answring I&2 answering 3
	 answering 4&5 ___________
"D"	 5	 '	 3	 31
___________ 5	 3	 2	 '3
.'ll"	 '	 5	 3	 34
'1"	 -	 '	 8	 46
"R"	 7	 1	 2	 2.7
Example 1
5
'I
L 4
I.
= ,
1
0
translation codes
It is worth mentioning that though Trans "A" comes as the most wordy as indicated
above, it has been stylistically selected as the best, while Trans "R" which comes as
the least wordy. has been stylistically selected as the worst. I believe that the use of
simple English in Trans "A" is one reason it has been chosen as a good translation
from a stylistic point of view. The use of archaic language (old-fashioned or Biblical
language which is no longer in use) in Trans "P". on the other hand, was considered to
be inelegant. The style used by Trans "R" "D" and to lesser degree "H" is fairly
acceptable.
b) Specific Anuli'sis:
The structure of the Arabic sentence is in the imperative fbrin. Putting the verb first in
the imperative clause gives us an unmarked theme (Quirk et al 1973:412). For Quirk
et al (op. cit.). the rheme or 'the point of completion'. the last lexical item bears the
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focus of the whole clause. Therefore, 'guidance', in Trans "D", "H", "P" and "R",
which is a part of the rheme and the last lexical item bears the information focus or, in
other words, the emphasis of the clause. However, this focus or emphasis is
unmarked, that is, only ordinary rhematic focus and gives no sense of
particularisation.
As is mentioned elsewhere, Halliday (1985: p.49) glosses the message of the
imperative clause as "I want you to do something" (cf also Feigenbaum, 1985: p.34).
According to Halliday a clause of such structure can be seen from two different
angles. It can be regarded as a themeless clause which exists as rheme only. In this
case it can only be given a theme by assuming that it is preceded by the phrase 'I want
you to...". Such a structure also can be seen, according to Halliday, as a structure with
no subject. In this case the main verb of the command clause is the theme and the rest
of the clause is the rheme or as Halliday sometimes calls it the 'remainder'. Halliday's
views can be applied to the above example in the following way:
Trans "D"
Trans "H"
Trans "P"
Trans "R"
I want you to
	
follow then their guidance.
theme	 rheme
follow	 then their guidance.
follow	 their guidance.
follow	 their guidance.
follow	 therefore their guidance.
theme	 rheme
So, according also to Halliday's approach the word 'guidance' is a part of the rheme.
Being the last lexical item in the unmarked structure, it bears only the unmarked focus
and there is therefore no sense of exclusiveness. On the basis of this analysis, the four
translations mentioned above succeed in giving the form of command but fail in
giving the same rhetorical purpose as the non-canonical word order of the original
text.
Trans "A" adopts a different structure. In the terms of Hallidayan theme-rheme
structure the clause under consideration can be analysed as the following:
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Follow	 the guidance they	 received
predicator	 object	 relative clause (subject + verb)
theme	 theme	 rheme
theme	 rheme
theme	 rheme
The noun phrase 'the guidance' is a part of the rheme. As mentioned above, I think that
the translator adds the relative clause 'they received' in order to be able to put
emphasis on the object 'the guidance' by fronting it. Adopting Halliday's view, this
sense of emphasis is very weak, since the object is in the rheme segment. However, I
believe that Trans "A" is the translation that most effectively, compared with the other
four translations, conveys the sense of particularisation that exists in the Arabic text;
this is because of placing the object directly after the verb and before the relative
clause. The use of the relative clause 'they received' in particular, after the object gives
this sense but to a lesser extent.
The position of the object in the Arabic sentence above is highly marked, because the
object is placed before the subject and the verb. In English this order can be matched
as follows:
	
Their guidance	 then, you should follow
	
new	 given
theme (marked)	 rheme
Putting the object in the initial position mirrors the form of the original text. Halliday
(l967q, p. 213) stresses that the speaker may select any element within the clause to
be the theme according to the message he wants to convey (cf also Quirk et al, 1973:
p. 412). The object in the example above 'their guidance' is the marked theme of the
clause. It also bears the information focus. If the clause is in its unmarked status, the
information focus will be on the new information, i.e. 'you should follow', but in the
marked choice, as is the case with 'their guidance you should follow', the information
focus is on the marked theme, i.e. 'their guidance' because it is what the message is
about and it is the speaker's choice as regards the new information of his message. It
has been mentioned elsewhere that Halliday (1967q: p. 204) believes that the
"information focus reflects the speaker's decision as to where the main burden of the
message lies".
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Quirk et a! (1973: PP. 412-13) emphasise that fronted marked theme with nuclear
stress is found in rhetorical style, and it is useful in pointing at a parallelism between
two units in the clause. They stress that such clauses usually have a contrastive
meaning and also double information focus, one nucleus appearing on the theme and
the other on a later part of the clause
His FACE I'm not FOND of (but his character I despise). [original emphasis]
This concords with Hallidays view. Halliday gives the following example with
marked theme:
The play John saw yesterday, [my emphasis]
which means as Halliday (1967q: p.213) believes: 'but I don't think that he's seen the
film'.
The same arguments hold true for the example under consideration. The prepositional
complement 'their guidance' occupies the initial position of the clause, therefore it is a
marked theme. It bears the information focus which means it gives emphasis. And this
is what is meant by fronting the object in the original.
A clause with this structure may also have a double focus, one as is clear on the theme
and the other on the verb follow as in:
Their GUIDANCE, you should FOLLOW,
But the problem that may arise here is concerning the contrasting meaning. The
contrasting meaning in this clause might be glossed as something like 'but do not
follow their practical behaviour'. This meaning is not intended by the original.
However, this meaning will disappear if the above suggested translation is read as
only one information unit as displayed in the following:
I/Their guidance you should follow//
Thus, this translation conveys the form and the meaning of the original. The ultimate
problem, however, is that there is no way in English of controlling how a reader will
read a particular passage. Also such structure is not common in English and it is
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found in rhetorical style only (cf Quirk et al 1973: P. 412). Such a style, however, is
appropriate here.
A further suggested, but better, translation can be obtained through the use of cleft
structure:
It	 is their guidance	 that you	 should follow
new	 given
theme	 rheme	 theme	 rheme
predicated theme	 rheme
Part of the object (i.e. 'their' as is clear in the above figure) bears the new, unexpected,
or important information. I believe, to get the sense of particularisation 'not the
guidance of other people', the nuclear stress should fall on 'their'. This is the
contrastive element in English. However it seems nearly impossible to stress 'their' in
'their guidance you should follow', because the sentence is doubly marked: not only is
the object fronted, but first element of the theme needs to receive nuclear stress.
According to Halliday (1985: pp. 59-60 & 280) any element within the clause can be
emphasised by placing it after the verb 'to be' in the 'cleft sentences' structure.
Accordingly, in this example the object is given the thematic status of the clause.
Therefore, this translation, I believe, comes closest to the Arabic original from, at
least, a theoretical point of view.
If the questionnaire is consulted, the results can be shown as follows (Translations
marked 'well' in respondents' answers are numbered 1 below. Translations marked
'neither well nor badly1
 are numbered 2, while translations marked 'badly 1 are
numbered 3):
Trans.	 No. of
	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
_____________ answering 1
	
answering 2
	
answering 3
____________ 4	 5	 1	 16
"A"	 3	 4	 3	 2
"H"	 2	 6	 2	 2
"P'	 -	 7	 3	 23
______________ 4
	 6	 -	 1.5
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Example 1
3
-
I.
0 --•	 -
"A"	 "H"	 "P"	 "R"
translation codes
According to the figure and graph given above. Trans "R" is the best in conveying the
rhetorical purpose of the original, Trans "D" has been also selected as a successful
translation in conveying the rhetorical force of the original, Trans "A" and "H" come
in the second stage. Trans "P", on the other hand, comes in the last position. In this
example it is noted that there is a correlation between composing an elegant style and
giving the intended message of the original. The results of the questionnaire show that
Trans "R" is among the best in giving an elegant style and also among the best in
conveying the same message intended by the original, Trans "P" on the other hand.
has been selected as the worst from a stylistic point of view and also the worse in
giving the rhetorical purpose as the original.
One of the respondents has suggested the following translation to give the form and
the rhetorical effect of the original:
Those arc the men who t'erc guided by God It is then their guidance you should
follow.
Here, it is noted that the Arabic sentence is split into two sentences in translation. The
analysis of the second sentence, the cleft-sentence, has just been discussed,
Another respondent suggests the following:
These are the prophets who;i God has guided, and theirs is the guidance that you
shouldfollow
It might be possible to relay the sense and some of the rhetorical force of the Arabic
by using a parallel structure of this kind in English, There is, however, an obvious
change in form.
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Example 2.	 ('IV: r LJ'l) jJ.a. Sara 21:9 7
4{ Iqj
	3JI j i.b.Jl } [-iLa4]
Parsing:
Particle used to indicate surprise
Introductory pronoun ('story pronoun' 	 mubtada'.
jjabar of the mubtada' (the pronoun	 ). It is also a fronted kha bar
before the clause	 L1
: Mubtada' of the khabar (
	
-U).
Comment on the Example:
The following figure illustrates the Arab grammarians' analysis of the clause in its
non-canonical structure. For the sake of comparison, the figure also illustrates
Halliday's analysis of English declarative clauses which can be applied to the Arabic
clause as follows:
Hallidayan
analysis
n______ ____
relative clause fá'il	 present participle	 pronoun	 adjunct
marked mubtada'(2)	 marked khabar (2) ___________ _______
khabar(1)	 mubtada' (1) ______
rheme_(2)	 marked_theme_(2) ____________________
rheme(1)	 theme (1)
The above analysis shows clearly that the clause exhibits non-canonical order. The
khabar (2)	 is foregrounded before its Mubtada' (2) 	 This
structure viz. [Kh + Mu] is a marked structure in Arabic (cf	 Az-Zajjaj, 1964:
v.2, p.705). The exegetes of the Holy Qur'ãn believe that preposing and highlighting
the khabar	 L1gives more eloquence to the verse and indicates particularisation
(cf for example	 4&i/Al-YamnI, 1914: v.2, p.69,	 tS JVA-hawkanI, 1964: v.3,
p.42'7).
The sense is that this verse conveys a description of the eyes of the unbelievers on the
Day of Judgement. This type of fronting usually indicates a contrastive meaning.
Their eyes will in particular be staring (and not for example puzzled or dazzled) in
terror from the severe torment they are experiencing (cf . 4J/Al-YamnI: op. cit.)2.
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This analysis given by the Arab linguists and exegetes conforms with Halliday's
(1967q & 1985) analysis of marked theme in the declarative clauses. Compare with:
the queen sent my uncle that hatstand (Halliday 1985: p.60)
which implies "it was the queen who sent it, not the local antique dealer" (op. cit.; cf
also Baker, 1994: p.156).
A similar effect in the Arabic clause will not be achieved if the sentence is rearranged
according to its canonical order
	 >jth	 (cf
M-awkânI: op. cit.,	 d/Al-Yarnni: op. cit.):
9 ).bS	 Ul	 j
khabar(2)
	 unmarked Mubtada' (2) _____________________________
khabar (1)	 unmarked mubtada' (1) adjunct
rheme(2)	 umnarked theme (2)	 ________________________________
rheme (1)	 unmarked theme (1)
The meaning of the clause in its canonical structure is a simple one. It does not have
the meaning of particularisation. It just says that the eyes of the unbelievers will be
glazing (on the Day of Judgement); it is also possible that some of the unbelievers will
be blind in one eye and some of them blind in both. This means that the word
staring is mentioned as an example or as one attribute among others which describe
the status of the eyes of the unbelievers. By contrast, if the word ai-L is preposed
it will mean that the eyes of all the unbelievers will be only staring in amazement.
Therefore, the translator of this verse should differentiate between the meaning of the
two clauses. In the first figure given above, the Hallidayan analysis suggests that
Hallidays view can be also applied to Arabic clauses. In accordance with Halliday1s
view, the above clause exhibits a marked structure. The Arabic word 	 is
foregrounded and is the focus of the clause. Since the focus lies on the theme it is then
a marked focus. The theme is also marked because it is a non-subject theme. In this
clause, if the subject Li is in the theme position, the clause will be in its unmarked
structure as is shown in figure (2) above. Now let us review the five renderings of the
above Qur'anic clause:
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Comment on the Translations: Sara 21:9 7
1- Trans. "D"
the unbelievers shall (stare in amazement] (p.233)
2- Trans. "A"
Then behold! (the eyes of the Unbelievers) will [fixedly stare in horrorj (p. 943).
3- Trans. "H"
Then when mankind is resurrected from their graves, you shall see (the eyes of the
disbelievers) [fixedly stare in horror]. (p. 485)
4-Trans. "P"
then behold them, [staring wide (in terror)j (the eyes of those who disbelieve)!
(p.240)
5- Trans. "R"
And lo! (the eyes of the infidels) [shall stare amazedlyj (p.216)
a) General Analysis:
1- Linguistic Analysis
The Arabic phrase ,..A 1L is difficult to translate, and Trans "D" chooses to omit it.
The last phrase in Trans "D" 'stare in amazement' does not correctly represent the
status of the eyes as it is mentioned in the original text. The context of situation of the
Arabic sentence implies that the eyes of the unbelievers are staring in horror and not
amazement, as is given in this translation.
Trans "A" seems to be more accurate than translation "D". It does not ignore the
phrase	 The translator does not replace the Arabic phrase with its English
lexical equivalent, simply because it has no equivalent in the English language,
although it expresses a concept which is easy to understand. This demonstrates the
insight that "The source-language may express a concept which is known in the target
culture but simply not lexicalized, that is not 'allocated' a target-language word to
express it" (Baker, 1994: p.21). However, it seems also to be a matter of expressive
meaning (cf op. cit. p. 13). Accordingly, in the above context the translator can only
transfer the exclamatory element of the original into his target text. Consequently, his
translation 'Then behold' has a closer meaning to the Arabic phrase than Trans "D".
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Unlike Dawood, Au also does not ignore thefa cil/subject of the Arabic clause, the
word	 which in this context means 'eyes' as Au suggests.
In Trans "A", the translation of the Arabic word 	 is in the future simple 'will
fixedly stare', which does not give the same sense as the present simple. Trans "H"
also gives a similar translation 'fixedly stare'. This is also an unusual place for the
adverb (one would expect 'stare fixedly'). The clause 'stare in amazement' suggested
by Trans "D" sounds natural, and 'stare amazedly' suggested by Trans "R" a little less
so. The relative phrase 	 jth is translated by the noun 'unbelievers'. It is true it
may give the meaning of the original because unbelievers are, in fact, those who
disbelieve. But the point is not viewed in this way. Since the target language has the
same lexical word or phrase as the original which denotes the same meaning, then the
translator should select this word or phrase as a parallel equivalent to the original
word or phrase. The English has the same lexical phrase which may serve as a parallel
equivalent to the Arabic and also has the same sense as the Arabic phrase. This is the
relative clause 'those who disbelieve'.
Reconsidering Trans "H", one can clearly see that it is not a literal translation of the
verse; rather it is a full interpretation. It succeeds in giving the general meaning of the
Arabic sentence. It needs to be analysed to see whether it succeeds in giving the same
rhetorical purpose given by the original or not.
The non-canonical order of the original is lost here and some other words which are
not in the original have been added in this translation The clause 'when mankind is
resurrected from their graves', is not in the original. The meaning of this clause is
mentioned by some commentators of the Holy Qur'ãn (see above). One solution
would be for the translators to put these added words in the footnotes at the bottom of
the page to show that they are explanations and not mentioned in the Qur'ãn.
Alternatively, some translators place their explanations between brackets in the body
of the text. The latter is criticised by some Arabic linguists. Murâd, for instance,
rejects the use of brackets in the body of the text because, as he believes, they
interrupt the comprehension of the reader and also lead to redundancy in the
translation (cf	 1995,	 P. 22). The clause 'you shall see' is also added; this is
not mentioned in the original. It seems, however, to be an attempt to interpret the
Arabic clause	 If we omit these added words the translation will be 'The eyes
of the disbelievers [shall] fixedly stare in horror'.
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Finally Trans "P" adds the words 'wide' and '(in terror)' in order to denote the
meaning that the Arabic word k-W suggests. The English relative phrase 'those
who disbelieve' suggested by Trans "P" is a precise translation of the Arabic relative
phrase l9_àS	 In all, this translation is a precise reflection of the Arabic verse
mentioned above.
2- Descriptive Stitistical Analysis
The Arabic example contains the same number of words (6 words) that example (1)
mentioned above, contains. However, the number of words in each translation varies
dramatically: Trans "H" contains 20 words. Trans "A" and "P" 13 words, Trans "R" 10
words, and Trans "D" contains 6 words (cf figure below). The mean number of all
translations is 12.2. The standard deviation is ± 4. This means that the rendering
suggested by Hilâli and ãn is the most wordy, thus the most redundant, while the
rendering suggested by Dawood is the least wordy, thus least redundant.
Example verse 2
20
I-	 15
. .	 10
5
0
"D"	 "A"	 "H"	 "P"
translation codes
Comparison of' the number of words of all translations.
The above figure shows that Trans "H" is more wordy than the others. According to
one of the respondents "Trans 'H' appears to include information not given in this
particular piece of Arabic".
From a stylistic point of view, the questionnaire gives the following results (numbers
1 & 2 represent the most elegant translation from a stylistic point of view. Number 3
means that the translation is stylistically fairly acceptable, while numbers 4 & 5
represent the least elegant translation):
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Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
___________ answering l&2 answering 3
	
answering 4&5 ___________
"I)"	 3	 ___________ 5
	
37
II."	 8	 1	 1	 24
"11"	 -	 7	 3	 36
"P"	 7	 -	 3	 29
______________ I
	 3	 6	 4.1
Example 2
'.5
CI
CI
CC_____
CC
II	 I
e0-	 ___ ___ ___
•'A"	 •. 11 II	 lip,.
translation codes
Thus. Trans "A" and "P" are regarded by respondents as the most elegant. Trans "H",
though it is the most wordy. and Trans "D" have been selected as less acceptable from
a stylistic point of view. Trans "R". on the other hand, has been selected as the least
elegant.
b) Specific A,iaI;'sis:
The structure of the clause in Trans "D" is simple. It consists of theme (simple theme
as Halliday (1985: p.40 & elsewhere) sometimes calls it-represented here by a
nominal group 'the unbelievers' - accompanied by a rheme:
the unbelievers	 shall stare in amazement
unmarked theme	 rheme
Since the sequence of the elements is in its unmarked order, the clause has no
rhetorical effect. In such a message structure, the elements of the clause, particularly
the element/s in question (here in this context. 'stare in aniw'ement') constitute what
one may cull an 'infonnative structure'. Its function is to give ordinary information and
not to affect the reader/s. In other words, this structure does not express the semantic
feature of exclusiveness. If we follow the Hallidayan analysis of this clause, we may
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guess that the meaning of the above clause is 'I am going to tell you something about
the uribelievers: they shall stare in amazement' (with no implication that they shall not
do other things as well). This corresponds to Halliday's (1985: p.43) example:
'the duke gave my aunt that teapot'.
It is true, here in this clause rendered by Dawood, that the last lexical item
'amazement' bears the information focus, but as is said before it is unmarked or neutral
focus. This analysis shows that the translator does not give the secondary meanings of
the original text.
Trans "A" adopts a somewhat odd structure. To explain this, Hallidays analysis of the
declarative clauses, in terms of mood, information and theme, will be adopted as
follows:
Then behold the eyes of the will	 fixedly	 stare	 in horror
_______________ Unbelievers 	 ________________________________________
adjunct	 subject	 finite	 adjunct	 predicator	 adjunct
mood	 residue
_____________	 focus
rheme	 unmarked theme	 rheme
This analysis shows that the above sentence is in fact two sentences, 'then behold' and
'the eyes of the unbelievers will fixedly stare in horror'. The first sentence is
imperative in mood therefore it is, according to Halliday as pointed out elsewhere,
rhematic only. The use of punctuation (!) and small 't' on 'the' (the beginning of the
second sentence) is unconventional and may be an attempt to suggest that the two
basic sentences here, are somehow to be interpreted as a single compound sentence. It
is also noticed that the adjunct 'fixedly' is in a marked position, while its unmarked
position is after the verb 'stare'. This may give a sense of emphasis to the verb 'stare'.
Since this is a declarative clause in its unmarked structure, the focus is on the last
lexical item and consequently it bears the new information. But as has been said
earlier, since this is an unmarked structure, the focus is neutral and therefore does not
convey any sense of emphasis. Therefore, this rendering does not relay the secondary
meaning given by the original. Trans "H" also can be analysed as follows:
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you	 shall	 see	 the eyes of the disbelievers	 fixedly	 stare	 in horror
subject finite predicator complement (object)
	
adjunct predicator prepositional
________	 phrase
given	 new
_______	 focus
theme	 rheme
theme	 rheme
topical
theme	 rheme
This analysis, which conforms with Halliday's model, indicates that the clause is in its
unmarked structure. Therefore it does not signal the emphasis of the Arabic text and
consequently, it does not convey the secondary meaning of the original clause.
One of the respondents regards Trans "P" as the best in conveying the intended
meaning of the original: "Trans 'P best conveys the meaning as it uses "terror" which
is what is meant exactly". The structure of the clause suggested by Trans "P" seems to
parallel the non-canonical order of the Arabic text. The phrase 'staring wide (in terror)
which represents the Arabic word 	 is fronted as the original is fronted in the
Arabic text. To see if this clause gives the same secondary meaning of the original it is
important to analyse it, as follows:
then behold	 them staring wide (in the eyes of those who disbelieve
terror)
unmarked theme unmarked rheme	 postposed theme
The analysis shows that the clause is marked. The adjunct 'then' with the main verb
'behold' are regarded as unmarked theme since 'then' is an initial position element and
'behold' is the main verb in a command clause (cf Quirk et al. 1973: p. 412. On the far
end of the clause the subject 'the eyes...' is regarded as a postposed theme coreferring
to the object 'them' which constitutes a part of the unmarked rheme. The adjunct '(in
terror)' needs to be considered carefully. This illustrates one of the problems of
brackets; are readers supposed to read them or not? If they are to be read the nuclear
stress will shift from the verb 'behold' to the element in the brackets, i.e. 'terror', and
then the meaning will be changed. This will result in a contrastive meaning. The
meaning is 'the eyes of those who disbelieve are staring wide (in terror)'; and ('doing
nothing else'). This corresponds to the analysis of a sentence such as:
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saw him running away, your brother
theme	 rheme	 postposed theme
This corresponds also to examples given by Halliday's (1967c: p.239) and Baker
(1994: p. 140):
He	 is always late,	 John
He	 sent these documents to his office the fitter
theme	 rheme	 postposed theme (substitution)
Here, 'John' is the postposed theme, which Halliday calls "substitution" (1967c, pp.
239-240, cf also 7.6.2.). According to Halliday, these types of examples consist of
one clause and one information unit; while there are two points of focus. The first lies
just directly before the postposed "delayed" theme. It carries the primary focus, while
the second lies on the postposed theme and it carries a secondary information focus
which is added to the clause as "an afterthought" (Halliday, 1967q: pp. 240-41)
In accordance with this analysis, Pickthall succeeds, to a great extent, in matching the
secondary meaning of the original. But the matter is not as simple as that because I
believe there are two critical points. First, practically it is not easy for the English
reader to realise that the theme (postposed or "delayed" theme) bears information
focus which contrasts the second focus of the last word in the rheme. In other words,
the English reader will not realise the contrastive meaning of the clause. Second in
formal written English at least, the clause with this structure is very archaic. Examples
of this structure tend to be more restricted and more likely to be used in informal
language (Baker, 1994: p. 139).
The structure of Trans "R" is similar to clauses rendered by Trans "D" and "A" stated
above. The structure is [theme + rheme] which is the unmarked structure of the
English clause. The analysis of this structure has been provided above in the analysis
of Trans "D" and "A".
In spite of what has been said above, the results of the questionnaire are as follows
(Translations marked 'well' in respondents' answers are numbered 1 below.
Translations marked 'neither well nor badly' are numbered 2, while translations
marked 'badly' are numbered 3):
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Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
____________ answering 1 	 ansiwring 2	 answering 3
	 ____________
"D"	 1	 4	 5	 24
"A"	 3	 5	 2	 19
"H"	 1	 6	 3	 22
"P'1	8	 2	 -	 12
"R"	 1	 5	 4	 1.5
Example 2
-I
I	 -
= 1
' D
	 "A"	 If	 'P'
translation codes
The above figures show that Trans "P" and "R" succeed in giving the same intended
meaning as the original, while Trans "D". "H". and "A" are least successful in giving
the intended meaning. The choice of Trans "P'. by the respondents. as the best
translation in conveying the rhetorical force of the original conforms with the same
result reached at by the theoretical analysis as given above. It should be also noted that
Trans "P" has also been selected as the best translation from a stylistic point of view.
However, there is an inverse correlation between style and the intended meaning in
this example. Trans "R" which has been selected as the worst in composing its style,
has been selected among the best in giving the intended meaning as the original.
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Example 3:
	
(77: r	 'IS )Sflra 39:66
- I3 j.IllI 3M0
Parsing
411 i:Preposed object.
Verb in the imperative mood. The subject is the implicit pronoun .iyou.
j: Defective verb in the imperative mood. Its noun is the implicit pronoun
	 lyou.
SLJi	 Predicate of the defective verb S be.
Comment on tile Example:
The order of elements in this example is Object + Verb + Subject. SIbawayh discusses
the structure of this verse. He points out that the canonical order of this sentence is
Liii	 worship Allah. Thus, in the verse, the object, the word 4i1 Allah, is
emphasised by placing it before the verb	 worship and the implicit subject
you. This is done to indicate particularisation! exclusiveness. The meaning is
equivalent to 'worship Allah alone and no one else'.
This traditional Arabic analysis is in line with the Hallidayan analysis if it is applied to
the Arabic example. It has been said elsewhere that according to Halliday fronting the
object before the verb in English (as also is the case in Arabic) is highly marked. The
imperative verb with its implicit subject can be analysed in two ways in English. This
structure may be either considered as consisting of rheme only or "because of the
strong association of first position with thematic value in the clause, this structure has
the effect of giving the verb of the status of a theme" (Halliday, 1985: p. 49 see also
the analysis of 'sing a song of sixpence' in 2.4.2.2.3.). If Halliday's analysis of the
preposed object is joined with his analysis of the imperative structure, it can be
applied to the Arabic example, as shown in the following table:
(i)	 'I
predicator	 object	 conjunction
(rheme)	 theme	 theme
rheme	 theme (marked)
This table indicates that Halliday's model can work on the Arabic example.
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Comment on the Translations: Sara 3 9:66
1-Trans. "D"
Therefore (serve) /'Godjand render thanks to Him. (p. 327)
2- Trans. "A"
Nay, but {worshipl (Allah] And be of those who give thanks (p. 1417)
3- Trans. "H"
Nay! but (worshipl (Allah] (alone and none else), and be among the grateful. (p. 687)
4- Trans. "P"
Nay, but (Allah]must thou (serve), and be among the thankful! (p. 333)
5- Trans. "R"
Nay, rather worship God! and be of those who render thanks. (p. 312)
a) General Analysis:
1- Linguistic Analysis
All the translations, except Trans "D", which gives only the general meaning of the
original text, suggest an equivalent of the Arabic word J.. In this context, this Arabic
word gives a sense of exclusiveness to what follows it. It also gives a sense of
emphasis to the information following it. However, 'nay', used by all translations
except Trans RD" is an obviously archaic/Biblical element. In older English also the
word 'but', which can be taken as an attempt to translate the Arabic J. , was used to
mean 'only' as in "she is but a child" (Swan, 1986: p. 124).
Trans "P", which is archaic, adds the exclamation mark (!), while there is no sense of
exclamation appears in the original text. Trans "A", "H" and "R" suggest the word
'worship' to represent the Arabic word Lii, while Trans "D" and "P" suggest the
word 'serve'. The former is preferred because it is specific in usage and is usually used
in religious writings, while the latter is more general and can be commonly directed at
people. According to some respondents "worship" is better than "serve". The addition
of some words representing contextual redundancy (cf 6.2.4.1) has been noted in
Trans "H". In this translation, it is noted that a whole phrase has been added '(alone
and none else)'.
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2- Descriptive Statistical Analysis
The number of words in Trans. "1 1" is 13 words, whereas Trans "A", "P" and "R"
involve 11 words each. Trans "D". on the other hand, consists of 8 words. The mean
number of words of all translation can be calculated as 10.8. The standard deviation is
± I word. This indicates that the translation rendered by Hilãli and ãn is also the
most redundant, while the translation rendered by an Arab translator. Le. Dawood. is
the least redundant.
Example verse 3
"H"	 "P"	 "A"
translation codes
Comparison of the number of ord of all translations.
According to the results obtained from the respondents. Trans "P" is the most elegant.
while Trans "H" is the least (numbers 1 & 2 represent the most elegant translation
from a stylistic point of view. Number 3 means that the translation is stylistically
fairly acceptable. while numbers 4 & 5 represent the least elegant translation):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
____________ answering 1&2 answering 3
	
answering 4&5 _____________
"D"	 1	 5	 4	 37
___________ 4	 ___________ 4	 34
'H"	 3	 1	 6	 ___________
____________ 6
	
2	 2	 2.S
______________ 5	 3	 2	 2.9
Example 3
z
	
I	 I	 I
	
I	 '
C	 I
	
"A"	 "H"	 •I	 ' A"
translation codes
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Trans "P" and "R" have been selected as the most elegant. Trans "A" and "D" come
next. While. Trans "H" which is the most wordy. has been selected as the worst from a
stylistic point of view. One of the respondents comments on these translations: "Trans
"D" is the simplest sentence, but uses poor words".
b) Specific .InaI;'sis:
According to the ten questioned English speakers, the order of translations in respect
of transferring the intended meaning of the original can be shown as follows
(Translations marked 'well' in respondents' answers are numbered 1 below.
Translations marked 'neither well nor badly' are numbered 2, while translations
marked 'badly' arc numbered 3):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of
	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
_____________ answering I
	 answering 2	 answering 3
	 _____________
"D"	 ___________ 7
	 1	 19
_____________ 3
	 6	 1	 1.8
_______________ 5
	 5	 -	 1.5
___________ 7
	 ___________ 1
	 14
_____________ 3
	 6	 1	 1.8
Example 3
L 2
I..
O.5
	 P
3
"A	 H
	
"R"
trinslation codes
Trans "P" which is the best from a stylistic point of view, as mentioned above.
succeeds, according to the respondents. in transferring the intended meaning as the
original. Trans "H". on the other hand, which is the most wordy and has been selected
as the worst from a stylistic point of comes here as among the more successful
translations in conveying the intended message as the original. Trans "D" which is the
least wordy has been selected as the worst in conveying the rhetorical purpose of the
original. The intention of the translator of using lesser words and producing simple
English. I believe. causes this result.
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All the translations, except Trans "P", use the English unmarked structure, which
indicates that there is no emphasis in any part of the sentence except the unmarked
emphasis in the last lexical element. The translators in Trans "H" try to transfer the
sense of exclusiveness; therefore they add the phrase 'alone and none else', after the
word 'Allah', to their renderings. In this respect, I believe that, they succeed in
transferring this type of sense but their rendering becomes an explanation of the
Arabic sentence rather than a translation. This, I believe, justifies why it has been
selected as the worst from a stylistic point of view.
Trans "P" follows the order of the Arabic sentence. To examine, from a theoretical
point of view, whether it succeeds in giving the intended meaning of the original or
not, the following Hallidayan analysis is given:
Nay, but	 Allah	 must	 thou	 serve
conjunctions	 object modal	 subject	 predicator
theme	 rheme
According to Halliday (1985: p. 45& elsewhere) putting the complement in the
beginning of the sentence results in the 'most marked type' of theme. This means that
the translator successfully emphasises the object of the sentence, as is the case with
the original text, by fronting it. In addition to this, adding the modal 'must' to the
English sentence and putting it directly after the object and before the main verb
emphasises the sense of exclusiveness as it exactly exists in the Arabic sentence. The
canonical order of the above English clause is 'you must serve Allah', where, 'you' is
the unmarked theme. The basic message of this imperative clause is 'I want you to
serve Allah' (cf also Halliday's example "you keep quiet" [1985: p. 49]), while the
basic message of the non-canonical order of the clause is to indicate particularisation,
as explained above.
One of the respondents suggests: "No, worship Allah alone and be among the
grateful". The word "alone" is an attempt to reflect the particularisation. However, the
form of the original is not represented here.
Another respondent suggests a cleft-sentence structure to represent the Arabic
structure in form and meaning. This is formulated in the following sentence:
Nay, it is God whom you must worship and be of those who show their gratitude.
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According to Halliday (1985: P. 60), as is explained in 2.4.2.2.6., in the cleft structure,
the new information is mapped on to the theme. This indicates that the theme (or
predicated theme as it is called by Halliday: op. cit.) 'God' in the above suggested
translation conveys the same sense of emphasis as the original. The form is also
similar to the original.
Example 4:
	 (J :! r jjJ/ Jjj.w) Sara 42:10
, ,	 j
- 4{ ll I} [c1dq] { 1l J} [t{1J] 1!) JJI
Parsing:
dL: Mubtada'/subject.
411: Khabar/predicate or substitute of
j : Second abar.
4..d.: Preposed prepositional phrase.
4Sg.: Verb in the imperfect mood with the attached pronoun las itsfaci//subject.
4.4: Third kha bar.
4_!9: Preposed prepositional phrase.
Verb in the imperfect mood with the implicit pronoun 'I' as its foCi!! subject.
&J !: Fourth kha bar.
Comment on tile Example:
As pointed out in Chapter 4 (4.5.5.2.), the normal position of prepositional phrases is
at the end of the clauses to which they belong. li this example, the prepositional
phrases	 in Him and &..J to Him have been placed before the verbs and their
subjects	 I trust and	 I turn respectively. Focusing these genitive phrases
by placing them first, in this example, indicates particularisationlexclusiveness. The
meaning is equivalent to 'It is in Allah alone I trust and it is unto Him alone I turn'.
This meaning of exclusiveness will be removed if the sentence is reordered in its
canonical form (Verb + Subject + Object of preposition):
.4Jj i:l^91..
Here the meaning of the clause in its canonical order, where no emphasis on the
prepositional phrases, is equivalent to 'I trust in Allah and I turn to Him' which could
also suggest that 'I trust in and turn to others than Allah'. Thus, WO serves, in this
context, as a means of indicating particularisationlexclusiveness. The Hallidayan
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analysis can also be applied to this example, first in its canonical order; and second in
its non-canonical order, as follows:
The above two tables show that the Hallidayan analysis is to a large extent identical
with the traditional Arab analysis. It is to be borne in mind that Halliday's model does
not include clauses of VSO order as the ones in the first clause above. However some
modifications have been made to the model in order to accept clauses of that order (cf
example 12).
Comment on the Translations: Sara 42:10
1-Trans. "D"
Such is God, my Lord. [In Him] (I have put my trust), and [to Him] (I turn in
repentance) (p. 339)
2- Trans. "A"
Such is Allah, my Lord: [In HimJ (I trust), and [to HimJ (I turn). (p. 1475)
3- Trans. "H"
Such is Allah, my Lord [in Whom] (I put my trust), and p'o Him] (I turn in all of my
affairs and in repentance). (p. 713)
4- Trans. "P"
Such is my Lord, [in WhomJ (I put my trust), and [unto Whom] (I turn). (p. 344)
5- Trans. "R"
This is God, my Lord: fin Him] (do I put ny trust), and [to HimJ (do I turn in
penitence). (p. 324)
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a) General Anali'sls:
1- Linguistic Analysis
Trans "P" does not translate the first kjiabarl predicate, the Arabic word 1il. Also the
word •,' '4 is not well represented in Trans "P" and "A". In contrast with this, Trans
"H" adds more words, which are not in the source text, to give the equivalent meaning
of this Arabic word, while. I believe. Trans "D" and "R" adequately succeed in giving
the intended meaning. The use of the word 'Lord' to represent the Arabic word .ij is
disputable. According to the Arabic exegesis, the Arabic word j means ! ij3l3l
,tli	 J.3 i.iiUl	 the Creator, the Sustainer, the Master of
L'vL',tlung. the Granter ofLjfe, and the c'auser of Death (cf ..!Murad, 1995,
P. 22). In referring to the Longman English dictionary, The word "Lord" could mean"
I- a man who rules people. 2- ruler. 3- master. 4- God, 5- part of the title of certain
official people: the Lord Mayor of London. This explanation is quite different from
the Arabic explanation. The only way to capture all that the Arabic word indicates, is
to transliterate it into English as 'Rabb' and then to give an explanatory notes at the
bottom of the page. This way is highly recommended by Murad (1995, Y , op. cit.).
One of the respondents comments that "We should use 'Allah' instead of 'Lord' and
'God". This use, however, has an alienating effect on the English reader as is pointed
out by one of the respondents. Therefore. I do not totally aec with Murad on this
point. In this respect. it is sufficient to use the nearest equivalent to the original and
then the full sense can be explained, from an Islamic point of view, in the footnotes.
2- Descriptive Statistical Analysis
The number of words in each translation is as follows: Trans "H" 24. Trans "R" 20,
Trans "D" 19. Trans "P'1 15 and Trans "A" 14 words. The mean of the number of these
words equals 18.4 words. The standard deviation is ±3 words. This indicates that
Trans "H". again, is the most redundant, while Trans "A" is the least (cf figure
below).
Example verse 4
30
20	 __
1	
' D"	 •.	
!	
•
translation codes
Comparison of the number of words of all translations
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In examining the style of the five translations, the questionnaire gives the following
results (numbers I & 2 represent the most elegant translation from a stylistic point of
view. Number 3 means that the translation is stylistically fairly acceptable, while
numbers 4 & 5 represent the least elegant translation):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
____________ answering 1&2 answering 3
	 answering 4&5 _____________
"D"	 6	 3	 1	 26
"A"	 5	 4	 1	 27
"H"	 1	 2	 7	 4.3
"P'1	 4	 ____________ 4	 34
"R"	 3	 4	 3	 3.3
Example 4
bL5
L' 4	 -
ff1
o	
•A"	 ..pu
translation codes
Trans "D" and "A" are the most elegant, while Trans "H" is the least elegant. This. I
believe, is because Trans "D" and "A" avoid the use of archaic or Biblical
Trans "H". on the other hand, has an awkward style because it is more wordy than the
others. This is confirmed by one of the respondents when he comments: "Trans 'H' has
the exact meaning. but is too long and inelegant. Trans 'A' is a short elegant sentence".
Thus, here is a clear correlation between wordiness and style. Trans "A" is the least
wordy and the best from a stylistic point of view, while Trans "H" is the most wordy
and the worst from a stylistic point of view.
b) Specific A,iulrsix:
Since the movement of the prepositional phrase in English is relatively flexible. Trans
"D". "A" and "R". prepose (or thematize. according to Halliday) the relevant
prepositional phrases following their equivalents in the source text. The application of
the Hallidayan analysis to these clauses (split into two parts for convenience) is as
follows:
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Part 1
Trans D"
Trans "A'
Trans R"
Part 2
Trans "D"
Trans 'A"
Trans "H'
Trans "R"
In Him	 ______ I
	
have put
	 my trust
InHim	 ___ I
	
___ trust	 _______
in Him	 do	 I	 ______ put	 my trust
complement	 modal subject finite predicator complement
theme (marked)	 rheme
and	 toHim	 I	 turn	 in
__________________ ______________ ______ _______ __________ repentance
andto Him	 _____ I
	
turn	 ___________
and	 to Him	 I	 turn	 in all of
_______________ ___________ _____ ______ ________ my...
and	 to Him	 do	 I	 turn	 in penitence
conjunction	 complement	 modal subject predicator complement
theme (marked)	 rheme
The above analysis shows that the prepositional phrases in Trans "D", "A" and "R" are
emphasised by thematizing them. Trans "R" adds the modal 'do' as an attempt to
strengthen this emphasis. Trans "H" (first part only) and "P" use relative clauses "in
whom" and "unto whom", which have an unmarked sense, and thus do not convey the
rhetorical force of the original. The results of the questionnaire are as follows
(Translations marked 'well' in respondents' answers are numbered 1 below.
Translations marked 'neither well nor badly' are numbered 2, while translations
marked 'badly' are numbered 3):
Trans.	 No. of
	
No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
_____________ answering 1 	 answering 2	 answering 3
___________ 5	 4	 1	 16
"A"	 7	 3	 -	 13
"H"	 1	 7	 2	 24
"P'	 4	 3	 3	 19
______________ 5	 4	 1	 1.6
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Example 4
11
be—.
	
CI 
1.5	
I	 I
	
O.5	 :
- - -
"A"	 "H"	 lip,.
translation codes
As can be noted in the above figures. and as mentioned in the above analysis, Trans
"D". "A". and "R" are chosen as the best in matching the intended meaning of the
original. Trans "P" and, even more so. Trans "H". on the other hand, are chosen as the
worst in conveying the rhetorical purpose of the original Arabic. Again, the
correlation between wordiness, style and conveying of the intended meaning can be
clearly
 seen in this example. Trans "A". the least wordy, has been selected as the most
elegant and the best in conveying the intended meaning as the original, while Trans
"H". the most wordy. has been selected as the least elegant and the worst in conveying
the intended meaning as the original. Trans "D". on the other hand, which is not very
wordy. has been selected among the most elegant and also among the best in
conveying the intended message of the original.
ixwnplc 5: (Jrr:n .,jà 4jp')Süra 11:123
	
- :	 j Ig ..aIgL J i1I	 L11}	 JJgj *
Pursi,ie:
j: Conjunctive particle.
Cb: Preposed abar/predicate.
1jtJl • ' ': .%!,ibiada '/subject.
fii: Conjoined to the preceding phrase.
Coiiinzent on the £'oinpk':
The predicate db to Allah is emphasised by fronting it before the subject .' :
)J ij 1l9II_Wll ii,is,:ii (kVrLtS of i/i /z,'av.;;s and tilL' earth. This non-canonical
order is used to indicate particularisation. The intended meaning can be glossed as
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'Allah alone has knowledge of the unseen [features] of the heavens and the earth'. The
structure of this clause, as the parsing above indicates, is PS. Halliday never discusses
sentences of this structure, simply because this structure does not exist in English.
However, Halliday's model can be developed in order to encompass this structure. In
the structure such as, i.e. SP structure, the mubtada'/subject occupying first position is
labelled unmarked theme. Any other element's, other than mubtada '/subject,
occupying theme position is/are labelled marked theme. On the basis of this, the
Arabic example can be analysed as follows:
L)J	 9-	 .9
subject	 predicate	 conjunction
rheme	 theme (marked)
Halliday (1985: p. 51) mentions that in English, conjunctions "are inherently
thematic". This holds true also in Arabic, but this is not obligatory, since , in both
languages, conjunctions can come elsewhere in the clause. The Arabic conjunction
particle , therefore, constitutes part of the theme.
Comment on the Translations: Sara 11:123
1-Trans. "D"
(God] alone has (knowledge of what the heavens and the earth conceal). (ii 165)
2- Trans. "A"
[To Allah] do (belong the unseen (secrets) of the heavens and the earth). (p. 620)
3- Trans. "H"
[And to Allah] (belongs the Ghaib (unseen) of the heavens and the earth). (p. 340)
4- Trans. "P"
[And Allah's] is (the invisible of the heavens and the earth). (p. 174)
5- Trans. "R"
[To God] (belong the secret things of the Heavens and of the Earth). (p. 324)
a) General Analysis:
1- Linguistic Analysis
All translations, except Trans "H" and ' U P", omit translation of the Arabic conjunction
particlej. Trans "D" adds the word 'knowledge' which is not in the original to give the
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general meaning of the Arabic text. The Arabic word	 has been translated in
various ways. Trans "D" suggests the verb 'conceal'. Trans "A" suggests the adjective
'unseen' and Trans "P" suggests 'invisible' although it is quite odd in English to use an
adjective in this syntactic position; a noun would be more normal. Trans "H" prefers
to transliterate the Arabic word into English and explains it in brackets. This..
however, leads one of the respondents to comment "1 do not like the use of the
exoticism 'ghaib' in Trans "H". which has an alienating effect on me as an English
native-speaking reader". All these suggestions refer to the Arabic word• ,' in its
narrow sense as everything that cannot be seen. The meaning of the Arabic word in
this context is more wide. It includes everything unknown to people. Therefore the
word 'secret things' suggested by Trans "R" or 'secret' given between brackets in Trans
"A" can be considered good equivalents to the Arabic word3.
It is noted that this Arabic sentence is a nominal one, with no verb (cJ; also 4.5.2.1. for
a similar structure). This structure is not fbund in English. In English a sentence must
minimally consist of a verb. Therefore, the translator of this example should use a
verb in his rendering, whether modal 'has', as in Trans "D", modal and predicator e.g.
'do belong' as in Trans "A" finite L'.g. 'is' as in Trans "P'. or predicator e.g. 'belong' as
in Trans "H" and "R". The use of'do' in Trans "A" is also odd (and archaic or pseudo-
archaic).
2- Descriptive Statistical Analysis
The figure given below shows that the number of words are very close to each other.
Trans "A". "H". "R" involve 13 words each. Trans "D" comes in the middle with 12
Trans. "P" involve.c 11 words. The mean number of words in each translation
is 12.4. The standard deviation is ± 1.
I'-
20
a 15
.	 10
E	 5
0
Example verse 5
"H"
translation codes
Comparison ot'thc number of rds ot'all translations
'l'he respondents rate the translations stylistically as follows (numbers 1 & 2 represent
the most elegant translation from a stylistic point of view. Number 3 means that the
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translation is stylistically fairly acceptable. while numbers 4 & 5 represent the least
elegant translation):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
____________ answering l&2 answering 3
	 answering 4&5 _____________
"D"	 8	 1	 1	 '4
"A"	 4	 4	 2	 3
"H"	 1	 4	 5	 39
"P"	 -	 1	 9	 48
"R"	 6	 3	 1	 2.6
Example 5
III	
"A"	 'P'
translation codes
As can be noted from the above. Trans "P'. which is the least wordy. is the least
elegant, while Trans "D". which is also among the least wordy. is the most elegant.
Trans "R". on the other hand, which is the most wordy. has also been selected among
the best from a stylistic point of view.
b) SDccific AnaI;'sis:
Again the emphasised element in the Arabic clause is the prepositional phrase.
Therefore, it is easy for the translators to put the focus of information on it. by
fronting it. in their translations. Trans "A". "H" and "R" thematize the prepositional
phrase (marked status) to attain the meaning of exclusiveness. Halliday (1985: p. 190)
points out that a prepositional phrase fimctioning as adjunct may occur initially as
marked theme (bearing the information focus of the message) as in "on the radio I
heard good news".
Trans "D" does not use the prepositional phrase. but instead, it fronts the noun 'God'
followed by 'alone' to convey the meaning of the exclusiveness to the English
Halliday's
example:
Trans "P":
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sentence. This gives the sense but without the rhetorical force. Unlike the other
translations, Trans "P" uses the possessive form in transferring the equivalent of the
Arabic prepositional phrase i.e. 'Allah's'. This form is sometimes called 'a possessive
nominal group'. According to Halliday (1985: p. 121), 'if the relationship of
possession is encoded as the Attribute', as is the case with the Arabic example and the
translation, 'then it takes the form of a possessive nominal group e.g. Peter's'. Halliday
(op. cit.) indicates that the clause 'Peter's is the piano' can be only identifying (i.e.'
Peter is identified as owning the piano'. Or 'the piano is identified as being owned by
Peter', if 'Peter' bears the marked focus of the information massage). \Vhile the
reversed form 'the piano is Peter's' could be either identifying 'the piano is identified as
belonging to Peter' or attributive 'the piano is a member of the class of Peter's
possessions'.
According to this analysis, the clause in Trans "P" is identifying 'the secrets of the
heavens and the earth' as owned (or known) by Allah. The analysis of Halliday's
example given above (as given by Halliday, op. cit. & p.127) and of the clause in
Trans "P" is in the following table:
Peter's	 is	 the piano
Allah's	 is	 the invisible of the heavens and
__________________ _______ the earth
identifier: possessor
	 process identified: possessed
The subject 'Allah's' bears the marked focus of the information massage. Thus, it gives
the intended meaning of the original text. In addition to this, the possessive structure
used by Trans "P' resembles (or is roughly equivalent to), the structure of the
prepositional phrase of the Arabic example. In general, the English translation
resembles the source text in the fact that it is free from verbs except the obligatory
finite verb 'is'.
In addition to the above translations, the following two translations are suggested by
the author for discussion:
1-It is Allah's that are the invisible secrets of the heavens and the earth, or
2- It is to Allah that the secret things of the heavens and the earth belong.
The rhetorical purpose of the original text, the meaning of exclusiveness will appear
clearly if Trans "P" and "R", which, from a theoretical point of view, are the best
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among the above, are transferred to cleft structures. However 1 I suspect that the
English reader would find them rather inelegant, wordy and also, perhaps too highly
marked (see the statistical analysis above). Therefore, I believe that Trans "R" would
be more accepted if it uses the word 'alone' after the subject 'God' in order to give the
rhetorical force of the original, as is in the following:
To God alone belong the secret things of i/ic Heavens and of the Earth.
From a practical point of view, the results obtained from the questionnaire can be
analysed as follows (Translations marked 'well' in respondents' answers are numbered
I below. Translations marked 'neither well nor badly' are numbered 2, while
translations marked 'badly' are numbered 3):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
____________ answering I
	 answering 2
	
answering 3
	 ____________
"D"	 8	 1	 1	 16
I'.','	 ____________ 6	 ____________ ____________
"H"	 ___________ 7	 1	 19
" P"	 1	 7	 __________ '1
______________ 3
	 6	 1	 1.8
Example 5
--
1.5
= 1
I-
;.	 0
D"	 "A'	 H'	 • p..
translation codes
In contrast with the implications of the theoretical analysis which suggests that Trans
"R" and to a lesser degree. Trans "P" are the best, the practical analysis shows that
Trans "D". "R". and "H" are the best in giving the intended meaning of the original.
Trans "A" and "P" arc in the last positions. The reason for this. I believe, is the
adoption of inelegant and highly marked structures in Trans "A" and "P'. The
correlation between the style and the conveying of the rhetorical purpose of the
original is clear here. Trans "D". the least wordy. has been selected as the most elegant
and the best in conveying the intended meaning as the original Arabic. Though Trans
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"R" is considered the most wordy, it has been also selected among the most elegant
and also among the best in conveying the same intended meaning as the original.
Example 6:	 (OV: r	 Jlj.4Sflra 2:57
{ cj goi.4.a } (fl'] lqJL 3-61q Lq.oJJ Log
Parsuzr:
: Conjunctive particle.
I-a: Negative particle.
Lt: Verb in the perfect mood +fdCillsubject + object.
i: Concessive particle.
IS: Verb (to be) in the perfect mood with a suffixed wâw cIJ jlj (wâw of
plurality) as its faCill subject.
h: Preposed object.
U: Verb in the imperfect mood with 	 t4il jij as itsfaCil/subject. The verbal
clause is the khabar/ predicate ofjtS kána.
Comment on the Example:
The clause containing	 kdna exhibits non-canonical word order. The object
1 themselves is focused by placing it before the verb and its subject	 lj
they wronged to indicate particularisation. The meaning is equivalent to 'It is only
themselves that they wronged'. The canonical order of this verbal clause is:
i1	 L.S. According to the traditional Arabic grammarians and
rhetoricians, the above Arabic verbal clause can be analysed according to the modified
Hallidayan model as the following (cf also the parsing mentioned above):
-	 -
theme	 rheme	 complement theme	 rheme
It can be argued that, generally, in the Arabic verbal clause, the verb, the rheme
equates with the unmarked theme (in terms of the Hallidayan model) if it occupies
initial position. Accordingly, the above Arabic example can be analysed in terms of
the Hallidayan model as follows:
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subject	 predicator	 complement	 subject	 finite
rhemetheme (unmarked) _______________ _________ _________________
rhemetheme (marked) __________ ___________________
rheme	 theme (Unmarked)
This analysis shows that in applying Halliday analysis to the Arabic verbal sentence,
the object is also marked.
Comment on the Translations: Sara 2:57
1-Trans. "D"
Indeed they did not wrong Us, but (they wronged) [themselvesj (p. 15)
2- Trans. "A"
To Us they did no harm, but (they harmed) [their own selvesj (p. 23)
3- Trans. "H"
And they did not wrong Us but {they wronged) [themselvesj (p. 13)
4- Trans. "P"
We wronged them not, but (they did wrong) [themselvesj.(p. 38)
5- Trans. "R"
and they injured not Us but (they injured) fthemselvesj. (p. 7)
a) General Analysis:
1- Linguistic Analysis
Though the word 'indeed' has no correspondent in the original text, Trans "D" adds it
at the beginning of the sentence. This gives emphasis to the whole sentence. Trans
"A" changes the order of the sentence by thematizing the prepositional phrase 'to Us'.
Also the word 'harm' suggested by Trans "A", does not give the exact meaning of the
Arabic word
Trans "P" which is rather archaic, mistranslates the clause	 L. The clause 'We
wronged them not' is equivalent to a clause 	 LL111 Las. Therefore, it must be
amended to be 'they wronged Us not'.
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2- Descriptive Statistical Analysis
The number of words in each translation is as follows: Trans "A" 12 words, Trans "D"
and "H" 10 words each. Trans "P" and "R" 9 words each, The mean number of words
of all translations is 10. The standard deviation is ± I. Accordingly. the rendering of
Trans "A" is the most redundant, while the rendering given by the English native
translators "P" and "R" is the least redundant (cf figure below).
'I-
6
I-
Example verse 6
D "	 A"	 ' H'	 R
translation codes
Comparison of the number of words of all translations
The style of the five translations can be described as follows (numbers 1 & 2 represent
the most elegant translation from a stylistic point of view. Number 3 means that the
translation is stylistically fairly acceptable. while numbers 4 & 5 represent the least
elegant translation):
Trans.	 No, of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
_____________ answering l&2 anscring 3
	
anscring 4&5 _____________
"D"	 7	 3	 -	 2.3
"A"	 4	 5	 1	 2.8
"H"	 5	 4	 1	 '7
"P"	 1	 '	 7	 43
-	 3	 7	 4.4
Example 6
DL5
"D"
	
"A"	 "H	 "R"
translation codes
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Though Trans "P" and "R" are the least wordy, they have been stylistically selected as
the worst. Trans "D" and "H", which are among the more wordy, have been selected
as the most elegant translations. I believe that the use of simple and clear sentences as
in Trans "D" and "H" and the use of archaic and perhaps ungrammatical sentences as
in Trans "P" and "R" causes this result. 'We wronged them not' rendered by Trans "P"
is incorrect, a fact that makes one of the respondents to rate it as the worst translation
from a general stylistic point of view.
b) Specific Analysis:
In composing the relevant clause (i.e. the second clause), all translations follow the
unmarked order of the elements of the English sentence. Consequently all of them,
from a theoretical point of view, fail to convey the emphasis of the object signalled by
the Arabic structure. From a thematic point of view the relevant clause in all
translations can be analysed as follows:
but	 they	 wronged themselves
but	 they	 harmed their own selves
but	 they	 wronged themselves
but	 they	 did wrong themselves
but	 they	 injured themselves
theme	 rheme
From a practical point of view, the analysis of the questionnaires is as follows
(Translations marked 'well' in respondents' answers are numbered 1 below.
Translations marked 'neither well nor badly' are numbered 2, while translations
marked 'badly' are numbered 3):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
______________ answering 1
	 answering 2	 answering 3
______________ 3
	
4	 3	 2
"A"	 3	 6	 1	 18
"H"	 3	 4	 3	 2
___________ 2
	 -	 8	 26
______________ 1	 3	 6	 2.5
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Example 6
3
be.
	
1.5	 I
I
o.5
	
0	 -. __	 __
"A"	 '1H"	 lip..
translation codes
As mentioned in the general analysis. Trans "D" and "H" which have been selected as
the most elegant, have been also selected here among the best in conveying the same
message as the original. Trans "P" and "R". on the other hand, which have been
selected as the least elegant, have been also selected here as the worst in conveying
the intended meaning of the original. However, according to one of the respondents
Trans "D" and "R" convey the desired rhetorical effect but "they seem a bit clumsy":
Trans "R" "would be much better without the repetition of'they ix*jured' ".
Two of the respondents suggest the following translations:
I - It was not Us hwY harnwd. but thL'rnsdves.
2- Ii was not (k tIit IrongL'd. but tlwrnsdves.
Here the last lexical item 'themselves' bears the focus of the sentence. Thus, through
the cleft-structure, this suggested translation conveys the sense of the original. The
feasibility of this. however, depends on the general context.
According to Halliday. since the above example is declarative in its unmarked order.
there will be no emphasis on any element except the unmarked focus on the final
lexical element. In respect to this type of English structure viz. SVO in these
translations, there is another way to convey the emphasis of the object of the sentence.
This is through considering the ellipted object as in the suggested translation given
below (the full clause is 'themselves they harmed'):
- Thi did not harm (h but tiwniscivex.
The feasibility of this also depends on the general context.
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Example 7:	 (v:rvL,Jijj.'u)sara 37:47
_••i
Parsing':
: Negative particle.
Preposed /cabar/predicate.
J: Mubtada'/subject.
g: Conjunctive particle.
ç: Mubrada '/subject.
t4: Prepositional phrase.
Verb in the passive voice, with 	 as the fadil/subject of the
passive. The clause	 is khabar/predicate of 	 in the passive voice.
Comment on tile Example:
The prepositional phrase l.	 in it/from it is focused. It is placed before the word J
headiness to indicate particularisation, and is used to mean that 'unlike the alcoholic
drink of this life, the wine of paradise is free from headiness'. It is also noticed that the
second clause exhibits non-canonical word order, such that the prepositional phrase
	
is fronted before the predicate	 The reason for this, I believe, is to keep
	
the rhyme (or the last letter i.e. the	 Nan) of the clauses. The first clause is what
concerns us more here. The Hallidayan analysis can be applied to the relevant clause,
as follows:
subject	 complement!predicate	 adjunct
rheme	 theme (marked)
The above clause is of the nominal type. It has no verb at all. Halliday's model does
not discuss clauses of this type, because they do not exist in English. However,
Halliday's analysis can be applied to this clause as if it contains a verb (predicator.
Halliday's term). It shows clearly that the prepositional phrase is thematized. hence it
is focused.
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Comment on tile Translations: Sara 3 7:47
1-Trans. "D"
it will neither dull their senses nor befuddle them. (p. 314)
2- Trans. "A"
[Free from] (headiness); Nor will they suffer intoxication therefrom. (p. 1348)
3- Trans. "H"
Neither they will have "Ghoul" (any kind of hurt...) from that, nor will they suffer
intoxication therefrom (p. 657)
4- Trans. "P"
[Wherein] there is no (headache) nor are they made mad thereby.Q. 320)
5- Trans. "R"
[it shall not] (oppress the sense), nor shall they therewith be drunken. (p. 298)
a) General Analysis:
1- Linguistic analysis
One characteristic of the Arabic of the Qur'ân is to give a broad meaning in few
words. This holds true in the Arabic example mentioned above. The Arabic word J
has more than one meaning. It is used to mean headache or bellyache. It also means
intoxication and any kind of hurt. Ad-Dhãhãk and Ibn Cabbâs say that the word J
indicates four meanings altogether, headache, urinating intoxication and vomiting (Ibn
Kathir, v. 4, 1992: p. 8). Therefore there is no fully adequate one-word translation of
this word. Trans "D" gives the general meaning of the Arabic sentence. Moreover, the
two separate clauses in the Arabic sentence have been joined in one clause with a
single subject. Trans "H" transliterates the Arabic word J_ as if the translators
realise that this word is not adequately translatable. Nevertheless, they give a general
explanation of it. One of the respondents chooses Trans "D" as the best, but he
comments that "intoxicate" is better than "befuddle". Trans "D" and "R" do not
transfer the form of prepositional phrase 
_; rather they transfer only the meaning of
it.
2- Descriptive statistical analysis
The figure below shows that Trans "H" consists of 17 words, while Trans "R" and "P"
consist of 12 and 11 words respectively. Trans "D" and "A", on the other hand, consist
of 9 words each. The mean number of words in the translations is 10.6. The standard
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deviation is ±3 words. This means that Trans "H" is the most redundant and Trans
"D" and "A" are the least redundant as far as the number of words is concerned.
Example verse 7
''	 20
I. -	 16
. '	 12
.0 £
cI	 4
"D"
	
"A"	 "H"	 ups.
translation codes
Comparison of the number of words of all translations
According to one of the respondents. only Trans "D". and to a lesser degi'ee Trans
"A". seem to be stylistically acceptable as modem English. The results of the
questionnaire regarding the style are as follows (numbers 1 & 2 represent the most
elegant translation from a stylistic point of view. Number 3 means that the translation
is stylistically fairly acceptable. while numbers 4 & 5 represent the least elegant
translation):
Trans.	 No, of	 No. of	 No, of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondants
_____________ answering l&2 answering 3
	 answering 4&5 _____________
"D"	 9	 1	 -	 2.1
"A"	 7	 2	 1	 2.5
"H"	 -	 3	 7	 44
"P"	 _______________ _______________ 6
	
4
"R"	 1	 6	 3	 3.5
Example7
5
"0"	 "A"
	
"H"
translation codes
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Comparing these results with the number of words in each translation as mentioned
above, it can be noted that there is a correlation between these results and the number
of words. Trans "D" and "A", the least wordy, have been selected as the most elegant.
Trans "P" and "R" which are more wordy than Trans "D" and "A" have come in the
second stage next to Trans "D" and "A". Trans "H", on the other hand, the most
wordy. has been selected as the least elegant.
b) Specific Analysis:
Trans "D", "H" and "R" follow the English theme-rheme sequence. As pointed
elsewhere this sequence is unmarked. The use of elements such as the finites 'will' and
'shall' does not, in fact, give the emphasis that exists in the original, but rather merely
indicates ftiturity. These translations can be analysed as follows:
Trans "D":
It	 will	 neither	 dull	 their senses
subject	 finite	 adjunct	 predicator	 complement
theme	 rheme
Trans "H":
Neither	 they	 will	 have	 "Ghoul"... 	 from that
adjunct	 subject	 fmite modal complement complement
theme	 rheme
Trans "R":
It	 shall	 not	 oppress	 the sense
subject	 finite	 adjunct	 predicator	 complement
theme	 rheme
The above analysis shows, from Halliday's point of view, that all themes in the three
clauses which are subjects, are unmarked. This indicates that these translations fail to
signal the emphasis shown in the source text.
Trans "A" and "P", which adopt a different structure, can be analysed as follows:
Trans "A":
Free from headiness
rheme
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Tans IIPU:
Wherein	 there	 is	 no	 headache
adverb	 subject finite adjunct	 complement
theme	 rheme
The clause 'free from headiness' has no subject. Thus, for Halliday (1985: P. 63) it is
rhematic only. It has no thematic structure. According to Halliday (op. cit.) the clause
of such a structure is elliptical. To be more precise, this type of ellipsis is called
'anaphoric ellipsis', such that some part of the clause is presupposed from what is said
in the preceding clause. Accordingly, the part presupposed from the preceding
sentence can be formulated as the following:
rIt	 is free from headiness
theme	 rheme
Halliday (op. cit.) argues that a clause such as 'Down the town' has no thematic
structure; therefore it consists of rheme only. The theme is presupposed from the
preceding clause as in 'said Goody Brown; "Its down the town" '.The rheme structure
is marked. This means that Trans "A" succeeds in signalling the emphasis of the
original text as well as the sequence of the elements. It should be taken into account,
however, that the relevant Arabic clause is in the negative, whereas this translation is
in the affirmative. The English might be regarded as negated in meaning, but
affirmative in form.
Trans "P" uses the existential word 'there' because of the need for a subject. Thus this
translation succeeds in emphasising the adverb 'wherein' by thematizing it before the
subject as a part of the clause (in accordance with the Hallidayan analysis). Besides
this, the English clause resembles the original text in using the negative form. On the
basis of this analysis, Trans "P" is considered the best in giving the intended meaning
and the form of the source text. However, the practical analysis, as given below,
shows that Trans "D" is considered best in transferring the original rhetorical purpose
and Trans "P" is among the worst (Translations marked 'well' in respondents' answers
are numbered 1 below. Translations marked 'neither well nor badly' are numbered 2,
while translations marked 'badly' are numbered 3):
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Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
____________ answering I
	
answering 2
	
answering 3
	 ____________
"D"	 5	 4	 1	 16
" .V'	 ______________ 6
	
2	 2
"H"	 -	 6	 4	 24
"P"	 1	 4	 5	 24
"R"	 1	 5	 4	 2.3
Example 7
1
	
£	
i
	
1.5	 i	
I
: °g
D"	 "A	 H•	 II	 U
translation codes
The correlation between wordineSs, style and conveying of the intended effect is very
clear here. Trans "D" and "A", the least wordy and the most elegant, have been
selected here as the best in conveying the rhetorical purpose of the original. Trans
"H". on the other hand, the most wordy and the least elegant, has been selected as the
worst in conveying the rhetorical force as the original. Trans "P" is also considered
among the worst. Trans "R" conies in the middle in all ! the number of words, the style
and the conveyance of the rhetorical purpose of the original.
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7.2.2. Emphasis
Example 8:
	
(i:!j.JI) Sara 54:41
, ,
_4 {y- Ii fl} 	 JI	 Cllq,
Parsini!:
The structure of this verse is very simple. It can be analysed as the following:
: Conjunction or introductory particle.
Emphatic particle.
Verb in the perfect mood.
: Object
Fá'il/Subject
Comment on the Example:
The above parsing of the sentence shows that the order of the elements in this
example is: [V + 0 + S]. It has been said before that the canonical position of the
object is after the subject. So we have here a non-canonical order. The usual rhetorical
purpose of fronting the object is for particularisation. But, since the rhetorical purpose
can only be understood from the meaning of the sentence in context, we cannot say
that the rhetorical purpose here indicates particularisation, because warnings came to
the People of Pharaoh as well as to other people, as is pointed out in the Holy Qur'ân
itself (54:33 ):
J14 .4qJ pg
The people of Lut rejected (his) Warnings (Au: p.1653)
Thus the sense of particularisation cannot be applied here. By considering the verses
which come before and after this verse, we can easily realise that these verses have the
same rhyme:
Lb. iJq (E) jo
	 J,	 IJ ,i,iJI	 ,iig (E) jq uI	 Ig.q
(Elk)	 A0 	 .if	 LiL I1 LILsti lq.i	 (El) j JI	 jL
So taste ye My chastisement and my warnings * And We have indeed made the Qur 'an easy
to understand and remember. Then is there any that will receive admonition? * To the people
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of Pharaoh, too, aforetime, came warners (from Allah). * The (people) rejected all Our
Signs: but We seized them with the seizure of a Mighty, Powerful. (Au, pp. 1654-55)
Since the object	 Jlc. 'the people of Pharaoh' does not end with the same
rhyme, it is replaced by the subject which ends with the same letter as the other
neighbouring verses. I believe also, that the marked order of the sentence gives a sense
of emphasis to the fronted object 	 ji;.
The translators of this verse should bear in mind these purposes while translating into
other languages. However, it is hard if not impossible to transfer the rhyme of the
source into the target language. It can be achieved, in certain texts, but often either at
the expense of the meaning or at the expense of other grammatical or stylistic
considerations. The translator should decide whether he wants to transfer the form or
the substance of the original. In our case i.e. the Qur'anic text, it is acceptable to
sacrifice the form in order to retain the meaning if it is impossible to have them both
in the target language. On the basis of this, we would not expect the translators of the
Arabic clause mentioned above (example 8) to transfer the Arabic rhyme into their
renderings but rather to give the meaning of the original by focusing on the object of
the English clause.
Comment on the Translations: Sara 54:41
1- Trans. "D"
[To Pharoah's people] also caine {the warnings). (375)
2-Trans "A"
[To the People of Pharoahj, too, aforetime, came {Warners} (from Allah) (p. 1655)
3-Trans. "H"
And indeed, {Warnings} came to [the people of Pharaoh] (through Moses and Aaron)
(p.791)
4- Trans. "P"
And {warnings) came in truth unto jihe house of Pharaoh]. (381)
5- Trans. "R"
To [the people of Pharaoh] also came (the threatenings}. (361)
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a) General Analysis:
1- Linguistic analysis
Trans "D" adds the word 'also' which has no correspondent in the original and fails to
translate the emphatic particle LJ which is in the original and which is very
important in Arabic to emphasise the event. 'Aforetime' is archaic in Trans "A", as is
'unto' in Trans "P". 'Indeed' in Trans "H" and 'in truth' in Trans "P" seem to be an
attempt to translate h.jJ.
The word	 thefáci//subject in the Arabic verse could be either a verbal noun of
J ...La in which case it would be translated as 'warning' or 'warnings' as in Trans 'D", "H"
and "P", or it could be a plural of the word	 in which case it is best translated as
'warners', as in Trans "A". The latter proposal is more acceptable because.i.lI or the
'warners' mentioned in the Arabic text are, in fact, the Messengers of Allah especially
Moses and Aaron (cf L,S.JUA-awkãnI, 1964: v.5, p. 128 and L$	 . j.3/Az-
Zamakhari, 1987: p.439). Trans "R" uses a different term in translating the Arabic
word JILJI, namely the word 'threatenings'. In fact, the messengers came to warn the
people rather than to threaten them. Besides this, the use of 'threatenings' as a
countable noun in Trans "R" is odd. Therefore, the word 'warnings' or 'warners' better
represents the Arabic word JLJ than the word 'threatenings' that is rendered by
translation "R".
The prepositional phrase 'from Allah' is added between two brackets in Trans "A".
This, I believe, has been done to clarify that these warners are coming from Allah.
This meaning, however, can be realised from the whole context. The phrase between
two brackets i.e. 'through Moses and Aaron', in Trans "H", is an explanatory comment
which is not in the original, but is added to explain that the Warnings are from the two
Messengers of Allah, Moses and Aaron. As I have suggested elsewhere (cf the
analysis of Example 1), the best place for such comment is in the footnotes at the end
of the page.
The translation of the particle h.LJ, in Trans "P", is inaccurate. It is true that the
prepositional phrase 'in truth' gives the impression of emphasis, but it is still not the
right translation of the Arabic particle. Translating the Arabic	 Jt as 'the house
of Pharaoh' is also inaccurate. All the exegetes of the Holy Qur'ãn explain that the
Arabic means both Pharaoh and his people (cf for example AsaCdI , 1988, v. 5:
p.144).
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2- Descriptive statistical analysis
The number of words in each translation is as follows: Trans "H" 13 words, Trans "A"
11 words. Trans "P" 10 words. Trans "R" 9 words, and Trans "D" 7 words. The mean
number of words in all translations is therefore 10. The standard deviation is : ± 2
words. Accordingly. Trans "H" is the most redundant while Trans "D" is the least (cf
figure below).
translation codes
Comparison of the number of words of all translations
As regards style. Trans "D", as expected. using simple and clear words is the most
elegant, while Trans "P" is the least (numbers 1 & 2 represent the most elegant
translation from a stylistic point of view. Number 3 means that the translation is
stylistically fairly acceptable. while numbers 4 & 5 represent the least elegant
translation):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
_____________ answering I &2 answering 3
	 answering 4&5 _____________
"D"	 8	 1	 1	 '4
"A"	 4	 4	 _______________ 3
"H"	 3	 3	 4	 35
"P'	 '	 3	 5	 38
_____________ 2
	
4	 4	 3.6
Example 8
C4
- _
"A"	 I1'	 "P"	 ••
translation codes
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Trans "D" is the least wordy and also the most elegant. Trans "A" has been selected as
a second choice. Trans "H" which is the most wordy. has been selected here as a third
choice. Trans "R" and then "P" which are among the least wordy, have been selected
here as the least elegant. The neatness in style in Trans "D", I believe, is among the
reasons that led the respondents to choose it as the most elegant. The word
'threatenings' in Trans "R", as pointed out by one of the respondents, and the use of the
archaic structure in Trans "P'. arc reasons to choose these translations as least elegant.
b) Specilic Anali'sis:
Trans "D". "A" and "R" partially succeed in following the order of the original. The
results of the specific part of the questionnaire arc as follows (Translations marked
'well' in respondents' answers are numbered 1 below. Translations marked 'neither
well nor badly' are numbered 2, while translations marked 'badly' are numbered 3):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
_______________ answering 1
	 answering 2	 answering 3
	 _______________
_______________ 8
	 1	 1	 13
___________ 4
	 4	 ___________ 18
" H"	 4	 4	 ___________ 18
1	 4	 4	 ___________
_____________ 4	 2	 3	 1.7
Example 8
£2.5
;. 1.5
0.5
"D"	 "A"	 "H"	 "R"
translation codes
The correlation between wordiness, style and conveyance of the intended meaning is.
to a great extent, constant. Trans "D". the least wordy and the most elegant, has been
selected here as the best in conveying the intended meaning as the original. Trans "R".
"A" and "H". on the other hand, come in the middle. Trans "P", the least elegant, has
also been selected as the worst in conveying the same intended meaning as the
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original Arabic. I think that the inelegant style of Trans "P' lead the respondents to
consider it the worst in conveying the intended message of the original.
The grammatical structure of the clause in question in Trans "D", "A" and "R", is
[Pp.[O] + V + S]. If this clause is rearranged, the English canonical order will be [S +
V + Pp.[O]]. Halliday (1985: pp. 45 and 190) emphasises that prepositional phrases
functioning as adjuncts in the clause may occur initially as marked theme. In support
of his point, Halliday gives the following example:
on the radio	 I	 heard	 good news
adjunct	 subject	 predicator	 complement
theme (marked)	 rheme
If we refer to the clause in question, we will notice that the prepositional phrase
occurring in initial position of the clause is not functioning as an adjunct but rather as
an object of the verb 'came'. However, it is also a marked theme. In fact "The fronting
of OBJECTS and COMPLEMENTS is MUCH MORE MARKED than the fronting of
ADJTJNCTS in English because objects and complements are fairly RESTRICTED in
position" [my emphasis] (Baker, 1994: pp. 133-34. cf also Halliday, 1985: pp. 45-46),
while adjuncts are fairly mobile in English. The prepositional phrase 'To Pharoah's
people' or 'To the people of Pharaoh' as in Trans "D", "A" and "R" is the marked
theme and the rest of the clause is the rheme (or the remainder! the non-subject theme
as Halliday sometimes calls it). By fronting the object, the prepositional phrase, the
translator gives a flavour of emphasis to it which resembles the purpose of changing
the canonical order of the elements of the Arabic text. The analysis of the three
translations is as follows:
Trans "D"	 to Pharaoh's people	 also	 came the warnings
Trans "A"	 To the People of Pharaoh too aforetime came 	 warners
Trans "R"	 To the people of Pharaoh also 	 came the threatenings
marked theme	 (adjunct)	 rheme
Through the use of this marked order, which resembles the order of the original text,
the focus is placed on the prepositional phrase 'to Pharaoh's people' exactly as it is in the
Arabic text. Preposing the prepositional phrase in the English clause is not highly
marked just as preposing the object in the above Arabic example is not highly marked.
Therefore the translators succeed in retaining the sense of emphasis in their
renderings.
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Trans "H" and "P", on the other hand, follow the unmarked order of the English
sentence. Trans "H", for example, can be analysed as the following:
And	 indeed Warnings came 	 to the people of Pharaoh
______________________ subject 	 predicator complement
conjunction I adjunct	 theme	 rheme
theme	 rheme
According to the questionnaires, as far as the rhetorical purpose is concerned, Trans
"H" is equal to Trans "A". However, unlike Trans "D", "A", and "R", the structure
adopted by Trans "H" is unmarked. Halliday (1985: p.51 and p.46) points out that
there are some items which are inherently thematic. Conjunctions are examples.
Halliday (op. cit.) emphasises that since these items have to come first and have no
function as subject, adjunct or complement, the speaker has the choice of which
element to put next to the conjunction; and whatever item is chosen to follow will still
have a thematic flavour. Therefore, in the above example, the only reason for putting
the adjunct 'indeed' before the subject is to give it thematic status. Putting the adjunct
'indeed' in an early position is a device used to convey the emphasis which exists in
the Arabic text and is represented by the Arabic emphatic particle 	 although the
English word 'indeed' produces a different type of emphasis. However the clause
remains in its unmarked state. By contrast, in the original text, the sentence is in its
marked state where the object is fronted before the subject; hence the strong emphasis
lies on the object of the clause as explained above.
To summarise then, in terms of word order, I believe that Trans "D", "A", and "R"
succeed in approaching the intended meaning of the Arabic clause in its non-canonical
word order. Among these, according to one of the respondents, Trans "D" is the best:
"it conveys meaning, emphasis and is a nice neat sentence". In contrast, Trans "H" and
"P" are fairly far from giving the same message as the original text.
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Example 9:	 (rr: ir Jlijj4Sâra 13:23
{LJ'tJ }
 [)	 4.::.iii..j	 6Jl	 pI 'ffl9l
Parsinj :
LL4g: Mubtada'/subject.
i: Preposed abar.
Annex
).J: Annexed.
LU	 :Mubtada'/subject.
JIIC ç.i: khabar/predicate of the subject .L&9i.
.L.:khabar of an ellipted mubtada'/subject	 . Or fronted object .
Verb with	 gI as its subject.
Comment on the Example:
The phrase	 _c	 Gardens of Eden is placed first in the second verse. The
canonical order of this sentence is I..LC	 In this context, Arabic
grammar allows non-canonical word order such that the object is placed in the initial
position, while leaving a coreferential pronoun in the verb as in the verse above. The
rhetorical purpose of this type of word order in this context, is to give emphasis to this
phrase and also to explain and describe the sentence before it.
Comment on the Translations: Sara 13:23
1-Trans. "D"
These shall have a blissful end. (They shall enter) [the gardens of EdenJ (p. 177)
2- Trans. "A"
For such there is the final attainment of the (eternal) Home. [Gardens ofperpetual
blissj (they shall enter there}.(p. 680)
3- Trans. "H"
For such there is a good end. [Everlasting Gardens of 'Adn Paradise'J (which they
shall enter). (p. 363)
4- Trs. "P"
Theirs will be the sequel of the (heavenly) Home. [Gardens of EdenJ (which they
enter}.(p. 184)
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5- Trans. "R"
For these is the recompense of that abode. jGardens of EdenJ-into (which they shall
enler/. (p. 160)
a) General Anal i'sis:
1- Linguistic analysis
The meaning of the Arabic sentence is very simple and very clear. However, the
translators differ in their choice of words to give the intended meaning of the original
as understood by them. This can be seen in translating the Arabic demonstrative noun
Laigl and phrase jLth	 Trans "D".. "H" and "R" give only the general meaning
of the Arabic phrase ).Lil L	 The use of 'sequel' as a translation for	 in
Trans "P" is odd. Trans "A". on the other hand, succeeds in giving the literal meaning
of the original without affecting the stylistic and grammatical aspects of the English.
From a stylistic point of view. Trans "H" and "R" read most naturally.
2- Descriptive statistical analysis
The figure given below shows that Trans "A" is the most redundant with 19 words. In
the middle come Trans "H" and "R" with 16 words each, and then Trans "P" with 15
words. Trans "D" is the least redundant with 13 words. The mean number of words in
all translations is 15.8. The standard deviation is ±2 words.
Example verse 9
21
e.
-
I	 •	 I	 IE!7	 !	 :	 .	 I
0
"R
translations codes
Comparison of the number of words of all translations
From a stylistic point of view. the questionnaire gives the following results (numbers
I & 2 represent the most elegant translation from a stylistic point of view. Number 3
means that the translation is stylistically fairly acceptable. while numbers 4 & 5
represent the least elegant translation):
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Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall
respondents	 respondents	 respondents	 average
answering	 answering 3
	 answering
___________ l&2
	 ___________ 4&5
	 ___________
"D"	 4	 '	 4	 34
"A"	 8	 2	 -	 2'
"H"	 '	 3	 5	 38
________ I
	 _____ 4	 5	 39
"R"	 4	 4	 2	 3
Example 9
"A"	 •'Il•'	 "Ps'	 •'
translation codes
Here, there is something of an inverse correlation between wordiness and style. Trans
'A" the most wordy. has been selected as the most elegant, while Trans "D" and "P"
the least wordy. have been stylistically selected among the worst. One of the
respondents describes the English style of Trans "P" as "unnatural". Trans "A". "R"
and to some extent "D". on the other hand, read, for him. "more naturally".
b) Specific AnuI;'sis:
Excluding Trans "D". all the other translations are identical in following the order of
the original. Trans "D" preserves the typical order of the English sentence structure
putting no sense of emphasis on the English equivalent of the Arabic phrase
The translator apparently uses the finite verb 'shall' not in order to transfer the
meaning of emphasis which lies in the Arabic phrase 	 iLir. to his rendering, but
to convey a sense of fliturity. As regards the other translations, they can be analysed in
terms of Halliday's model as the following:
Trans "A" Gardens of perpetual	 they	 shall enter	 there
bliss
rhcmc	 theme	 rheme
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This analysis indicates that this sentences has to be regarded as two sentences as is the
case with the Arabic example. As a matter of fact, the presence of'there' means it
cannot be taken as relative clauses as are the other three translations mentioned below.
Or, simply it is used to translate the Arabic suffixed pronoun L. The former
possibility means that the first sentence 'Gardens of perpetual bliss' consists only of
rheme; it is a themeless sentence. According to Halliday (1985, p. 49) the theme of
such a structure is left implicit (cf example 1 p. 9). The meaning could be something
like 'It is'. This can be realised simply from the form of the clause. However
constructing a themeless clause, and preposing it before the subject 'they' in order to
be read as one sentence, while as noted above, it is two sentences, gives a sense of
emphasis to the rhematic clause 'Gardens of perpetual bliss' as its equivalent in
Arabic. The form is also very near to the Arabic sentence.
Trans IHu Everlasting Gardens of which	 they	 shall	 enter
'Adn Paradise' 	 _________ ________ _______ __________ _______
Trans "P" Gardens of Eden	 which	 they	 ______ enter	 ______
Trans "R" Gardens of Eden	 into	 they	 shall	 enter
_______________________ which ________ ______ _________ ______
topical	 structural	 interpers- finite
onal
ellipted subject
	 relative	 subject _______ predicator adjunct
new	 given
_________________________	 theme	 rheme
preposed theme (marked)	 rheme
The above analysis shows that the phrase 'Gardens of Eden' (or its equivalent) in the
four translations is an ellipted subject. The phrase before it, 'the recompense of that
abode' (or its equivalent in the four translations) is a subject with ellipted predicate
[i.e. marked rheme with ellipted theme]. Or the phrase 'Gardens of Eden' (or its
equivalent) in the four translations could also be what Halliday (1967) calls
substitutive theme (or preposed theme as some linguists call it. cf also Baker 1994: p.
139. Compare 'These documents, the fitter sent them to the office', op. cit.: p. 140).
This means that the object of the sentence is placed in initial position in the above
three translations (analysed in the above figure). According to Halliday (1967c,
1985& elsewhere) this is a 'marked theme' (cf 2.4.2.2.). Marked theme, as mentioned
earlier, conveys the piece of information which is considered, from the speaker's point
of view, new information. Thus it bears the focus of the message. The speaker,
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according to Halliday (op. cit.), can emphasise any clement of the sentence, other than
the subject. by thematizing it. This inans that these translations succeed in putting
marked emphasis on the equivalent of the Arabic phrase Lc	 by thematizing it.
A third possible analysis has to do with apposition6. According to Halliday (1985: p.
41) a sentence like:
Lwiguage - human speech - is an inexhaustible abundance of man fo1d treasures.
has as its theme the nominal group complex language - human speech, consisting of
two nominal groups in apposition (cf op. cit.). According to this analysis the nominal
group complex in Trans "A". "H". "P". and "R", the recompense of that abode
GardLns of Eden (or its equivalents) is the theme consisting of two nominal groups in
apposition. The results from the tested English speakers are as fbllows (Translations
marked 'well' in respondents' answers arc numbered 1 below. Translations marked
'neither well nor badly' are numbered 2, while translations marked 'badly' are
numbered 3):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of
	
Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
_____________ answering 1
	 answering 2	 ansvering 3
	 ____________
"D"	 4	 ______________ 4
	 ______________
•fl	 8	 1	 1	 13
"H"	 4	 _______________ 4	 _______________
"P'	 4	 4	 ___________ 18
"R"	 3	 5	 2	 1.9
Example 9
-
1.5
c	 1
0.5
'D"	 "A"	 H"	 NP"
	 "
translation codes
The analysis given in the general section compared to this analysis shows that there is
a correlation between style and conveying the intended meaning. Trans "A". the most
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elegant has been selected as the most accurate in reflecting the original. There is also
an inverse correlation. Trans "P", the least elegant, has been selected among the best
in conveying the rhetorical force of the original. Perhaps the interest of the translator
in conveying the same intended message as the original leads him to scarify the style
of his rendering. Trans "D", "H' and "R", on the other hand, which stylistically read
more naturally than Trans "P", are probably less effective in relaying the intended
rhetorical effect of the original.
7.2.3. Importance
Example 10:	 (t: r)JI)Sara:39:64
, , '
	 UI
4i'd'LJl I	 l { " tI } %Jg$oL dJJl ).1.&] I J.S
Parsing:
Verb in the imperative mood.
Denial interrogative particle .$jl.!
	
I1LIJI.
Preposed object. It is the annex
Annexed
Verb in the imperfect mood +facil (subject) + Object.
Verb in the imperfect mood with the facil as the implicit first singular personal
pronoun 'I'. Its object is the preposed i I
Vocative.
Substitute of l.i.
Comment on the Example:
In this verse the object ji. other than, which is annexed to the word Ii I Allah, comes
at the beginning of the sentence before its verb L1 and the implicit subject UI I.
This gives us the following structure: [0 + V + S]. If the sentence were to be
rearranged into its canonical order, it would be:
[43JI] {I }TJj-'.
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The structure of the second clause. i.e. 4i	 is: [V + Impl. S + 0] which is a
canonical structure of an Arabic sentence. In terms of theme and rheme, the
Hallidayan analysis can be applied to the Arabic example as follows:
j,4U	 4.0
rheme	 theme (marked)
According to the above analysis, the sentence involves marked order since the object
is in the theme position. The non-canonical order of the object in the above example
has been produced to give a rhetorical purpose. As suggested above, the rhetorical
purpose of this preposing is to show the importance of the object and to give more
attention to it. If the translator does not realise this purpose and this meaning in
translating this verse, his rendering will not be accurate. On the basis of our
explanation of the above verse, we will examine the five translations and see if they
succeed in giving an accurate meaning or not.
Comment on the Translations: Sara 39:64
1- Trans "D"
Say: 'Ignorant men! Would you bid me (serve a deity) [other than God?J' (p. 327)
2- Trans "A"
Say: "Is it someone [other than Allahjthatye order me to (worship), Oye Ignorant
ones?" (1416).
3- Trans "H"
Say (0 Muhammad to the polytheists, etc.) "Do you order me to (worship) [other than
Allahj Oyou fools? (687)
4- Trans "P"
Say (0 Muhammad, to the disbelievers): Doye bid me serve other than Allah? Oye
fools! (333)
5. Trans. "R"
Say: What! do ye then bid me (worship) [other than Godj 0 ye ignorant ones? (312)
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a) General Analysis:
1- Linguistic analysis
The use of 'ye' in Trans "A", "P" and "R" is archaic. Unlike the other four translations,
Translation "D" has deviated from the form of the original when it puts the phrase
'Ignorant men' at the begirming while it is at the end of the clause in the original text.
It seems there is no good reason for putting this phrase at the beginning since English
allows it to be at the end as Arabic does. Besides, thematizing this phrase in English
gives it strong emphasis which does not exist in its equivalent in the Arabic text. The
translator also fails to translate the vocative particle in )t.l$	 i . It is true that
this particle can be omitted in English, as well as in Arabic, as one could say either
'Oh, John' or 'John'; but in religious translation, the translator should transfer as much
as he is allowed by the rules of the target language, all the syntactic (including lexical
items) and semantic aspects of the source text into the target text. However,
counterbalancing this, it should be noted that the use of 'Oh' (and even more so '0') is
archaic. Moreover, translating the Arabic word 	 1_iI as 'ignorant ones' as
suggested by Trans "A" and "R" or 'fools' as suggested by Trans "H" and "P", is more
accurate than 'ignorant men' as suggested by Trans "D"; the literal Arabic translation
of the latter is 	 J1jJI.
It can be argued that the Arabic word 4i is mistranslated by Trans "D" and "R". The
discussion of this has been given in the analysis of Example 1 above. The phrase
'other than' cannot standardly function as an object in English. This makes Trans "H",
"P" and "R" read oddly.
Trans "P' places the question mark before the correspondent of Arabic phrase ti
iALJ and not after it as the other translations have done. In an apparent attempt to
convey the meaning of	 ..4 denial interrogative (i.e. interrogative
implying a negation) that is implied in the Arabic text, Trans "R" adds the word 'what'
at the beginning and the question mark at the end of the translation. 'The word 'what'
also seems to be used to give a sense of surprise. However, this use seems odd.
2- Descriptive statistical analysis
The number of words in each translation can be counted as follows: Trans "H" and
"P" 19 words each. Trans "A" 18 words and Trans "D" 16 words and Trans "R" 15
words. The mean number is 17.4. The standard deviation is ± 1. Thus, Trans "H"
and "P" are the most redundant, whereas Trans "R" is the least (cf figure given
below).
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Example verse 10
D"	 ' A	 " II "	 " P "	 " R
translation codes
Comparison of the number of words of all translations
To examine the style of the five translations consider the following (numbers I & 2
represent the most elegant translation from a stylistic point of view. Number 3 means
that the translation is stylistically fairly acceptable. while numbers 4 & 5 represent the
least elegant translation):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
____________ ansering l&2 answering 3
	
answering 4&5 ____________
"D"	 6	 3	 1	 '6
"A"	 S	 1	 1	 '4
"H"	 -	 4	 6	 4'
"P"	 1	 3	 6	 41
_____________ 4	 2	 4	 3.4
Example 10
r1
A"	 I, pI
translation codes
According to the questionnaire results, then, the style of Trans "D". "A" and to a lesser
degree Trans "R". which are least wordy. is fairly natural, while Trans "H" and "P".
which are most wordy. is unnatural. As mentioned earlier and as pointed out by some
of the respondents. the over wordiness in Trans "H" and the use of archaic words and
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unnatural structure in Trans "P' are among the reasons that lead the respondents to
select them as inelegant translations.
b) Specific .l,,ulvsis:
In consulting the questionnaire, the results are as follows (Translations marked 'well'
in respondents' answers are numbered 1 below. Translations marked 'neither well nor
badly' are numbered 2, while a translations marked 'badly' are numbered 3):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
____________ answering I	 ansiwring 2	 answering 3
	 ____________
"D"	 4	 4	 2	 18
"A"	 7	 ___________ 1	 14
"H"	 1	 5	 4	 23
"P"	 ___________ 5	 3	 21
"R"	 3	 4	 3	 2
Example 10
2.5
1.5
"H"
	
"R"
translation codes
There is a constant correlation between wordiness, style and conveyance of the
intended meaning. Trans "A". "D" and "R" the least wordy and the most elegant have
been selected as the best in conveying the intended meaning as the original. Trans "P"
and "H". on the other hand, the most wordy and the least elegant have been selected as
the worst in conveying the rhetorical force of the original. Thus, according to the
above analysis. Trans "A" is among the best in relaying the intended meaning as the
original. It tries to keep the same order of the original. The phrase 'other than Allah' is
fronted in order to convey the same meaning of the original. To signal the strong
emphasis of fronting the object in the Arabic text and to have the form of the
interrogative. Trans "A" uses the cleft sentence. The complement 'some one other than
Allah' is thematized by putting it first (cf Halliday: 1985: p. 59). The Hallidayan
analysis can be applied to the English clause in Trans "A" as follows:
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Is it	 someone other than Allah 	 that ye	 order me to worship
theme	 rheme
theme (marked)	 rheme
Thus, fronting the phrase 'other than Allah' in the English translation draws attention
to it and gives it more importance than if it is placed in its canonical position. This
translation, then, succeeds in keeping almost the same order as the source text and in
conveying the same meaning as the original.
Trans "H", "P" and "R" follow the unmarked order of the English sentence. Therefore,
only the interrogative form that has been transferred into the English clause, while the
rhetorical purpose resulting from thematizing the object has not been respected by
these two translations.
As is clear from the explanatory brackets that Trans "D" does not keep the same order
as the original. The verb 'serve' which is a translation of the Arabic word J.i comes
before the phrase 'other than God' which is a translation of the Arabic Lul j. So the
translator fails to convey the form as the Arabic text.
Example 11.	 112:4
= , ,j	 •g
4{l"%j}	 J] 3a 'J
ParsinA':
J3: Jussive particle.
Jussive verb in the imperfect mood.
oJ: Hal or prepositional phrase related to
S: Preposed kha bar.
.L>: Noun (or subject) of the verb
Comment on the Example:
The normal position of the prepositional phrase is at the end of the sentence and the
normal position of the predicate is after the subject. But in this example, the
prepositional phrase 4.1 unto Him and the predicate IS equal occur before the subject
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one. This example is ordered in this way to indicate importance (i.e. because the
prepositional phrase 4J unto Him and the predicate h^ equal are the most important
elements in the sentence). A second reason for preposing oJ is to keep the rhythm of
the other preceding verses. I, also, believe that the prepositional phrase 4.1 is fronted
because it is very short in comparison with other elements in the sentence.
Comment on tile Translations: Sara 112:4
1-Trans. "D"
(None is equal) [to HimJ(p. 434)
2- Trans. "A"
And (there is none like) [unto Himj (p. 2028)
3- Trans. "H"
And (there is none co-equal or comparable) [unto Him] (p. 928)
4- Trans. "P"
And (there is none comparable) [unto Him] (p. 454)
5- Trans. "R"
And (there is none like) [unto Him] (p. 429)
a) General Analysis:
1- Linguistic analysis
The general meaning of this clause is very clear and can be easily translated. The
Arabic word
	 has been given different English equivalents by the translations.
The Arabic words means	 or ..L indicating that equality in all aspects. Therefore
the word 'equal', suggested by Trans "D" is the best equivalent since it relays this
meaning. The phrase 'co-equal or comparable' in Trans "H" fails to convey the force
and brevity of the original, and reads more like an explanatory gloss than a translation.
The word 'comparable suggested by Trans "P' conveys only the meaning of the Arabic
word in a general sense. One of the respondents commented on this translation:
"Comparable' in Trans "P" seems to me slightly less forceful and direct"7.
2- Descriptive statistical analysis
The figure given below shows that the number of words in all translations ranges
between 9 and 5 words. As is expected, Trans "H" gets the highest score with 9 words,
while Trans "A", "P" and "R" score 7 words each. The lowest score is for Trans "D"
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"A"	 "H1•	 " P"
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with 5 words. This indicates that Trans "H" is the most redundant. The mean number
is 7 words. The standard deviation is ± 1.
Example verse 11
Comparison of the number of rds of all translations
In terms of the style, the questionnaire gives the ibliowing results (numbers 1 & 2
represent the most elegant translation from a stylistic point of view. Number 3 means
that the translation is stylistically firly acceptable. while numbers 4 & 5 represent the
least elegant translation):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
_____________ answering 1&2 answering 3
	 answering 4&5 _____________
"D"	 5	 1	 4	 33
"A"	 4	 4	 '	 3
"H"	 1	 4	 5	 39
"P"	 5	 4	 1	 '7
"R"	 5	 2	 3	 3.1
Example 11
4
3.5
' 2.5
i	 2
1.5
L
11
0
0
D"	 "A"	 'll"	 R"
translation codes
Though Trans "P" is not the least wordy, it has been selected as the most elegant.
while Trans "H" which is the most wordy has been selected here as the least elegant.
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As far as style and rhetorical force together are concerned, if the archaic 'like unto' is
considered acceptable, Trans "A" and "R" may be regarded as perfectly reasonable.
This is also supported by one of the respondents.
b) Specific Analysis.
In translating the Arabic example, all the translations follow the typical order of the
English sentence. All translations, except "D", use the existential process to express
the meaning of the Arabic example. This process starts with the word 'there', which is
required because of the need for a subject. Typically, the existential clause (i.e. clause
of 'there') has the verb 'be', followed by a nominal group functioning as existence (cf
Halliday, 1985: p. 130). As in the clefi structure, what directly follows the word 'there'
and the verb 'be' is usually emphasised. The Hallidayan analysis can be applied to
these clauses as follows:
Trans "A":
Trans "H":
Trans "P":
Trans "R":
there	 is	 none	 like unto Him
there	 is	 none	 co-equal or comparable unto Him
there	 is	 none	 comparable unto Him
there	 is	 none	 like unto Him
________ process
	 existent complement
theme	 rheme
Trans "D", on the other hand, uses the ordinary English declarative structure where the
focus of information is on the last lexical item 'equal'. According to the questionnaire,
the analysis is as follows (Translations marked 'well' in respondents' answers are
numbered 1 below. Translations marked 'neither well nor bad1y are numbered 2,
while a translations marked 'badly' are numbered 3):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
______________ answering 1
	
answering 2	 answering 3
___________ 4	 4	 2	 18
"A"	 5	 3	 2	 17
"H"	 2	 5	 3	 21
"P'	 6	 2	 2	 16
"R"	 6	 3	 1	 1.5
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Example 11
2.5
2
1 .5
I.
0.5
0
"D"
	
"A"	 li}j Ii
	
lip,.
translation codes
According to the above analysis. Trans "P", which is the most elegant, and "R"
succeed fhirly well in relaying the intended rhetorical force of the original. Trans "D"
and "A". on the other hand. are less acceptable in giving the intended meaning of the
original. Trans "H" which is the most wordy and the least elegant has been selected as
the worst in this respect as well.
7.2.4. Because of the length of sentence
Exa,nple 12:	 (4sJ,L.2II$jjw)SDra 4:8
I
( I i'u,Jlg toL.ZjIg tjiJI IqJI} [a.0	 1I] j.th. lg
Lg}ko y9i , d Igigig di
Parsi,iv:
l: Adverb indicating fliturity.
Verb in the perfect tense.
ktw1I: Object.
Ijij: Subject.
SLiJ.Ij	 Antecedent subjects. Conjunction to the preceding phrase.
Coinnient on the Example:
The order of elements in the first portion of the above example IjIj ktiniil j.&3.
SLMLUJ ,..LJIJ	 is Verb + Object + Subject. The object ,niil division
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comes before the three subjects ,.St_.4l3 a1.iJ	 relatives, orphans
and needy. The object is emphasised here by fronting it because of the length of the
sentence, and thus, in order to show from the beginning that it is the object of the
sentence and is not to be confused with the other subjects. The structure of this
example is common in Arabic. It indicates that there is a general tendency for themes
to be short, because they give information which is already known, and for rhemes to
be long because they give the new and important information (cf 2.3.2.1.). The
canonical order of the elements of this sentence would be V + S + 0:
awJ	 SLi
In order to apply the Hallidayan analysis to this Arabic example, Halliday's
observations concerning theme should be borne in mind. Halliday (op. cit. p. 45)
considers any element, other than subject, which occurs first a marked theme. In the
Arabic example mentioned above, the verb
	 are present occurs at the beginning
of the sentence therefore it is the theme but it is unmarked because as stated above it
is normal to start the Arabic sentence with the verb. The object will be then the
marked theme of the clause because it is not the subject of the clause and because it
leaves its canonical position and comes before the subject. Thus, the application of
Halliday's analysis to this example can be presented as follows:
SLJ9	 W1Ji
compound subject 	 object	 predicator	 conjunctive
________________________________ _______________	 adjuncts
rheme	 marked theme	 unmarked theme
In accordance with Halliday's model, the object 	 dI in the above example is a
marked theme. For Halliday (1985, pp. 45-47), as noted before, fronting the
complement before the verb and the subject, in declarative clauses, gives the most
marked type of theme. Therefore, although the object, the theme, in the above
example is marked, it is not highly marked because it occurs after the verb of the
clause. Thus the complement (including the object) will be highly marked, for
Halliday, if it occurs before the verb and the subject. Examples of this given by
Halliday (op. cit. p. 45) includes the following:
- This responsibility we accept wholly.
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The same, as pointed out earlier (cf Example 3), also holds true in Arabic. The object
is highly marked if the sentence starts with it. The problem that may arise here when
applying Halliday's model is as follows: Halliday's model is formulated to be
applicable in English and he never states that it can be used for other languages. In
Arabic sentences with SVO order, this model, can be largely applied simply because
English sentences are also of SVO order. But in Arabic sentences with VSO order (or
VOS as is the case with this example) Halliday's model is invalid. Therefore, it should
be slightly amended. In English the verb cannot be thematized except in two cases, if
it is in the imperative mood or if it is finite verb in the interrogative sentences. Among
examples of these two cases given by Halliday (op. cit. pp. 49-50) the following two
examples are listed respectively:
- jg a song of sixpence.
- c you find me an acre of land?
But in declarative clauses the verb or the predicator (as Halliday terms it) constitutes
the rheme, or a part of it, of the clause. This, as mentioned above, is because English
is SVO language. In contrast, in Arabic, the verb in the declarative clauses can occur
in initial position (a is the case with this example) and it is still has the rhematic status
of the sentence (cf figure below). This is due to the fact that Arabic and English
typically adopt two different structures.
S9 Lkt9 L7&)	 99
subjects	 object	 predicator	 conjunctive
________________________________ _______________ ____________ adjuncts
rheme	 marked theme rheme
Halliday's (1985, p. 58) analysis of English equivalent to the above Arabic example
can be shown in the following figure:
If	 winter comes	 can	 spring be far behind
theme 1	 rheme 1
theme 2	 rheme 2 theme 3	 rheme 3
This analysis can be applied to the conditional Arabic example as follows:
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4.	 (7.1J.	 9i9	 &c.LALL1Ji j	 Lj
rheme 1
	 theme 1
rheme 3	 theme 3	 rheme 2
	
theme 2
Comment on the Translations: Sara 4:8
1-Trans. "D"
if (relatives, orphans, or needy men) are present [at the division of an inheritance]
give them, too, a share of it, and speak to them kind words. (p. 61)
2- Trans. "A"
But f[at the time of division] (other relatives, or orphans, or poor), are present, give
them out of the (property), and speak to them words of kindness and justice. (p. 208)
3- Trans. "H"
And {when the relatives and the orphans and the poor) are present [at the time of
division] give them out of the property, and speak to them words of kindness and
justice. (p. 121)
4- Trans. "P"
And when (kinsfolk and orphans and the needy) are present [at the division] (of the
heritage), bestow on them therefrom and speak kindly unto them. (p. 80)
5- Trans. "R"
And when (they who are of kin are present [at the division] and the orphans and the
poor), let them too have a share; and speak to them with kindly speech. (p. 50)
a) General Analysis:
1- Linguistic analysis
Unlike translations "D" and lip" , translations "A", "H" and "R" do not explain
precisely what is meant by the Arabic word &cj.w2d. Translations "A", "H" and "R"
give the general meaning of this Arabic word. This translation At the division
suggested by these translations may include any type of division at any time, while the
intended meaning of this word in the Arabic example is limited to the division of
property at the time of the division of the inheritance, which is the meaning that
translations "D" and "P" succeed in pointing out. All the Arab exegetes understand the
word	 as the division oflj .U; therefore, I believe that the word 'inheritance'
suggested by translation "D" conveys the exact meaning of the Arabic word in this
context and is more specific than the word 'heritage' suggested by translation "P",
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which gives the general meaning of the Arabic word in this context and could include
the meanings of Arabic words like	 jtt etc.
The Arabic absolute object 	 speech has to be omitted in translation because the
meaning is implied from the Arabic verb
	
speak. Trans. "D" and "P" avoid
translating this object because, in English, it is taken as a repetition of the Arabic verb.
Trans. "R", on the other hand, which tries to be literal by translating the absolute
object gives a less acceptable translation from a stylistic point of view. This is a type
of transferential redundancy (cf 6.2.4.2).
'Therefrom' in Trans "P" is archaic. The use of'out of the property' as an object in
Trans "H" is odd, and not in accord with standard English grammar. 'They who are of
kin' in Trans "R" seems inelegant. 'Speak .. .with. . .speech' in Trans "R" is stylistically
odd.
Translations "A" and "H" added, to the word 'kind', the word justice' to comprehend
the whole meaning of the Arabic word l_ j.4. However, I believe that the word
'kind' or 'kindness', as suggested by the other translations, will be enough to convey
the central meaning of the Arabic word. This is because the English word 'kind', as
well as the Arabic	 are emotive words. So the English word 'kind' is not
limited to one single meaning but extends to comprehend the same connotations as the
Arabic word. The word Uj,...,a functions here as an adjective; some translators,
however, use its equivalent in their renderings to represent different functions.
Translations "D" and "R" put the word 'kind' which represents the Arabic word
in adjectival form. Translation "D" uses the word 'word' after 'kind' and
translation "R" uses the word 'speech' after 'kind' to represent the absolute object
3 tt-t ji.b.t the word	 . Translations "A" and "H" use the word 'kindness' which
is a noun to represent the Arabic word 	 But translation "P", which is rendered
by Pickthall, the man of literature, uses the adverbial form 'kindly' to represent the
Arabic word in adjectival form, Lj.4. Among these, though all of them give
roughly the same meaning as the Arabic, I would choose translation "P" because from
my own point of view, it gives the intended meaning of the original in a short
sentence.
2- Descriptive statistical analysis
Here, as is shown in the figure below, Trans "H" has the highest number of words
with 32 words overall. Trans "P' has the lowest number of words with 25 words
overall. Trans "D" consists of 27 words. Trans "A" consists of 30 words, and Trans
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"R" consists of 31 words. The mean number of words of all translations is 29 words.
The standard deviation is ±2 words. This indicates that Trans "H" is the most
redundant.
Example verse 12
I'-
30
	
.•;	 20
10
	
I',	 0
' D "	
"A"	 ' R
translation codes
Comparison of the number of words of all translations
In considering the above translations, one can expect that Trans "D" and "A". using
simple English. will be the most elegant, while Trans "P" and "R" being more archaic
will be the least elegant. This is largely supported by the following results (numbers 1
& 2 represent the most elegant translation from a stylistic point of view. Number 3
means that the translation is stylistically fairly acceptable, while numbers 4 & 5
represent the least elegant translation):
Trans.	 No, of
	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
__________ answering 1&2 answering 3	 answering 4&5 ___________
______________ 6
	
2	 2	 2.8
"V	 8	 -	 '	 '6
"H"	 3	 4	 3	 3.3
"P"	 2	 3	 5	 3.8
"R"	 -	 4	 6	 4.2
Example 12
"D"	 "A"	 "H"	 "P"
translation codes
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In this respect one of the respondents comments: "Trans 'D' and 'A' get the message
across in plain, easily understood English. As some others the message may be lost to
some readers (or listeners) because of over-wordiness". According to a comment
given by another respondent, Trans "D" is best, but should end "and speak kindly to
them". He then adds "we do not 'speak with kind words', we 'speak kindly' ".
b) Specific A,iaIi'th:
The results obtained from the questionnaire are as follows (Translations marked 'well'
in respondents' answers are numbered 1 below. Translations marked 'neither well nor
badly' are numbered 2, while a translations marked 'badly' are numbered 3):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of
	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
____________ answering I
	 answering 2	 answering 3
	 ____________
___________ 3
	
5	 ___________ 19
"A"	 8	 1	 1	 13
"H"	 1	 8	 1	 2
"P"	 3	 6	 1	 18
"R"	 -	 9	 1	 2.1
2.5
U 2
1
0
D
Example 12
_ _ _•_
translation codes
Trans "A" succeeds in giving the same rhetorical purpose as the original. It tries to
keep the same order as the original with no effect on the grammatical structure of the
English sentence. The Hallidayan analysis of this sentence rendered by Yusuf All
(translation "A") can be represented as the following:
But if
	 at the time other	 are present., give 	 them...
ofdivision _relatives.... 	 _____________________
theme 1
	 theme 1
themc2	 I rhemc 2	 theme 3 I rheme 3
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Here the translator emphasises the temporal prepositional phrase of the sentence at the
time of division by thematizing it. This type of theme, for Halliday, is one of the most
marked types of theme. In terms of non-canonical word order I consider this
translation a good representative of the original text. As regards translation "R" which
according to the questionnaire is least acceptable, this adopts a different structure.
Inserting the verbal group are present at the division between the relative clause who
are of kin and the compound subject the orphans and the poor, gives a sense of
emphasis to the compound subject. This is, however, is not like the original which
emphasises	 division. I think the translator uses this form of words from a
stylistic point of view, in order to split the long subjects and thus to make the first
subject as the major theme of his sentence and the other two subjects only as
complements. I believe, however, that translation "A" is more successful in conveying
in the English almost the same non-canonical order with its rhetorical purpose as the
Arabic.
The elements of the sentence in question in translations "D" "H" and "P" flow in
accordance with the typical English order SVO. Using Halliday's analysis these
translations of the Arabic example can be analysed as follows:
"D"
	
If	 relatives..,	 are	 present at	 give	 them...
the
___________ _____________ _____ division..., __________ _________
"H"
	
And when the relatives.., are	 present at give	 them...
the time of
___________ _____________ _____ division..., __________ _________
lip"
	
And when kinsfolk.., 	 are	 present at bestow	 on them..
the
___________ _____________ _____ division..., __________ _________
theme1	 ____________________ rheme 1	 __________
structural I topical	 finite	 predicator __________
theme 2	 rheme 2	 theme 3	 rheme 3
The object at the (time) of [the] division in the above three clauses represents a part of
the rheme of these clauses or a part of the theme of whole conditional clause or of the
clause complex as Halliday (1985, pp. 57-58) calls it. Since these declarative
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sentences are in their typical word order, there will be no emphasis in any part of the
sentence except an ordinary emphasis on the last lexical element of these clauses.
Example 13:
	
(lY r Jljj.4sflra 2:177
4 { .aj.&oJlg jL0JI J•	 IgJgj 31 ) [)JI] jiii
Parsinj'
L,_d: Verb in Perfect tense (but present meaning)
j JI: Fronted predicate of
ji: Nominalizer
iJ: Verb in the subjunctive mood because of 	 having	 g indicating
plurality as its subject. The infinitive meaning results from the particle and its
complements i.e.	 constitute the noun
Object.
J..: Adverb of place. Armex
y$ :Annexed
..iU:Conjoined with the preceding word.
Comment on the Example:
The predicate of	 is not the word	 righteousness is emphasised by placing it
before the clause . . .çpj lJ	 (i.e. subordinate clause) in order for it not to get
confused with the noun (subject) and the other elements following it. So this non-
canonical order is used to show from the beginning that the fronted element is the
predicate of the sentence. If the sentence were rearranged according to its canonical
order, it would be:
.jJI	 LL L -
Or more precisely,
J:Ji
 () 'i- .9 L9J	 L
It is also worth considering the associations short-theme, and long-rheme. It has been
said earlier (cf Example 12 above and cf also 2.3.2.1.) that the theme as the bearer of
old information tends to be short, while, the rheme as the bearer of new and important
information tends to be long. In this particular example, however, the normal situation
is reversed. The theme, the old information consists of a group of words, while the
rheme, the new information consists only of one word J%J righteousness.
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Comment on the Translations: Sara 2:177
1-Trans. "D"
(Righteousness) (does not consist in whether you face towards the East or the West).
(p.27)
2- Trans. "A"
(It is not righteousness) (that ye turn your faces towards East or West). (p. 70)
3- Trans. "H"
[It is not "Al-Birr" (Piety, Righteousness...)J (that you turn your faces towards the
East and (or) the West (in prayers)). (pp. 3 8-39)
4- Trans. "P"
(It is not righteousness) (that ye turn your faces to the East and the West). (p. 48)
5- Trans. "R"
(There is no piety) (in turning your faces towards the east or the west). (p. 18)
a) General Analysis:
1- Linguistic analysis
The style that translation "D" adopts is clear, and it isolates 'righteousness'
grammatically as is required by the context - although it alters the form somewhat.
However, the translator mistranslates the Arabic phrase çt AJ1p.9	 Whether
you face towards, suggested by translation "D", does not give the exact meaning of the
original. Rather it corresponds to 	 which indicates a different
meaning from that of the original. Translation "D" only gives the general sense of the
Arabic sentence. Translations "A" and "P' are virtually the same. They are rather
archaic. 'Ye' in Trans "A" and "P' is archaic. Trans "H" as noted before seems to be
more an interpretation than a translation. This can be seen from the use of the
explanatory notes in brackets and also the use of the transliteration of the Arabic word
j J and putting some synonymous words as suggested translations of it. Translation
"R" gives the basic meaning of the original in simple and clear English. However, as
one of the respondents comments, "it seems to condemn turning faces to the east or
west - which does not seem to be what is meant by the original".
2- Descriptive statistical analysis
Trans "H" contains 20 words, Trans" P" contains 15 words, Trans "D" and "R" contain
14 words each, and Trans "A" contains 13 words. The mean number is 15.2.
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The standard deviation is : ± 2 words. This means that Trans "H" is the most
redundant while Trans "A" has the least number of words (cf figure below).
Example verse 13
is.'	 20
M
10
C.'.'
"0"	 "A"	 "H	 "R"
translations codes
Comparison of the number of words of all translations
In studying the style of the five translations1 the questionnaire gives the following
results (numbers 1 & 2 represent the most elegant translation from a stylistic point of
view. Number 3 means that the translation is stylistically fairly acceptable, while
numbers 4 & 5 represent the least elegant translation):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
_____________ answering 1&2 answering 3
	
answring 4&5 _____________
___________ 7	 ___________ 1	 '5
"V	 6	 3	 1	 '6
"H"	 1	 4	 5	 39
___________ 3	 4	 3	 33
"R"	 4	 3	 3	 3.2
translation% codes
Trans D'1 and A". which are the least wordy. are the most elegant. Consequently and
according to the comment of one of the respondents. 'Trans "D" and "A" read more
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naturally, while Trans "H" and to a lesser degree Trans "P" and "R" seem unnatural". I
believe that, the use of transliteration 'Al-Bin" and the use of brackets in Trans "H",
and the use of archaic and Biblical language in Trans "P" and "R" make them
unnatural.
b) Specific Analysis:
In translation "D", the translator selects the word 'righteousness' jJ to be the theme of
his sentence. It is, however, unmarked theme since it is mapped onto the subject (cf
Halliday: 1985, P. 45). It therefore follows the canonical order of the English
sentence. Trans "R" puts the word piety, which is the translation of the Arabic word
in the object position. The analysis of this sentence can be compared with the
analysis of Halliday's example ( Halliday, 1985: p. 97) as follows:
Trans "R"
	
There	 is no	 piety	 in
___________ ___________ ___________ turning...
Halliday's example	 There	 isn't	 any cabbage in the sea
subject	 finite	 complement adjunct
The translator uses the word 'there' in 'there is no piety' because he needs a subject to
start with. Halliday (1985, p. 130) points out that "the word 'there' in such clauses has
no representational function; it is required because of the need for a subject". In both
translation "D' and "R", the English equivalent of the Arabic word 	 i.e.
'righteousness' and 'piety' respectively, is not emphasised.
Translations "A", "H" and "P", on the other hand, succeed in emphasising the English
equivalent of the Arabic word j._l i.e. 'righteousness' by means of using what is
known in some grammars as a 'cleft sentence', which takes the form it + be +
.(predicated form as it is called by Halliday, cf 2.4.2.2.6.). The element occurs
directly after the verb be in this form it is said to be always in focus. The judgement of
the questionnaires in terms of the rhetorical purpose of non-canonical word order is
given in the following figures (Translations marked 'well' in respondents' answers are
numbered 1 below. Translations marked 'neither well nor bad1y are numbered 2,
while translations marked 'badly' are numbered 3):
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Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
______________ answering I 	 ansvering 2	 answering 3
	 ______________
"1)"	 7	 1	 __________ 15
"A"	 3	 6	 1	 18
"H"	 -	 6	 4	 24
"P"	 3	 4	 3	 2
"R"	 2	 2	 6	 2.4
Exuinpk 13
2.5
bl.5
I
0 ----	 --	 ___ ___ ___
A
trinshttion codes
The correlation between wordiness, style and the conveyance of the intended meaning
is constant in Trans "D" and "A". Trans "D" and "A", the least wordy and the most
elegant are the best in relaying the intended meaning of the original. Trans "F' is, to
some extent, satisfactory. while Trans "R" and "H", which are the most wordy and the
least elegant, are the worst. In some aspects, however, this result goes contrary to the
result reached by the theoretical analysis given above. The main reason fbr this, I
believe, is that some respondents look at the style and the use of simple English when
considering the conveyance of the intended meaning. This why that most Translations
selected as most elegant arc usually selected as best in conveying the rhetorical
purpose of the original.
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Example 14:
	
(rv: rr.&l)sara 22:37:
,	
_f
jip	 j ilI diLi	 3Jq { tLo	 g L.og.J} [diii ] Li 3J
Parsing:
>i:Subjunctive particle.
Jt: Subjunctive verb in imperfect tense.
i1J $:Fronted object.
J: Subject.
Lt	 : Conjoined to the preceding word.
i3:Supplementary particle.
oJ: Verb in the imperfect tense with .. him as fronted object.
Subject.
çOS..L.4: Prepositional phrase functioning as ha!.
Comment on the Example:
As is shown in the above analysis, the order of elements of the first verbal clause
above is Verb + Object + Subject. The object UI AllaWGod is placed before the
subject Ligt. their flesh and its complement because of the sentence length. Thus
the object is emphasised by putting it before the subject in order for the reader/hearer
not to confuse it with the other constituents of the sentence. The emphasis on the
object also indicates, as far as the meaning is concerned, that Allah will not get their
meat nor their blood.
Comment on the Translations: Sara 22:3 7
1-Trans. "D"
(Their flesh and blood) does not reach [GodJ; it is your piety that reaches Him. 6r3.
237)
2- Trans. "A"
it is not {their meat nor their blood), that reaches fAllahJ: it is your piety that reaches
Him. (p. 961)
3- Trans. "H"
it is neither {their meat nor their blood) that reaches [Allahj but it is piety from you
that reaches Him. (p. 495)
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4- Trans. "P"
{Their flesh and their blood) reach not (Allahj but the devotion from you reacheth
Him.(p. 244)
5- Trans. "R"
By no means can {their flesh) reach unto [Godj neither {their blood), but piety on
your part reacheth Him. (p. 220)
a) General Analysis:
1- Linguistic analysis
In translating the above Arabic example, almost all the above translations adopt same
terms which represent particular words in the original. The difference, in this respect,
can only be seen in translating some Arabic words. In translating the Arabic word
for example, Trans "D", "P" and "R" use the word 'flesh' while Trans "A" and
"H" use the word 'meat" to represent this Arabic word. There is a difference in
meaning between 'meat' and 'flesh': 'meat' is specifically for eating, while 'flesh' is
more generally and typically refers to human beings. One of the respondents stresses
this in his comments: " 'meat' is unacceptable. For humans, it is always 'flesh'
Accordingly, 'flesh and blood' is a common collocation in English, while 'meat and
blood' seems somewhat odd.
Also in translating the Arabic word Lu , some translations such as Trans "D" and "R"
suggest the English word 'God', while Trans "A", "H" and "P" prefer to translate it as
'Allah'. The word 'Allah', in fact, is now to be regarded as a standard part of English.
This is known as cultural borrowing (cf Hervey & Higgins, 1994, p. 31). The
difference between the two expressions ('Allah' and 'God') has been discussed earlier
in Example 1.
Parallel structures 'It is... it is' as in Trans "A" and "H" work least well in English in
these examples. The structure of the clauses given by translators in translating the
second part of the Arabic example is worth noticing:
Trans "D" and "A": 'it is your piety that reaches Him'
Trans "H": 'but it is piety from you that reaches Him'
Trans "P": 'but the devotion from you reacheth Him'
Trans "R": 'but piety on your part reacheth Him'
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Trans. "D" and "A" are identical. They use the pronoun 'you? before the subject 'piety'
to represent the Arabic prepositional phrase 'tci,. Trans "H" and "P" prefer to follow
the Arabic structure; so they translate literally the Arabic prepositional phrase çi as
'from you' and put it. as is the case with the Arabic sentence, after the subject noun
'piety' or 'devotion' as used by Trans "P". Trans "R" uses a different expression. ft
translates the general meaning of the Arabic term, so it uses the phrase 'on your part'
to represent the Arabic prepositional phrase iii&. All the English translations suggest
that the subject ('flesh'. 'meat', blood', and 'piety') rather the object ('God' or 'Allah') is
to be emphasised in English. Among these, however, I personally prefer the
translation suggested by Trans "D" and "A", since it gives, to some extent, the
intended meaning of the Arabic in proper clear English, while Trans "P" and "R" are,
somewhat, archaic.
2- Descriptive statistical analysis
The highest number of words is in Trans "H" with 20 words. Trans "A" and Trans "R"
come next with 18 and 19 words respectively. The lowest number, on the other hand.
is in Trans "D" and "P' with 15 words each. (cf figure 7.14 below). The mean number
of all translations is 17.4. The standard deviation is ± 2 words. This should indicate
that Trans "H" is the most redundant and Trans "D" and "P" are standard in number of
words.
Example verse 14
20
	
	 -
-
5
0
"A"	 Il_I	 'P"	 III
translations codes
Comparison of the number of words of all translations
According to the results obtained from the questionnaire, Trans "A" and then "H" are
the most elegant. Consider the following (numbers 1 & 2 represent the most elegant
translation from a stylistic point of view. Number 3 means that the translation is
stylistically fairly acceptable, while numbers 4 & 5 represent the least elegant
translation):
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Tr.ms.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
____________ answering l&2 answering 3
	 answering 4&5 ____________
"D"	 4	 4	 _______________ 3
"A"	 5	 4	 1	 27
"H"	 6	 2	 2	 28
"P"	 3	 1	 6	 39
______________ 1
	 2	 7	 4.3
Exampli 14
translation! codes
Trans "R". on the other hand is the least elegant. I believe that the use of cleft
sentences it is.. , in Trans A" and 'it is neither...but it is...' in Trans "H" makes them
more stylistically acceptable. The use of archaic words and structure in Trans "P" and
"R" makes them unacceptable.
b) Spciflc Analysis:
All the five translations preserve the canonical order of the English sentence. The
translators of Trans "A" and "H" use cleft sentences to transfer the meaning of the
original to there renderings. In the original, as pointed out above, the object 4i I Allah
is emphasised, whereas through this structure i... the cleft sentence structure the
subjects 'their meat' and 'their blood' are emphasised. However, in my opinion, both
English sentences (Trans "A" and "H") carry the meaning of the original. Both of them
emphasise that Allah will not get their meat or their blood.
The objects 'God' in Trans "D" and "R" and 'Allah' in Trans "P" are also emphasised.
As mentioned elsewhere, in English declarative clauses the fbcus lies on the last
lexical item. The object in these translations is the last lexical item. This type of focus.
however, is unmarked. I believe that these translations also convey the meaning of the
original. Among the five translations. I would select Trans "D" as the nearest one to
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the original and Trans "P" as second. If not archaic Trans "P" could be placed first to
represent the meaning of the Arabic text. The practical analysis given below, however,
suggests that Trans "H", and in a lesser degree "D" and "A" succeed in giving the
rhetorical force as the original, while Trans lip,' and "R" fail to give this rhetorical
force (Translations marked 'well' in respondents' answers are numbered 1 below.
Translations marked 'neither well nor badly' are numbered 2, while translations
marked 'badly' are numbered 3):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
___________ answering I
	 answering 2	 answering 3
	 ___________
"D"	 5	 1	 4	 19
"A"	 6	 ___________ 2	 16
"H"	 7	 ___________ 1	 14
"P"	 3	 4	 3	 2
'R"	 2	 4	 4	 2.2
Example 14
2.5
g 2
St
1.
,	 1.5
Ii'
0.5
0
translations codes
As has been suggested before as far as the rhetorical purpose is concerned, the
respondents' choice is significantly affected by the style and the use of simple
English. This is obvious here. Trans and H" which have been selected as the
most elegant, are selected here as the best in conveying the intended meaning of the
original. Trans D' and P. which come next from the stylistic point of view, are
chosen here after Trans A. and P. Trans "R' which has been selected as least
elegant, is chosen here as the worst in conveying the intended meaning of the original.
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7.2.5. Psychological effect
Example 15:
	
(71: 7pW.'I)Sâra 6:61
{1g.oJl}[ p..I]
	
I	 11L	 4I-t	 J..ig
3	
q I I	
•
Parsing of the Example:
Conjunction
Lj.: Verb in the imperfect tense
Prepositional phrase
Object
Introductory particle ZLi.Li or it could be for fmality 8 'i
l: Circumstantial particle indicating future
4 Verb in the perfect mood
Fronted object
FáCil (Subject)
: This sentence is an answer to an elided apodosis	 j
Mubtada' (Theme)
Khabar (Rheme). The sentence which consists	 çc. is hal.
Comment on the Example:
From the inflection shown in this verse, we can see that the second part of this verse
..ig_0i1 p.Li L14. 64 exhibits non-canonical word order. The sequence of the
elements of this verse is Verb + Object + Subject (cf 4.5.5.1.). The object 	 one
of you is fronted before the subject	 tI death. Thus, the focus here is on the object.
Focusing on the object and putting the subject 	 death at the end of the sentence
give a psychological effect (cf 4.6.8.). Putting the object	 one ofyou before the
subject reminds people that death 	 is very near to them. The word death	 has
frightening connotations. Every one hates death, so it is very appropriate to put the
word	 Jl death at the end of the sentence to front the object, the word 	 one of
you.
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This secondary meaning achieved by the non-canonical order is absent when the
sentence is rearranged according to its canonical order [V + S + 0]:
ç^	 4
In the Holy Qur'ân there are seven verses which involve fronting the object and
putting the subject the word z_t at the end of the sentence (2:133 and 180, 4:18,
5:106, 6:61, 23:99 and 63:10). The rhetorical purpose of the fronting is the same in all
verses (cf also Az-Zajjãj, 1965: Vol. 3, pp. 1025-1028).
Comment on the Translations: Sara 6.61
1-Trans." D"
He sends forth guardians who watch over you and carry away your souls withourfail
when (death) overtakes [you]. (p.98)
2-Trans. "A"
And He sets guardians over you. At length when (death) approaches [one ofyou j
Our angels take his soul, and they never fail in their duly. (355-56)
3- Trans."H"
and He sends guardians (angels guarding and writing all of one's good and bad
deeds) over you, until when (death) approaches [one ofyouj Our messengers (Angel
of death and his assistants) take his soul, and they never neglect their duty. (200)
4-Trans. "P"
He sendeth guardians over you until when (death) cometh unto [one ofyou], Our
messengers receive him, and they neglect not. (112)
5- Trans. "R"
He sendeth forth guardians who watch over you, until, when (death) overtaketh [any
one ofyou], our messengers take his soul, and fail not. (85)
a) General Analysis:
1- Linguistic Analysis
It can be observed that Trans "D" changes the order of the clause. The clause 'carry
away your souls without fail' li j 1	 çc.	 which is at the end of the
verse is put, in the translation, before the clause 'when death overtakes you'
which is in the middle of the Arabic text. Although it is possible to
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keep the clause order of the original as it is in the original, the translator prefers to
reverse the clause order. We have said earlier (cf Example 10, p. 131) that in a
religious text the translator should as far as he can imitate the original text and should
not feel free to change the order of the original words or clauses in cases where the
grammar and style of the target language allow him to preserve the same order as the
original language with the same effect.
Moreover, the translation of the Arabic clause 	 is misleading. The
pronoun in the Arabic text is the third person singular pronoun while in the translation
it is changed to the second person pronoun 'carry away 	 souls'.
Dawood also fails to translate the Arabic 	 which in this context means our
angels. The rendering of this verse is in fact interpretation more than a translation
because it gives only the general meaning of the verse.
The phrase 'overtakes you' is a mistranslation of the Arabic clause 	 ;q..	 .
The literal Arabic translation of the English clause 'overtakes you' is
	 or
Therefore alternatively, I suggest the word comes, which is quite common
in English, as a good translation to the word	 In translation "D" 'you' is defmitely
a mistranslation of
	
But if the translator says 'one of you', it will be a good
translation to the Arabic
In Trans "A", the Arabic word J.wj
 is translated as 'sets'. This Arabic word in this
context is very clear and the obvious English equivalent to it is the word 'send' (or
dispatch) which conveys the same intended meaning (cf Penrice, 1873: p. 58). Trans
"A" succeeds in translating the Arabic verb
	
as the English verb 'fail' and he
adds the prepositional phrase 'in their duty' as an object to the transitive verb. In
general, this translation is better than that of Dawood.
As for Trans "H", a first look to the rendering, given by HilâlI and Khãn, shows that
this is an interpretation rather than translation. As is noted earlier (cf 6.8.4 and 6.8.5),
the comments and notes between the brackets interrupt the translation and turn it from
a translation into an interpretation. The best place for such comments and notes is at
the end of the page. But if we omit the comments, this translation will be very similar
to translation "A".
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The word 'neglect' suggested by Trans "H", is also a good translation of the Arabic
verb	 Since the English verb is transitive, the object their duty is added to give
a complete meaning.
One more note is observed in this translation. The phrase 'Our messengers' is rather a
literal translation of U.L...uJ . In Arabic specially in Qur'ân, the word J j could
include either messenger or angel or even both, but in English there is a difference
between the two words. Therefore, the translator should ascertain the exact meaning
of the word jgij in this context. The commentators of this verse agree unanimously
that the messengers mentioned in this verse are the angels $S.O.W (e.g. cf M-
hawkânI, 1964: pp. 124-25, Al-Jazâ'irI, 1990: pp. 69-71, and Al-SuyutI, undated: p.
178). Even HilâI and Khân themselves, comment between brackets, that the
messengers mentioned in the verse are the angels. So to translate the Arabic word
as 'angels' which is the exact meaning of the Arabic word in this context is
better than giving a less precise meaning by translating it in its more general sense as
is the case in translation "H".
Trans "P" also suffers from some deficiencies. Some of them are similar to those
which have been pointed out and discussed in translation "H" above. The other
deficiencies are discussed here.
Translation "P" properly uses the English verb 'come' to represent the Arabic word
L,... But this verb i.e. 'come' needs a preposition, which is 'unto' in this rendering.
The word 'approach' used by Trans "A" and "H" to represent the Arabic verb t.. in
the above context, means to come near - which is not the same as coming (and
arriving).
Moreover, translating the Arabic word	 as 'receive him' is a mistranslation. It
does not indicate that the angels will take one's soul. So in translating this word using
'take his soul' is closer in meaning to the original than 'receive him'.
The use of "Biblical" style is clearly observed here. Translation "P' uses the suffix - th
as in 'sendeth' and 'cometh' to represent the present simple tense of the third singular
person (cf 6.8.4).
Translation "P", however, succeeds in giving a good equivalent to the Arabic
It shows how the translator is conversant with his language. Pickthall in this
rendering uses the same words 'they' and 'neglect' that are used by
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Hilãll and jQjãn in translation "H", but by using an elliptical style and putting the
negative particle 'not' after the verb 'neglect'. Pickthall succeeds in remaining close to
the original. In the original Arabic the clause	 saj consists of three words
and its English translation 'they neglect not', in "P", is also of three words. In Arabic
there are cilipted words in l j.à,j çàj. If the clause were completed it could be
( çi.gIt ) çsàj and in its translation in "P", there are also ellipted words
and the complete clause could be ' they neglect not (their duty)'. However, this kind of
negative fonnation. in English. is also very Biblical/archaic.
Few words need to be said in the case of Trans "R", because most of what has been
said above can be applied here. In fact, this translation is similar to the other
translations mentioned above. Perhaps the other above translations have taken ideas
from Trans "R", because Trans "R" appeared before them.
It is noticed in Trans "R' that the word 'our' starts with small letter, where it should be
capital because, as it is clearly obvious, it refers to Allah. Translating the Arabic
clause	 i jà	 as 'fail not', though it is archaic, is also acceptable: but it
would be better if the pronoun 'they' is mentioned before the word 'fill' because it is
mentioned in the original.
2- Descriptive statistical Analysis
The figure given below shows the number of words in each translation. It can be
noticed that Trans "H" is the most redundant with 41 words. Trans "D" is the least so
with 19 words. Trans "P". "R". and "A" are in the middle with 22,25, and 27 words
each respectively. The mean number is 26.8 words. The standard deviation is ±7
words. This suggests that Trans "H" should be the worse from a stylistic point of
view.
translations codes
Comparison of the number of words of' all translations
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To see the results of the questionnaire with regard the style of the translations,
consider the following table (numbers I & 2 represent the most elegant translation
from a stylistic point of view. Number 3 means that the translation is stylistically
fairly acceptable while numbers 4 & 5 represent thc least elegant translation):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
__________ answering l&2 answering 3	 answering 4&5 __________
"D"	 6	 2	 2	 28
"A"	 8	 1	 1	 24
"H"	 1	 4	 5	 39
_____________ 2	 2	 6	 4
"R"	 2	 6	 2	 3.2
Exaim pie 15
3.5
2.5
2
1.5
•'	 1
0.5
0
•A'
tranelatlone codee
From the above table and figure, it can be noted that Trans "A", which is among the
most wordy translations, has been stylistically selected as the best. Trans "D". which
is the least wordy, has been also stylistically selected among the best translations. The
use of simple words and structure in Trans 'A" and also 'D" leads the respondents to
choose them as the best from a stylistic point of view. Trans "P" and to a lesser extent
Trans "H". on the other hand, have been selected as the worst. The use of archaic
words and structure in Trans P" and the over wordiness in Trans "if' lead the
respondents to put them in the last position.
b) SDeC1IIC Analj'sis:
In Trans "D". as also in the other translations, the explanatory brackets show that the
order of the original text has not been followed. The subject 'death' is fronted before
the object 'you'. This follows the English canonical order which adopts the following
structure [S^ V + 0]. There is no marked emphasis in any part of the English clauses.
This means that all translations fijI to convey both the form and the intended meaning
of the Quranic text. The form of the Qur'anic text cannot be exactly conveyed, simply
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because English does not allow V-O-S word order. The meaning of these renderings
equals the meaning of the Arabic sentence when it is in its canonical word order as in
the following:
_1i
The failure of the translators to convey the rhetorical purpose in their renderings
demonstrates that they face a linguistic problem. In English, however, it is noted that
the most common English equivalent of the Arabic VOS word order is the passive
with a by-phrase (agent phrase). Consider the following translation (the Arabic text is
reproduced here for convenience):
(\:
{ Jg.oJI } ( JL..I]	 1	 . 1' jiIt J..u.aj.ag
43g.6).	 pdg IiI'fl)
He sends guardians over you, until, when (one of you] is approached by {death}, Our
angels take his soul, and they neglect not.
Thus by changing the type of speech from active into passive we are able to imitate
the order of the original Arabic. This translation also gives a close meaning to that of
the original text. Concentrating on this rendering, it is difficult to argue that the
feeling that we might have from this translation is the same as if the sentence was in
its canonical word order. However, there is a somewhat odd reversal such that 'one of
you' is the subject while its equivalent in the original is the object.
Emphasis of the object, also can be attained by thematizing it as explained in the
following figure:
Until when	 one of you	 death	 approaches
conjunctions	 object	 subject	 predicator
theme (marked)	 rheme
Halliday (1985: p. 45) gives a similar examples where the object is highly
emphasised. For example, 'this responsibility', in 'this responsibility, we accept
wholly'. Similarly, in the above figure, the object 'one of you' is also highly marked. In
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addition to this, it also sounds archaic. The structure of the example given by Halliday
(mentioned above) is different from this suggested translation. The example given by
Halliday is dependent clause, while the suggested translation is a subordinate clause.
As a matter of fact, non-canonical word order in minor (subordinate) clauses is always
highly marked in English and very rarely used (cf Halliday, 1985: p. 61).
Transferring meaning and the form can be also discussed in the following structure as
suggested by one of the respondents:
He has set guardians over you-so that when one ofyou meets death he is taken by
Our angels who never fail in their duty.
What concerns us most here is the clause 'when one of you meets death'. This clause
can be analysed with its original as follows:
when	 one of you	 meets	 death
adjunct	 subject	 verb	 object
theme	 theme (unmarked)	 rheme
subjectobject	 verb	 ___________________
This analysis shows that the position of subject and object in the original and in the
translation is not the same. The English follows its canonical order by using subject -
verb - object structure. This means that the translation is not similar to the original in
form. In meaning, using the canonical word order in English puts unmarked focus on
the last lexical item, whereas in Arabic, as is explained above, there is marked focus
on the object (cf 2.3.2.1. & 2.4.1.1.1.). Thus, the form and the meaning of the original
have not been matched by the translation.
Contrary to the above theoretical analysis which considers the form and the meaning,
the questionnaire shows that Trans "P", "H", and "A" succeed relatively well in
giving the intended meaning of the original (Translations marked 'well' in respondents'
answers are numbered 1 below. Translations marked 'neither well nor badly' are
numbered 2, while translations marked 'badly' are numbered 3):
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Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
__________ answering I 	 answering 2
	
answering 3	 __________
"D"	 ______________ 6	 2	 2
"A"	 4	 6	 -	 16
"H"	 ___________ 7	 -	 16
"P'1	 	 8	 1	 14
"R"	 2	 7	 1	 1.9
Eiam pie 15
2
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.
0.8
0.6	 I
0.2
0 ---	 -	 ____
•W
traniations codei
Though Trans P" and bHI have been stylistically selected as the worst, they have
been selected here as the best in conveying the rhetorical force of the original. It
seems that the sentence when death... one of you., Our..." is considered by the
respondents as a good equivalent and has the same efibct of the Arabic. This specific
part uscd by all translations has been discussed above. Perhaps, the elegant style of
Trans A' and the concision of Trans 'r lead the respondents to select these
translations as the best in giving the intended meaning of the original. According to
one of the respondents Trans "H" gives the exact meaning as the original, but is
stylistically weak (cf the stylistic analysis above).
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7.2.6. Restriction
Example 16:	 (1:	 Sara 2:4
S.	 S.	 S -
.,lji9J { rd' [d}LIqp,S.
Parsingj
This sentence is a nominal sentence because of the presence of 	 before the verb
Its structure is also a simple one:
Conjunction.
:Prepositional phrase. Antecedent (object) of the verb 	 . Part of the
abar (rheme) (cf Az-Zajjiãj, 1963:1/274).
Detached pronoun. mubtada * ( theme)
Verb in the imperfect mood with the letter which indicates plurality 9
Lail which is the facil (subject). This clause which consists of verb +faCil + the
fronted prepositional phrase 	 is the khabar (rheme).
Comment on the Example:
It is clear from the parsing given above that this verse exhibits non-canonical order
(cf also Az-Zajjâj, 1963: v.1, p. 274). It has been said earlier that the prepositional
phrase may occur as abar/predicate (rheme) (cf Chap.3). The canonical order of the
sentence is:	 [Mu + Kh]. The meaning of this verse is that: 'they
(..A which refers to the believers) are certain and believing only in the Hereafter.
Anything other than this great matter does not concern them'. The emphasis here is on
the phrase	 'in the Hereafter'. Therefore, A-awkânI (1964: 1/37) mentions
that the rhetorical purpose of this type of fronting is to indicate restriction
I believe that there is another reason for fronting the khabar in this verse. The
Hereafter or the Day of Resurrection is a very important day; all the Prophets and
Messengers came to warn their people about this day. So, it has been fronted in the
verse for its importance.
If a translator does not apprehend this type of non-canonical order or its rhetorical
purpose(s), his rendering will be inadequate.
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Comment on the translations: Sara 2:4
1- Trans. "D"
who trust andJIrmly believe [in the life to comel. ( p.11)
2-Trans. "A"
And (in their hearts) have the assurance [of the HereafierJ. (p.7)
3- Trans. "H"
and (they) believe with certainty [in the HereafierJ. (p.3)
4- Trans. "P"
and are certain [of the HereafierJ.(p.34)
5- Trans. "R"
and full faith have (they) fin the life to comej(p.3)
a) General Analysis:
1- Linguistic Analysis
Trans "A" in particular might give the wrong sense in English. The Arabic word
which is one word has been translated in Trans "D" into a phrase consists of
four words 'the life to come'. 'The life to come' is a phrase used in Christianity to
describe the Hereafter. Perhaps Dawood has borrowed it from Christian usage.
Although, perhaps it gives an accurate meaning, the literal Arabic of this phrase is
g_ )_ LJl. Therefore, Dawood's rendering of the Arabic word	 is
not so much a translation as an explanation of the Arabic word. Webster (1979: p.
531) explains the word 'Hereafter', saying it is "an existence beyond earthly life" . I
suggest the word 'Hereafter' as an equivalent translation of the Arabic word because it
is one word and gives the nearest meaning to that of the original word. It is also a
standard expression in English.
Dawood's translation of the Arabic verb 	 is a good one. The English verb
'believe' can be replaced with the Arabic verb	 because they are equivalent
lexically and also semantically. But the Arabic word 	 denotes a stronger meaning
than the Arabic word	 Consequently, it cannot be fully represented by the
English word 'believe'. Therefore, the translator adds the adverb 'firmly' to strengthen
the English verb 'believe' in order to make it equivalent to the Arabic verb
Though the translation of the Arabic verb 	 'believe with certainty1 , given by
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Trans "H", gives almost the same meaning as the original (one of the respondents
supports this in his comment indicating that " 'with certainty' best conveys the
meaning"), the rendering of Trans "D" 'firmly believe', I believe, is better because it
gives virtually the same meaning but in fewer words.
In Trans "A", the Arabic verbal phrase (verb + subject) 	 is mistranslated. In the
translation this verbal phrase becomes the verb 'have' plus object noun phrase 'the
assurance'. This does not give the meaning of the original, although the word
'assurance' carries echoes of 'sure' in English-which conveys something of the intended
meaning of the original. In Arabic 'assurance' means 	 or	 , while the Arabic
verb	 is stronger in meaning than these two words. The translator realises the
strength of the Arabic word	 so he tries to convey this meaning into the English
by using three lexical words (or six if the words in brackets 'in their hearts' are
included). Trans "P", on the other hand, uses 'are certain' to represent the Arabic verb
Though it gives the meaning of the Arabic verb, I believe that the COPULA +
ADJ. structure seems to be weaker, because it lacks the 'dynamic' connotations of the
verb forms. Verbs are said to be more dynamic than nouns (including adjectives) (cf
Quirk et al, 1973: pp. 20-21 cf. also pp. 14-15 & p. 124. cf also Crystal 1992). For
this reason, I believe that 'firmly believe' as suggested by Trans "D" is the best
translation of the Arabic verb.
Trans "A" adds the prepositional phrase 'in their hearts', which is not in the original
text. It may be added to help in signalling the same meaning as the Arabic verbal
phrase	 Apart from this, however, this translation of the Arabic 	 is a
good one.
2- Descriptive statistical Analysis
The Arabic example is extremely short. It only consists of 4 words (including the
conjunction 3). In contrast, Trans "A" and "R" choose 10 words each in order to give
the intended meaning of the original. Trans "D" and "H" consist of 8 words each.
Trans "P" consists of 6 words (cf figure below). The mean number of all translations
is 8.4. The standard deviation is ± 1 word. This indicates that Trans "A" and "R" are
the most redundant.
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Example verse 16
Comparison of the number of words of all translations
To examine the style of the five translations consider the following (numbers 1 & 2
represent the most elegant translation from a stylistic point of view. Number 3 means
that the translation is stylistically firly acceptable, while numbers 4 & 5 represent the
least elegant translation):
Trans.	 No. of
	
No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
_________ answring l&2 answring 3
	
ansring 4&5 _________
_______________ 6	 1 ______________ 3	 3
"A"	 ____________ 1 ___________ 7 	 42
"H"	 7	 ____________ 1	 25
___________ ___________ 4	 4	 36
"R"	 2	 5	 3	 3.4
Example 16
-
	
-
Ira nda lions codes
From the above table and figure. it can be noted that Trans "H" exhibits the most
acceptable style, while Trans "A", which is among the most wordy, is the least
acceptable. The reasonable number of words, the use of simple English and the non -
use of brackets by Trans "H" make it most acceptable.
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b) Specific Analysis:
The structure of English equivalents of the Arabic 	 ij is very
similar to the Arabic text in its canonical order: 	 But does this
translation convey the message or the rhetorical purpose of the original text which
exhibits non-canonical order? By splitting the English clause to theme/rheme and
givenlnew, we may suggest an answer to this question.
In approaching to the Arabic text we will see that the icia bar	 which is
fronted here, bears new information and constitutes the focus of the clause. Consider
the whole text:
(2:4)4cigi 4 FL dj.Ig	 J.il 1	 LLJI J).il I	 j0	 3JIq
It is very obvious that the word 	 is new information and has not been
previously mentioned. On the basis of this and according to Halliday's view the Arabic
clause can be analysed as follows:
____________	 3
Verb + FOCi! pronoun	 Pp. Object ( part of the /cjiabar)	 conjunction
given	 new (marked focus)
rheme	 marked theme
As is shown in the above figure, the prepositional object
	 is a marked theme.
It is also new since it has not been mentioned in the previous text. Therefore, it is a
case of emphasis, which as mentioned earlier, is used in Arabic in particular contexts
to indicate restriction.
Now let us go back to Trans "D" to see how it can be analysed. The whole text runs as
follows:
...; who trust what has been revealed to you and to others before you, andfirmly
believe in the l?fe to come. (p.1 1)
If we reconsider the clause in question which starts from 'and firmly' we will realise
that it bears new information. The phrase 'in the life to come' has not been mentioned
in the previous text either explicitly nor implicitly. The whole clause 'and firmly...' of
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which this phrase is a portion, has no immediate subject. Consequently, it has no
theme. The implied theme 'who', which can be extracted from the preceding context,
may be omitted in order to foreground the rheme.
As far as I know, Halliday and his followers have always concerned themselves with
the marked theme and do not seem to have discussed thoroughly the marked rheme. In
discussing elliptical themes, Halliday (1985: 63) mentions, without further discussion,
the marked rheme. He gives two examples of marked rheme, the following being one
of them:
Said Goody Brown; 'It's down the town.'
"Down the town"
marked rheme
li discussing the marked rheme, Baker (1994: p.157) quotes the following example
from A Hero from Zero (p. v):
House of Fraser shares were highly sensitive to any rumours of a bid, and we waited
with caution and anxiety for the green light from the ministry. And waited.
She then comments that the last clause consists of only a marked rheme. The theme,
'we' in this context, has been omitted to highlight the rheme (op. cit.). On the basis of
this, we can also suggest that the theme in Trans "D", and "P as well, has been omitted
to highlight the rheme:
Trans "D"
Trans "P"
and firmly believe in the life to
come
and are certain of the Hereafter
non-thematic clause
marked rheme
These two clauses can be treated as the second part of a compound relative clause,
where the second clause is linked to the first by 'and'. However, according to the
above analysis, the whole clause is highlighted. But in the original the emphatic
impression lies only on the object
	 As Halliday (1985: pp. 59-60 and p.347)
believes, the speaker has the choice to select any word in any position within the
clause as the most important element (the result is a marked focus if it is on any
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element other than the final lexical element in the clause): "the accent can however
come anywhere in the clause" (Halliday, 1985: p.60). In the above examples this can
be achieved through focusing the prepositional objects 'in the life to come' or 'of the
Hereafter'. In spoken discourse the focus is signalled by the tonic accent, a clear fall or
rise in pitch which may draw the listener/s' attention to the most important portion of
the message. But in our case, in written discourse, it is impossible to draw the reader's
attention in this way. Therefore we should look for another device which makes the
producer highlights the word or words that he wants to draw attention to.
In the above two examples, Trans "D" and "P", the translators succeed in highlighting
the whole message by omitting the theme of the clause. But unfortunately this is not
what is intended by fronting the prepositional object of the Arabic clause.
The structure of the clause rendered by Trans "A" is similar to those of Trans "D" and
"P' in that it is an elliptical clause. It has no explicit subject. However, it differs in
thematizing the adjunct 'in their hearts'. This clause can be analysed as follows:
And	 in their hearts	 have	 the assurance of the Hereafter
conjunction adjunct	 predicator unmarked focus
theme marked	 rheme
This analysis shows that the adjunct 'in their hearts' is emphasised by thematizing it.
The noun phrase 'the Hereafter', however, which is emphasised in the Arabic original,
remains here unemphasised in the rheme segment.
As regard Trans "H", the structure of the clause is a simple one. The sequence of the
elements is in its unmarked order. The clause can be analysed in terms of mood,
information and theme (Halliday's model, cf 1985: p.360 & elsewhere) as the
following:
and	 they	 believe	 with certainty	 in the Hereafter
conjunction subject predicator 	 adjuncts	 prepositional object
unmarked
focus
unmarked theme	 rheme
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As the above figure shows, the clause is in its unmarked structure and consequently it
has no rhetorical effect.
The last translation that is to be analysed is Trans "R". Though this translation itself
exhibits non-canonical order, it does not give the same effect as the original. The
translator, here, prefers to use the archaic style to give a certain emphasis to the
foregrounded elements. The phrase 'full faith' and the verb 'have' have been fronted in
the translation. The unmarked order of this clause would be 'and they have full faith in
the life to come'. The inversion of verb and subject ('have' and 'they') is an archaising
feature of the translation. The clause also can be rearranged by fronting the preposition
with the object and the infinitive in a marked position as 'in the life to come, they have
full faith' (cf Chap. 2). This can be figured as the following:
and	 full faith	 have	 they	 in the life to come
conjunction complement finite subject 	 adjunct
marked theme
	
rheme
Thematizing the complement 'full faith' makes it emphatic, while the phrase 'in the life
to come' which is considered in the original text the most important information,
functions as adjunct in the target text. This, as explained above, is not the purpose of
foregrounding the object in the original text. In general this translation, however, may
give the sense of restriction, but at the cost of an archaic and therefore somewhat odd
English style.
It can be seen that none of the translators have relayed the emphasis displayed by the
Arabic clause in its non-canonical structure. However, according to the above analysis
translation "D" is likely to be better than the other translations.
The results of the questionnaire read as follows (Translations marked 'well' in
respondents' answers are numbered 1 below. Translations marked 'neither well nor
badly' are numbered 2, while translations marked 'badly' are numbered 3):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of
	
No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
______________ answering 1
	
answering 2	 answering 3
___________ 4	 4	 2	 18
"A"	 2	 5	 3	 21
"H"	 5	 3	 2	 17
"P'	 3	 5	 2	 19
'R"	 5	 3	 2	 1.7
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All translations are close to each other in relaying the intended meaning of the
original. However. Trans "H". R'" and "D". which have been selected as the most
elegant, come out as the best in conveying the intended meaning as the original.
In terms of word order and on the basis of the above translations, the Arabic clause
(i.e. example 16) can be considered a problematic clause. Since the problem lies in the
translators' failure to put the translation of the Arabic object JiI flI in an emphatic
position. I offer the following structure for consideration (the Arabic text is recalled
for convenience):
3g.i9( (Pê} (j.iI4g]b
and in the Hereafter they firmly believe
According to the Hallidayan analysis. the prepositional object 'in the Hereafter' is the
marked theme. It is marked not because it is in initial position, but because it is a non-
subject theme. Since the foregrounded element is the object, it is then highly marked.
The emphasis now is concentrated on the object 'in the Hereafter'. This effect exists
also in the original text. Our suggested clause goes along with Halliday's view in
focusing the object by foregrounding it. Compare this clause with Halliday's two
examples: 'the play John saw yesterday' (Halliday 1967q: p.213) and 'this
responsibility we accept wholly' (Halliday. 1985: p45). In both of Halliday's
examples the object is the theme in marked position (cf Chap. 2). However, the
suggested translation, as well as. these two examples given by Halliday sound odd in
English. The analysis of the above clause can be presented as follows:
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and	 in the Hereafter	 they	 firmly	 believe
conjunction complement (object)	 subject	 adverb	 verb
marked theme	 rheme
The above clause was produced to emphasise the theme. It may serve as a good
equivalent to the Arabic clause. But in order to add the feature of restriction or
exclusiveness to the English clause as is the case with the Arabic, the clause can be
formulated as the following:
'and the Hereafter is what they firmly believe in'
This pseudo structure with marked theme serves to express the feature of
exclusiveness. It implies 'and nothing else'. Such marked structures have been also
discussed by Halliday (1985). He compares the two marked theme examples: 'a loaf of
bread we need' and 'a loaf of bread is what we need'. He continues to say that both of
the clauses have a loaf of bread as theme; but while the former implies 'among other
things', the latter implies 'and nothing else' (Halliday, 1985: p.43).
The translator could also use the cleft structure to thematize the complement 'the
Hereafter', as in:
'It is the Hereafter in which they firmly believe'
The last two suggested translations, also, sound odd, perhaps because they are both
too highly marked. Furthermore, with these examples a serious problem may arise if
they are linked with the preceding text. Consider the following two texts:
1- ...; who trust what has been revealed to you and to others before you, and the
Hereafter is what they firmly believe in
2-...; who trust what has been revealed to you and to others before you. And it is the
Hereafter in which they firmly believe.
The problem with these examples is that they are difficult to fit in this context,
because English seems to require parallel structures. This shows the necessity in some
cases of considering the whole text and links between structures. This is something
which is difficult to do here and is beyond the scope of this study. The alternative is
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break up the whole text into smaller separate structures, but this is against the
principle that the text is a unity.
7.2.7. Extreme Trust
Example 17:	 (r:O.JI)	 Sara 59:2
,
di II )o {J"}	 piI IjlAg
Parsinjji:
3 : conjunctive particle
Doubly transitive verb in the perfect tense with the attached pronoun suffix 9
as its facil.
Particle used to indicate emphasis having the pronoun c...A they as its
dependent noun. This particle and its pronoun stand in the place of the two objects of
khabar (fronted)
4.i-: Mubtada'. The sentence consists of the khabar and the mubtada' i.e.
is the jabar of the particle	 .
Prepositional phrase related to the /çjabar
Comment on the Example:
The above parsing indicates that the structure of this example is complex. However,
the structure of the clause exhibiting non-canonical word order is simple. The
Mubtada' of the sentence is the word	 while the khabar is the word
(cf M-awkãni, (1964: v.5, p.195). The structure of this sentence shows that its
mubtada' has been placed afler its kha bar. This non-canonical order is not used unless
there is a rhetorical purpose, which allows the khabar to be fronted. Al-YamanI (1914:
v.2, p.68), points out that the rhetorical purpose for placing the kjiabar before the
mubtada' in this example is to show how much the infidels rely on their fortresses.
Az-ZamakharI, (1987: v.4, p.498) says:
c_3 Jaj 	 i t 'd1 Lc	 çc	 &1	 LL
1I3	 J3 .	 14J
If you say. what is the difference between 	 L4Jiq4	 'they
thought that their fortresses would preserve them (or: will preserve them) ' and the order
which is actually used, I say: fronting the Khabar before the Mubtada', indicates the degree
of trust which they place in their fortresses, and the degree to which they believe they protect
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them. This connotation is not present in the expression: 	 1g_hg .(My
translation)
An understanding of the connotations of word order is essential in translating the
Qur'anic text; because, as we have seen, the Qur'ãn frequently uses non-canonical
order and takes advantage of it to convey His message. The translator should be aware
of this and should grasp the rhetorical purpose of this style.
The following figure shows a comparison between the analysis of the clause as given
by the traditional Arab grammarians and our analysis based on Halliday's model:
It will be helpftil in terms of 'new' and 'given' to consider the clause preceding this
clause:
4 diii	 pdJ-i p.ikiLo pI I j IAg	 I plA L0
1 C>- c m&;-	 ç	 . La	 I
new	 given
focus
mubtada'	 abar (in marked position)
rheme	 marked theme
In accordance with both analyses the word 	 "it.a is in the marked position.
Comment on tile Translations: Sara 59:2
1- Trans. "D"
and they, for their part, fancied that (their strongholds) [would protect them Jfrom
God. (387)
2- Trans. "A"
And they thought that (their fortresses) [would defend themJfrom Allah! (p.1716)
3- Trans "H"
And they thought that (their fortresses) (would defend them Jfrom Allah! (p.816)
4- Trans. "P"
while they deemed that (their strongholds) [would protect themJfrom Allah. (393)
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5-Trans. "R"
and they on their part thought that (their fortresses) (would protect themJ against
God. (p.373)
a) General Analysis:
1- Linguistic analysis
Trans "D" treats the	 element of ç' .il as emphatic (contrastive), therefore the phrase
'for their part' is added in the translation. However, 'on their part' used in Trans "R" is
less idiomatic than 'for their part' used in Trans "D". Trans "A" and "H" are identical.
The English terms used in Trans "A" in general seem to be good equivalents of the
Arabic terms. The word 'defend', however, as used in Trans "A" and "H" suggests an
active, human-type subject. This word seems the wrong verb to use with an inanimate
subject like 'fortresses'.
The basic structure of Trans "A" is [theme + rheme]. This is the canonical order of the
English sentence (cf Chap. 2). But if this structure is compared with the structure of
the Arabic clause, we will find that the verb 	 which is in the present participle
form is placed in the theme position in the Arabic clause while it is placed in the
rheme position in the English clause. The phrase 'their fortresses' which is a
translation of the mubtada' of the Arabic text is thematized here; while the mubtada'
in the original i.e.	 is placed after the jLabar in the Arabic text. This shows
that translation "A" does not provide a parallel structure to that of the Arabic text. The
translator effectively deals with the Arabic text which exhibits non-canonical order as
if it was canonical order.
A back Arabic translation of this rendering in its English canonical order would be:
tLw	 14- l	 The structure of this Arabic text is [theme +
rheme]. This Arabic order is exactly the same as the English order, while the order of
the verse mentioned above is the reverse.
The reason for the use of 'fancied' in Trans "D" for the Arabic word 	 is not clear.
The first word in the rendering given by Trans "P" 'while', does not give the literal
meaning of the Arabic conjunction particlej, though the translator himself says in his
introduction that he will give a literal translation of the Arabic text (cf Chap. 6). It is
true that the meaning of this verse indicates contrast with the speech before it t.4
'You did not think that... and they thought that...',
therefore the translator uses the contrastive word 'while' which means 'but' and is used
to emphasise a contrast. But this would be true if the original used words which
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indicate contrast as Lt
	
or .3. In this context, the Arabic particle g itself connotes
contrast. I believe that the English adjunct 'and' could also indicate contrast in this
context. The word 'deemed' in Trans "P' seems too abstract and academic.
2- Descriptive statistical Analysis
For the first time Trans "R" is the most wordy, with 14 words. Trans "D" consists of
13 words. Trans "A", "H" and "P", on the other hand, are the least wordy, with 11
words each (cf figure given below). The mean number of words in all translations is
12 words. The standard deviation is ± 1 word.
Example verse 17
16
I-	 ' 12
8
-	 4
"A"	 I11	 "P	 'w
translations codes
Comparison of the number of words of all translations
The results of the test, regarding the style, are as follows (numbers 1 & 2 represent the
most elegant translation from a stylistic point of view. Number 3 means that the
translation is stylistically firly acceptable, while numbers 4 & 5 represent the least
elegant translation):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
_________ ansring 1&2 answering 3	 answering 4&5 __________
"D"	 5	 '	 3	 31
"A"	 7	 -	 3	 '9
"H"	 6	 1	 3	 3
"P"	 '	 4	 4	 36
"R"	 3	 2	 5	 3.7
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Example 17
translations codes
Though there is no highly significant differences between the results of the
questionnaires. Trans A", which is the least wordy, is the most elegant. Trans 'R",
which is the most wordy, is the least elegant. Giving the meaning directly and in clear
English by Trans A" and the over wordiness in Trans "R" is one for this result.
b) Specific AizaA'sis:
According to the tested respondents, the above five translations score the following
(Translations marked 'well' in respondents' answers are numbered 1 below.
Translations marked 'neither well nor badly are numbered 2, while translations
marked 'badly' are numbered 3):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of
	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
____________ answering I
	 answering 2	 answering 3
	 ____________
"D"	 5	 5	 -	 15
"k"	 6	 4	 -	 14
"H"	 5	 4	 1	 16
"P"	 2	 5	 3	 '1
"R"	 3	 6	 1	 1.8
Example 17
.P.
translations codes
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According to the above figures Trans 'P' is the worst in transferring the intended
meaning of the original. Trans "A", which is the least wordy and the most elegant, has
been selected as the best in giving the intended meaning of the original. Possibly the
use of 'thought', 'fortresses' and 'defend' in Trans "A" lead the respondents rate it
best. The theoretical analysis, however, may give a different result. Trans "D", "A",
"H" and "P" have almost the same structure. All clauses, of Trans "D", "A", "H" and
"P' (major clauses as Halliday (1985: p.44) calls them since they have themes) are
declarative clauses. In order to split the information message of the clause, given by
Trans "D" for example, into given and new we should expand the clause by
mentioning the preceding clauses:
...glory to God...It was He that drove the unbelievers among the People of the
Book out of their dwellings into the first exile. You did not think that they would
go; and they, for their part, fancied that their strongholds would protect them
from God (pp. 386-87)
Accordingly the clause can be analysed as the following:
and	 they	 for their fancied that their strongholds would protect them from God
part___________________________________________________ __________
text. topic.	 adjunct	 predic.	 adj.	 subject	 finite	 predic. pro.	 Pp.
new	 given	 new
theme	 I	 rheme
theme	 I	 rheme
The above analysis shows that the clause is in its unmarked structure. The theme 'they'
is new in contrast with 'you' mentioned in the preceding text. It serves to give a
contrastive emphasis (cf Halliday, 1985: p. 277 and p. 279). Compare with:
II you can / go if you / like I/I'm not / going II (op. cit. p. 277)
As noted above, in the original clause, the emphasis/focus is in the Arabic word
ç4--'La which is translated here into 'would protect them'. Here, the word 'protect'
could bear the focus if it is contrasted with 'fancied'. The word 'God' constitutes the
new information because it is the last lexical item in the unmarked declarative clause.
I believe, however, that the core of the message in this clause is 'their strongholds'.
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Thus, it is the theme, which the message is about. This message may be segmented in
response to a question such 'what did they fancy their strongholds would do?'. The
missing information, or the rheme, is 'would protect them from God'. The emphasis
here is in the last lexical item 'God'. This means that Trans "D" fails in conveying the
intended message of the original text.
Trans "R", like all the other translations above uses the English unmarked structure
[theme + rheme] to represent the Arabic marked structure. The English reader will
read such English clauses with unmarked structure as normal declarative clauses
because, as we have said above, they do not put emphasis on any element of the
clause. The result is that the effect of the original clause has not been transferred into
the English clause.
I think that the problem that faces the translators here lies behind the translation of the
Arabic fronted khabar	 The only way to translate this Arabic active participle
into English is as a verb or a verbal group. Usually, the verb (or to use Halliday's term,
the predicator) represents the rheme of the English clause and therefore its usual
position is after the theme. Unlike Arabic, the verb in English does not occupy the
initial position unless there is a rhetorical purpose for this.
In order to solve this problem I suggest two translations for examination. The first
involves switching from active to passive, and, the second thematizes the predicator.
1- Switching from active to passive:
=	 ,
And they thought that (they would be protected] from Allah {by their fortresses}.
This rendering is very close to the original for several reasons: First, the translation of
the Arabic fronted mubtada' ij'L.a has been also fronted in the target text. Second
the English present participle 'being protected' corresponds to the Arabic present
participle
Third, the pronoun which represents the attached pronoun	 in	 is presented
here in the subject mood 'they' while all translations above rendered it in the object
mood 'them', because they do not front the mubtada'	 '	 in their translations.
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Before we go on to analyse this clause in terms of theme-rheme structure and given-
new structure, we will mention here some clauses preceding this clause quoting from
Au (p.1715) in order to provide relevant context:
It is He Who got out the Unbelievers among the People of the Book from their
homes at the first gathering (of the forces). Little did ye think that they would go
out, whilethey thought that they would be protected from Allah by their
fortresses.[the underlined is my proposed rendering].
Although the underlined clause preserves the same arrangement of the original, it does
not put the emphasis on the predicator 'protected' and therefore it does not relay the
same effect as the original.
The clause can be analysed as the following:
while	 thought that they	 would be protected	 from Allah by their fortresses
they________ _____ ________ ____________________ ___________ _________________
___________ _________ ______ subject 	 process	 Pp.	 actor
new	 given new given	 new	 given	 new
__________ ________ theme
	 rheme
theme	 rheme
Although the process 'protected' and the actor 'fortresses' are new and have the locus
of the information focus because they are contrastive in meaning with each other, the
English clause does not show the secondary meaning that the original clause has.
In accordance with Halliday's view, the unmarked focus falls on the actor of a clause
with such structure. The above clause then will be as follows:
//And they thought that they would be protected from Allah by their fortresses/I.
The effect here is to emphasise the actor 'fortresses' as the new information carrying
the information focus, and the goal 'they' as the point of departure for the clause as
message. This corresponds to Halliday's (1967q: p. 217) analysis of the following
clause:
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I/these houses were built by my GRANDFATHER II
2- Thematizing the predicator:
Strictly speaking, thematizing the verb (or what replaces it) in Arabic does not yield a
marked structure at all. But here in the Arabic clause mentioned above it is marked
because what represents the verb, the active participle functions as kha bar (which its
usual position is after the mubtada' cf Chap. 4). Thematizing the verb in English is
highly marked. Therefore by thematizing the verb in the English clause, we may
convey the emphasis signalled by thematizing the abar in the Arabic clause. On the
basis of this the above clause could be rearranged as the following:
'And protect them from Allah they thought their fortresses would [do]'.
This marked structure is extremely problematic. It suggests that the theme 'protect' is
foregrounded and placed in a marked position to emphasise that the predicator
'protect' is the point of new information which carries the information focus of the
message. Compare this clause with the following example (Baker, 1994: p. 134):
'Publicize it they did'.
In comparing the above two structures, some problems may arise. The proposed
structure is complicated by the fact that what is fronted is the verb plus object of a
subordinate (embedded) clause and not the simple verb plus object of the main clause
as in 'Publicize it they did'. The proposed structure is so highly marked in English, that
is probably reasonable to regard it as ungrammatical. Besides it does not work in
English if it is placed in the context as:
Little did ye think that they would go out [Ali, p. 1715], And protect them from Allah
they thought their fortresses would [do].
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7.2.8. Exclamation
Example 18.
	
(17: J	 ) Sjj.w. Sara 19:46
JL 3. { ..UI} [_Ldj]l JL ,
ParsinR
Verb in the perfect tense. The faCil is the implicit pronoun g he.
Particle of denial interrogative
preposed abar.
Mubtada'.
Prepositional phrase.
Vocative particle.
Vocative noun.
Comment on the Example:
As has been said in Chapter 4, Section 5.3. (example 4-129), this Arabic clause
exhibits non-canonical order. The khabar of the sentence	 is fronted before its
mubtada'	 (cf Az-ZamakharI, 1987: v.3, p.20). The rhetorical purpose of this
type of non-canonical order in this particular clause is to show how the father is
astonished by his son because he hates his gods (cf j .aJlIAz- ZamaarI: op.
cit., ,iJIIAl-Yama.nI, 1914: v.2, p.69 and S"-' tI/A1-BaydhâwI, 1878: v.1, p.19).
It is intended to indicate an indignant exclamation.
M-awkâni,	 1964: v.3, p.336) says that the meaning of this clause is:
bj_ J j.i49 i	 .	 Are you abandoning this (worshipping our
gods) and devoting yourself to another? This meaning cannot be attained when the
clause is in its canonical order: 	 t	 I Is it you who are
abandoning my gods, 0 Abraham? The difference between the two clauses is very
clear. The former is inquiring about the action, the present participle	 ; in other
words the father is surprised that his son hates his gods and does not love them. In the
latter clause, on the other hand, the father is questioning whether it is Abraham or
someone else who hates his gods?. In other words, if there were no non-canonical
word order in the clause, the sentence would be in the interrogative form without any
element of surprise. But this type of non-canonical word order adds to the meaning of
the clause elements of surprise and exclamation (cf 4.6.10.).
Here is the analysis of the Arabic clause in thematic terms only:
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Traditional Arab analysis:
Hallidavan analysis:
rheme	 I	 theme
The above figure shows how difficult it is to apply the Hallidayan analysis to this
particular clause. The structure of this Arabic interrogative clause is different from the
English structure. In Arabic the predicator comes between the interrogative particle
and the subject and extends over the prepositional phrase, though the traditional Arabs
have not stated it explicitly. But if the sentence is rearranged according to its canonical
order this analysis becomes very clear. Besides, the piece of information that the
khabar/rheme bears will not be informative without considering the prepositional
phrase as part of the khabarlrheme. In a polar question, on the other hand, the
predicator comes after the subject. In this case, the interrogative particle and the
subject would be the theme of the clause while the rest of the clause including the
predicator would be the rheme. Accordingly, if the translation of the above clause
starts with 'Are you....?', the finite verb and the subject will be themes and the rest of
the interrogative clause will be the rheme. In other words, the above Hallidayan
analysis may hold true, if the Arabic clause is in its canonical order as 	 _.Ij .1
L L71• But according to the above figure, the predicator is placed in the
theme position, which contradicts the Hallidayan analysis.
As a matter of fact the structure of this isolated clause is not easy to translate because
it expresses surprise in an interrogative form. But if it is read in context it would be
easier to understand from the dialogue between the father and his son, that the father is
surprised (and not really questioning) that his son is abandoning his gods. It is, clearly,
a rhetorical question. The speaker (the father in this example) does not use the
interrogative to find out something which he did not know before. He knows that the
addressee, his son, will reply to this interrogative form positively. Rather he uses the
interrogative form together with the fronting of the ]iabar of the clause (the word
to indicate the meaning of exclamation.
The translator, therefore, should give the expression of surprise in a question form
besides trying to give the non-canonical order of the original text. It is very difficult to
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transfer all of these properties into the translation. However, the translator should
choose the best English equivalent of the Arabic clause.
Comment on tile Translations: Sara 19:46
1-Trans. "D"
He replied: 'Do (you) dare [renounce] my gods, Abraham? (p.217)
2- Trans. "A"
Art (thou) [shrinking]from my gods, 0 Abraham? (864)
3- Trans."H"
He (the father) said: "Do (you) [reject] my gods, 0 Abraham? (p.451)
4- Trans. "P"
He said: [RejectestJ (thou) my gods, 0 Abraham? (223)
5- Trans. "R"
He said, '[Castest] (thou) off my Gods, 0 Abraham? (199)
a) General Analysis
1- Linguistic Analysis
By putting the auxiliary verb 'do' and 'art' at the beginning of the clause in Trans "D",
"H" and "A", the translators put the sentence in the interrogative form. The inversion
in Trans "P" and "R" also yields an interrogative form. Trans "D" also uses the word
'dare' to give the meaning of the indignant exclamation' 0 . This use seems, as pointed
out by two of the respondents, the best attempt to suggest indignation (or
astonishment).
In general, the English verb 'replied' serves as a good equivalent to the Arabic word
jL.I rather than J
.
 However, in this context the Arabic vionl ,, connotes the
meaning of 'reply' because the above Arabic clause uttered by the father is in fact an
answer to his son's questions. In fact, the use of'replied' also makes it plain to the
English reader that it is the father who speaks and not the son. Arabic tends to be less
explicit in pointing up the reference of pronouns than English. This draws attention to
the question of frequency of use. It is sometimes claimed that Arabic makes very wide
use of JU, while English prefers to use different 'saying' words: 'said', 'replied',
'answered', 'came back' etc. The phrase 'art thou shrinking' is fairly dramatic because
of the use of the present continuous, and the verb, which has a
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strong basic physical sense. The phrase 'castest thou of? in Trans "R" also has a strong
basic physical sense.
Trans "D" does not translate the vocative particle t which is frequently translated as
'0' or 'Oh' (c/ Haywood and Nahmad. 1984: 131). Normally, one would not expect
to be translated as "Oh" (or "0-this being archaic), since the use of "Oh" as a
vocative particle is not normal in modem English. However, "Oh" is common in
religious language. According to this and, in spite of the fact that, in English it is
possible to use the vocative without the vocative particle, it is preferable here to use
the vocative particle because it is used in the original, especially since the original is
part of Qur'anic text."
Trans "A' relays the interrogative form of the sentence by placing the finite verb
before the subject, but it does not relay the exclamation element. As we have
mentioned in our comment on the structure of the preceding translation, the
exclamation element can exist here with this structure only in relation to the whole
context.
Unlike translation "D". translation "A" does not ignore the vocative particle L '0'. The
use of the archaic words Art and thou has been discussed elsewhere in the present
chapter. The use of 'Do you reject' in Trans "H" and 'rejectest thou' in Trans "P" seems
to lose something of the emotion intended in the original.
2- Descriptive Statistical Analysis
As is expected, the figure given below shows that Trans "H" is the most redundant in
number of words. It consists of 12 words. Trans "D" and "R" consist of 9 words each
The translations which have the lowest number of words are Trans "A" and "P". They
consist of 8 words each. The mean number is 9.2. The standard deviation is ± I
word.
Example verse 18
15
cII.M
.	 10
I- 5
"A''	 "H••	 "P••	 "R
translations codes
Comparison of the number of words of all translations
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The style of the five translations can be described as follows (numbers I & 2 represent
the most elegant translation from a stylistic point of view. Number 3 means that the
translation is stylistically fairly acceptable. while numbers 4 & 5 represent the least
elegant translation):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
____________ answering 1 &2 answering 3
	 answering 4&5 ____________
"D"	 7	 2	 1	 25
"A"	 ______________ 2
	 6	 4
"H"	 3	 3	 4	 35
"P"	 6	 3	 1	 26
"R"	 1	 5	 4	 3.3
Example 18
4
C 3
I-
I'
2
1.5
'	 1
0.5
0
translations codes
The style of Trans "D" and "P". which are among the least wordy, seems to be most
acceptable. while Trans "A". which is also among the least wordy, is least acceptable.
I believe that the use of the word 'shrinking' in Trans "A" affects seriously the
elegance of the style.
b) Specific AnaI;'sis:
The results of the questionnaire give the following analysis (Translations marked
'well' in respondents' answers are numbered 1 below. Translations marked 'neither
well nor badly' arc numbered 2. while translations marked 'badly' are numbered 3):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
_____________ answering 1	 answering 2	 answering 3
	 _____________
"D"	 8	 1	 1	 13
"A"	 I	 c	 4	 '3
"H"	 3	 4	 3	 18
" P"	 ___________ 4	 4
"R"	 -	 6	 4	 2.4
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Example 18
2.5
,	 1.5
I	 I
"A"	 "H"
translations codes
Apart from Trans "D", which has been selected as the most elegant and the best in
giving the intended meaning of the original, there is no significant differences between
the other translations. I believe that the use of 'dare' in Trans " ID" helps to manifest
the rhetorical purpose of the original and leads the respondents to choose it as the best
in conveying the same message as the original. The use of 'shrinking' in Trans "A"
and the archaic structure in Trans "P" and "R", on the other hand, make them least
acceptable. This judgement, however, may not correspond to the theoretical analysis.
Trans "D" and "H" adopt the same structure. Therefore, it is sufficient to analyse only
one of them. In order to analyse the information structure of Trans "D", for example,
some preceding sentences are given:
You shall also recount in the Book the story of Abraham:...He said to his father. ... 'Father, do
not worship Satan; for he has rebelled against the Lord of Mercy. ... He relled: 'Do Ivoul dare
[renouncel my Eods, Abraham? (p.216-17)
On the basis of the above context, the translation of the Arabic example can be
analysed in terms of theme and information as follows:
He replied: ll'Do you dare renounce my gods//, Abraham/I?
do	 you	 dare	 renounce my gods	 Abraham?
structural	 topical	 adjunct	 Dredicator Po.
	
vocative
__________ given	 ________ new
	 i "
theme I	 theme 2 __________	 rheme
theme	 rheme
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The above analysis of the yes/no interrogative shows according to Halliday, that the
theme not only includes the finite verb but also extends over the subject. As is shown
above, the sentence consists of two separate information units. The verb 'renounce'
constitutes new information and 'my gods' bears the information focus. But since the
clause exhibits unmarked word order, it does not have the strong effect of emphasis as
the Arabic clause has. However, I believe that this clause shows the same effect as the
Arabic clause viz, the exclamation effect, in question form of course. This is not
because of the structure that the translator puts his clause in but because of the
meaning of this clause in connection to the meaning of the text preceding it.
Moreover, if the Arabic clause is isolated from the text it still exhibits the exclamation
element because it exhibits the non-canonical order: the kha bar	 lj is placed before
the mubtada', the foci!	 as is explained above. As I have pointed out above, if this
Arabic clause is to be translated alone (as a separate text), the translation suggested
above will not give the secondary meaning as the original.
Trans "A" can be expanded by mentioning the preceding verses, as follows:
(Also) mention in the Book (the story of) Abraham: ... he said to his father: ... "0 my
father! serve not Satan: for Satan is a rebel against (Allah) Most Gracious. ... (The
father) replied: Art {thou} [shrinkinl from my sods, 0 Abraham? (pp. 863-64)
The mood of the clause in question is worth mentioning. As an independent clause it
selects for mood (cf Halliday, 1985: p.44). From its structure it is easy to realise that
the underlined clause is an indicative polar interrogative clause. It resembles
Halliday's (1985: p.48 &279) examples: 'is anybody at home?' and 'are you coming
back into circulation?' Here is the analysis of the above underlined clause besides
Halliday's analysis of his examples (cf op. cit.) (the vocative '0 Abraham' constitutes
a separate information unit, and is therefore excluded):
Art	 thou	 shrinking	 from my gods?
________ given	 given	 new	 ______________
are	 you	 coming	 back	 into
circulation?
new____________ given
isanybody	 ___________ at home?	 ___________
structuraltopical 	 ________________ _______________ _________________
theme1 theme 2	 _______________ _____________ ________________
	
theme	 rheme
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This analysis shows the similarity between Halliday's clauses and the clause given by
Ali. It also shows that Halliday's analysis of polar interrogative clauses can be applied
to this clause. But the matter is not as simple as this. Halliday's analysis of polar
interrogative clauses is not, in fact, sufficient here. Halliday (1985: p.47) points out
that "the typical function of an interrogative clause is to ask a question" and by so
doing the speaker "wants to be told something". We have said above that the reason
for the speaker to put the Arabic example in the interrogative form is not 'to be told
something' but to serve alongside the non-canonical order of the clause to express the
exclamation element.
Moreover, Halliday (op. cit.) explains that the meaning of the polar interrogative is 'I
want you to tell me whether or not'; 'I want to know something about you; give
account of yourself- yes or no?' (op. cit. p.279). Again this meaning is not meant from
putting the Arabic clause discussed above in a polar interrogative form. Given this, if
we go back to the English clause, of Trans "A", we will find that the translator does
not try to add the element of surprise to his rendering. Instead, he leaves it open to
grasp this element from the context of situation.
Trans "P" and "R" adopt a different structure. The translators try to follow the same
structure as the Arabic sentence by placing the verb before the subject. The extent to
which the translators succeed in retaining the form and content of the original in their
renderings is discussed below.
Halliday does not talk about this type of structure, simply because it is archaic.
However, basing ourselves on his general views we can compose the following
analysis. As has been said earlier, according to Halliday what occurs in initial position
in the clause will be the theme. We have also said that he regards the finite verb in the
polar interrogative clause as the theme which may extend to include the subject. In
Trans "P" for example, the predicator 'Rejectest' with capital 'R' comes in the position
of the finite verb and it bears the meaning of yes-no question which the fmite verb
sometimes bears (i.e. in the interrogative clause). In this context, this means that the
predicator substitutes the finite verb to constitute (with the subject) the theme. This
type of theme which has not been discussed by Halliday before, I will call the
'Archaic Theme'. On the basis of this discussion the above clause can be analysed as
follows (the vocative '0 Abraham' constitutes a separate information unit, and is
therefore excluded):
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Rejectest thou
	 my gods, 0 Abraham?
predicator subject
	
object	 vocative
theme I
	
theme 2
	
rheme
archaic theme
	 rheme
The translator reverses the subject-predicator arrangement by preposing the verb
before the subject of the clause. As has been said before thematisation of the verb in
English is normally very marked. But thematisation of the verb, in Trans "P" (and also
Trans "R") is not marked, because it is the normal way in asking questions in older
English. However, a sense of emphasis can be felt on the preposed verb. Depending
on the effect of the emphasis, the intonation and the context of situation, the translator
gives the meaning of exclamation to his clause in a polar interrogative form. This
structure, however, is very archaic.
Halliday (1985: p.64) investigates a somewhat similar structure in what he calls
'Elliptical clauses'. This can be found in a clause such as Thirsty? and Feeling better?
According to Halliday (op. cit.) these clauses are only rhemes though they have
thematic structure. He (op. cit.) also points out that these clauses in fact involve
'exophoric ellipsis' in which the clause is "taking advantage of the rhetorical structure
of the situation, specifically the roles of speaker and listener" (op. cit.). Therefore,
both the subject and the finite verb are understood from the context; For example in
thirsty? 'are you thirsty?' and in Feeling better? 'are you feeling better?' For Halliday
(op. cit.) what is omitted in this type of elliptical clause constitutes the theme (or a
part of it).
This analysis holds true in the clause under investigation if the subject 'thou' is omitted
and the clause is something like: 'Rejectest my gods, 0 Abraham?'. Then according to
Halliday's view the completed clause before the ellipsis would be 'dost thou reject my
gods, 0 Abraham?'. Halliday's analysis, therefore, cannot be applied to this clause,
because it is of a strange structure.
Trans "R", although it uses an archaic structure like Trans "P", seems different in
analysis. The verb used in Trans "R" is not a single verb, rather it is a phrasal verb.
Halliday (1985: pp. 185-86) discusses this type of verb. He analyses a clause like 'they
cancelled the meeting' as follows (op. cit. p. 185):
they	 cancelled	 the meeting
actor	 process	 goal
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In this declarative clause, the goal comes at the end, and this is where the prominence,
the information focus, typically falls. Halliday explains that also on the phrasal verb
sentences, the same analysis holds true as in 'they called off the meeting'. As pointed
out elsewhere, if the information focus occurs on any element of the clause, other than
the final element, the result is marked focus. Accordingly, the focus of information
can be on the process rather than the goal:
they	 cancelled	 the meeting
actor	 process (marked focus)	 goal
But, if the information focus on the process is to be unmarked, the process, not the
goal, must come last. In English, Halliday stresses, this is impossible. One cannot say
'they the meeting cancelled'. With a phrasal verb, however, this can be done. The
process is split into two parts, one functioning as predicator and the other as adjunct
which comes in its normal place at the end:
they	 called	 the meeting	 off
actor
____________________ process
subject	 predicator	 I complement 	 I adjunct
Similarly with the Trans "R", 'Castest' is the predicator and process, 'you', subject and
actor, 'off adjunct and process and 'my Gods' complement and goal:
Castest	 thou	 off	 my gods
process______________
predicator	 I subject	 adjunct	 complement
As has been said earlier, this structure is archaic. Therefore, it should be analysed with
some caution. The sentence in its declarative mood has the following structure: 'thou
castest my gods off, with the unmarked focus of information on the adjunct 'off
which is a part of the process. In the interrogative, in old English, the phrasal verb
comes first, followed by the object, the adjunct and the complement, but with the
unmarked focus of information on the goal and not on the process. According to this
analysis, this sentence also does not signal the marked focus of the Arabic sentence.
Being archaic and because of the fronted verb, this sentence may also convey some
sense of emphasis. To conclude then, as has been explained above, though the clauses
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rendered by Trans "P" and "R" give, to some extent, the form and the meaning of the
original, the form adopted is very archaic and is only used today in religious texts.
7.2.9. Surprise and Disaffirmation
Example 19:
	
(O.:O.Li'W)Sfira. 5:50
gi5q. pg.äJ L'
	
LJI o
	
{3q.*4} 1	 piJI
Parsing:
l: Interrogative particle indicating denial interrogative 	 4tul.
._: Conjunctive particle. The meaning of the conjunction is presupposed from the
rhetorical situation: ti 1,i. Do they desert your
judgement and they then seek the judgement ofpagan times? (cfj.th/Ad-DarwI,
1992, v.2: p. 498).
Preposed object. Annex
Lt.ii: Annexed.
Verb in the imperfect tense. t.t6t3 j is its faCill subject.
: Interrogative noun functioning as mubtada '/subj ect.
abar/predicate.
CUI	 : Prepositional phrase.
Specification
Prepositional phrase.
g: Verb and subject. The verbal clause functions as an adjective
Comment on the Example
This example is addressed to the unbelievers particularly the Jews, because they have
rejected the judgement of the Prophet Muhammad. The order of elements of the first
clause in the above example is Object + Verb + Subject. The object IMJl ç1"
pagan judgement is emphasised by placing it before the verb and its subject
(they) seek. By using the interrogative form and the non-canonical order of the
elements in this context, the speaker does not want to know something which he does
not know, but rather to indicate reproach disaffirmation' 2 . In this example, the
Speaker (Allah) rebukes and censures the Jews who reject the true judgement of the
Prophet. It is also used to show astonishment. How can the people (particularly the
Jews in this context) seek the pagan judgement and desert Allah's judgement?.
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The Hallidayan analysis can be applied to the clause under consideration as follows:
__________	 -
predicator + subject complement	 conjunction	 finite
rheme	 theme (3)
	
theme (2)
	 theme (1)
rheme	 theme (marked)
The interrogative particle in the Arabic example, can be only translated into English
through the finite verb. Halliday (1985: pp. 47-48) argues that in a yes/no (polar)
interrogative, the theme including the finite verb extends over the subject. This is
when the clause is in its unmarked order. This means that the finite verb and what is
after it and before the predicator may be part of the theme. Marked themes also occur
in interrogatives, as illustrated in the following examples, quoted in Halliday (1985: p.
48):
after tea	 will you tell me a story?
in your house	 who does the cooking?
theme (marked)	 rheme
The marked themes here occur before finite verbs. A marked theme (from a
Hallidayan point of view) can be attained by placing an element (a noun) after the
finite verb and before the predicator (as illustrated in the above Arabic example).
1-Trans. "D"
Is it [pagan laws J that (they wish to be judged by)? Who is a better judge than God
for men whose faith is firm? (p. 85)
2- Trans. "A"
Do (they then seek) after [a judgment of (the Days of) ignorancef? But who, for a
people whose faith I assured, can give better judgment than Allah?. (p. 301)
3- Trans. "H"
Do (they seek) [the judgment of (the Days of) ignorance 3? And who is better in
judgment than Allah for a people who have firm faith?. (pp. 17 1-72)
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4- Trans. "P"
Is it (a judgment of the time of (pagan) ignoranceJ that (they are seeking)? Who is
helter than A!lcih for judgment to a people who have certainty (in their belief)?.
(p.101)
5- Trans. "R"
fDesire they), therefore. jthe judgments of the times of (pagan) ignorance!? But what
better judge can there be than God for those who believe firmly? (p. 73)
a) General Analysis
I- Linguistic Analysis
Trans "D" and lip,, split the sentence into two separate sentences without any linking
word. In the original they are joined by the conjunctive particle . iL ii gig. Trans "A"
changes the element order of the second clause. The use of initial 'But' in the second
sentence of Trans "A" and "R" is odd. 'And' in the second sentence of Trans "H" is
even odder. In addition to this, the use of free translation, leads Trans "A" to be better
described as an explanation than a translation. From a personal point of view, the use
of the word 'pagan' to represent the Arabic word kdI%ilI is better than the word
'ignorance' which implies illiteracy, which is not meant by the Arabic word in this
context. Presumably the form 'Days of Ignorance' is used to convey the notion
found in ?AL,iI.
2- Descriptive statistical Analysis
Contrary to what is expected, Trans "P" is the most redundant. It consists of 30 words.
Trans "A" consists of 27 words. Trans "R" and "H" consist of 25 words each. Trans
"D". on the other hand, has the least number of words. It consists of 24 words (cf
figure below). The mean number of words in all translations is 26.2. The standard
deviation is ±2 words.
Example verse 19
30
4
	 'I 20
10
0
"A"	 "H"
	
"R"
translations codes
Comparison of the number of words of all translations
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The style of the translations were judged as follows (numbers 1 & 2 represent the
most elegant translation from a stylistic point of view. Number 3 means that the
translation is stylistically fairly accepLable. while numbers 4 & 5 represent the least
elegant translation):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
____________ answering I &2 answering 3
	 answering 4&5 _____________
"D"	 7	 ___________ 1	 25
"A"	 ________________ _______________ 6 	 4
"H"	 3	 3	 4	 35
"P"	 6	 3	 1	 26
______________ 1	 5	 4	 3.3
ENample 19
4
3.5
2.5
:	 2
"A"	 UH
translations codes
The above table and figure show that Trans "D", the least wordy, and "P". the most
wordy, are regarded as most elegant, from a stylistic point of view, while Trans "A"
and to a lesser extent Trans "H" and "R" are regarded as less elegant. I believe that the
use of simple words and simple interrogative structure in Trans "D" and "P" lead the
respondents to select them as the most elegant.
b) Specflc Analysis
Trans "A" and "H" use the sentence in its unmarked status. This means that the object
comes at the end of the sentence. According to Halliday's analysis, the concerned
sentences given by Trans "A" and "H" can be analysed as the following:
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Thus, according to Halliday's model, the above sentences represent an unmarked
choice such that there is no marked emphasis placed in any element of them. Trans
on the other hand, thematizes the verb 'Desire' and makes use of word-order
inversion to transfer the form of the interrogative to the translation. This structure is
archaic. Thematizing the predicator in this way, however, does not signal the
emphasis carried by the Arabic text. Trans "D" and "P" use the predicated theme (cleft
structure) in the interrogative form to match the Arabic order, form and function.
Halliday's analysis can be applied to the sentences given in Trans "D" and "P" and
figured as follows:
Is it	 pagan laws	 that they wish to be judged by?'3
Is it	 a judgment of the time of pagan that they are seeking?
______ ignorance	 _________ ______________________
theme	 rheme	 theme	 rheme
	
theme (marked)	 rheme
The complement in the above two clauses is the predicated theme; it has marked
status because it is something other than subject. In accordance with Halliday (1985:
p. 280, cf also pp. 59-60, see also Baker, 1994: P. 136), in the unmarked order of the
predicated theme structure, the marked locus of information focus is on the theme,
whereas the unmarked focus is located at the end of the clause (on the fmal lexical
element, to be exact). Consequently, in the marked order of the predicated theme
structure (as is the case with the above two clauses under concern), the marked
information focus is located on the marked theme, while the unmarked focus lies at
the end of the clause. It can be argued here, that, as all marked themes, the marked
predicated themes often imply contrast. In Trans "D", for example, 'pagan laws',
contrasts with the Judgment of Allah, as clearly indicated in the following clause.
On the basis of this analysis, it can be argued that these clauses suggested by Trans
"D" and "P" succeed in conveying the intended meaning of the original text. This is
also supported by the results of the questionnaire as pointed out in the following figure
(Translations marked 'well' in respondents' answers are numbered 1 below.
Translations marked 'neither well nor badly' are numbered 2, while translations
marked 'badly' are numbered 3):
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Ir:iiis.	 No. F	 iI	 ui
res 1 iuitli.iit	 resp.nidi.iit.	 respo:icknts
______ ________ aiisrinu I
	 aiiserin.i 2
	 ariswcrin2 3
"I)" -_________________	 _______________________ I	 -
":"	 I	 6	 3
"H"	 1	 7	 _____________
"P'	 7	 _________________________ __________________
"R"	 2	 5	 3
()veral I a;era
1.1
2.1
1.4
2.1
EampIL 19
O.L
0
0
	
A	 h
traimlatiun, IO(IL!i
•rhe o1Telation betcen the styk and the conveyance of the intended meaning is
constanL here. Trans LT and "P". the most elegant, have been selected as the best in
uivin the intended meaning of the original. Trans "H" and "R. which are stylistically
aceptahk. come secoiid. Trans "A". the least elegant, has been selected as the worst
in giving the intended meaning ol' the original. l'he results of the last three
translations. hocver, are close to each other, I believe that the use of the simple
interro gative sirtletLire starting with Is it' in Trans "D" and "P' causes these two
translation to be chosen as the best in style and as best in giving the rhetorical purpose
nithe original.
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7.2.10. Reproof
Example 20:	 (V:!	 Sara 49:7
V
{ a4T1l Jp }[pE ]J i l.oJ.dg,
Parsing:
Conjunctive particle
c_Li: Doubly transitive verb in the imperative mood with the letter j
indicating plural as its faCil.
Particle of emphasis. This particle and the clause after it stand in place of the two
objects of the verb c.Li
Prepositional phrase, the fronted khabar of the particle .
Liii Jg.wj : This phrase is the noun of the particle .
Comment on the Example
This example exhibits non-canonical order. The /çjabar, the prepositional phrase
is fronted before the noun ofI the phrase Liii jj. Accordingly, the structure
of this clause is [1 + Kh + N]. The rhetorical purpose of this type of non-canonical
order is to indicate reproof to the believers who want the Messenger of Allah who is
among them to obey them (follow their opinions and desires), i.e. because the one
who is among them is the Messenger of Allah; they should follow him, not the
reverse. Az-ZamakharI, 	 1987:4/361) stresses this purpose when he says:
$ :1	 t1	 L :i
and fyou say, "What is the use offronting the Khabar of ,l before its noun ? ' I say:
"The purpose is to rebuke certain of the believers" [my translation].
This connotation cannot appear if the sentence is in its canonical order: [ji + N + J,
Lii	 ig..id. The meaning of this sentence is very simple. It is just to
tell them that the Messenger of Allah is among them and they have to obey him. It
conveys no impression of reproach, unlike the sentence which exhibits non-canonical
order. The difference between the two sentences is very clear. The meaning of the
sentence which exhibits non-canonical order can be glossed as ' because the
Messenger of Allah is among you, you should follow him', while the meaning of the
sentence which exhibits the canonical word order can be glossed as 'you know that the
Messenger of Allah is among you and you have to follow him'. The translator should
distinguish between these two meanings to give an accurate translation.
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Comment on the Translations: Sara 49: 7
1-Trans. "D"
Know that (God's apostle) is [among youj (363)
2- Trans. "A"
And know that [among youJ is (Allah's Messenger). (p. 1589)
3- Trans. "H"
And know that, [among you] there is (the Messenger ofAllah). (764)
4- Trans. "P"
And know that (the messenger ofAllah) is [among youJ. (369)
5- Trans."R"
And know that (an Apostle of God) is [among youJ(348)
a) General Analysis:
1-Linguistic Analysis
The term 'apostle' used in Trans "D" and "R" to represent the Arabic word j9..ij is
disputable. The word 'apostle' is a Biblical word (cf Webster's, 1979, Oxford, 1978)
and conveys specifically Christian connotations, unlike the word 'Messenger' (cf also
.lj_.a/Murâd, 1996, part 4, p. 23). One of the respondents recommends the word
"messenger" rather than the word "apostle". It is, however, worth noting that
'apostoles' (from which 'apostle' is derived) is the Greek for 'messenger'. This terms is
therefore etymologically correct. The structures 'the messenger of Allah', as rendered
by Trans "H" and "P", or 'an apostle of God', as rendered by Trans "R" sound
somewhat like a title (consider, for example, the King of Spain). The structure with
'there', as in Trans "H", is more common and informal than the one without 'there'.
It can be noticed in Trans "R" that the word 'Apostle' in this context is an indefinite
noun since it is preceded by the indefmite article 'an'. This actually changes the Arabic
meaning. It is true that the Arabic word is indefmite in form, but since it is annexed to
definite noun (to the word Allah ) it becomes defmite.
2- Descriptive Statistical Analysis
The number of words in Trans "H" is 11 words, while in Trans "P" and "R" are of 10
words each. Trans "A" contains 8 words. The number of words in Trans "D" is 7
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words. The mean number of all translations is 9.2. The standard deviation is ± 1
word. Consequently. Trans "H" is the most redundant while Trans "D" has the least
number of words (cj figure below):
Example verse 20
12
6 M
0 4
C.'.'
"A"	 l.II	 up	 "R"
translations codes
Comparison of the number of words of all translations
Opinions regarding the style of the five translations, can be analysed as fbllows
(numbers 1 & 2 represent the most elegant translation from a stylistic point of view.
Number 3 means that the translation is stylistically firIy acceptable, while numbers 4
& 5 represent the least elegant translation):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall
respondents	 respondents	 respondents	 averages
____________ answering I&2 answering 3
	 answering 4&5 _____________
"D"	 4	 4	 2	 3
"A"	 5	 4	 1	 '7
"H"	 4	 ____________ 4	 34
"P"	 4	 1	 5	 36
"R"	 3	 2	 5	 3.7
Example 20
As is noted from the above table and figure. Trans "A" and 'D" which are the least
wordy. are the most elegant. The other four translations, on the other hand. are close to
each other in style rating.
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b) Specific Analysis
The basic structure of Trans "D" is [T + R]. The genitive 'God's apostle' is fronted
before the prepositional phrase 'among you':
Know	 that	 God's apostle is	 among you
'do! you know'
finite! subject
	
predicator	 subject	 finite complement
It is observed that this clause starts with a verb. Halliday, (1985: 344-45) discusses
clauses of such structure. In a clause such as 'look at the way they cheated before',
Halliday mentions that depending on the context the clause may function congruently
as a request (op. cit.).
From a thematic point of view, clauses which have no subject or finite verb may be
considered as consisting of rhemes only while the thematic component of request will
be left implicit. Then analysis of the above clause will be as:
Know that God's apostle is among you
rheme
However, according to Halliday (1985 :49), "because of the strong association of first
position with thematic value in the clause, this structure has the effect of giving the
verb the status of a theme" (my emphasis). Here the theme is conflated with the
predicator instead of with subject, and less frequently, adjunct or complement. On the
basis of this, the above analysis will be modified to:
Know	 that God's apostle is among you
theme	 rheme
The structure here is in its unmarked status. The prepositional phrase in question
'among you' occurs at the end of the clause. Therefore, the meaning and the form of
the original has not been retained. The present canonical order of the English clause
does not represent the non-canonical order of the Arabic text. The structure of this
English clause would do so if the Arabic structure was [,T + N + J.
From a structural point of view, Trans "A" resembles the original text. The
prepositional phrase 'among you' (which is the khabar in the original text) is fronted in
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the translation before the genitive 'Allah's Messenger' (which is the noun of the
particle	 in the original). Thus, translation "A" succeeds in keeping the structure of
the source text roughly as that of the target text. But does this come at the expense of
the meaning? To answer this question we can start from Halliday's discussion of
clauses having this kind of structure.
Halliday (1985: pp. 6 1-62) discusses the theme in dependent clauses. He claims that if
the dependent clause is finite, it typically has a conjunction as structural theme (e.g.
'because', 'that', 'whether'), followed by a topical theme. In support of his claim,
Halliday gives different examples, among which are the following (1985: p.62):
They knew that in spring the snow would melt.
He left because his work was done.
In terms of theme, Halliday analyses these examples as follows:
[they knewl __________ ________________________
that	 in spring the snow would melt
structuraltopical	 ____________________________
theme	 rheme
[he left]	 ___________ ___________________________
because	 his work was done
structuraltopical	 ___________________________
theme	 rheme
In accordance with Halliday's analysis, the clause in question can be analysed as
follows:
[And know
that	 among you is the messenger of Allah
structural	 topical
theme	 rheme
The analysis shows that the prepositional phrase 'among you' has been placed in the
theme position. The phrase 'Allah's Messenger' has been put at the end of the clause as
is the case in the Arabic text. The unmarked structure of this clause is: And know that
Allah's Messenger is among you. The prepositional phrase 'among you' has been
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thematized in order to be highlighted. It can also bear the information focus because it
is new and also in contrast with 'Allah's Messenger'. I believe that this rendering
succeeds in transferring the form and the meaning of the original text.
Although the rendering of Trans "H" seems very similar to the one of Trans "A", the
analysis of this clause is different. The translators use the comma to separate the
information units. They seem to regard what precedes the comma as one information
unit, in which case it will be the theme of the clause. Trans "H" in this respect uses
rather odd punctuation:
I/And know that, II among you there is the Messenger of Allah II
[And know] that among you	 there	 is	 the	 Messenger of
________________	 Allah
__________________ adjunct 	 subject finite complement
________________ marked theme
	 rheme
structuraltopical	 __________________________________________
theme	 rheme
The form of this clause is also similar to the form of the original. To emphasise the
prepositional phrase 'among you', the translators here foregrounded it and made it
contrastive with the complement. I believe that the prepositional phrase 'among you' in
this clause is more emphasised because it is more marked than the prepositional
phrase in the clause given by Trans "A". The structure of this clause (and also of Trans
"A") corresponds to the structure of clauses cited by Halliday (1967c: p. 214) which
he gives as one example of marked theme:
II Tomorrow// John's taking me to the theatre//.
// That /11 don't know //
II These houses // my grandfather sold //
Therefore, I believe that this clause also transfers the meaning and the form of the
original.
As regards Trans "P", the order of the structure of the given clause is simple: [T + R].
This structure has been discussed in translation "D". In English this order is
unmarked, so it does not convey any rhetorical effect. The structure of this clause
suggests that it is a declarative which serves only to inform and remind the believers
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that the Messenger of Allah is among them. This meaning exactly equals that of the
Arabic sentence in its canonical order. Therefore 1 the form and the secondary meaning
of the Arabic non-canonical order have not been transferred.
Trans "R" has the same structure of that of Trans "D" and "P". Therefbre it does not
give either the form or the secondary meaning of the original. In the practical analysis,
also, all the results arc extremely close; no translation is strongly favoured over any
other. However, Trans "D" is slightly considered the best in relaying the rhetorical
force of the original. This analysis agrees also with the theoretical analysis in
considering Trans "P" and "R" as relatively the worst in transferring the intended
meaning. Consider the following results (Translations marked 'well' in respondents'
answers arc numbered 1 below. Translations marked 'neither well nor badly' are
numbered 2. while translations marked 'badly' are numbered 3):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
__________ answring 1
	 ansring 2	 answering 3
	 __________
"D"	 3	 6	 1	 16
__________ 5	 4	 1	 16
"H"	 4	 5	 1	 17
Up'1	 4	 5	 1	 17
"R"	 4	 4	 2	 1.8
Example 20
I	 I
n_
up.
translations codes
One of the respondents suggested the fbllowing translation:
Know that ills tilL' Mss.'ngi'r of God that, who is among you
It is true that, this cleft sentence, would more adequately convey the serc of reproof;
this is, however, could only be judged on the basis of a consideratiu.. of the wider
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context. Another respondent suggested the following translation which is also worth
considering:
And know that none other than the messenger of God is amongst you
The use of the negative phrase 'none other than' gives the same rhetorical effect of the
original, although there is an obvious change in form.
Finally, it is appropriate here to mention the following comments given by one of the
respondents: "It seems that, in this instance, the device of putting the predicate before
the subject emphasises the point in much the same way as it does in the original
Arabic".
7.2.11. Emphasis of Description
Example 21:	 (V:!jJ/6jj.i)Sâra 54:7
4io	 {:Y' )o ig-i-} [;tl	 U
Parsing
1a.: Hal (status).
jL: F6Ci1/ Subject of t..- humbled.
Verb in the imperfect mood, with	 LQp3	 as its subject.
: Prepositional phrase.
ç.S: The prefixed pronoun
	
is the noun of dts.
Predicate of tS.
4: Adjective.
Comment on the Example
The Hal the word 1th- downcast/humbled with its subject the word jL their
eyes are emphasised by putting them at the start of the sentence. This type of fronting
is used to describe the situation of the unbelievers on the Day of Judgement,
emphasising how downcast their eyes will be when they come forth from their graves.
The canonical order of the sentence is as the following:
-'
AzZajjâj (quoted in
	
.th/Ad-Darwi, 1992, V.9: p. 373) says:
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.U3 k1 l3.L	 4Lil
J Ati	 ç4.jLI
When active participles are put before plural [nouns], you can either put them in the
[masculine] singular as when you say	 ,fL_1.Lt. humbled their eyes or in the
singular feminine as ,	 or you can put them in the plural as Lt
Comment on the Translations: Sara 54:7
1-Trans. "D"
They shall come out from their graves with [downcast) eyes and rush towards him like
swarming locusts. (p. 374)
2- Trans. "A"
They will come forth, their eyes mumbled) from (their) graves (torpid) like locusts
scattered abroad.(p. 1649)
3- Trans. "H"
They will come forth, with [humbled) eyes from (their) graves as f they were locusts
spread abroad. (p. 789)
4- Trans. "P"
With downcast eyes, they come forth from the graves as they were locusts spread
abroad.(p. 379)
5- Trans. "R"
With downcast eyes shall they come forth from their graves, as f they were scattered
locusts.(p. 360)
a) General Analysis:
1- Linguistic Analysis
The structure of this Arabic sentence is relatively complicated; hence it is not easy to
transfer into the English language. The translators try to overcome this fact by adding
explanatory notes between brackets to help the reader to understand the intended
meaning while translating, as far as they are allowed by the syntactic and semantic
aspects of the target language, every word of the original into the English text. Trans
"D" adds the clause 'and rush towards him' with no obvious reason for doing so.
Besides the first letter of 'him' should be capitalised since it refers to Almighty Allah.
The word 'swarming' does not give the meaning of the Arabic word j'	 scattered.
Rather it suggests the opposite meaning which is êaL.a gathered. Trans "A" is better
than Trans "D" in giving the meaning of the original. However the use of the word
'torpid' is incorrect. First it is not in the original, and second the unbelievers will rise
up terrified and surprised (not torpid) from their graves. The use of the word 'abroad'
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at the end of Trans "A". "H" and "P" adds a sense of emphasis to the spread of
locusts. Trans "H". "P" and "R" transfer successfiilly the Arabic word ^ which
indicates emphasis and simile into English by the use of the clause 'as if they were'.
2- Descriptive Statistical Analysis
As the figure given below, indicates Trans "A" consisting of 27 words which is the
highest number among all translations. Trans "H" and "P" come ncxt with 25 words
each. Trans "R" consists of 22 words. Then comes Trans "D" with 20 words which is
the lowest number among all translations. The mean number of words in all
translations is 23.8. The standard deviation is ± 2 words. This calculation indicates
that Trans "A" is the most redundant, while Trans "D" is the least
Example verse 21
30
20
.c•;	
10
0
"D
	
"A"	 "H'•	 "P•1
translations codes
Comparison of the number of words of all translations
In considering the general stylistic aspects of the five translations, the questionnaire
results are as follows (numbers 1 & 2 represent the most elegant translation from a
stylistic point of view. Number 3 means that the translation is stylistically fairly
acceptable, while numbers 4 & 5 represent the least elegant translation):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
___________ answering l&2 answering 3	 answering 4&5 ___________
"D"	 6	 '	 '8
"A"	 6 ____________ 1	 3	 3
"H" -	 -	 4	 6	 4'
___________ 
3	 6	 1	 '9
_____________ 2	 4	 4	 3.6
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Example 21
4.5
4
' 3.5
5L
!
U'
2
1.5
I'
1
0.5
0
•A
translations codes
According to the above table and figure. Trans "D", which is the least wordy, and
Trans "A". which is the most wordy. and Trans "P" use an acceptable structure, while
Trans "H" and to lesser extent Trans "R" use a less acceptable structure.
b) Specific Anult'sis:
In consulting the questionnaire, the following results are obtained (Translations
marked 'well' in respondents' answers arc numbered I below. Translations marked
'neither well nor badly' are numbered 2. while a translations marked 'badly' are
numbered 3):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
__________ answering 1
	
answering 2
	 ansering 3	 __________
"D"	 6	 4	 -	 14
"A'	 5	 ___________ 3	 18
"H"	 3	 5	 ___________ 19
"P"	 5	 4	 1	 16
"R"	 3	 4	 3	 2
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1
Trans "D". which is the least wordy and most elegant. and "P", which is reasonable in
number of words and among the most elegant, succeed in, giving the intended
rhetorical f'orce. Irans "A". "H" and "R'. on the other hand. are less successful in
transferring the intended rhetorical purpose. It has been said above that in the Arabic
text, the complement the hal is emphasised by putting it at the beginning of the
sentence. If we observe our translations, we will find that Trans "D". and "H" use the
canonical English order when translating the above Arabic sentence. Therefore, the
complement in the English translation has no sense of emphasis. The parenthetic 'their
eyes humbled' in Trans "A" perhaps provides some emphasis. Trans "P" and "R". on
the other hand, take into account the emphasis of the complement in the Arabic
sentence: hence they try to retain this emphasis on the complement in the English
Sentence. They cia this by placing the complement 'with downcast eyes' at the
beginning of the sentence. This untypical/marked order, as Halliday indicates, gives
emphasis to the fronted element. In accordance with the Hallidayan analysis. the
English sentences given by Trans "P" and "R" can be analysed in a table as follows
(Halliday's example is provided for comparison):
Halliday's example (1975. p.
46)
Trans "P"
Trans "R"
Hailidayan analysis
on Saturday night 	 I lost my wife
with downcast eyes they conic forth
with downcast eyes shall they come forth...
marked theme	 rheme
This table shows that the analysis of Trans "P' and "R" is in harmony with Ha1lidas
analysis of sentences of similar structure. Thus both translations. Trans "F' and "R"
succeed in putting a sense of emphasis on the concerned complement. The phrase
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'with downcast eyes' is used to describe the situation of the unbelievers on the Day of
Judgement; to emphasise how downcast their eyes will be when they rise up from
their graves. From a theoretical point of view Trans "P" and "R' 1 ought to be the best
in giving the meaning of the original text, but this is, as pointed above, not how native
speakers regard them. The auxiliary-subject inversion 'should they come forth' in
Trans "R" is archaic. However, only this form really seems to me and also to one of
the respondents, "to place significant emphasis on the equivalent of lxi.t.- (in this case
with 'downcast eyes')". The use of the finite verb 'shall' plus auxiliary-subject
inversion gives more emphasis to the fronted phrase. It is as if the translator realises
that the emphasis of the complement in the Arabic sentence is very strong, so he adds
another element, beside fronting the complement phrase, in order to convey this
strength into his sentence and also to give a sense of futurity. Therefore, this
translation is the best, followed by Trans "P", in conveying the intended meaning of
the original sentence.
7.2.12. Scorn and disdain
Example 22:	 (r!:!jJI5jj.w)Sara 54:24
..4J.iJ9	 4•J II LI { dAU} Iiq tL0 [li..l] I9JLg.s,
Pjzrsin':
iU: L.b.l1: Conjunctive particle. it: Verb in the perfect with 	 jlj: as its
fiiCil/subj ect.
Z.i: : Interrogative particle.
	 Preposed object.
t: Fronted hal.
Adjective.
& 11 : Verb in the imperfect. Thefacil/subject is implicit and the suffixed pronoun is
the object.
Comment on the Example
The focus here lies on the object the word 	 a man. It is emphasised by placing it
before the verb and its subject	 we follow. The canonical order of the sentence is:
This emphasis, in the example exhibiting non-canonical order, indicates scorn or
disdain and surprise. The unbelievers' surprise stems from the fact that they scorn the
prophet because he is a man like (or among) them; therefore, how could he be sent to
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them? It is as if they are saying 'Do you want us to follow a man like (or among) us?
The prophet should be an angel not a human being'.
Comment on the Translations: Sara 54:24
1-Trans. "D"
They said: 'Are (we to follow) [a mortalJ who stands alone among us? That would
surely be error and madness'. (pp. 3 74-75)
2- Trans. "A"
For they said: "What! a man! a solitary one from among ourselves! Shall we follow
such a one? Truly should we then be in error and madness. (p. 1652)
3- Trans. "H"
For they said: "[A man!JAlone from among us, that (we are to follow)? Truly, then
we should be in error and distress or madness!". (p. 790)
4- Trans. "P"
For they said: Is it [a mortal manj alone among us, that (we are to follow)? then
indeed we should fall into error and madness. (p. 380)
5- Trans. "R"
And they said, 'Shall (we follow) [a single manJfrom among ourselves? Then verily
should we be in error and in folly'. (p. 361)
a) General Analysis
1- Linguistic Analysis
Unlike the other four translations, Trans "D" ignores the Arabic letter
Fd' which is used for recomencement. Trans "H" adds the word 'distress' which is not
in the source text. This is perhaps intended to give the full meaning of the word
but the Arabic word 'madness' or 'folly' as suggested by the other translations would be
adequate in this respect. In translating the Arabic word i, the word 'mortal' given
by some translations is better than the word 'man', since the former, as exactly the
word in the original text, gives a sense of generality (i.e. a human being whether man
or woman). Technically, however, 'mortal' as a noun might include animals as well as
human beings. Its use, therefore, involves the same translation loss (i.e. generalisation)
cf Hervey and Higgins, 1994: p. 95). However, the practical translation loss is not
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very great. since the word 'mortal' virtually always implies a human being. 'Verily in
Trans "R" is archaiclBiblicaL. as is the inversion 'should we be'.
2- Descriptive Statistical Analysis
The number of words in Trans "D" and "H" is 17. Trans "R" contains 16 words. Trans
"A" and "P" contain 15 words each. The mean number of words in all translations is
16 words. The standard deviation is ± 1 word. This indicates that Trans "D" and
"H" are the most redundant, whereas Trans "A" and "P" have the least number of
words (ci figure below).
translations codes
Comparison of the number of words of all translations
According to the questioned respondents. the style of the five translations can be
examined as follows (numbers 1 & 2 represent the most elegant translation from a
stylistic point of view. Number 3 means that the translation is stylistically fairly
acceptable. while numbers 4 & 5 represent the least elegant translation):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
____________ answering l&2 ansering 3
	 answering 4&5 _____________
___________ 1	 5	 4	 37
___________ 3
	
4	 3	 33
"H	 2	 4	 4	 3.6
______________ 5	 3	 2	 2.9
______________ S	 1	 1	 2.4
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Example 22
4
3
2
1
C 0
"D"	 "A"	 "H"	 "P"	 'B"
translations codes
The above table and figure, show that Trans "R" and also "P" read most naturally.
Trans "D". "A" and "H" read less naturally. In this respect, it is noted that when Trans
"P" and "R". which are rendered by English native speaking translators, do not make
use of markedly archaic language. they produce what is regarded by the questionnaire
respondents as a more elegant style.
b) SDecific Analysis
As pointed out earlier, in Arabic as well as in English. what follows the interrogative
particle is the element that falls within the scope of the interrogative. However, as can
be observed from the above example. the unbelievers have used the interrogative form
not to get a clear answer but to indicate their surprise and scorn at having a man as a
prophet. Their utter surprise and disdain are based on the man himself and not on the
verb that follows.
Trans " D" and "R" base the interrogativity on the verb and not on the noun 	 a
man, a fact which leads to a change in the intended meaning of the original text. This
means that these two translations fail adequately to indicate the rhetorical purpose of
the source text. Trans "A". "H" and "P'. on the other hand, are more successful.
because of the use of elements and forms which indicate the meaning of scorn as well
as exclamation based on the word 'man' itself. The use of'What' in Trans "A" is an
attempt to suggest these meanings (cf also Al-Malik, 1995: p. 184). Trans "A",
however, is staccato and inelegant. The repetition of'one' also reads poorly in English.
Of these three translations, Trans "P". through the use of cleft structure in the
interrogative form (is it...?), adequately succeeds in transferring the intended meaning
of the original and to a great extent in following the order of the original. However, it
sounds unnatural from the stylistic point of view. The most natural sounding
translations, Trans "D" and Trans "R" fail, from a theoretical point of view, to convey
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the rhetorical force. Trans "R", however, has been chosen in the questionnaire as the
most successful in transferring the intended meaning (Translations marked 'well' in
respondents' answers are numbered I below. Translations marked 'neither well nor
badly' are numbered 2. while translations marked 'badly' are numbered 3):
Trans.	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 Overall average
respondents	 respondents	 respondents
_____________ answering 1
	 answering 2	 answering 3	 _____________
"D"	 3	 4	 3	 2
"A"	 3	 5	 2	 19
"H"	 3	 5	 2	 19
___________ 4
	 5	 1	 17
_______________ 8
	 1	 1	 1.3
Example 22
2
1 .8
1.6
1.4
I. 1.2
ci 1
0.8
O.6
0
0.2
0
II	 fl	 II	
"R
translations codes
7 .3.
Conclusion
The present chapter has studied 22 Qur'anic verses from a general linguistic point of
view. It also has studied these examples in terms of the rhetorical purposes of non-
canonical word order. It has been found that the rhetorical use of non-canonical word
order creates a serious linguistic problem in the realm of translation. The secondary
meanings are not easily transferable from one language to another. Among other
findings in this chapter. the following can be highlighted:
- The success of translators in relaying the intended rhetorical force of non-canonical
word order in all examples, as the output of the results obtained from the
questionnaire, can be summarised as follows (cf appendix 2 section 1):
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Total Average
1.95
1 .9
si 1.85
1.8
1.75
; 1.7
2 1.65
1 .6
1.55
UDN	 NAN
	
.pa	 URN
translations codes
This figure shows that Trans "D" is overall the most successful in transferring the
rhetorical purposes of non-canonical word order in the 22 examples. This is followed
by Trans "A" and then Trans "P". Trans "R" and to an even greater extent Trans "H"
are the least successful.
2- The questionnaire consulted in this chapter also helps in giving a judgement
regarding the style of each translation (cf appendix 2 section 2). The following figure
illustrates the overall average of the degree of stylistic elegance of the five translations
of all examples as a result of the respondents' judgement:
A figure showing the overall average of the questionnaire's results regarding the
stylistic elegance of the five translations of all examples
This indicates that Trans "D" and "A" tend to produce stylistically more elegant
sentences than the other translations. The correlation between giving an elegant style
and conveying the intended meaning is obvious here. The above two figures show that
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the most elegant translations ("D" and "A") are the best in giving the intended
meaning of the original and vice versa. This judgement, however, may change if the
analysis is applied to a wider context.
3- As far as redundancy is concerned, it is noted that the more wordy a translation the
more circumlocutory (redundant) it is, in general, to be considered. In this respect,
Trans "H" is to be regarded as the most redundant, while Trans "P" and "R" are the
least redundant. The figure below shows the total average of the number of words in
22 examples in each translation. The last column shows the total average number of
words in all of the 22 Arabic examples:
Overall Average of N. of Words
A Figure showing a comparison between the number of words in the five translations
of the 22 examples.
The above figure also shows that English as a TL is more wordy than the original
Arabic as a SL (cf appendix 2 section 3). This is, however, natural because
translations are usually more wordy than the original'4.
4- Some Arabic terms are difficult to translate. This is mainly due to the cultural
perspectives of the Arabic terms. The best solution to this is to adopt the Arabic term,
but in the IL alphabet. This process, as has been pointed above, is called
transliteration, or more specifically in a translation context, this is a form of exoticism
(cf Hervey & Higgins, 1994: pp. 28; cf also p. 31). Then it is recommended that a full
explanation of the meaning and the cultural aspects of the Arabic terms be given in the
footnotes at the bottom of the page. Explaining these terms in the main text between
brackets is not recommended because this affects the comprehension of the reader (cf
the analysis in Examples 2 & 14). However, the over-use of exoticisms may cause an
alienating effect on the non-expert reader.
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8.0
Chapter layout
This final chapter consists of four sections. Section One is a preface to the chapter.
Section Two is an assessment of the validity of the hypotheses set forth in Chapter 1
(cf 1.4). Section Three states the additional findings that have been discovered in
conducting the study. Finally, Section Four makes recommendations related to the
translation of the meaning of the Holy Qur'ãn, and lists some areas for further
research that can be carried out using the proposed Hallidayan model.
8.1
Preface
Having conducted this study, I conclude that this subject is extremely complicated and
bifurcated. This is so partly because it is the first time a modern western model
(Halliday's systemic-functional model) has been applied Arabic non-canonical word
order within the sentence. It is also complicated because word order within the
sentence has been discussed from the point of view of a wide range different subjects:
Arabic syntax (grammar) and semantics (rhetoric) (Chapters 3 & 4), exegesis (Chapter
3), English syntax and semantics (Chapter 2), and translation (Chapters 6 & 7).
With regard to translation, the study has been based on a slightly modified Hallidayan
model proposed by the author in order to be applicable to Arabic as well as to the
English translations (cf Chapters 4 & 7). This modified model is not strange to those
who have studied systemic linguistics as presented in Halliday's functional grammar
(cf Chapter 2), as well as the TAGs' formal approach and TARS' pragmatic one (cf
Chapter 4 & also Chapter 5). The model takes from each approach what is suitable for
standard Arabic without contradicting the primary rules of traditional Arabic
grammar.
Though the applicability of this model to this topic proved sound and valid, there are,
as is the case with all models presented in this area, some shortcomings with regard to
the applicability of the proposed model to the Qur'anic text. Two of these are highly
significant. The first is that this model is based on the clause, while Qur'anic
discourse, as well as its translation, should be taken as residing in the whole text.
However, as Halliday points out (1985, p. xv & pp. xvi-xvii & p. xxii and elsewhere),
his model has a strong projection towards text. Thus, it aims at providing the
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reader/hearer with the necessary syntactic, semantic and textual information in order
to allow for the analysis not merely of isolated clauses, but of any given text into the
two main structures; thematic structure and information structure. The other
significant shortcoming is that this model is based on phonological constituency,
namely the organisation into higher units, the foot and the tone group, i.e. rhythm and
intonation. The basic assumption of this is that these units function in the expression
of meaning. This assumes that the reader/hearer of the given text should realise the
intonation and rhythm of the spoken text. This, however, is not such an automatic
matter as might be supposed.
In order to test the theoretical model with regard to the analysis of word order in
translation, a practical study was conducted of different examples of the Holy Qur'ân
with their translations taken from five different English translations. These
translations were also tested through ten English native speaker respondents. In this
respect, attention is drawn to the fact that this study is not based on the results of this
questionnaire; rather the questionnaire is to be regarded as indicative.
The remainder of this chapter will review the major arguments and hypotheses and
summarise the main findings of this thesis. It will also present some of my
recommendations and areas for further study. Since it is difficult to summarise all the
issues in this final chapter, I am going to mention the most significant issues from my
point of view first as a linguist and second as a translator.
8.2
Review of preposed hypotheses
I will try to present the review of the hypotheses proposed in the Introduction to this
study in a manner parallel to the order in which they were presented in the
introductory chapter. On the basis of the theoretical and the applied studies that have
been carried out, the status of the proposed hypotheses of this study are as follows.
8.2.1
The translation of the Qur'ân
1- The Holy Qur'ân is untranslatable. This is corroborated by the applied analysis
presented in Chapter 7. All the translations of the Qur'anic verses presented in this
chapter are debatable (cf also 6.5). This is partly because the Qur'ãn is a living
document. Each time one refers to it, one can find new meanings and fresh ways of
interpreting it. Translating the Qur'án into the same Arabic language, i.e. exegesis, let
alone translating it into another different language, is a type of questioning (cf 6.5).
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Nida (1964) contends that (a) there are no exact synonyms within a language; and (b)
there is no exact correspondence between related words in different languages. Since
this holds true for translation in general, how much truer it will be if the translated
text, to a large extent, attempts to relay the eloquence, composition and rhetoric, of the
Qur'anic text?
In this respect one can recall statements of two English translators of the Holy Qur'ãn
in regard to the translation of the Holy Qur'ân. Arberry (1991: p. xii) says: "I have
called my version an interpretation, conceding the orthodox claim that the Koran... is
untranslatable". Similarly Muhammad Pickthall (1994: p. vii) describes his rendering:
"the result is not the Glorious Qur'ãn", and he (op. cit.) points out that the translation
of the Holy Qur'ân "can never take the place of the Koran in Arabic". Finally, it must
be recognised that some features of Qur'anic style cannot be transferred: the rhythms,
the varying peaks of rhetorical emphasis, and the patterns of vowel change.
2- It was argued that the selected Arabic native translators are better than the non
Arabic native translators in transferring the intended meaning of the Arabic example.
According to the results obtained from the questionnaire, this hypothesis appears to be
largely valid. Out of the 22 examples Trans "D", which is rendered by an Arabic
native speaker, has been selected 9 times as the best translation in relaying the
intended meaning of the original with the total average of 1.7. Trans "A" comes next 6
times with a total average of 1.76. Trans "P" has been selected 3 times with a total
average of 1 .85 and Trans "R" also 3 times with an average of 1.9. Trans "H" comes
least, selected only twice with a total average of 1.94 (cj 7.3 number 1 and cf also
appendix 2 section 1). In this respect, it is worth mentioning that Dawood succeeds in
achieving his aim of conveying "the style, the meaning and rhetorical grandeur of the
original" in his rendering (cf 6.8.4).
Linked to this hypothesis, it was also argued that the selected non-Arabic native
translators, particularly the native English translators, produce more stylistically
acceptable sentences than the non English native translators do. On examination this
was found to be invalid. Out of the 22 translated examples, Trans "D" is selected 9
times as the best translation from a stylistic point of view with a total average of 2.86.
Trans "A" is also selected 9 times with a total average of 2.9. Much further down the
scale come Trans "P" is selected twice with a total average of 3.5, Trans "R" is
selected only once with a total average of 3.45 and fmally Trans "H" is also selected
once with a total average of 3.59 (cf 7.3 number 2 and cf also appendix 2 section 2).
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However, it should be noted that the judgement regarding the style and the intended
meaning may change if the test is applied to a wider context.
3- Cases of transfer of same meaning and similar form as the original into another
language are very rare. This is predictable from the fact that languages are different at
all levels: syntactic, semantic and phonological. Transferring the meaning and the
form of the original is similar to literal translation (cf 6.2.1), or semantic translation
as Newmark calls it, which "must not be avoided" (Newmark 1981, quoted in Hatim
and Mason 1992), but on condition that it gives all or at least most of, the semantic
and syntactic features of the original. Since this seems very difficult to achieve, the
hypothesis is corroborated.
4- The Arabic Qur'anic text expresses more emotive meaning than the English
translations. This is evident from both the theoretical and applied analysis. The
different rhetorical purposes discussed in Chapter Four are only emotional effects that
are intended to be conveyed to the listener. The difficulty in transferring these
emotional effects to English, as the analysis of the English translations of the Qur'anic
texts in the applied portion of the study shows, confirms this argument.
5- Prepositional phrases or adverbs are more commonly placed in the same position in
the target language as they are placed in the source language than are other elements.
This is evident from the theoretical analysis (cf 4.5.5.2. & 4.5.5.3.) and the applied
analysis in Chapter Seven (cf for example, Examples 4, 5, 7, 11, 16, 20, and 22). This
is because prepositional phrase and adverbs are more mobile, within the sentence,
than other elements in both Arabic and English1.
6- Transferring correctly and adequately the meaning of the source text results in a
more acceptable in translation than transferring, though correctly, only the form of the
original text. This is evident from the analysis of translations given in Chapter 7. In
comparing the results obtained by examining the rhetorical purpose of all translations
with the results obtained by examining the style of all translations, it is found that
there is a correlation between the meaning and the style. The translators who are more
successful in relaying the intended meaning of the original are also more successful in
producing sentences with a more elegant style. Consider, for instance, Trans "D" and
"A". As is mentioned in 2 above, the results of the questionnaires show that out of the
22 translated examples under consideration, Trans "D" and "A" have been selected
equally 9 times as giving a generally accepted translation. Trans "D" has a total
average of 2.86 and Trans "A" has a total average of 2.9. It is further noted that, in
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terms of relaying the intended meaning of the original, these two translations have
been also selected 9 and 6 times with a total average 1.7 and 1.76 respectively each.
Trans "H", on the other hand, has been selected once as the most elegant in style with
a total average of 3.59 and has been selected only twice with a total average of 1.94 as
best in relaying the intended meaning of the original.
7- In translation, transferring the basic/general meaning of a clause is easier than
transferring its secondary meaning/rhetorical purpose. This is evident by observing
that all translators succeed in giving the basic/general meaning of the source text;
whereas they less commonly succeed in giving the secondary meaning/rhetorical
purpose of the source text (cf Chapter 7).
8- The theoretical and practical analysis of a sentence, whether as ST or as TT, are not
necessarily identical. This is evident from the applied analysis of the study. It was
found that some of the respondents, especially non-experts, may not realise the reason
for the preposing of a particular constituent in the verse. This, however, does not
mean that the reason is not valid; rather it only means that in theory it is correct but in
practice it is not. In this respect consider, for instance, Example 7.2.7. In this example,
the theoretical analysis, based on Halliday's systemic model, concludes that Trans "P"
should be considered the best in transferring the rhetorical force of the original. The
practical analysis, based on the questionnaire results, show that Trans "D" is the best,
while Trans "P" comes third (cf also Examples 7.2.14, 15, 21 and 22).
9- The selected English native translators use archaic language more than the non-
English native translators. This is evident in the applied part of the study. In
considering the twenty two translated examples of all five translations in Chapter 7, it
is found that Trans "D" does not use any archaic word in translating the Qur'anic
verses. This is consistent with the translator's aim of producing a translation which
uses clear and simple English (cf 6.8.4). Trans "A", on the other hand, uses archaic
language in 8 examples out of 20 examples. Trans "H" uses archaic language in four
examples only. Both Trans "P" and "R" make wide use of archaic language; in 13
examples out of 20.
8.2.2
Halliday's model
10- The application of Halliday's model to a language of non-SVO word order, like
Arabic, is possible. This is evident from the theoretical and applied arguments
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presented in support of applying it to sentences of non-SVO word order (cf 5.4.1-5.8
cf also 7.2.4 Example 12 and 7.2.5 Example 15, cf N. 12 below).
11- Halliday's model can be used as a means to understand and analyse the
translations. This is evident from the applied arguments presented in Chapter 7. In
fact, analysing the source text as well as the target text in terms of thematic structure,
theme and rheme, and information structure, given and new according to Halliday's
analysis, helps greatly in judging the accuracy of a given translation. It assists, mainly,
in understanding the nature of the message. Applying Halliday's analysis to different
translations of the Qur'anic texts, in order to examine the process of translation,
proved to be possible.
12- Our modification of Halliday's model enables this model to be applicable to
sentences of VSO word order. This is evident from the analysis of Arabic data which
is carried out in Chapter Seven. According to Halliday, theme in English takes initial
position (cf 2.4.2.1); what comes first is either marked or unmarked theme. This also
is applicable to Arabic sentences, but the problem arises when one encounters
sentences of VSO word order which is extensively used in Arabic. English does not
have this word order (imperative clauses which thematize verbs are of a different
structure, cf 2.4.2.2.3). Therefore, in order to apply the Hallidayan thematic model to
VSO sentences, we should consider the verb as a rheme following in the steps of the
traditional Arab grammarians (TAGs). This is in line with the traditional (and also
modern) Arab grammarians who, together with the traditional (and also modern) Arab
rhetoricians, emphasise that the verb is the core of predication of the sentence in
Arabic; hence it should be rhematic since it says something about the theme.
13- Halliday's model is applicable to the Arabic nominal sentences or sentences
having SVO order. This is evident from the fact that the Arabic nominal sentence of
SP & SVO (nominal according to the Baran grammarians) word order is similar to
the English which is of SVO or SP word order language. (cf for example, Examples
7-2, 7-4, 7-5, 7-7, 7-16, 7-17 and 7-18).
8.2.3
Non-canonical word order
14- The VSO word order is the unmarked-or underlying- word order in Arabic. This is
evident from the analysis made in 4.2, 4.2.1. & 4.2.1.1. According to this analysis,
sentences of SVO word order (sentences with a preverbal noun) are regarded,
following in the steps of Kufan grammarian, as verbal sentences with a preposed
subject (cf 4.2.1 & 4.2.1.1).
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15- Arabic is not a free word order language; rather it exhibits a relatively flexible
word order. This is evident from Chapter Four. This chapter demonstrates that there
are some rules bounding the movement of the constituents within the sentence (cf for
example 4.3, 4.3.1 to 4.3.2.6). This indicates that the movement of the constituents
within the sentence is not free but relatively flexible.
16- There are some similarities between Al-JurjânI's model in his theory of çdi)t An-
Nazhrn and the modem functionalists' model, especially the model developed by
Halliday. This is evident in the analysis provided in Chapter Five. This comparative
chapter explained the resemblance of the views of the definition of language put
forward by Al-JurjânI and the modem functuionalists who both view language as a
means of communication (cf 5.2). The similarities between their views regarding
notions such as meaning, form, function and context (cf 5.3 & 5.5) were also pointed
out. Both Al-JurjânI and the functionalists share the basic assumption that the form of
an element within the sentence is influenced by its meaning (cf 5.3). The functional
aspects of Al-JurjânI's treatment of WO in interrogative (cf 5.4.1), negative (cf 5.4.2)
and declarative (cf 5.4.3) sentences were also noted (cf also 5.6.1.2, 5.6.1.2.1,
5.6.1.2.2 & 5.6.1.2.3). It was found that this treatment is, in many aspects, similar to
Halliday's treatment of sentences with different moods. It was also found that Al-
JurjãnI's treatment regarding informative speech matches that of Halliday regarding
the information structure of a sentence (cf 5.6.1.1). All of these corroborate this
hypothesis.
17- The form of a sentence is influenced by its meaning. This is also evident
throughout the theoretical and also the applied analysis. The notion that a difference in
form results in a difference in meaning is the basic tenet of Al-JurjãnIs theory (cf
5.3).
8.3.
Additional findings
In addition to the findings discussed in 8.2 above, other additional findings have been
identified which are related to the overall motivation of this study.
1- The first additional finding has to do with the extensiveness of subject as theme in
English. It has been noted that the occurrence of subject as theme or even in an initial
position in English is higher than in the Arabic. This, I believe, is due to two facts:
firstly Arabic is more flexible in thematizing other elements than English; secondly,
Arabic has two types of sentence VSO and SVO, in the former of which, the verb
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occurs in an initial position though it is still the rheme; whereas English has only one
type of sentence SVO where the subject is extensively thematized.
2- The second finding has to do with the primary and secondary meanings of the
Qur'anic utterances. It has been noted that it is very difficult for a translation to
capture both meanings. As is discussed in the applied analysis, the translator should
take these meanings rather than the form into primary consideration.
3- The third finding has to do with the information structure of the translation of the
Qur'anic clause when exhibits non-canonical word order. It is noted that the rhetorical
purpose of non-canonical word order can be captured if a reader of a translation of the
Holy Qur'an realises the intended intonation and stress of the spoken language.
4- The fourth finding has to do with the language of the Qur'anic translations. Most
renderings attempt to present the Qur'ân in 'religious' language. In English 'religious'
language is dominated by archaic Biblical style and conventions. As is claimed by
some respondents, among the reasons of not selecting Trans "P" and "R" as the best
translations from a stylistic point of view, in most examined examples, is the use of
archaic or religious language (cf Examples 7.2.6, 7.2.14, and 7.2.17; see also, for
comparison, Example 7.2.2).
5- The fifth finding has to do with regard the style of the translation. Here, attention is
drawn to the fact that the use of'religious'/'Biblical' language affects the style of the
English translation. Using easy, modem, and understandable language has more effect
on the reader than using archaic language.
6- The sixth fmding has to do with the translation of Arabic particles. The use of
particles is sometimes essential in conveying the rhetorical purpose of the word order
or, more generally, in conveying the effects that the Qur'anic text wants to achieve.
The following are some of these particles which have been used when rendering the
secondary meaning of the English text: "then", "so", "therefore" (cf Example 1 Trans.
"D", "A", "H", "P", and "R".), "then behold", "and lo" (çf Example 2, Trans. "A", "P",
and "R".), "nay but", "nay rather" (cf Example 3, Trans. "D", "A", "H", and "P".),
"such" (cf Example 4, Trans. "D", "A", "H", and "P".) "also" "too", and "and indeed"
(cf Example 8, Trans. "D", "A", "H", and "R".). These particles have been used
effectively by translators in an attempt to indicate a secondary meaning. The opposite,
i.e. the failure of translators to use such particles has been also noted. To clarif' this
point, consider the following example (Example 1 in Chapter 7):
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occurs in an initial position though it is still the rheme; whereas English has only one
type of sentence SVO where the subject is extensively thematized.
2- The second finding has to do with the primary and secondary meanings of the
Qur'anic utterances. It has been noted that it is very difficult for a translation to
capture both meanings. As is discussed in the applied analysis, the translator should
take these meanings rather than the form into primary consideration.
3- The third finding has to do with the information structure of the translation of the
Qur'anic clause when exhibits non-canonical word order. It is noted that the rhetorical
purpose of non-canonical word order can be captured if a reader of a translation of the
Holy Qur'ân realises the intended intonation and stress of the spoken language (cf
Example 1 and Trans "P" & "R" in Example 18).
4- The fourth finding has to do with the language of the Qur'anic translations. Most
renderings attempt to present the Qur'ân in 'religious' language. In English 'religious'
language is dominated by archaic Biblical style and conventions. As is claimed by
some respondents, among the reasons of not selecting Trans "P" and "R" as the best
translations from a stylistic point of view, in most examined examples, is the use of
archaic or religious language (cf Examples 7.2.6, 7.2.14, and 7.2.17; see also, for
comparison, Example 7.2.2).
5- The fifth finding has to do with regard the style of the translation. Here, attention is
drawn to the fact that the use of'religious'/'Biblical' language affects the style of the
English translation. Using easy, modern, and understandable language has more effect
on the reader than using archaic language.
6- The sixth fmding has to do with the translation of Arabic particles. The use of
particles is sometimes essential in conveying the rhetorical purpose of the word order
or, more generally, in conveying the effects that the Qur'anic text wants to achieve.
The following are some of these particles which have been used when rendering the
secondary meaning of the English text: "then", "so", "therefore" (cf Example 1 Trans.
"D", "A", "I-I", "P", and "R".), "then behold", "and b' (cf Example 2, Trans. "A", "P",
and "R".), "nay but", "nay rather" (cf Example 3, Trans. "D", "A", "H", and "P".),
"such" (cf Example 4, Trans. "D", "A", "H", and "P".) "also" "too", and "and indeed"
(cf Example 8, Trans. "D", "A", "H", and "R".). These particles have been used
effectively by translators in an attempt to indicate a secondary meaning. The opposite,
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they do not fit in with this definition as will be shown later ui this study. See also
footnote 27
39-
 Halliday (1985: pp. 45-47) points out that in a declarative sentence the theme
functioning as a subject is of three types: nominal groups with pronouns, 'I,' 'you,' 'we,'
'he,' 'she,' 'they,' 'it,' 'there'. The second type is the nominal groups with common noun
or proper noun. The third type is referred to as nomnalizations. The following three
examples given be Halliday (op. cit.) represent each type respectively: (the theme-
rheme boundary is shown by II):
e.g. of the type one: I I/had a little nut-three
e.g. of type two: Mary I/had a little lamb.
e.g. of the type three: what I want//is a proper cup of coffee.
Notes to Chapter Three
- Ibn As-Sarrâj also believes that it is not permissible to front the antecedent before
the relative noun. Therefore he claims that there is ellipsis in this verse. The complete
clause is	 4..	 tSg ( j..iI ,_ lJIbn As-Sarráj, 1988, vol. 2: p.
224):
JL &i L4\.	 1 'J"	 Dj	 tS 1t
.'c
-"	
'	 9	 -'- "JI	 4	 4t.S9'
	
@J 4i	 J	 j
2.. Al-MubarrId	 vol.4: p. 170) points out that the hal cannot be fronted when its
governor is something other than the verb:
LLA c'	 JJ . i	 çJ Dt:L4	 J J% J4LJI
Lth Lt	 :J j	 .tj U^	 Ji
If the jovernor is something other than tle verb, the hal cannot precede its governor,
because this is a thing cannot be done with the object. This is like your saying "Zayd
is, at home, standing ', but do not say 'Zayd is standing at home'.
3 It is interesting that in all these three examples the preposed object is a pronoun
suffixed to L.
4 Simply put, the notion of Na:hm is mainly based on	 form and	 meaning
and whether the rhetoric (and eloquence) is based on the form, the meaning or both. It
is on these points that most rhetorical discussions in Arabic rhetoric were concentrated
up to the fifth century (11th century AD.). Al-JurjânI subsequently established his
theory of c
	
An-Nazhm, which can be defined as the production of speech, its
ordering according to the rules of grammar, and the relating of words and clauses to
each other. (cf Chpter 7.).
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5- Because of the academic nature of this work, this study has been conducted on
different Qur'anic clauses with their translations according to the different types and
rhetorical purposes of non-canonical word order. On the basis of this, it is
recommended to conduct a study on the entire Qur'anic text as a unit. It is also
recommended, given that this study limits itself to the study of word order within the
sentence, to study sentence order within the text.
6- It is recommended to expand the questionnaire established for this study to include
larger parts of the Qur'anic discourse. It is also recommended to question a larger
number of respondents in order to get a more reliable and valid results.
7- It is recommended to study other existing translations, such as the one made by Al-
Khatlb and that of Arberry as well as the popular old translation made by Sale, which
is considered as the basic reference for most English translations (cf 6.6).
8- This work is mainly devoted to the study of the rhetorical purposes of non-
canonical word order in the Qur'anic text and to providing a practical means of
testing, treating and dealing with this topic in the translation of the meanings of the
Holy Qur'an. Other rhetorical purposes of other linguistic topics and features of the
Qur'anic text, such as ellipsis, conjunctions, disjunctions, and definite and indefinite
sentences, should also be investigated.
9- The applicability of Halliday's model to Arabic needs to be tested with regard to
topics other than non-canonical word order.
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Notes to Chapter Two
L Firth is considered the outstanding teacher of Halliday. His teachings and ideas,
with insights from other linguistic schools and trends including Prague school
functionalism, are the main element in Halliday's early thinking, which later on was
developed by him to establish his systemic model. For this reason the term neo-
Firthian has been applied to Halliday (Monaghan, 1979).
2.. From a historical point of view, functionalism came to existence before the second
world war and more precisely with the establishment of what is now known as the
Prague school or the Cercle Linguistigue de Prague which was founded in 1926 by
Vilem Mathesius (1882-1946, cf Crystal, 1991: p. 272). Functionalism, in fact,
represents a special trend within Structuralism in modern linguistics. Structuralism
can be defined as a trend of linguistics which pays explicit attention to the way in
which linguistic features can be described in terms of structures and systems. It is
concerned with the analysis of the relationships between the units of language as a
hierarchically arranged whole (Trinka et al, 1964). Within Structuralism one may
distinguish between three major sub-trends: Hjelmslev's (1899-1965) glossematics,
Bloomfield's (1 887-1949) descriptive linguistics, and Mathesius' (1882-1946)
functional linguistics (see	 ,ti.Jl/A1-I-Jannó.s, 1980: pp. 85-102)
3.. Halliday uses the term system to mean "a set of options together with an entry
condition",( 1969: p. 253). Elsewhere he defines it as "a set of options in a stated
environment; in )ther words, a choice, together with a condition of entry" (1974c: p.
45).
4- The output of these three functions, i.e. The ideational, interpersonal and the textual
are, to a large extent similar, to the output of Al- JurjánI's theory of (c.Y1iJl An-Nazhm
(1984, cf also Chapter 3 Section 3.1.1. & Chapter 5). Simply, as explained before, the
theory explains how to use language and choose words to influence the attitudes and
behaviour of the receiver plus how to arrange the chosen words in a linear form and
make them relevant to the context.
- Over the years Halliday has assigned the Logical function to different niches within
his grammar. In his 1967-68 model there were three essential functions of Language at
the outset, i.e. experiential, interpersonal, and discoursal, but in his conclusions
(1968a: pp. 207-209) and in (1969: p. 249) he adds the logical component as a fourth
one "At the same time it is useful to recognise a fourth component, the logical..."
(1969: p. 249). Also in the (1969: p. 249) the discoursal function becomes the
intertextual function (81). The 1974 article, which discusses the components and their
functions in greater theoretical detail, Halliday makes no mention of the logical
function. By 1977, both the experiential and the lo gical have been included under
what he calls theideational function.(see Halliday, 1971b: p. 106, 1972: p. 99 and
1977: p. 176-78).
6 Morley (1985: p. 64) points out that a sentence such as 'The porters may have
forgotten the keys and gone back for them,' can be analyzed in the light of these
functions as the following:
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experiential:
1-The porters have forgotten the keys'.
2-'The porters have gone back for the keys'.
logical:
'and'
interpersonal:
'may'
textual:
deletion in second clause of subject and auxiliary verb, 'The porters have'.
deletion in second clause of'may'.
substitution in second clause of'them for the keys'.
For more exposition of the three functions of language discussed by Halliday, see
Morley (1985 ).
7 Halliday (l970c: p. 228) gives two types of speech functions. These are:
1-Major speech functions:
statements; wh-questions; yes/no questions; commands.
2-Minor speech functions:
responses; exclamations; vocative
8 Dik, for example, says "The primary function of a language is communication".
(Dik, 1985: p. 5)
9.. The term 'function' is used by Hjelmslev (1943, and 1961: pp. 33-34) to refer to
function of language taking into consideration the context of situation that the
language functions in.
1O A number of other Prague scholars who have discussed FSP are Von Der, Benes,
Dokulil, Herman Paul, Dubsky, Dvorakova, P. Wegner, Hausenblas, and Novak (cf
Vachek, 1966:93). See also, as functionalists, Halliday (1974) and Dik (1981).
11 Firbas says in the preface of his book FSP: "Let me mention at least Professor
Josef Vachek, my teacher, who suggested to me the terms 'functional sentence
perspective' an 'communicative dynamism, subsequently used by me..." (Firbas,
1992: p. xii).
12 Crystal (1985: p. 238) defines prosodic feature as a term used in phonology to
refer to variations in pitch, loudness , tempo and rhythm (see Firbas, 1992a: p. 169).
l3 Mathesius' article 'on so-cal/ed Functional Sentence Perspective,' published in
Czech in 1939 and reprinted, again in Czech, in 1947, through which he contrasts
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functional sentence perspective with formal sentence perspective, explaining that,
where the latter is concerned with the sentence in terms of its grammatical elements,
the former is concerned with the means by which the sentence is incorporated into the
context from which it arises. The basic elements of FSP, for Mathesius, are the theme
and the rheme of the utterance.
14.. Some functionalists especially in America use the terms topic and comment to
refer to theme and rheme, respectively, (see Halliday's Introduction to Functional
Grammar, 1985). Later Praguians used the terms theme and rheme to refer to
Mathesius' terms foundation and core respectively. Historically, The term rheme goes
back to the Greek word 'rhema' which means ("what is said"). It is employed by
Praguians to refer to the information which the speaker wishes to communicate (cf
Kress, 1977: p. 507).
15 Mathesius' definition of theme and rheme in terms of given and new information
is modified by later Praguians. Firbas' concept of Communicative Dynamism is the
most significant of these modifications. Firbas, on the other hand, defmes theme and
rheme in terms other than given and new information (cf Adjemian, 1978: p. 265).
16.. Mathesius equates his term theme (tema) with the more traditional term
psychological subject, and rheme with psychological predicate, citing extensive
literature on the subject written in the 18th century, especially during the third quarter.
Mathesius objects to the earlier terms both because of possible confusion with the
grammatical subject and also because they connote a psychological orientation which
he feels tends to place the issue outside the scope of linguistics, where he believes it
belongs.
1 7 Halliday considers any form of the verb 'be' to fall outside the theme-rheme
structure. Thus in a sentence such as 'The way Dinah washed her children's faces was
this,' 'was' separates the theme from the rheme. This means that 'The way Dinah
washed her children's faces' is the theme while 'this' is the rheme (cf Halliday, 1985:
p. 42).
l8_ Afier 23 years, although Mathesius (1939) points out that not allthemes are
associated with the known information, Travnicek (1962) objects to Mathesius
associating the theme with knownlgiven information. In this respect, Travnicek
considers that Mathesius has narrowed the concept of theme and made it difficult to
include the sentences that do not convey known information. Moreover, Travnicek
considers that the sentences that have themes coincide with known information as one
type of theme:
The essential feature of the sentence's theme is something other than
giveness with respect to the preceding sentence-some larger principle than
giveness. The latter is only one type of theme, but not the only type
(Travnicek: 1962, translation quoted in Vasconcellos, Appendix 111, pp.
229-249).
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19 Mathesius (1939) calls that theme which coincides with the given or known
information and occupies the beginning of the utterance as having the objective order.
This type of theme is what Travnicek (1962) termed the objective theme.
20 This symbol /1 stands for the information unit boundary, cf Jin Soon Cha's,
Linguistic Cohesion in Texts. P. 250. On the other hand, the letter (C) stands for Czech,
(G) for grammatical translation and (E) for English.
21 Mathesius justifies his choice of the terms objective and subjective order, saying
that the former indicates that the speaker 'pays regard to the hearer', while the former,
in which the rheme of the utterance comes first and the theme follows, indicates that
the speaker 'pays no regard to the hearer', because he starts from what is most
important for himself(cf Mathesius, 1961: p. 156). Mathesius evaluates the objective
order as unmarked and the subjective as marked (cf Firbas, 1992b: p. 121). See
footnote 22.
22.. Mathesius (1961: p. 156) says: "The usual position of the theme of an utterance is
the beginning of the sentence, whereas the rheme occupies a later position, i.e. we
proceed from what is already known to what is being made known. We have called
this order objective, since it pays regard to the hearer. The reversed order, in which the
rheme of the utterance comes first and the theme follows, is subjective."
23.. This coincide with the traditional Arab linguists who contend that what is taken
from its canonical place and placed first should indicate a rhetorical purpose;
emphasis is the common one; for example, cf SIbawayh	 1983: vol. 1, p. 34)
and Al-Jurjâni	 1984: pp. 106-107 & elsewhere, cf also Chapter 3 Section
2.3.1. & Chapter 4).
24 Mathesius comments on this point indicating that the independent indicative
sentence is the most frequent type in spoken language and in simple written texts
(1939: p. 242).
25 Mathesius points out that in Czech, the order of these two objects in the sentence
depends on which of them constitutes the rheme of the sentence. Thus in a sentence
such as Ja 'jsem pujcil svou Karlovi [I lent my book to Charles], 'Charles' is the rheme
of the sentence if this sentence is an answer to a question such as Komu jsi pujcil tu
knihu? [Who did you lend the book to?]. Hence the dative object follows the
accusative. But if the question is Kterou knihujsi Karlovipujcil? [Which book did
you lend to Charles?] and the answer is Ja' jsem pujcil Karlovi Wrightovu
staroanglickou gramatiku [I lent Charles Wright's Old English grammar], then the
rheme is the accusative object 'Wright's Old English grammar' which in this case
follows the dative object Charles. Thus the position of such objects differ according to
which of them constitute the rheme. (for more exposition, cf Mathesius, 1961: p.
157).
26 Mathesius (1961: p. 158) indicates that it is possible, here in the above example,
to put the adverb at the beginning of the sentence to be 'On the plain of Caraci in
returning,' etc., but this order is rejected from a rhythmic point of view.
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27-Firbas (1992a: pp. 169-177) distinguishes two types of sentence elements in
relation to context: Context-dependent elements and context-independent elements.
Firbas (1992a: p. 169) cites the following two brief passages from Katherine
Mansfield's short story At the Bay to illustrate these notions:
Be?)'! stepped over the window, crossed the verandah, ran down the
grass to the gate.
2-
[...and a very gay figure walked down the path to the gate.] It was
Alice, the servant girl, dressed for her afternoon out.
Firbas points out that the notions 'the window', 'the verandah', 'the grass', 'the gate' and
'Alice, the servant girl' are mentioned in the preceding context. They have become
items of common knowledge shared by the writer/producer and the reader/receiver. In
other words, they are old (given, known) information. Therefore, they are retrievable
from the context and in that sense dependent on it. However, at the same time, the
elements of the context are produced to convey new (unknown) information. They tell
the reader the place Beryl ran to (the gate) and how she got there (over the window,
across the verandah and down the grass), and who was just coming down the path
(Alice). In this sense, all this information is irretrievable from the immediately
relevant context and is in this respect context-independent. Consequently, context-
dependent elements as they convey old information will carry the lowest degrees of
CD in the sentence in which they occur (regardless of their position in the sentence,
pronouns are inherently context-dependent elements). Context-independent elements,
on the other hand, being independent of context and conveying new information, will
carry the highest degrees of CD in the sentence in which they occur (1992a: pp. 169-
71).
According to Firbas (1992a: pp. 169-72) contexts can be subclassified into three
types:
1-The immediate relevant preceding verbal context. i.e. old (given) information. Prior
mention of elements.
2- The immediate relevant situational context. This is constituted by two types of
referent: (1) by objects that are of immediate concern both to the producer and to the
receiver of the message. Firbas (1992a: p. 170) gives an illustrative example,
regarding two friends who saw a fierce dog, which naturally becomes the object of
their immediate concern (utterance). One of the friends says to the other: "I do hope he
v,on't bite us". Firbas continues that the speaker here uses the pronoun 'he' to express a
referent that is retrievable from the situational context that has become immediately
relevant. (2) The other type of referent that constitutes the situational context is
objects that are permanently present irrespective of time and place. This type includes
the producer of the message and its receiver, people in general, nature in general and
the gien situation itself, expressed in a general way. In other words, these referents
are generally expressed by pronominal forms, such as 'I.' 'you,' 'one,' 'man,' 'it' and,
rthere! (cf op. cit.: pp. 169-171).
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3- Context of experience which is provided by common knowledge shared by the
producer and the receiver of the message.
As regards the semantic factor, Firbas (1992a: p. 173) argues that a context-
independent element expressing a phenomenon appearing or existing on the scene is
communicatively more important in completing the development of the
communication and, therefore, conveys a higher degree of CD than an element merely
expressing the appearance or existence on the scene: "It in fact completes the
development of the communication and therefore carries the highest degree of CD"
(op. cit.).
In, for instance, 'Peter flew to Edinburgh yesterday', only 'Peter' is old information or
more precisely context-dependent. In expressing a context-independent notion of the
purpose of a motion it takes the development of the communication further than the
verb, which in its turn expresses the motion itself. This view justifies why the
adverbial 'to Edinburgh' exceeds the verb in CD.
Furthermore, Firbas argues that in regard to the development of the communication,
the verb (or its notional component) performs one of two communicative roles (i.e.
dynamic semantic functions): either the presentation function (Pr) or the quality
function (Q). Consider the following example from Firbas (1992a: p. 174):
3-Then Peter came into the room.
If only 'into the room' is context-dependent, Firbas says, then the verb 'came' performs
the Pr-function and perspective the sentence to the subject 'Peter'. In this respect, the
subject performs the dynamic semantic function of expressing the phenomenon which
comes into existence (Ph), while the adverbial 'into the room' performs the dynamic
semantic function of expressing background information, i.e. a setting (Set).
But if 'Peter' in the above example is the only context-dependent element, Firbas
continues, the verb perspectives the communication away from the subject. It assigns
a quality to the phenomenon expressed by the subject. In this respect, the verb
performs the Q-function and perspectives the sentence to the adverbial 'into the room'.
This indicates that the subject performs the dynamic semantic function of expressing
the bearer of a quality (B). The adverbial, on the other hand, performs the dynamic
semantic function of expressing a specification (Sp). These notions can be further
explained by reconsidering the above example, reproduced here as 4 and 5 for
convenience:
4- Peter came into the room ('into the room' is context-dependent)
Ph	 Pr	 Set
The presentation function (Ph) (i.e. the scene precedes the phenomenon appearing or
existing on it (Set). The process of appearance (Pr) comes before the appearing
phenomenon (Set), but after the presentation function (Ph).
5- Peter came into the room ('Peter' is context-dependent)
B	 Q	 Sp
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The quality (i.e. the verb, 'came') presupposes the existence of a quality bearer which
is expressed by the subject 'Peter' (B=Peter). The quality element carries a lower
degree of CD than the element expressing the quality. The element carrying the
highest degree of CD may be regarded as specification (i.e. the adverbial, 'into the
room').
These observations by Firbas (1992a: pp. 174-75) point to two scales of dynamic
semantic functions: The Presentation Scale (Set - Pr - Ph) and the Quality Scale (Set -
B - Q - Sp - F[urther]Sp). These two semantic scales can be fused into one semantic
scale: (Set - Pr - Ph - B - Q - Sp - FSp).
28.. Sgall et al (1973: pp. 50-51) argue that, in simple cases, the elements that are
necessarily present in the question belong to the theme (their term is topic.) while
those that cannot be in the question belong to the rheme (their term is comment.) and
the elements that may, but need not necessarily, be present in the question belong to
the so-called transition. Thus the following example, 'Father reads a book', they say,
can be an answer to the question 'What does father read?' rWhat does father do?'- but
not the question 'Who reads a book?' (because in answering this question the word
'Father' would have to bear the intonation centre), nor to 'What does Father do with a
book?' These questions to which the given sentence can be an answer determine the
word 'Father' (present in all appropriate questions) as the theme (topic), the phrase 'a
book' (excluded from the appropriate questions) as the rheme (comment) and the verb
as the transition (op. cit.).
29.. In a private communication between Halliday and Abercrombie, the term 'salient'
is suggested by the latter in preference to 'stressed', because 'stressed' may mean so
many different things that its use here could be confusing (Halliday, 1970c: p. 214,
and 1967: p. 12).
30 Halliday points out that in order to have a pretonic, there must be a foot before the
tonic carries a salient syllable. Thus in an example such as:
6) it's /Arthur
there is no pretonic, even though the tonic begins at 'Arthur,' and that because there is
no salient syllable before the tonic. The syllable 'it's,' in this example could be
regarded as a foot with a silent beat. If it is so, the tone group is beginning on a weak
syllable and this will be marked as a silent beat with a caret as the following:
7) f/A it's /Arthur//
For more exposition in this point see Halliday (1970c: p. 218) and Butler, (1985: p.
140).
31.. Choosing a single element as a focus in the information unit corresponds to Ladd's
term 'narrow' focus, while choosing the unit as a whole corresponds to 'broad' focus
(cf Ladd, 1978[1980]: pp. 77-78). He considers that Halliday's formulation is the
more nearly correct (op. cit.: p. 77).
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32 Halliday (1985: P. 277) points out that contrastive emphasis, which is frequently
used in dialogue, is considered one form of'newness', e.g.
8)1/you can I go if you / like I/I'm not I going/I
33 To explain this further, one can say that the terms 'given' and 'new', according to
Halliday, need not necessarily to be interpreted as 'mentioned' and 'not mentioned' in
the preceding discourse, but, as what has been presented by the speaker, as
'recoverable' and non-recoverable' from the preceding discourse:
1-
• . the given is offered as recoverable anaphorically or situationally
(Halliday, 1967a: p. 211).
2-
the speaker signals as being 'new': that is, that he explicitly offers as non-
recoverable information (Halliday, 1970b: p. 354)
34 Phoricity can be achieved through ellipsis amongst other means (such as
demonstrative pronouns, see Halliday 1985: p. 275).
35 It is, however, observed, though this is rare, that the marked focus appears in the
final position. Consider, for instance (e.g. 11) in the following:
9) John painted the shed.
10)John Painted the shed.
11)John painted the Shed.
example 11 could imply a general question 'what did John do?', as well as specific on
'what did John paint?'
36.. Halliday's point of view to the theme to be sentence initial element appears to be
very close to Tranvicek's view (1962). For Travnicek, the theme is always in initial
position.
37 As is mentioned before, the Prague school linguists and some American linguists
(e.g. Hinds, 1974) define 'theme' as the part of the sentence conveying old information
while 'rheme' is the part of the sentence that conveying new information. Another
group of linguists (Chomsky, 1965, Chao, 1968, including Halliday, 1967 & 68)
define 'theme' as the sentence initial element and the 'rheme' as the remainder of the
sentence. As a matter of fact, Halliday tries to defme 'theme' both ways though he
contends that 'theme' is sentence initial element (cf Siewierska, 1988). In his
Introduction to Functional Grammar (1985: p. 38), Halliday says "...a clause consists
of a Theme accompanied by a Rheme; and the structure is expressed by the order-
whatever is chosen as the Theme is put first"
38.. This may apply to English and perhaps other languages which have noun-initial
(subject or object) basic word order. As for verb-initial order languages e.g. Arabic,
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they do not fit in with this definition as will be shown later in this study. See also
footnote 27
39- Halliday (1985: PP. 45-47) points out that in a declarative sentence the theme
functioning as a subject is of three types: nominal groups with pronouns, 'I,' 'you,' 'we,'
'he,' 'she,' 'they,' 'it,' 'there'. The second type is the nominal groups with common noun
or proper noun. The third type is referred to as nomnalizations. The following three
examples given be Halliday (op. cit.) represent each type respectively: (the theme-
rheme boundary is shown by II):
e.g. of the type one: I I/had a little nut-three
e.g. of type two: Mary I/had a little lamb.
e.g. of the type three: what I want I/is a proper cup of coffee.
Notes to Chapter Three
1.. Ibn As-Sarrâj also believes that it is not permissible to front the antecedent before
the relative noun. Therefore he claims that there is ellipsis in this verse. The complete
clause is	 4..	 tS3	 IJIbn As-Sarráj, 1988, vol. 2: p.
224):
JLa &i La	 1_	 "$th'	 bj 31 )tS	 t.Lil
4	 3. . .LLfl	 ' L.L	 -- "-
)— 4J	 4 113	 "..jJJl	 ô	 tS" J!3UJI
___	 J.9. ..9k9
2 Al-MubarrId (p.tl, vol.4: p. 170) points out that the hal cannot be fronted when its
governor is something other than the verb:
,L2I LL	 Ji . tT	 b2.4	 f. J4t	 )t M
If the governor is something other than the verb, the hal cannot precede its governor,
because this is a thing cannot be done with the object. This is like your saying "Zayd
is, at home, standing', but do not say 'Zayd is standin. at home'.
3 It is interesting that in all these three examples the preposed object is a pronoun
suffixed to t...
4 Simply put, the notion of Nahm is mainly based on JI.bi form and	 meaning
and whether the rhetoric (and eloquence) is based on the form, the meaning or both. It
is on these points that most rhetorical discussions in Arabic rhetoric were concentrated
up to the fifth century (11th century AD.). Al-JurjânI subsequently established his
theory of
	
An-Na:hnz, which can be defined as the production of speech, its
ordering according to the rules of grammar. and the relating of words and clauses to
each other. (cf Chpter 7.).
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- lbn Al-AthIr	 1983, v.2: P. 241) rejects Az-Zamaaris claim that the
reason for fronting the objects in these two clauses is particularization. He (j
op. cit.) says:
.t•-
N	 '-4 '
iL L	 JL 4JJ La	 J j
A:-Zamakh.ari has stated in his commentary that fronting in here [i.e. in this verse]
is meant for particularization. But this is not the case. Fronting has not been used for
particularization but in order to keep the rhyme of the discourse; f He were to say.
/ ''LtLJJjL' 4f , this would not be as eloquent as His saying:
6.. During the period of Ibn Al-AthIr and the beginning of Arabic grammar and
rhetoric there was no clear distinction between certain linguistic terms. The distinction
between	 the adverbial and jj4	 t3i the prepositional phrase is a case in
this point. Ibn Al-AthIr, for example uses the term JiJ adverb, in certain cases, to
mean	 jtJl prepositional phrase and vice versa.
Notes to Chapter Four
1 Süra 2 verse 87 (2:87).
2 According To TAGs the passive participle equals the verb in its passive voice in
meaning and fttnction. Typically, what occurs after the passive participle and the
passive verb is the pro-agent in the nominative case (see	 /Ibn caqIl, vol. 2:
p. 355):
1-ijJ •:j•
The two Zayds are beaten
2-ai
Are the two Zayds beaten
3. As a matter of fact examples 4-25 and 4-26 can be analyzed according to some
grammarians in other way. cabduh Ar-Rajihi (L,1J1, 1985: pp. 82-85) and Bakr
(L, 1985, vol. 2: p. 42) as modern grammarians and also many others, argue that the
first element of such sentences (excluding the interrogative particle) is a fronted
fabar/rheme and what follows is a mubtada'Itheme. As for Ar-Rajihi, he confesses
that the other analysis or parsing (as shown in examples 4-25 and 4-26 above) is true
but he prefers the second analysis. Bakr	 op. cit.), on the other hand, stresses that
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the only true analysis for such sentences is to consider them exhibiting non-canonical
word order, the first element is fronted khabar/predicate and the second constituent is
the mubtada '1 subject.
Bakr	 1985: p. 42) rejects the analysis which says that the first element in a
sentence such as	 .j Zayd is awake asfacil/subject because the meaning of the
sentence will be insufficient.
As a matter of fact, Ar-RajihI, in this analysis, follows the rhetoricians and those who
are interested in the rhetorical subjects such as exegetes. (See, for example,
Sj Jl/Az-Zama ich ari 's analysis of the following verse which exhibits a similar
structure(cf chap. 6):
-(19:46/ p. 864)
3-	 jI)J•IIJ	 ïiI	 I	 2I,I JL3i
(The father) replied: Art thou shrinking from my gods, 0 Abraham?
Notes to Chapter Five
l Al-Jãhizh's book	 '' l	 Al-Bayân wa A-TabyIn is the first and maybe the
sole medium that informs us of the first Arab rhetorical ideas. Among those scholars,
whose rhetorical ideas have been conserved for us by AI-Jãhizh, was Bier ben Al-
Muctamed .
 His famous	 manuscript which Al-Jãhizh informs us about,
contained a number of opinions as well as rhetorical and critical observations, such as
the idea of JL.Jl	 Th1	 the conformity of speech to the
requirements of the situation. This idea was the basis upon which later rhetoricians
depended to specify the meaning of rhetoric, (cf 
.t4:,/Zayed, 1982: p.19).
2 Halliday (1967, cf Kress, 1976, pp. 182-188) mentions that a problem may arise in
the case where both the subject and the predicate are defmite in the equational
sentence because defmitness implies given information, c.f j 33 t-W above.
Notes to Chapter Six
' When in translation a word-to-word or morpheme-to-morpheme equivalence exist,
it can be termed bounded translation. In contrast when equivalencies between high
rank units such as the group, clause or sentence shift freely up and down the rank
scale, translation may be termed unbounded translation (cf Catford, 1965: p. 25).
2. Muslim scholars besides modern western scholars of the Qur'ân, particularly those
who have attempted to translate it into other languages, unanimously agree on the
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untranslatability of the Holy Qur'ân. For more details and discussion see Rahaman,
1988:25-27 and h.LJl/ Al-Bundáq, 1983:49-84.
3 Abü Hanifah (d. 769) is considered a founder of one of the four Sunni Muslim
schools of law. The other three scholars are Mãlik. Ahmad bin Hanbal and âfic'I.
4 Besides these two main pieces of evidence supporting the legitimacy of the
translation of the Holy Qur'ãn into other languages, there are some other minor pieces
of evidence which can be referred back to the time of the Prophet Muhammad:
1-When the Prophet Muhammad started to call the kings and emperors to Islam, he
sent a letter with his messenger CAmr bin Umayyah to the Negus. This letter which
contains some Qur'anic verses was translated by CAmr into a language understood by
the King.
2- Similarly the Prophet Muhammad sent a letter to 	 Al-Muqauqas, the
governor of Egypt. In this letter the following verse was quoted:
1	
I	 d_O.L	 \J lgiL*.1 _1LJI J.I[ Ji
4jgoiLLg.o LL lqiI IgJgA 19i92
Say. "0 people of the book! come to common terms as between us and you: that we
it'orship none but Allah; that we associate no partners with Him; that we erect not,
from among ourselves, lords and patrons other than Allah." If then they turn back,
say ye: "Bear witness that we (at least) are Muslims (bowing to Allah's will)". (3: 64/
pp. 15 9-60).
For more exposition see Ihsanoglu, 1980: xxll.
5..	 is used to means every ten chapters (surás) of the Holy Qur'án.
6-For a full discussion of Al-MaqdisI's opinion concerning the translation of the Holy
Qur'ân, see _g/Ayüb, 1986: p. 36.
7-It is reported that the Prophet Muhammad says: 	 'L	 .t L
"Prayer is not accepted from one who does not recite Tj .li the mother of the
Book i.e. _1Uth the Opening.(cf Ibn cuthaymin, In j.iI/Ad-Duhriaj, 1990: p.
46)
8-The Islamic Research, Ifia, Call and Guidance in Saudi Arabia represented by
Shaykh Abd Al-Aziz Ben Baz (,9.th/Ad-DewTh, 1991: pp 132-136), the president
has issued a ruling in favour of the translation of the Holy Qur'ãn:
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L9 cJL	 4	 ji	 U	 La	 4!	 1JI	 43
2ii L	 fJ 5J fl t*UL	 L.t
Jh..th/Ad-Dewi1990:p. 135)
The translation of the meaning of the Holy Qur'an is legal f the meaning (of the Holy
Qur 'an) is well understood and is precisely expressed by a scholar in order to give
the intended meaning of the texts of the Qur 'an
It is also worth mentioning that the Presidency of Islamic Researches, Ifta, Call and
Guidance in Saudi Arabia has lately (1980) approved the translation of the Holy
Qur'ân written by Abdullah YusufAli. Moreover, this translation is Published free by
the General Secretariat of King Fand Holy Qur'an Printing Complex in Al-Madinah
Al-Munawarah in Saudi Arabia.
9 Reporting and rephrasing a text in the same language is termed intralingual
translation (cf Jakobson 1971: pp. 260-6)
10.. As a matter of fact, like translation, exegesis of the Holy Qur'ãn is of different
types. Chief among these are literal exegesis j JI'j_	 and the exegesis of
meaning L .tL j.	 '. As-SuyütI's exegesis represents literal exegesis, whereas the
exegesis of Ibn Kathir represents the exegesis of meaning.
11 Abil Frãkh,	 1991: p.47) suggests that this Latin version forms the basis
for even the modern European translations. Ilhsanoglu (1980: p.xxxv), however,
illustrates that the French translation (translated directly from the Holy Qur'ân) by
André du Ryer is the basis of many of the European translations of the Holy Qur'ãn.
12..Abü Frãkh,	 1991: p.47) believes mistakenly that the French version
produced by André du Ryer was based on the Latin version produced by Robertus
Reermess et al rather than on the Arabic Holy Qur'ãn. Though Abü Frâkh includes in
his article a copy of the cover page of the first English translation, he does not notice
that Alexander Ross who translated the French Version into English pointed out on
the cover page of his translation that the French version was translated directly from
Arabic: "The Alcoran of Mahomet: translated out of Arabique into French" Abü
Frâkh,	 1991: p.48).
13.. But the first selection of the Holy Qur'ãn in English appeared several years before
this date. This was in 1515 A. D. (cf llhsanoglu, 1980: p. xxxiv).
14..Witness, for example, the following Hadith reported by Abü Hurayra:
J )TJI	 ,tS J
jt#ii	 i) "... &	 Ui
(yr
Aba Hurayra reported that. The Qur 'an was reviewed with the Prophet peace be
upon him once every year. But it was reviewed twice in the year that he [the Prophet
peace be upon him] died [My translation].
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15.. For a thorough discussion on this subject see 	 iIAbü Frâkh, 1982: pp.81-87.
cf also Von Denffer, 1989: pp.34-43, and YusufAli, 1938: pp.15-16.
16 Since the chronology or history of revelation of some süras and verses can be
found out from the Hadiths and commentaries of the Holy Qur'ân, western scholars
like Weil, Muir and Noeldeke, prepared chronological tables of the suras of the Holy
Qur'ân on the basis of these works. As has been said such ordering is misleading.
17.. For example the edition of 1992 contains table of contents in the begiiming and at
the end. The translation's introduction is omitted from this edition.
18..These letters are of the Arabic alphabet. Certain suras have these letters prefixed
to them. Opinions differ as to their significance and the exact meaning of each
particular letter or combination of letters. It is agreed, however, that only Allah knows
their significance and meaning. For a full discussion of these abbreviated letters, cf
Au's appendix 1, (Au, 1992: p.134).
19.. In his notes, Au translates these letters as K., H., Y., 'A., S. (Au, 1992: p.853)
which indicates that he himself does not adopt a consistent position regarding the
translation of such letters.
Notes to Chapter Seven
L This should give an indication of how each translation compares to a hypothetical
translation if there were one having an equal number of words to that of the mean. If,
for instance, one particular translation uses a number of words that are much higher
than the mean, while another uses many fewer words, this indicates that the former
translation does not provide a concise rendering of the original.
2.. In this respect, Al-YamanI (_dI, 1914, vol 3: p. 69) says:
LS	 >-	 ,i	 il
(/: \t\t	 Jl) .	 j J
	
jl	 i1	 ji
If the içj. a bar is preposed it will indicate that beyond all of other qualities relating to
torment such as blemish or pu::lement, their eyes will be only concerned with looking
fixedly. [My translation]
3- One of the respondents confirms this saying" 'secrets' is a good translation of
Ghaib".
4 The sentence of jL.th	 ii .LJ1 is abar/predicate of the first relative noun
as shown in the following Qur'anic passage (13: 20-23):
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d_ dill	 lL0 jgJ i i j Jlg	 9 Li.0il jq dill 4ki jg.9g	 JI
d_)g .LAi4 lg_a	 _ilq	 .....aI iii1l g...iu jg.SLI1g p...J) yj1ldg J.bg
illlll iilt
	
j ug	 l}itl p.ê LL ii 10.0 l j lg	 iJl tg..oLIq 4ij
.4,lJl 1.A p.jJ .iiigI
Those who fulfil the covenant ofAllah and fail not in their plighted word * Those who
join together those things which Allah hath commanded to be joined, hold their Lord
in cnve, and fear the terrible reckoning * Those who patiently presevere, seeking the
countenance of their Lord. Establish regular prayers; spend, out of (the gfls) We
have bestowed for their sustenance, secretly and openly; and turn off evil with good:
for such there is the final attainment of the (Eternal) home* Gardens ofperpetual
bliss: they shall enter there. (YusufAli, p. 680)
5 It, i.e. the phrase	 could be also substitute of the clause before, i.e.
Lth ' c' , or mubtada'/subject and
	 is its khabar/predicate. All these types
of analysis are applicable (cf Al-Derweesh, 1992: V. 5, p. 116).
6.. A noun may come in apposition to expose the noun before it. e.g. 'Sadat, president
of Egypt, was killed by one of his soldiers'.
.. However, in contrary to this view one of the respondent comments that
"comparable" is better than "equal" without giving reasons for his claim.
8.. The Arabic word 	 L, used here could be called 4_ULI or U.0 . it means
to indicate that the word L,.. introduces a new sentence. While it means
LIiU to indicate that there is only one sentence which in this context may roughly
mean 'we sent guardians to guard you until death approaches you ...'. For more
detailed exposition of this particle and others, see Ad-Dandah, 1992:21-22.
9 Among other definitions, Longman dictionary (1984:529), defmes the word
Hereafter as : "the life after death".
lO The use of the word 'dare' has been discussed in details by Swan (1986: under the
word 'dare', Section 166). The interrogative and exclamation can also be expressed
through intonation (cf Chapters 2 & 5).
1k.. Even in Arabic this particle of vocative is sometimes omitted. Consider for
example .} '
	
't 1tc' LJ1 La. oJ	 Taha. We have not sent down the
Qur'an to thee to be (an occasion) for they distress.(20:1-2, Au p. 879). The meaning
is....4tLO!Tâha....
12.. Arab rhetoricians distinguish between two types of disaffirmation jt4l in the
interrogative sentence. Reproach disaffirmative and denial disaffirmative. The speaker
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may use the interrogative form to indicate the meaning of reproach disaffirmative
when he wants to rebuke the addressee for a specific action. The denial disaffirmative
occurs when the speaker uses the interrogative form to show that the action under
concern has not taken place while the addressee is claiming that it has taken place (for
further explanation, cf Al-Malik, 1995: pp. 211-216). Examples of these two types
are listed respectively:
1-(-)
pa10	 1it ligl jl Ie't! juLiJJ )LI
Is it a matter of wonderment to men that We have sent Our inspiration to a man from
among themselves. (YusufAli, p. 546)
2- (\or -
i4JI	 I.Li4JI
Did He (then) choose daughters rather than sons? (YusufAli, 1364)
1 3 The 'true' theme of an it-structure is not It but rather the element which occurs
after the verb to be. For some linguists, It in the cleft structure acts as an 'empty
subject' which allows a certain element such as the complement to be placed near the
beginning of the clause and to be interpreted as its theme, that is, what the message is
about.
1 4 A count of the number of words in the Arabic SLTs gives a total of 182 words,
whereas their translations into English are 289 words for Trans "D", 333 words for
Trans "A", 424 words for Trans "H", 313 words for Trans "P" and 328 words for
Trans "R". This result supports Harris who carried out a similar study of three Arabic
political SLTs and their translations into English, and reached the same conclusion (cf
Obiedat, 1994, p. 76 (notes to chapter eight). This also supports Obiedat (1994) who
reaches the same results in his study and analysis of numerous English political in
SLTs and Arabic TLTs, and Arabic SLTs and English TLTs.
Notes to Chapter Eight
1- Lindquist (1989: p. 141) carried out a comparative study on a corpus of 2.000
adverbs drawn from 10 modern English and American novels with their Swedish
translations. Lindquist reached the same conclusion when he found that 88% of the
adverbs occupying End position in SL appear in the same slot in U; and 82% of
adverbs occupying Initial position in SL appear in the same slot in U. This means
that, in the corpus translations, adverbial position is fairly stable.
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A QUESTIONNAIRE
NAME.........................................................................................................................
DEPT...........................................................................................................................
DEGREE.....................................................................................................................
Translating from Arabic to English as well as vice versa involves many issues which need to be
investigated and discussed in detail. Translation of the meanings of the Holy Quran is considered one
of these main issues. The Holy Qur'an is marvellous in its style, therefore translating its meanings into
other languages is not an easy task. From a linguistic point of view many issues need to be discussed
and analyzed with regard to the existing English translations of the meanings of the Holy Qur an. I will
limit my study to one of these issues, ji..r-LiiI9 ç.iI Non-canonical (or non-typical) word order.
A speaker may change the order of words within the sentence to emphasize the information that he
wants to deliver. Thus, the use of non-canonical word order within the sentence indicates a rhetorical
purpose. Emphasis is a general purpose. Some elements or phrases can be emphasized by moving them
from their typical places and putting them at an earlier position within the sentence. Some Arab
rhetoricans state, beside the main category of the rhetorical purposes (i.e. emphasis), other sub-
categories. These include particularization, restriction, importance etc. In the following few pages I
have given some examples which exhibit non-canonical word order arranged according to the rhetorical
purposes they show. I have placed the word or phrase which appears in a non-canonical position in the
example and also its equivelent in translation in square brackets. The word or phrase to which it directly
relates, I have placed in curly brackets.
As an English native speaker. and basing your judgment on these rhetorical purposes given to you in
each example, firstly, please judge the five translations below each example in terms of how well they
convey the intended meaning, on the basis of the following scale, [1] Well, [2] Neither well nor badly,
[3] badly. Please circle the number which you feel is the most appropriate in each case. Secondly,
please reorder these translations starting with the one that you most prefer, from a stylistic point of
view, as a good translation of the original, thirdly, please state (if any) translation/s that you regard as
an archaic translation/s.
I would like to express my great respect, regards and thanks to you for giving me some of your valuable
time and I appreciate your help in this work. Please do not hesitate to ask me anything you want me to
clarif' it for you.
Example 1: (1 •: 7 ,'L.i'I) Sura 6:90
, ,
4{dI} (p	 LIJJI	 )J1 'ItIqI,
Comment on the Example:
The prepositional phrase c.AU_3 their guidance is fronted before the verb D.ilfollow. Focusing on
the prepositional phrase by fronting it indicates particularization or exclusiveness. The meaning is: (0
Muhammad) follow the prophets whom Allah has guided and in particular follow their guidance rather
than the guidance of anyone else'. How well do you feel the meaning of this emphasis in this example is
maintained by each of the five translations below? Please circle the number which you feel is most
appropriate in each case.
I-Trans. "D"
Those were the men who,n God guided. (Follow) fthen their guidance j (p. 680)
Appendix-i-	 Questionnaire
2- Trans. "A"
Those were the (prophets) who received Allah's guidance. (Follow) (the guidance they receivedj (p.
365)
3- Trans. "H"
Those are they whom Allah had guided. So(follow) (their guidanceJ.(p. 205)
4- Trans. "P"
Those are they whom Allah guideth, so (follow) (their guidancej ( p. 114)
5- Trans. "R"
These are they whom God hath guided: (follow) [therefore their guidancej ( p. 87)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly
	
Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans(D)	 Trans (H)
Trans (A)	 Trans (P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b) none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
............................................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 2: (V:rLJ.&'I)5jj.w. Sura2l:97
J
4{ Iq) 	 L)	 )1f-'lII} [fh-"tLil ] 1.e iL
Comment on the Example:
The predicate	 stare in horror is placed before its subject l9j..S	 the eyes of
the unbelievers. Putting the predicate	 stare in horror before the subject gives the style of the
verse greater eloquence and indicates particularization. The connotation that this verse wants to convey
is the status of the eyes of the unbelievers in the Day of Judgment. The meaning can be glossed as "the
eyes of the unbelievers will be only staring in amazement". How well do you feel that this meaning is
conveyed by each of the five translations below? Please circle the number which you feel is most
appropriate in each case.
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1-Trans. "D"
the unbelievers shall [stare in ama:ementJ (p.233)
2- Trans. "A"
Then behold! (the eyes of the Unbelievers) will [fixedly stare in horror] (p. 943).
3- Trans. "II"
Then when mankind is resurrected from their graves, you shall see {the eyes of the disbelievers)
[fixedly stare in horror] (p. 485)
4-Trans. "P"
then behold them, [staring wide (in terror)] (the eyes of those who disbelieve)! (p.240)
5- Trans. "R"
And lo! (the eyes of the infidels) [shall stare ama:edlyj (p.2 16)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly 	 Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans (R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans (D)
	 Trans (H)
Trans (A)
	 Trans(P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b) none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
.....................................................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 3: (77: r.pi a j3.w) Sura 39:66
S
..434).I111l J
.o j.g	 (4.1J1]J.l3
Comment on the Example:
The order of elements in this example is Oject+Verb+Subject. The object the word 1J 1 Allah is
emphasized by placing it before the verb 	 worship and the implicit subject 	 you. This is done
to indicate particularization/exclusiveness. The meaning is equivalent to worship Allah alone and no
one else. How well the meaning of particularization in this example is conveyed by each of the five
translations be1o'? Please circle the number which you feel is the most appropriate in each case.
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1-Trans. "D"
Therefore (serve) (God] and render thanks to Him. (p. 327)
2- Trans. "A"
Nay, but (worship) (Allah] And be of those who give thanks (p. 1417)
3- Trans. "H"
Nay! but (worship) (Allah] (alone and none else), and be among the grateful. (p. 687)
4- Trans. "P"
Nay, but (AllahJmust thou (serve), and be among the thankful! (p. 333)
5- Trans. "R"
Nay, rather worship God! and be of those who render thanks. (p. 312)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly	 Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans(D)	 Trans (H)
Trans (A)	 Trans (P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b) none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
.................................................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 4: (.:erJjjiJIa jj.i.u)sura 42:10
- 4{ .. fd I} [d.Liq] .l'cq3}
	 2!i W1
Comment on the Example:
The prepositional phrases ô 1ç in Him and	 to Him have been placed before the verbs and their
subjects	 I trust and	 / turn respectively. Focusing these genitive phrases by placing them
first, in this example, indicates particularization/exclusiveness. The meaning is equivalent to'It is in
Allah alone I trust and it is unto Him alone I turn'. How well do you feel this meaning resulting from
the non-canonical word order is covered by each of the five translations below? Please circle the
number which you feel is most appropriate in each case.
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1-Trans. "D"
Such is God, my Lord. [In Him) (1 have put my trust), and [to HimJ (I turn in repentance) (p. 339)
2- Trans. "A"
Such is Allah, my Lord: [In Him) (I trust), and (to Him] (I turn). (p. 1475)
3- Trans. "H"
Such is Allah, m y Lord fin Whom J (I put my trust), and fto Him] (I turn in all of my affairs and in
repentance) (p. 713)
4- Trans. "P"
Such is my Lord, fin Whom] (Iput my trust), and [unto Whom] (I turn). (p. 344)
5- Trans. "R"
This is God, m y Lord: (in Him] (do I put my trust), and (to Him] (do I turn in penitence). (p. 324)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly	 Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans (R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans(D)	 Trans(H)
Trans(A)	 Trans(P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b) none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
.........................................................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 5: (lrr:lL,	 j,g.ii.a)Sura 11:123
.. 4 {,pjIg	 JlqL0..l.L1JI _lIt} [JJg]
Comment on the Example:
The predicate U to Allah is emphasized by fronting it before the subject	 9t.aJl -yc
unseen (secrets) of the heavens and the earth. This non-canonical order is used to indicate
particularization. The intended meaning can be glossed as 'Allah alone has the knowledge of the unseen
of the heavens and the earth. How well do you feel this meaning resulting from the non-canonical word
order is conveyed by each of the five translations below? Please circle the number which you feel is
most appropriate in each case.
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1-Trans. "D"
[GodJ alone has (knowledge of what the heavens and the earth conceal). ( p. 165)
2- Trans. "A"
[To .4IlahJdo (belong the unseen (secrets) oJ the heavens and the earth). (p. 620)
3- Trans. "H"
[4nd to AllahJ (belongs the Ghaib (unseen) of the heavens and the earth). ( p. 340)
4- Trans. "P"
(A ndAllah'sJ is (the invisible of the heavens and the earth). (p. 174)
5- Trans. "R"
[To God] (belong the secret things of the Heavens and of the Earth). (p. 324)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly 	 Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans (D)	 Trans (H)
Trans (A)	 Trans (P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b)none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
.........................................................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 6: (OY r3 /JIijj..w,.)Sura 2:57
{)g.o.L6.i} [J1 ä 11 d Q I ] Igil 3 I q Lig.o.Lb Log
Comment on the Example:
The clause containing	 Kana exhibits non-canonical word order. The object ii• I themselves is
focused by placing it before the verb and its subject 	 fl	 they wronged to indicate
particularization. The meaning is equivalent to It is only themselves that they wronged. How well do
you feel the meaning of emphasizing the object in this example is conveyed by each of the five
translations below? Please circle the number which you feel is most appropriate in each case.
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1-Trans. "D"
Indeed they did not wrong Us, but (they wronged) [themselves] (p. 15)
2- Trans. "A"
To Us they did no harm, but {they harmed} (their own selves]. (p. 23)
3- Trans. "H"
.1 nd the y did not wrong Us but (they wronged) fthemselve3j (p. 13)
4- Trans. "P"
We wronged them not, but (they did wrong) /themselvesj(p. 38)
5- Trans. "R"
and they injured not Us but (they injured) /themselvesj. (p. 7)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly	 Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans (D)	 Trans (H)
Trans (A)	 Trans (P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b) none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
........................................................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 7: (tV: rVjIiL.gd/jj.w)Sura 37:47
i:
Comment on the Kvample:
The prepositional phrase L_ in it/from is focussed. It is placed before the word J	 headiness to
indicate particularization, and is used to mean that' unlike the alcoholic drink of this life, the wine of
the paradise is free from headiness. How well do you feel the meaning of particularization resulting in
this example is conveyed by each of the five translations below? Please circle the number which you
feel is most appropriate in each case.
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1-Trans. "D"
ii will neither dull their senses nor befi4ddle them. (p. 314)
2- Trans. "A"
[Free from] (headiness); Nor will the y stiffer intoxication therefrom. (p. 1348)
3- Trans. "H"
Neither the y will have "Ghoul" (any kind of hurl...) from that, nor will they suffer intoxication
therefrom (p. 657)
4- Trans. "P"
VhereinJ there is no (headache) nor are they made mad thereby.(p. 320)
5- Trans. "R"
[It shall not] (oppress the sense), nor shall they therewith be drunken. (p. 298)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly	 Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans(D)	 Trans (H)
Trans (A)
	
Trans(P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b) none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
.........................................................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 8:( !J:O!j..JJI) Sura 54:41
, ,
4{ ) 4"llII } [jg.j- jl1d.
Comment on the Example:
The order of the elements in this example is: Verb + Object + Subject. The focus here is put on the
object the phrase
	
Jl the people of Pharaoh. It is to indicate emphasis. To emphasize that
'the people of Pharaoh' have received the warnings. How well do you feel this emphasis of the original
is maintained by each of the five translations below? Please circle the number which you feel is most
appropriate in each case.
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1-Trans. "D"
[To Pharoah's people] also came {the warnings). (p. 375)
2- Trans. "A"
To [the People of Pharaoh] too. aforetime, came (Warners) (from Allah) (p. 1655)
3-Trans. "H"
And indeed, (Warnings) came to Ithe people of Pharaoh] (through Moses and Aaron,i (p. 791)
4- Trans. "P"
And (warnings) came in truth unto 1Ithe house of Pharaoh] (p. 381)
5- Trans. "R"
To [the people of Pharaoh]also came (the threatenings). (p. 361)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly 	 Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans (R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetoncal purpose of the non-canonical vord order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans(D)	 Trans(H)
Trans(A)	 Trans(P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b) none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
...............(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 9: (rr: ra..LcjJI jJ..ei)sura 13:23
..4{LJRJ} D
	
:i j lJI	 i.äi rd'' fflgt
Comment on the Example:
The phrase	 Garde ,is of Eden is placed first in the second verse. The rhetorical purpose
for this is to giveemphasis to this phrase and also to explain and describe the sentence before it. How
well do you feel the meaning of this example resulting from changing the order of the words is covered
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by each of the five translations beloV? Please circle the number which you feel is most appropriate in
each case.
1-Trans. "D"
These shall have a blissful end. (The y shall enter) fthe gardens of EdenJ(p. 177)
2- Trans. "A"
For such there is the final attainment of the (eternal) Home. [Gardens ofperpetual bliss]. (they shall
enter there).(p. 680)
3- Trans. "H"
For such there is a good end. [Everlasting Gardens of'Adn Paradise'J (which they shall enter). (p.
363)
4- Trans. "P"
Theirs will be the sequel of the (heavenly) Home. [Gardens of Eden] (which they enter). (P. 184)
5- Trans. "R"
for these is the recompense of that abode [Gardens of Edenf-into (which they shall enter). (p. 160)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly 	 Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetoncal purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans(D)	 Trans (H)
Trans (A)	 Trans(P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b) none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
........................................................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 10: (7!: r.)JI)sura :39:64
4:yj 1 d'1JI 1iI { -ll } Jg.). 13 i WI )..kS] J-,
Comment on the Example:
In this example the object *U I	 other than Allah/God comes at the beginning of the sentence before
its verb	 and the implicit subject t.I I. The ordeer of the elements is Object + Verb + Subject. The
focus here lies on the object of the sentence. It is to show the importance of the object and to give more
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attention to it. How well do you feel the intended meaning of this example (i.e. the placing of focus on
the object 41i1 other than A/la WGocl) is conveyded by each of the five translations below? Please
circle the number which you feel is most appropriate in each case.
1-Trans "D"
- Say: 'ignorant men! Would you bid me (serve a deity) [other than God?J'( Dawood, 1990: p. 327)
2- Trans "A"
Say: " [Is it Some one other than Allah) that ye order me to (worship), Oye Ignorant ones?" (Yusuf
Ali. 1990: p. 1416).
3- Trans "H"
Say (0 Muhammad to the polytheists, etc.) "Do you order me to (worship) [other than Allah] Oyou
fools? (Taqi-u-din Hilali, 1993: p. 687)
4-Trans "P"
Say (0 Muhammad, to the disbelievers) Do ye bid me serve other than Allah? Oye fools! (Muhammad
Pickthall, 1994: p. 333)
5. Trans. "R"
Say What! dove then bid me (worship) [other than God] Oye ignorant ones? (Rodwell, 1994: p.
312)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly	 Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans(D)	 Trans (H)
Trans (A)
	 Trans (P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b) none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
.........................................................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 11: ('1:	 ,)L YI,jJ.fsura 112:4
=
4{ 'l l q ç, (dJ] ,jc	 pig
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Comment on i/se Exampk:
The normal position of the prepositional phrase is at the end of the sentence and the normal position of
the predicate is after the subject. But in this example. the prepositional phrase 4J unto Him and the
predicate l9_.S equal occur before the subject ..L.,.l one. This example is ordered in this way to
indicate importance (i.e. because the prepositional phrase 4.i unto Him and the predicate 	 equal
are the most important element in the sentence). How well do you feel the emphasis of prepositional
and predicate is maintained by each of the five translations below? Please circle the number which you
feel is most appropriate in each case.
1-Trans. "D"
(None is equal) [to HimJ(p. 434)
2- Trans. "A"
And (there is none like) [unto Him] ( p. 2028)
3- Trans. "H"
And (there is none co-equal or comparable) [unto Him] (p. 928)
4- Trans. "P"
And (there is none comparable) [unto HimJ(p. 454)
5- Trans. "R"
And (there is none like) [unto Him] (p. 429)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly 	 Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetoncal purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example. please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans (D)	 Trans (H)
Trans (A)	 Trans (P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b) none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
..........................................................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
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Example 12: (t:A cL.Jt j .w) Sura 4:8
p.4qjjL { 3.LLLLLoiIg	 .oL.uJIg	 Igigi) (a0..wiJIJ j'—	6lg
4 Lgj. o g jiJ Igig g di0
Comment on tile Example:
The order of elements in the first verbal clause in this example is Verb+Object+Subject. The object
i_wl division comes before the three subjects
	 .SL4.il9 ,4L.lj	 lJj relatives,
orphans and needy. The object is emphasized here by fronting it in order to show from the beginning
thatit is the ob j ect of the sentence and is not to be confused with the other subjects. How well you feel
the meaning of emphasis of the object is conveyed by each of the five translations below? Please circle
the number which you feel is the most appropriate in each case.
1-Trans. "D"
If (relatives, orphans, or needy men) are present fat the division of an inheritancej give them, too, a
share of it, and speak to them kind words. (p. 61)
2- Trans. "A"
But f [at the time ofdivisionJ (other relatives, or orphans, or poor), are present, give them out of the
(property), and speak to them words of kindness and justice. (p. 208)
3- Trans. "H"
And { when the relatives and the orphans and the poor) are present [at the time ofdivisionj give them
out of the property, and speak to them words of kindness and justice. (p. 121)
4- Trans. "P"
.4 nd when (kinsfolk and orphans and the needy) are present [at the divisionJ (of the heritage), bestow
on them therefrom and speak kindly unto them. (p. 80)
5- Trans. "R"
And when { they who are of kin are present [at the divisionj and the orphans and the poor], let them
too have a share; and speak to them with kindly speech. (p. 50)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly	 Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans (D)
	
Trans (H)
Trans (A)	 Trans (P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b)none of them
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Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
.....................................................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 13: (1W: ri .4JIijjis)Sura 2:177
I
{ _ij.koJIq j..i2i.oJl J.L rd'g-g IgJg.i ) l } [j.lJI] )L4J
Comment on the .Evample:
The predicate of	 is not the word j..iJt righteousness is emphasized by placing it before the
subject and its complement (i.e. subordinate clauses) in order for it not to get confused with the noun
(subject) and the other elements following it. How well do you feel the emphasis of the predicate is
conveyed by each of the five translations belo'? Please circle the number iich you feel is most
appropriate in each case.
1-Trans. "D"
[Righteousness) (does not consist in whether you face towards the East or the West). (p. 27)
2- Trans. "A"
fit is not righteousness) (that ye turn your faces toards East or West). (p. 70)
3- Trans. "H"
[It is not 'Al-Birr" (Piety, Righteousness.)) (that you turn your faces towards the East and (or) the
West (in prayers)) (pp. 38-39)
4- Trans. "P"
fit is not righteousness) (that ye turn your faces to the East and the West). (p. 48)
5- Trans. "R"
[There is no piet) (in turning your faces towards the east or the west). (p. 18)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly
	 Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans(D)	 Trans (H)
Trans (A)	 Trans (P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b) none of them
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Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
........................................................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 14: (P rr.//) Sura 22:37
,	 _,
ro 2!J' 1I dJLi $Jg { L 9 Lo	 9 L.oJ } [dJJI ] Jti. sI
Comment on i/se Example:
The order of elements of the first verbal clause above is Verb + Object + Subject. The object 41
Allah/God is placed before the subject 4a 9!i their flesh and its complement because of the length of
the sentence.Thus the object is emphasized by putting it before the subject in order for the reader!
hearer not to confuse it with the other constituents of the sentence. How well do you feel the meaning of
emphasizing the object is conveyed by each of the five translations belo'? Please circle the number
which you feel is most appropriate in each case.
1-Trans. "D"
(Their flesh and blood) does not reach [God); it is your piety that reaches Him. v. 237)
2- Trans. "A"
It is not (their meal nor their blood), that reaches [4/la/i] it is your piety that reaches 1-Jim. (p. 961)
3- Trans. "H"
It is neither (their meat nor their blood) that reaches [Allah) but it is piety from you that reaches Him.
(p. 495)
4- Trans. "P"
(Their flesh and their blood) reach not [4llahj but the devotion from you reacheth Him.(p. 244)
5- Trans. "R"
By no means can (their flesh) reach unto [God) neither (their blood); but piety on your part reacheth
Him. (p. 220)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly	 Badly
Trans(D)	 I	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans(D)	 Trans (H)
Trans (A)	 Trans (P)
Trans (R)
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- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b) none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
...............................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 15: (7J: ipLtJ.'I) Sura 6:61
=
£Lgi { Jg.oJI }
 [p.I) iL I	 •	 J" JJ)
U p-dg
Comment on the Example:
The order of the elements of this example is Verb + Object + Subject. The object c.S1.L one ofyou is
fronted before the subject 9.0 death. The focus here is also on the object. Focusing on the object and
putting the subject 9.0 death at the end of the sentence give a psychological effect. Putting the object
c_.S .Ii.,.l one ofyou before the subject reminds people that death 9.0 is very near to them. The word
death 9.0 has frightening connotations. Every one hates death so it is very appropriate to put the word
g....0 death at the end of the sentence. In your opinion in terms of well and badly which one of the five
translations below gives the exact meaning of this example? Please circle the number 1iich you feel is
most appropriate in each case.
1-Trans. "D"
He sends forth guardians who watch over you and carry away your souls without fail when (death)
overtakes [you] (p.98)
2-Trans. "A"
And He sets guardians over you. At length when (death) approaches [one ofyou] Our angels take
his soul, and they never fail in their duty. (pp. 355-56)
3- Trans. "H"
and He sends guardians (angels guarding and writing all of one's good and bad deeds) over you, until
when (death) approaches [one of you] Our messengers (Angel of death and his assistants) take his
soul, and they never neglect their duty. (200)
4-Trans. "P"
He sendeth guardians over you until when (death) cometh unto [one ofyou] Our messengers receive
him, and they neglect not. (112)
5- Trans. "R"
He sendeth forth guardians who watch over you, until, when (death) overtaketh [any one ofyou] our
messengers take his soul, and fail not. (85)
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Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly	 Badly
Trans (D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans (A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans (P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans (R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans(D)	 Trans (H)
Trans (A)
	
Trans (P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b) none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 16: (!:rS*.Lf/) Sura 2:4
S.	 S.	 54j;ggj {Pà'} (dj1IJgJ
Comment on the Example: 	 -
The rheme of the sentence the prepositional phrase	 in the Hereafier is placed before the
subject. the pronoun '..A they and the verb	 believe. The emphasis here is on the phrase
in the Hereafier. Emphasizing this phrase by putting it first indicates, in this example,
restriction. The meaning of this verse is that: 'they (which refers to the believers) are certain and
believing only in the Hereafter. Anything other than this great matter does not concern them'. How well
do you feel the meaning of restriction is covered by each of the five translations below? Please circle
the number which you feel is most appropriate in each case.
1- Trans. "D"
who trust and firmly believe [in the ljfe to come] (p.1 1)
2-Trans. "A"
And (in their hearts) have the assurance [of the Hereafter] (p.7)
3- Trans. "H"
and (they) believe with certainty [in the Hereafter] Q.3)
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4- Trans. "P"
and are certain [of the Hereafter] (p.34)
5- Trans. "R"
and Jlillfaith have (the y) [in the life to come] (p. 3)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly 	 Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(R)	 1	 2	 3
Bearing in mind the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans (D)	 Trans (H)
Trans (A)	 Trans (P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b) none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
..........................................................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 17: (r:O1j JI) jj..w. Sura 59:2
UI	 ,	 ,
4 jJ1	 O{J'.} [pJ.JLØ]fL'lil
Comment on the Example:
In this example the subject 	 their fortresses has been placed after its predicate
would preserve them. The predicate here is emphasized to show how much the infidels rel y on their
fortresses. How well do you feel this meaning in this example is conveyed by each of the five
translations below? Please circle the number vhich you feel is most appropriate in each case.
1-Trans. "D"
and they, for their part, fancied that (the ir strongholds) (would protect them Jfrom God. (p. 387)
2- Trans. "A"
And they thought that (their fortresses) (would defend them Jfrom Allah! (p.1716)
3- Trans. "H"
And they thought that (their fortresses) (would defend them Jfrom Allah! ( p. 816)
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4- Trans. "P"
while they deemed that (their strongholds) [would protect them Jfrom Allah. (p. 393)
5-Trans. "R"
and they on their part thought that (their fortresses) [would protect themJ against God. (p.373)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly 	 Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans (D)	 Trans (H)
Trans (A)	 Trans(P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b) none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
..........................................................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 18: (17: H	 )jj.w. Sura 19:46
d11	 3 {4•.Ul } [I l!'l)]I JL
Comment on the Example:
The predicate of the sentence 	 not willing is placed before the subject _i you. The rhetorical
purpose is to focus on the predicate in order to show how the father is astonished by his son because he
hates his gods. It is used to indicate an indignant exclamation. How well do you feel that this meaning is
maintained by each of the five translations below ? Please circle the number which you feel is most
appropriate in each case.
1- Trans. "D"
He replied: 'Do {you} dare [renouncel my gods, Abraham? (p. 217)
2- Trans. "A"
Art (thou) fshrinkingJfrom my gods, 0 Abraham? (p. 864)
3- Trans. "H"
He (the father) said: "Do (you) [rejectJmy gods, 0 Abraham? (p. 451)
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4- Trans. "P"
He said. [RejectestJ (thou) my gods, 0 Abraham? (p. 223)
5- Trans. "R"
He said, 'fCastestJ (thou) off my Gods, 0 Abraham? (p. 199)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly	 Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans (D)
	 Trans (H)
Trans (A)	 Trans (P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b) none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
...........................................................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 19: (O . :OSJ.3W)Sura :5:50
4jgig pgJ L^	 JI	 )"	 g {)g.*4} Ld1.Jl
Comment on the Example:
The order of elements of the first clause in the above example is Object + Verb + Subject. The object
L1.tJl	 pagan judgment is placed emphasized by placing it before the verb and its subject
g...i.0 (they) seek. The object is emphasized by putting it before the other elements of the verbal
sentence and putting the interrogative particle before it indicates exaclamation. It is used to show
astonishment. How people seek the pagan judgement and desert Allahs judgment?. How well do you
feel that the meaning of exclamation is conveyed by each of the five translations below? Please circle
the number which you feel is most appropriate in each case.
1-Trans. "D"
Is it [pagan lawsJ that (they wish to be judged by)? Who is a better judge than God for men whose
faith is firm? (p. 85)
2- Trans. "A"
Do (they then seek) after [a judgment of (the Days of) ignoranceJ? But who, for a people whose faith I
assured, can give better judgment than Allah?. (p. 301)
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3- Trans. "H"
Do (they seek) [the judgment of (the Days of) ignoranceJ? And who is better in judgment than Allah
for a people who have firm faith?. (pp. 17 1-72)
4- Trans. "P"
Is ii [a judgment of the time of (pagan) ignorance]that (they are seeking)? Who is better than Allah
for judgment to a people who have certainty (in their belief)?. (p. 101)
5- Trans. "R"
(Desire they), therefore, [the judgments of the times of (pagan) ignoranceJ? But what better judge can
there be than God for those who believe firmly? (p. 73)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly 	 Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans(D)	 Trans (H)
Trans (A)	 Trans (P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b) none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
........................................................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 20: (Y!'1	 Sura 49:7
{ diJI J	 j ) (Jh ] 3l Ig.0.Ldg,
Comment on the Example:
In this example the predicate	 among you is placed before the subject dli j9.uij Allah's
messenger. The rhetorical purpose of this type of non-canonical order is to indicate re proof to the
believers who want the Messenger of Allah who is among them to obey them (follow their opinions and
desires), i.e. because the one who is among them is the Messenger of Allah, therefore they should
follow him, but not the reverse. How well do you feel the emphasis of genitive phrase çi_& among
you is maintained by each of the five translations below? Please circle the number which you feel is the
most appropriate in each case.
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1-Trans. "D"
Know that (God's apostle) is [among youj (p. 363)
2- Trans. "A"
And know that lamong vouJ is (Allah's Messenger). (p. 1589)
3- Trans. "H"
And kno%t' that, [among vouJ there is (the Messenger ofAllah) ( p. 764)
4- Trans. "P"
And know that (the messenger ofAllah) is (among youj (p. 369)
5- Trans. "R"
And know that (an Apostle of God) is (among youJ(p. 348)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly 	 Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans (D)	 Trans (H)
Trans (A)	 Trans (P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b)none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
..................................................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 21: (r!:O!j .J/jji4Sura 54:24
..4j.LJq	 2i 64 14 {dii } l.Iq IL0 (Ij.i2ul] IgJt,
Comment on the Example:
The focus here lies on the object the word l j.	 a man. It is emphasized by placing it before the verb
and its subject	 we follow. This emphasis indicates scorn or disdain. The unbelievers scorn the
prophet because he is a man like (or among) them. It is as if they are saying 'Do you want us to follow a
man like(or among) us? The prophet should be an angel not a human being'. How well do you feel the
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emphasis of the object (and the meaning of scorn and disdain) is maintained by each of the five
translations beloV? Please circle the number which you feel is most appropriate in each case.
I-Trans. "D"
The!,' said: 'Are (we to follow) [a mortal) who stands alone among us? That would surely be error and
madness' (pp. 374-75)
2- Trans. "A"
For the y said: "What! a man! a solitary one from among ourselves! Shall we follow such a one? Truly
should we then be in error and madness. (p. 1652)
3- Trans. "H"
For they said: " [A man!JAlone from among us, that (we are to follow)? Truly, then we should be in
error and distress or madness!". (p. 790)
4- Trans. "P"
For they said: Is it [a mortal man] alone among us, that (we are to follow)? then indeed we should
fall into error and madness. (p. 380)
5- Trans. "R"
And they said. 'Shall {we follow) [a single man] from among ourselves? Then verily should we be in
error and in folly'. (p. 361)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly	 Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans (R)	 I	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetorical purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans (D)	 Trans (H)
Trans (A)	 Trans (P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b) none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
..................................................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
Example 22: (a!:	 iJj..4 Sura 54:7
' -	
.	 P P	 £	
=
4j llio I ).1 	 3.0 )9.4J p. )tI } [L*.]
Comment on the .Evample:
The word I •	
- downcast/humbled is emphasized by putting it at the start of the sentence. It is used
to describe the situation of the unbelievers on the Day of Judgment, emphasising how downcast their
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eyes will be when they come forth from their graves. How well do you feel the meaning of this example
resulting from changing the order of the words is covered by each of the five translations below? Please
circle the number which you feel is most appropriate in each case.
1-Trans. "D"
The', shall come out from their graves with [downcastJ eyes and rush towards him like swarming
locusts. (p. 374)
2- Trans. "A"
They will come fort h, their eyes /humbledJfrom (their) graves (torpid) like locusts scattered abroad.(p.
1649)
3- Trans. "H"
They will come forth, with /humbledJ eyes from (their) graves as f they were locusts spread abroad.
(p. 789)
4- Trans. "P"
With downcast eyes, they come forth from the graves as they were locusts spread abroad.(p. 379)
5- Trans. "R"
With downcast eyes shall they come forth from their graves, as f they were scattered locusts.(p. 360)
Translations	 Well	 Neither well nor badly	 Badly
Trans(D)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(A)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(H)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(P)	 1	 2	 3
Trans(R)	 1	 2	 3
- Bearing in mind the rhetoncal purpose of the non-canonical word order of the above example, please
renumber the above translations according to what you prefer as a good translation of the original from
a general stylistic point of view:
Translation	 Number	 Translation	 Number
Trans(D)	 Trans (H)
Trans (A)
	 Trans (P)
Trans (R)
- Which of the above translations (if any) do you believe are archaic?
a) Trans:
b) none of them
Any Other comments or suggested translation:-
.........................................................(please use the other side of the sheet if necessary).
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1-Rhetorical purposes of Non-canonical Word order
Example	 SCiara &	 "D"	 "A"	 "H"	 "P"
number	 verse number
	
Ex. 1	 6.90	 1.6	 2	 2	 2.3	 1.5
	
Ex. 2	 21.97	 2.4	 1.9	 2.2	 1.2	 1.5
	
Ex. 3
	 39.66	 1.9	 1.8	 1.5	 1.4	 1.8
	
Ex.4	 42.10	 1.6	 1.3	 2.4	 1.9	 1.6
	
Ex.5	 11.123	 1.6	 2.2	 1.9	 2.1	 1.8
	
Ex. 6	 2.57	 2	 1.8	 2	 2.6	 2.5
	
Ex. 7	 37.47	 1.6	 2	 2.4	 2.4	 2.3
	
Ex. 8
	
54.41	 1.3	 1.8	 1.8	 2.2	 1.7
	
Ex.9	 13.23	 2	 1.3	 2	 1.8	 1.9
	
Ex. 10
	
39.64	 1.8	 1.4	 2.3	 2.1	 2
	
Ex. 11	 112.4	 1.8	 1.7	 2.1	 1.6	 1.5
	Ex. 12	 4.8	 1.9	 1.3	 2	 1.8	 2.1
	
Ex. 13	 2.177	 1.5	 1.8	 2.4	 2	 2.4
	
Ex. 14	 22.37	 1.9	 1.6	 1.4	 2	 2.2
	
Ex. 15	 6.61	 2	 1.6	 1.6	 1.4	 1.9
	
Ex. 16	 2.4	 1.8	 2.1	 1.7	 1.9	 1.7
	
Ex. 17
	 59.2	 1.5	 1.4	 1.6	 2.1	 1.8
	
Ex. 18	 19.46	 1.3	 2.3	 1.8	 2.2	 2.4
	
Ex. 19
	 5.50	 1.1	 2.2	 2.1	 1.4	 2.1
	
Ex. 20	 49.7	 1.6	 1.6	 1.7	 1.7	 1.8
	
Ex.21	 54.7	 1.4	 1.8	 1.9	 1.6	 2
	
Ex. 22	 54.24	 2	 1.9	 1.9	 1.7	 1.3
__________	 Total	 37.6	 38.8	 42.7	 40.7	 41.8
Total	 1.7	 1.76	 1.94	 1.85	 1.9
Average
	
____________ Total/22	 _________ _________ __________ __________ ___________
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2- Style
Example	 Sciara & verse	 "D"	 'A"	 "H"	 "P'
number	 number
	
Ex. 1
	
6.90	 3.1	 2.3	 3.4	 4.6	 2.7
	
Ex. 2	 21.97	 3.7	 2.4	 3.6	 2.9	 4.1
	
Ex. 3
	
39.66	 3.7	 3.4	 3.9	 2.8	 2.9
	
Ex. 4	 42.10	 2.6	 2.7	 4.3	 3.4	 3.3
	
Ex. 5	 11.123	 2.4	 3	 3.9	 4.8	 2.6
	
Ex. 6	 2.57	 2.3	 2.8	 2.7	 4.3	 4.4
	
Ex. 7	 37.47	 2.1	 2.5	 4.4	 4	 3.5
	
Ex. 8	 54.41	 2.4	 3	 3.5	 3.8	 3.6
	
Ex. 9
	
13.23	 3.4	 2.2	 3.8	 3.9	 3
	
Ex. 10
	
39.64	 2.6	 2.4	 4.2	 4.1	 3.4
	
Ex. 11	 112.4	 3.3	 3	 3.9	 2.7	 3.1
	
Ex. 12	 4.8	 2.8	 2.6	 3.3	 3.8	 4.2
	
Ex. 13	 2.177	 2.5	 2.6	 3.9	 3.3	 3.2
	
Ex. 14	 22.37	 3	 2.7	 2.8	 3.9	 4.3
	
Ex. 15	 6.61	 2.8	 2.4	 3.9	 4	 3.2
	
Ex. 16	 2.4	 3	 4.2	 2.5	 3.6	 3.4
	
Ex. 17	 59.2	 3.1	 2.9	 3	 3.6	 3.7
	
Ex. 18	 19.46	 2.2	 3.7	 3.3	 3.4	 4.1
	
Ex. 19	 5.50	 2.5	 4	 3.5	 2.6	 3.3
	
Ex. 20	 49.7	 3	 2.7	 3.4	 3.6	 3.7
	
Ex. 21	 54.7	 2.8	 3	 4.2	 2.9	 3.6
	
Ex. 22	 54.24	 3.7	 3.3	 3.6	 2.9	 2.4
____________	 Total	 63	 63.8	 79	 77.9	 76
Total Average	 2.86	 2.9	 3.59	 3.5	 3.45
_____________	 Total/22	 ___________ ___________ __________ __________ ___________
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3-Number of Words
Example number	 Süara & verse	 'D"	 "A"	 "H"	 "P'	 "R"	 Ar. Ex.
number_______
Ex. 1	 6.90	 11	 13	 11	 10	 11	 6
Ex.2	 21.97	 6	 12	 20	 13	 10	 6
Ex.3	 39.66	 8	 11	 13	 11	 11	 6
Ex.4	 42.10	 19	 14	 24	 15	 20	 8
Ex.5	 11.123	 12	 13	 13	 11	 13	 8
Ex.6	 2.57	 10	 12	 10	 9	 9	 8
Ex.7	 37.47	 9	 9	 17	 11	 12	 8
Ex.8	 54.41	 7	 11	 13	 10	 9	 6
Ex.9	 13.23	 13	 19	 16	 15	 16	 7
Ex. 10	 39.64	 16	 18	 19	 19	 15	 7
Ex. 11	 112.4	 5	 7	 9	 7	 7	 6
Ex. 12	 4.8	 27	 30	 32	 25	 31	 17
Ex. 13	 2.177	 14	 13	 20	 15	 14	 9
Ex. 14	 22.37	 15	 18	 20	 15	 19	 12
Ex. 15	 6.61	 19	 27	 41	 22	 25	 15
Ex. 16	 2.4	 8	 10	 8	 6	 10	 4
Ex. 17	 59.2	 13	 11	 11	 11	 14	 7
Ex. 18	 19.46	 9	 8	 12	 8	 9	 8
Ex. 19	 5.50	 24	 27	 25	 30	 25	 12
Ex.20	 49.7	 7	 8	 11	 10	 10	 6
Ex. 21	 54.7	 20	 27	 25	 25	 22	 5
Ex.22	 54.24	 17	 15	 17	 15	 16	 11
_______________	 Total	 289	 333	 424	 313	 328	 182
Total Average	 13.13	 15.13	 19.27	 14.22	 14.90	 8.27
__________________	 Total/22	 ________ _______ ________ _______ _______ __________
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